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Chapter 1

Introducción

En esta tesis se estudian los fibrados de Higgs sobre una curva elı́ptica. En la primera parte
estudiamos fibrados de Higgs con grupos de estructura complejos y clásicos. En la segunda
parte los grupos de estructura son las formas reales de GL(n,C) y en la tercera se trata el
caso en que el grupo de estructura es un grupo de Lie complejo reductivo arbitrario.

Los fibrados de Higgs se han estudiado principalmente sobre superficies de Riemann
compactas de género g ≥ 2 y por ello en esta tesis queremos presentar un estudio sis-
temático del caso g = 1. En contraste con lo que sucede en género alto, en el caso elı́ptico
puede obtenerse una descripción explı́cita de los espacios de móduli de fibrados de Higgs.

Espacios de móduli de fibrados sobre curva elı́pticas

El estudio de fibrados vectoriales comenzó en 1957 con el trabajo de Atiyah [A] donde se
describe el conjunto de las clases de isomorfı́a de fibrados vectoriales indescomponibles.
Tras el desarrollo de la teorı́a de invariantes geométricos (GIT), los resultados de Atiyah
pudieron reinterpretarse como la identificación con SymhX del espacio de móduli de fi-
brados vectoriales de rango n y grado d sobre la curva elı́ptica X , donde h = gcd(n, d).
Aunque esta identificación era ampliamente conocida, fue, durante años, poco reflejada en
la literatura. En 1993 Tu incluye en [Tu] la prueba de que, sobre curva elı́ptica, todo fibrado
vectorial indescomponible es semistable.

La teorı́a de espacios de móduli de fibrados sobre superficies de Riemann fue desarro-
llada entre otros por Mumford, Seshadri, Narasimhan, Ramanan, Newstead y Ramanathan.
En [Ra2] y [Ra3] Ramanathan construyó el espacio de móduli M(G)d de G-fibrados de
grado d ∈ π1(G) sobre una superficie de Riemann compacta de género g ≥ 2 cuando
el grupo de estructura G es complejo reductivo. Probó que M(G)d es el cociente GIT
de un esquema no singular R, que parametriza G-fibrados semiestables, por la acción de
GL(N,C), con N suficientemente grande. Es posible extender esta construcción al caso
g = 1 (véase [LeP]) y, en particular, tenemos que M(G)d es normal, puesto R lo es.

Schweigert [S], Laszlo [La], Friedman y Morgan [FM1, FM2], junto con Witten [FMW]
y Helmke y Slodowy [HS] estudiaron el espacio de móduli de fibrados principales holo-
morfos sobre una curva elı́ptica cuando el grupo de estructura G es complejo reductivo.
Cuando G es simple y simplemente conexo, si Λ es la lattice de corraı́ces y W el grupo de
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Weyl, tenemos que
M(G) ∼= (X ⊗Z Λ) / W .

El método de [FM1] y [La] consiste en construir un morfismo biyectivo de (X ⊗Z Λ)/W
en M(G). Como M(G) es normal, por el Teorema Principal de Zariski, tendrı́amos que
esta biyección es, de hecho, un isomorfismo.

Gracias a un teorema de Loojenga [Lo] (ver también [BS]), tenemos que (X ⊗Z Λ)/W
es isomorfo a un espacio proyectivo con pesos WP(λg), cuyos pesos λG = (λ1, λ2, . . . )
dependen sólo del grupo simplemente conexo G. En [FM2] encontramos una prueba di-
recta de este isomorfismo. Un paso importante para esta prueba es la construcción de una
familia de G-fibrados semiestables regulares parametrizada por un espacio vectorial VG,d
menos el origen. Nótese que esta familia induce un morfismo sobreyectivo de VG,d − {0}
en M(G)d. El segundo paso consiste en probar que este morfismo factoriza a través de
(VG,d − {0})→ WP(λG,d), el cociente de VG,d − {0} por la acción de C∗ con pesos λG,d,
dando lugar a un morfismo biyectivo WP(λG,d) → M(G)d. Como M(G)d es normal,
gracias al Teorema Principal de Zariski, esta biyección es un isomorfismo.

Teorı́a general de fibrados de Higgs

Sea G un grupo de Lie reductivo (real o complejo) con compacto maximal K y sea g =
k + m la descomposición de Cartan de su álgebra de Lie. Un G-fibrado de Higgs sobre
la superficie de Riemann compacta X , es un par (E,Φ), donde E es un fibrado principal
holomorfo sobre X con grupo de estructura KC, y Φ, el campo de Higgs, es una sección
del fibrado vectorial E(mC) tensorizado por Ω1

X , el fibrado the canónico de X .
Cuando G es un grupo de Lie complejo reductivo, la complexificación KC de su com-

pacto maximal es igual aG, y la descomposición de Cartan es g = k+ ik. En ese caso, E es
un G-fibrado y el campo de Higgs Φ es una sección del fibrado adjunto E(g) tensorizado
por el fibrado de lı́nea canónico.

Hitchin introdujo losG-fibrados de Higgs paraG = SL(2,C) en [Hi1] donde construyó
el espacio de móduli de estos fibrados. La existencia del espacio de móduli de G-fibrados
de Higgs M(G) fue probada por Simpson [Si1] y Nitsure [Ni] para G = GL(n,C) y por
Simpson [Si2, Si3] cuando G es un grupo complejo reductivo arbitrario. La existencia de
M(G) cuando G es un grupo de Lie real y algebraico se deriva de la construcción general
de Schmitt dada en [Sc].

Denotamos por Γ la extensión central universal del grupo fundamental π1(X) de una
superficie de Riemann compacta por Z. Definimos ΓR como R×Z Γ. El espacio de móduli
de representaciones centrales de ΓR en G es

R(G) = Hom(ΓR, G) //G.

Como consecuencia de una serie de teoremas de Narasimhan y Seshadri [NS], Ramanathan
[Ra1], Donaldson [D], Corlette [Co], Labourie [Lb], Hitchin [Hi1], Simpson [Si1, Si2, Si3]
y Bradlow, Garcia-Prada, Gothen y Mundet-i-Riera [BGM, GGM] existe un homeomor-
fismo entre el espacio de móduli de G-fibrados de Higgs sobre una superficie de Riemann
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compacta y el espacio de móduli de representaciones centrales de ΓR en G

M(G)
homeo∼= R(G).

En [Si3] Simpson prueba el Teorema de Isosingularidad que implica que M(G) es normal
si y sólo si R(G) es normal. A continuación consigue demostrar que R(GL(n,C)) es
normal sobre superficies de Riemann compactas de género g ≥ 2, y por tanto, en ese caso
sabemos que M(G) es normal. Su prueba no puede aplicarse en género 1 y por ello la
cuestión de la normalidad de M(G) permanece abierta en el caso elı́ptico.

Consideramos B(G) =
⊕

H0(X,K⊗ri), donde los ri son los factores del grupo.
Hitchin introdujo en [Hi2] un morfismo de M(G) en B(G) definido al evaluar los poli-
nomios invariantes del álgebra de Lie sobre el campo de Higgs. Con este morfismo, lla-
mado la aplicación de Hitchin, el espacio de móduli de G-fibrados de Higgs resulta ser
un sistema completamente integrable algebráico. Para g ≥ 2 y cuando G es un grupo de
Lie complejo y clásico, Hitchin probó en [Hi2] que la fibra genérica de la aplicación de
Hitchin es una variedad abeliana. Estos resultados fueron extendidos a grupos complejos
reductivos arbitrarios por Faltings [Fa] y Donagi [Do]. Es importante remarcar que Donagi
redefinió la base de Hitchin como el espacio de recubrimientos camerales de la curva.

Existe una dualidad entre aplicaciones de Hitchin para parejas de grupos duales de
Langlands, G y GL. Esta dualidad fue observada por primera vez por Hausel y Thaddeus
[HT] para el par SL(n,C) y PGL(n,C) y fue extendida a pares de Langlands de grupos
complejos reductivos arbitrarios por Donagi y Pantev [DP]. Como se tiene que las bases
de Hitchin de grupos duales de Langlands son isomorfas B(G) ∼= B(GL) ∼= B, vemos que
M(G) y M(GL) fibran sobre el mismo espacio. Entre otras cosas, esta dualidad afirma
que las fibras sobre un punto genérico, b ∈ B, de las aplicaciones de Hitchin restringidas
a la componente topologicamente trivial, M(G)0 → B y M(GL)0 → B, son variedades
abelianas duales.

Resumen y resultados principales

Un resultado clave en nuestro estudio de fibrados de Higgs sobre una curva elı́ptica X es
que un fibrado de Higgs con grupo de estructura GL(n,C) es (semi)estable si y sólo si el
fibrado vectorial subyacente es (semi)estable [Proposiciones 4.2.1 y 4.2.3]. El hecho de
que la semiestabilidad de un fibrado de Higgs depende sólamente de la semiestabilidad
del fibrado subyacente puede extenderse al resto de grupos de estructura tratados en esta
tesis [Proposiciones 5.1.2, 6.2.1, 7.2.1 y 9.2.1] y esto implica la existencia de un morfismo
sobreyectivo del espacio de móduli de G-fibrados de Higgs al espacio de móduli de KC-
fibrados principales [Proposiciones 4.3.9, 4.4.5, 4.5.7, 5.2.9, 5.3.11, 5.4.16, 6.3.9, 7.3.9,
7.4.9 y 9.6.1]

M(G)→M(KC),

donde K es el subgrupo compacto maximal de G. Como las fibras de este morfismo so-
breyectivo son conexas, las componentes conexas de M(G) están determinadas por las
componentes conexas de M(KC) (si KC es conexo, por d ∈ π1(KC)).
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Gracias a la equivalencia entre la estabilidad de un fibrado de Higgs y la de su fibrado
subyacente, podemos usar la descripción de los fibrados vectoriales y de los G-fibrados
principales dadas en [A] y [FM1] para describir los fibrados de Higgs poliestables sobre
una curva elı́ptica [Corolarios 4.2.4, 7.2.5 y 9.2.3 y Proposiciones 5.1.3, 6.2.1 y 7.2.3].
Cuando G es un grupo clásico complejo reductivo, observamos, gracias a esta descripción,
que todo G-fibrado de Higgs con un grado dado, reduce a un único (módulo conjugación)
subgrupo de Levi de Jordan-Hölder. Este resultado de unicidad (módulo conjugación) del
subgrupo de Levi de Jordan-Hölder para un grado fijo, puede extenderse a fibrados de
Higgs con grupo de estructura complejo reductivo arbitrario [Proposición 9.4.1]. Cuando
G es una forma real de GL(n,C), la clase de conjugación del subgrupo de Levi de Jordan-
Hölder no es única pero su número es finito. Usando familias de fibrados estables cuyo
grupo de estructura es el subgrupo de Jordan-Hölder, podemos construir familias de fibra-
dos de Higgs poliestables E parametrizadas por Z de forma que cualquier fibrado de Higgs
poliestable de grado d es isomorfo a Ez para algún z ∈ Z. También hallamos un grupo finito
Γ actuando sobre Z tal que Ez1 ∼= Ez2 si y sólo si existe γ ∈ Γ que satisface que z2 = γ · z1.
Por la teorı́a de espacios de móduli sabemos que esta familia induce un morfismo biyectivo

Z / Γ −→M(G)d. (1.1)

Si M(G)d es normal, esta biyección es, por el Teorema Principal de Zariski, un isomor-
fismo. Sin embargo, no podemos utilizar este método porque M(U(p, q)) y M(GL(n,R))
no son normales en general. Ni siquiera podemos aplicarlo para grupos de estructura com-
plejos reductivos porque la normalidad de M(G)d es una cuestión abierta.

En vista de esta situación, construimos un nuevo functor de móduli. El functor de mó-
duli usual asocia a cualquier esquema T el conjunto de las familias de fibrados de Higgs
parametrizadas por T . Tomaremos un nuevo functor [(3.11), (3.12), (3.15), (3.16), (3.17),
(3.18), (6.2), (7.1), (7.2) y (9.1)] que asocie un conjunto familias más pequeño, concreta-
mente el subconjunto de familias localmente graduadas. Gracias a esta nueva definición,
las familias de fibrados de Higgs poliestables definidas previamente, tienen la propiedad
universal local para el nuevo functor de móduli [Proposiciones 4.3.6, 5.2.3, 5.3.5, 5.4.5,
6.3.5, 7.3.4, 7.4.6 y 9.4.4]. Como consecuencia obtenemos una descripción explı́cita [Teo-
remas 4.3.7, 4.4.3, 4.5.4, 5.2.5, 5.3.7, 5.4.7, 5.4.14, 6.3.8, 7.3.6, 7.4.7 y 9.4.7] de los espa-
cios de móduli de fibrados de HiggsM(G)d asociados a los nuevos functores de móduli,

M(G)d ∼= Z / Γ .

Si recordamos (1.1) vemos que existe una biyecciónM(G)d →M(G)d, por tanto, nuestro
espacio de móduli no clasifica nueva estructura. Cuando G es complejo reductivo, tenemos
que M(G)d es normal, y por tanto sabemos que M(G)d es la normalización de M(G)d
[Proposiciones 4.3.15, 4.4.12, 4.5.15, 5.2.14, 5.3.16, 5.4.23, 7.3.14 y 9.4.11].

Podemos estudiar la aplicación de Hitchin para este espacio de móduli y ası́ observamos
que la restricción de la aplicación de Hitchin a cada una de las componentes conexas del
espacio de móduli de G-fibrados de HiggsM(G)d →

⊕
H0(X,O⊗ri) no es sobreyectivo

en general. Para preservar la sobreyectividad, redefinimos la base de HitchinB(G, d) como
la imagen de M(G)d. Una vez que hemos descrito explı́citamente el espacio de móduli
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M(G)d podemos describir con gran detalle las dos fibraciones

M(G)d
a

yyrrrrrrrrrr
b

%%LLLLLLLLLL

M(KC)d B(G, d).

En particular, describimos todas las fibras de la aplicación de Hitchin, no sólamente las
fibras genéricas [Corolarios 4.3.13, 4.4.10, 4.5.12, 5.2.13, 5.4.11, 6.3.13, 7.3.13, 7.4.13 y
9.5.4].

Nuestro estudio cubre dos parejas de grupos clásicos duales de Langlands, SL(n,C)
y PGL(n,C) y Sp(2m,C) and SO(2m + 1,C). Para estos casos, observamos que las
fibras sobre un punto no genérico son fibraciones de espacios proyectivos (en algunos casos
cocientados por un grupo finito) sobre variedades abelianas duales [Comentarios 4.5.13 y
5.4.12].

Es importante remarcar que las fibras genéricas de b para los grupos de estructura reales
U∗(2m) y GL(n,R) no son variedades abelianas duales, sino copias de espacios proyec-
tivos [Corolarios 7.3.13 y 7.4.13].

Recordemos que G = KC si G es complejo reductivo. Podemos dar una estructura
de orbifold natural sobre M(G)d y resulta que la proyección M(G)

a−→ M(G) puede
entenderse como el morfismo de variedades inducido por el fibrado cotangente en sentido
orbifold de dicho orbifold [Teorema 9.6.2].

Esquema de la Parte I

En la Parte I estudiamos los fibrados de Higgs sobre una curva eliptica cuyos grupos de
estructura son los grupos de Lie complejos reductivos clásicos.

El Capı́tulo 3 está dedicado a los preliminares necesarios para desarrollar nuestro tra-
bajo. Comenzamos recordando en la Sección 3.1 algunas propiedades básicas de las curvas
elı́pticas y repasando la teorı́a de espacios de móduli en la Sección 3.2. En la Sección
3.3 recordamos la descripción de los fibrados vectoriales sobre una curva elı́ptica dada por
Atiyah.

En la Sección 3.4 planteamos el problema de móduli de la clasificación de fibrados de
Higgs sobre una curva elı́ptica con grupo de estructura GL(n,C). En la Sección 3.5 cuando
los grupos de estructura son SL(n,C) y PGL(n,C) y en la Sección y 3.6 para Sp(2m,C),
O(n,C) y SO(n,C). En lugar de definir los fibrados de Higgs como un fibrado principal
y una sección del fibrado adjunto, tomamos una definición equivalente en términos del
fibrado vectorial obtenido a partir de la representación estándar con estructura adicional
sobre el fibrado vectorial (si procede), y de una sección del fibrado de endomorfismos
que satisfaga cierta compatibilidad con la estructura adicional. Damos las nociones de
estabilidad en términos de la pendiente de los subfibrados invarantes bajo el campo de
Higgs y compatibles con la estructura adicional, ya que estas nociones son más adecuadas
para trabajar en este contexto. Definimos las familias localmente graduadas de fibrados de
Higgs y los functores de móduli asociados a este tipo de familias [(3.11), (3.12), (3.15),
(3.16), (3.17) y (3.18)].
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En el capı́tulo 4 damos una descripción de los espacios de móduli de fibrados de Higgs
con grupos de estructura GL(n,C), SL(n,C) y PGL(n,C).

En la Sección 4.1 estudiamos algunas propiedades de las curvas elı́pticas. Debido a la
estructura de grupo de la curva elı́ptica X , los grupos finitos X[h], formados por los puntos
con h-torsión, actúan sobre copias de la curva X × · · · ×X . Probamos que el cociente de
esta acción es de nuevo X × · · · ×X [Lema 4.1.2]. Este hecho será usado para estudiar la
relación entre las fibras de Hitchin para SL(n,C) y PGL(n,C) sobre el mismo punto de la
base [Corolarios 4.4.10 y 4.5.12].

En la Sección 4.2 probamos lo siguiente: sea (E,Φ) un fibrado de Higgs semistable
(resp. estable) sobre una curva elı́ptica. Entonces E es un fibrado vectorial semistable
(resp. estable). Si (E,Φ) es poliestable, entonces E es poliestable. El resultado so-
bre semiestabilidad [Proposición 4.2.1] se deriva del estudio de la filtración de Harder-
Narasimhan y del hecho de que el fibrado canónico de una curva elı́ptica es trivial. El re-
sultado sobre estabilidad [Proposición 4.2.3] se obtiene a partir de los resultados de Atiyah
[A] sobre el fibrado de endomorfismos de un fibrado vectorial sobre una curva elı́ptica.

Tras esto, en la Sección 4.3 utilizamos la clasificación de Atiyah de los fibrados vecto-
riales sobre una curva elı́ptica para construir una familia de fibrados de Higgs poliestables
con la propiedad universal local entre las familias localmente graduadas. Gracias a ello,
obtenemos que [Teorema 4.3.7]

M(GL(n,C))d ∼= Symh T ∗X,

donde h = gcd(n, d). Como T ∗X ∼= X × C, podemos definir las siguientes proyecciones

Symh T ∗X
b

&&MMMMMMMMMM
a

xxqqqqqqqqqq

SymhX SymhC

donde a es la proyección al espacio de móduli de fibrados vectoriales [Proposición 4.3.9] y
b es la aplicación de Hitchin [Lema 4.3.10]. Definimos tres involuciones sobre el espacio
de móduli M(GL(n,C))d y las correspondientes involuciones sobre Symh T ∗X [Lema
4.3.14] que serán utilizadas para estudiar los fibrados de Higgs ortogonales, simplécticos y
los fibrados de Higgs para formas reales de GL(n,C). Terminamos dando una biyección
entreM(GL(n,C))d y M(GL(n,C))d y probando queM(GL(n,C))d es la normalización
de M(GL(n,C))d [Proposición 4.3.15].

Igualmente, en las Secciones 4.4 y 4.5 obtenemos descripciones explı́citas de los es-
pacios de móduli M(SL(n,C)) y M(PGL(n,C)) [Teoremas 4.4.3 y 4.5.4], de las apli-
caciones de Hichin asociadas [Lemas 4.4.7 y 4.5.8] y de las proyecciones a los espacios
de móduli de fibrados vectoriales con determinante trivial y fibrados proyectivos [Proposi-
ciones 4.4.5 y 4.5.7]. Ası́ mismo, probamos la existencia de biyecciones entreM(SL(n,C))
y M(SL(n,C)) y entreM(PGL(n,C)) y M(PGL(n,C))d̃ [Proposiciones 4.4.12 y 4.5.15].

El Capı́tulo 5 está dedicado a dar una descripción explı́cita de los espacios de móduli de
fibrados de Higgs con grupos de estructura Sp(2m,C), O(n,C) y SO(n,C). En la Sección
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5.1 probamos que la semiestabilidad (resp. poliestabilidad) de un fibrado de Higgs con
alguno de estos grupos de estructura implica la semiestabilidad (resp. poliestabilidad) del
fibrado de Higgs subyacente [Proposición 5.1.1] y la semiestabilidad (resp. poliestabilidad)
del fibrado principal subyacente [Proposición 5.1.2]. Tras ello, describimos los fibrados de
Higgs estables [Proposición 5.1.3 y Corolario 5.1.4] y poliestables [Proposición 5.1.6] con
estos grupos de estructura.

En la Sección 5.2 construimos una familia de Sp(2m,C)-fibrados de Higgs poliesta-
bles con la propiedad universal local entre las familias localmente graduadas [Proposición
5.2.3]. Con esta familia obtenemos que [Teorema 5.2.5]

M(Sp(2m,C)) ∼= Symm(T ∗X/Z2).

Usando esta descripción explı́cita estudiamos la proyección a M(Sp(2m,C)) [Proposición
5.2.9], la aplicación de Hitchin [Lema 5.2.10] y sus fibras [Corolario 5.2.13]. Probamos
la existencia de un morfismo biyectivo deM(Sp(2m,C)) en M(Sp(2m,C)) y vemos que
M(Sp(2m,C)) es la normalización de M(Sp(2m,C)) [Proposición 5.2.14].

En las Secciones 5.3 y 5.4 obtenemos descripciones análogas de los espacios de móduli
M(O(n,C)) [Teorema 5.3.7] yM(SO(n,C)) [Teoremas 5.4.7 y 5.4.14], de sus proyec-
ciones al espacio de móduli de fibrados principales [Proposiciones 5.3.11 y 5.4.16], de las
correspondientes aplicaciones de Hitchin [Lemas 5.3.14, 5.4.10 y 5.4.17] y de las fibras
de estas aplicaciones [Corolarios 5.3.15, 5.4.11 y 5.4.22]. Damos un morfismo biyectivo
de M(O(n,C)) en M(O(n,C)) y de M(SO(n,C)) en M(SO(n,C)) y observamos que
M(O(n,C)) es la normalización de M(O(n,C)), y M(SO(n,C)) la de M(SO(n,C))
[Proposiciones 5.3.16 y 5.4.23].

Esquema de la Parte II

La Parte II está dedicada al estudio de fibrados de Higgs para formas reales de GL(n,C),
concretamente U(p, q), GL(n,R) y U∗(2m) cuando n es par.

En el Capı́tulo 6 estudiamos fibrados de Higgs con grupo de estructura U(p, q). Comen-
zamos recordando la definición de U(p, q)-fibrados de Higgs y sus nociones de estabilidad
en la Sección 6.1. También definimos la noción de familias de U(p, q)-fibrados de Higgs
localmente graduadas y planteamos el problema de móduli asociado a esta clase de familias
[(6.2)].

En la Sección 6.2 exponemos lo siguiente: un U(p, q)-fibrado de Higgs (V,W, β, γ) es
semiestable si y sólo si V y W son fibrados vectoriales semiestables con igual pendiente.
Es estable si V ∼= W son fibrados vectoriales estables y β ◦ γ es no nulo [Proposición
6.2.1]. Una consecuencia inmediata de lo anterior es que la semiestabilidad implica que el
invariante de Toledo es cero [Corolario 6.2.2].

En la Sección 6.3 estudiamos el espacio de móduliM(U(p, q))(a,b) asociado al functor
de móduli definido en la Sección 6.1, donde (a, b) es el invariante topológico dado por los
grados de los fibrados vectoriales subyacentes. Como el invariante de Toledo de un U(p, q)-
fibrado de Higgs semiestable se anula, vemos queM(U(p, q))(a,b) es vacı́o si los invariantes
(p, q, a, b) no son de la forma (nr,mr, nd,md), con gcd(r, d) = 1. Con la descripción de
los U(p, q)-fibrados de Higgs estables podemos construir una familia de U(p, q)-fibrados
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de Higgs poliestables con la propiedad universal local entre las familias localmente gradua-
das [Proposición 6.3.5] lo cual nos permite probar la existencia de un isomorfismo entre
M(U(p, q))(a,b) y una subvariedad de Symn(X × C/±) × Symm(X × C/±) [Teorema
6.3.8]. Estudiamos la aplicación de Hitchin en este contexto [Lema 6.3.11] y observamos
que la dimensión de la fibra varı́a [Corolario 6.3.13]. Al final de la Sección 6.3 damos
una descripción explı́cita de los espacios de móduli M(U(r, r))d,d y M(U(r, 2r))d,2d y
observamos que no son variedades normales [Comentarios 6.3.14 y 6.3.15].

Como los U∗(2m)- fibrados de Higgs y los GL(n,R)-fibrados de Higgs comparten una
estructura común, los estudiamos juntos en el Capı́tulo 7. En la Sección 7.1 recordamos
la definición de U∗(2m) y GL(n,R)-fibrados de Higgs, y las nociones de estabilidad para
estos objetos. También definimos las familias localmente graduadas y los functores de
móduli asociados a este nuevo concepto de familia [(7.1) y (7.2)].

La Sección 7.2 contiene un estudio de las relaciones asociadas a la estabilidad: el
Sp(2m,C)-fibrado (resp. O(n,C)-fibrado) principal subyacente de un U∗(2m)-fibrado
de Higgs (resp. GL(n,R)-fibrado de Higgs) semiestable es semiestable. Es poliestable si
el U∗(2m)-fibrado de Higgs (resp. GL(n,R)-fibrado de Higgs) es poliestable [Proposición
7.2.2].

En la Sección 7.3 construimos una familia de U∗(2m)-fibrados de Higgs poliestables
con la propiedad universal local entre familias localmente graduadas [Proposición 7.3.4].
Con esta familia obtenemos que [Teorema 7.3.6]

M(U∗(2m)) ∼= Symm(P1 × C).

Bajo esta descripción, la aplicación de Hitchin se corresponde con [Lema 7.3.10]

Symm(P1 × C) −→ SymmC

y podemos observar que la fibra genérica es P1× m. . . ×P1 [Corolario 7.3.13].
En la Sección 7.4 probamos la existencia de un isomorfismo entreM(GL(n,R)) y la

subvariedad de puntos fijos de una involución en Symn T ∗X [Teorema 7.4.7]. La fibra de
la aplicación de Hitchin es una colección de copias de espacios proyectivos y su dimension
varı́a [Corolario 7.4.13]. Ası́ mismo, damos una descripción explı́cita deM(GL(2,R)) y
observamos que no es una variedad normal [Comentario 7.4.14].

Esquema de la Parte III

El homeomorfismo entre el espacio de móduli deG-fibrados sobreX y el espacio de móduli
de representaciones unitarias de ΓR se utiliza en [FM1] para obtener una descripción de los
G-fibrados semistables. En la Parte III usamos esta descrpción para estudiar los G-fibrados
de Higgs sobre una curva elı́ptica cuando el grupo de estructura G es un grupo de Lie
conexo y complejo reductivo.

El Capı́tulo 8 es un repaso de [FM1] y de [BFM]. En la Sección 8.1 incluimos algunos
resultados a cerca de los grupos de Lie reductivos que necesarios para dar una descripción
de los G-fibrados de Higgs estables, semistables y poliestables.
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Como el grupo fundamental de una curva elı́ptica es isomorfo a Z × Z, toda repre-
sentación de ΓR en un grupo semisimple G, está determinada por un par de elementos
que casi-conmutan, es decir, dos elementos cuyo conmutador es un elemento del centro
del grupo. En la Sección 8.2 repasamos el estudio de [BFM] sobre pares de elementos
que casi-conmutan en grupos compactos y vemos que sus resultados extienden a grupos
complejos reductivos.

En la Sección 8.3 recordamos la descripción de los G-fibrados holomorfos dada en
[FM1].

El Capı́tulo 9 contiene un estudio de los G-fibrados de Higgs cuando G es complejo
reductivo.

En la Sección 9.1 recordamos la definición de G-fibrado de Higgs y las nociones de
estabilidad. Definimos las familias de G-fibrados de Higgs semiestables localmente grad-
uadas y consideramos el functor de móduli que parametriza estas familias [(9.1)].

El resultado principal de la Sección 4.2 es el siguiente: si (E,Φ) es un G-fibrado de
Higgs semistable (resp. estable) sobre una curva elı́ptica, entonces E es un G-fibrado
semistable (resp. estable). Si (E,Φ) es poliestable, entonces E es poliestable. Como el
fibrado canónico es trivial, el resultado sobre semiestabilidad [Proposición 9.2.1] se ob-
tiene a partir de las propiedades de la reducción de Harder-Narasimhan. El resultado sobre
la estabilidad [Proposición 9.2.2] se obtiene a partir de los resultados de [FM1] sobre el
fibrado adjunto de un G-fibrado semiestable.

Si G es complejo reductivo y simple y d̃ ∈ π1(G), observamos en la Sección 9.3 que no
hayG-fibrados de Higgs estables de grado d̃ a menos queG = PGL(n,C) y d̃ = d (modn)
con gcd(n, d) = 1 [Proposición 9.3.3]. Esto permite determinar para qué grupos de estruc-
tura complejos reductivos y qué grados existen G-fibrados de Higgs estables [Corolario
9.3.5]. Describimos el espacio de móduli de G-fibrados de Higgs estables cuando no es
vacı́o [Teorema 9.3.9] y construimos una familia universal [Comentario 9.3.10].

En la Sección 9.4 vemos que todos los G-fibrados de Higgs poliestables de grado d
tienen el mismo (módul conjugación) subgrupo de Levi de Jordan-Hölder LG,d [Proposi-
ción 9.4.1]. Tomando la extensión del grupo de estructura de LG,d a G de la familia uni-
versal de LG,d-fibrados de Higgs estable obtenemos una familia con la propiedad universal
local entre familias localmente graduadas [Proposición 9.4.4]. Con esta familia obtene-
mos una descripción del espacio de móduli de G-fibrados de Higgs asociado al functor de
móduli dado por las familias localmente graduadas [Teorema 9.4.7]. Cuando G es simple y
simplemente conexo, Λ su lattice de corraices y W su grupo de Weyl, por el Teorema 9.4.7
tenemos que

M(G) ∼= (T ∗X ⊗Z Λ) / W .

Tenemos una biyección entre los espacios de móduliM(G)d → M(G)d y, comoM(G)d
es normal,M(G)d es la normalización de M(G)d [Proposición 9.4.11].

En la Sección 9.5 usamos el enfoque de la aplicación de Hitchin basado en los cubri-
mientos camerales para describir la aplicación de Hitchin [Teorema 9.5.2]. Estudiamos
también las fibras de dicha aplicación [Proposición 9.5.3]. En la Sección 9.6 estudiamos la
fibraciónM(G)→M(G) y damos una interpretación de la misma en términos del fibrado
cotangente en sentido orbifold de una estructura orbifold sobre M(G) [Teorema 9.6.2].
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Chapter 2

Introduction

In this thesis we study Higgs bundles over an elliptic curve. In the first part of the thesis,
the structure groups of the Higgs bundles are classical complex reductive. In the second
part the structure groups are real forms of GL(n,C) and in the third part the structure group
is an arbitrary connected complex reductive Lie group .

Higgs bundles over compact Riemann surfaces have been studied mostly for genus
g ≥ 2 while in this thesis we present a systematic study of the g = 1 case. In contrast to
Higgs bundles over Riemann surfaces of greater genus, in the elliptic case we can obtain
an explicit description of the moduli spaces of Higgs bundles.

Moduli spaces of bundles over elliptic curves

The study of vector bundles over elliptic curves was started in 1957 by Atiyah, in [A], where
he describes the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable vector bundles. After GIT
theory, Atiyah’s results could be reinterpreted as the identification of the moduli space of
semistable vector bundles with rank n and degree d over the elliptic curve X with SymhX
(where h = gcd(n, d)). Even though this was broadly known, there was, for many years,
very little literature about it; in 1993 Tu included in [Tu] the proof of the fact that every
indecomposable vector bundle over an elliptic curve is semistable.

The theory of moduli spaces of bundles over Riemann surfaces was developed by Mum-
ford, Seshadri, Narasimhan, Ramanan, Newstead and Ramanathan among others. In [Ra2]
and [Ra3] Ramanathan gave the construction of the moduli space M(G)d of G-bundles of
topological class d ∈ π1(G) over a compact Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 2, where G is
a connected complex reductive Lie group. He proved that M(G)d is the GIT quotient of a
non-singular scheme R parametrizing semistable G-bundles of topological class d by the
action of GL(N,C) for N big enough. One can extend this construction to the special case
of g = 1 (see for instance [LeP] in the case of G = GL(n,C) from which the general case
follows) and in particular we have that M(G)d is normal since R is normal.

Schweigert [S], Laszlo [La], Friedman and Morgan [FM1, FM2], Witten [FMW] and
Helmke and Slodowy [HS] studied the moduli space of holomorphic principal bundles over
an elliptic curve whose structure group G is a complex reductive Lie group. When G is
simple and simply connected, if Λ is the coroot lattice and W is the Weyl group, we have

M(G) ∼= (X ⊗Z Λ) / W .
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The method of [FM1] and [La] consists of constructing a bijective morphism from (X ⊗Z
Λ)/W to M(G). Since M(G) is normal, this is enough to prove that it is an isomorphism
by Zariski’s Main Theorem.

After a theorem of Looijenga [Lo] (see also [BS]), we have that (X⊗ZΛ)/W is isomor-
phic to a weighted projective spaceWP(λg) whose weights λG = (λ1, λ2, . . . ) depend only
on the simply connected group G. [FM2] contains a direct proof of this isomorphism. An
important step in the proof is the construction of a universal family of regular semistableG-
bundles of topological class d parametrized by a vector space VG,d without the zero point;
note that this family induces a surjective morphism from VG,d − {0} to M(G)d. In the sec-
ond step they prove that this morphism factors throuh a bijective morphism fromWP(λG,d)
to M(G)d, where WP(λG,d) is the quotient of VG,d − {0} by an action of C∗ with weights
λG,d. SinceM(G)d is normal, this bijection is an isomorphism by Zariski’s Main Theorem.

General theory of Higgs bundles

Let G be a reductive Lie group (real or complex) with maximal compact subgroup K and
let g = k + m be the Cartan decomposition of its Lie algebra. A G-Higgs bundle over the
compact Riemann surface X is a pair (E,Φ) where E is a holomorphic principal bundle
overX with structure groupKC, and Φ, called the Higgs field, is a section of the associated
bundle E(mC) twisted by Ω1

X , the canonical line bundle of X .
WhenG is a complex reductive Lie group the complexification of the maximal compact

subgroup KC is the group itself and the Cartan decomposition is g = k+ ik. In that case, E
is a G-bundle and the Higgs field Φ is a section of the adjoint bundle E(g) twisted by the
canonical line bundle.

Hitchin introduced G-Higgs bundles for G = SL(2,C) in [Hi1] where he constructed
their moduli space. The existence of the moduli space of G-Higgs bundles M(G) was
proved by Simpson [Si1] and Nitsure [Ni] for G = GL(n,C) and by Simpson [Si2, Si3]
when G is an arbitrary complex reductive Lie group. The existence of M(G) when G is a
real algebraic Lie group follows from the general construction of Schmitt given in [Sc].

We denote by Γ the universal central extension by Z of the fundamental group π1(X)
of a compact Riemann surface, and we set ΓR to be R×Z Γ. We define the moduli space of
central representations of ΓR in G as the GIT quotient

R(G) = Hom(ΓR, G) //G.

As a consequence of a chain of theorems by Narasimhan and Seshadri [NS], Ramanathan
[Ra1], Donaldson [D], Corlette [Co], Labourie [Lb], Hitchin [Hi1], Simpson [Si1, Si2, Si3]
and Bradlow, Garcia-Prada, Gothen and Mundet-i-Riera [BGM] and [GGM] there exists a
homeomorphism between the moduli space of G-Higgs bundles over a compact Riemann
surface X and the moduli space of central representations of ΓR in G

M(G)
homeo∼= R(G).

In [Si3] Simpson proved the Isosingularity Theorem which implies that M(G) is normal if
and only if R(G) is normal. He proves that R(GL(n,C)) is normal for compact Riemann
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surfaces of genus g ≥ 2, and therefore, in that case, M(G) is normal. His proof does
not apply for the genus 1 case and the question of normality of M(G) on elliptic curves
remains open.

Consider B(G) =
⊕

H0(X, (Ω1
X)⊗ri), where the ri are the factors of the group.

Hitchin introduced in [Hi2] a morphism from M(G) to B(G) defined by evaluating the
invariant polynomials of the Lie algebra on the Higgs field. With this morphism, called the
Hitchin map, the moduli space of G-Higgs bundles turns out to be an algebraically com-
pletely integrable system. For g ≥ 2 and when G is a classical complex group, Hitchin
proved in [Hi2] that the generic fibres of the Hitchin map are abelian varieties. These re-
sults were extended to arbitrary reductive groups by Faltings in [Fa] and Donagi in [Do]. It
is important to note that Donagi redefined the Hitchin base as the space of cameral covers,
i.e. certain Galois covers of the curve with the Weyl group as Galois group.

There is a duality between the Hitchin fibrations for two Langlands dual groups, G and
GL, which was first observed by Hausel and Thaddeus in [HT] for the case of SL(n,C)
and PGL(n,C) and extended for arbitrary complex reductive Lie groups by Donagi and
Pantev in [DP]. We have that the Hitchin bases for Langlands dual groups are isomorphic
B(G) ∼= B(GL) ∼= B. Among other things, this duality states that the fibres over a generic
point, b ∈ B, of the Hitchin fibrations restricted to the topologically trivial component of
the moduli space, M(G)0 → B and M(GL)0 → B, are dual abelian varieties.

Summary and main results

A key result on our study on Higgs bundles over an elliptic curve X is that a Higgs bun-
dle for the group GL(n,C) is (semi)stable if and only if the underlying vector bundle is
(semi)stable [Propositions 4.2.1 and 4.2.3]. The fact that the semistability of the Higgs
bundle depends only on the semistability of the underlying bundle can be extended to the
rest of the groups covered in this thesis [Propositions 5.1.2, 6.2.1, 7.2.1 and 9.2.1] and
this implies the existence of a surjective morphism [Propositions 4.3.9, 4.4.5, 4.5.7, 5.2.9,
5.3.11, 5.4.16, 6.3.9, 7.3.9, 7.4.9 and 9.6.1] from the moduli space of G-Higgs bundles to
the moduli space of principal KC-bundles

M(G)→M(KC).

where K is the maximal compact subgroup of G. Since the fibres of this surjective mor-
phism are connected, the connected components of M(G) are labelled by the connected
components of M(KC) (if KC is connected, by d ∈ π1(KC)).

Thanks to the equivalence between stability of Higgs bundles and the stability of the un-
derlying bundle, we can make use of the description of vector bundles andG-bundles given
in [A] and [FM1] to obtain an explicit description of polystable Higgs bundles over an ellip-
tic curve [Corollaries 4.2.4, 7.2.5 and 9.2.3 and Propositions 5.1.3, 6.2.1 and 7.2.3]. When
G is a classical complex group, we observe from this description that every polystable
G-Higgs bundle with a given topological class reduces to a unique (up to conjugation)
Jordan-Hölder Levi subgroup. This uniqueness result (up to conjugation) of the Jordan-
Hölder Levi subgroup once we have fixed the topological class can be extended to arbitrary
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complex reductive structure Lie groups [Proposition 9.4.1]. When G is a real form of
GL(n,C) the conjugation class of the Jordan-Hölder Levi subgroup is not unique but there
is a finite number of them. Using families of stable Higgs bundles for the Jordan-Hölder
Levi subgroup we can construct families of polystable Higgs bundles E parametrized by Z
and a finite group Γ acting on Z such that for every polystable Higgs bundle of topological
type d there exists z ∈ Z such that Ez is isomorphic to it and Ez1 ∼= Ez2 if and only if there
exists γ ∈ Γ giving z2 = γ · z1. By moduli theory we know that this family induces a
bijective morphism

Z / Γ −→M(G)d. (2.1)

If M(G)d is normal, this bijection is in fact an isomorphism by Zariski’s Main Theo-
rem. However, we can not use this method in general to describe the moduli space since
M(U(p, q)) and M(GL(n,R)) are not normal in general. We can not even apply it to the
case of G complex reductive, since normality of M(G)d is an open question.

In view of this we construct a new moduli functor. The usual moduli functor associates
to any scheme T the set of families of Higgs bundles parametrized by T . We will take a new
moduli functor [(3.11), (3.12), (3.15), (3.16), (3.17), (3.18), (6.2), (7.1), (7.2) and (9.1)]
that associates a smaller set of families of Higgs bundles, namely the set of locally graded
families. From this modification of the moduli functor we gain that the previous families
of polystable Higgs bundles have the local universal property for this new moduli problem
[Propositions 4.3.6, 5.2.3, 5.3.5, 5.4.5, 6.3.5, 7.3.4, 7.4.6 and 9.4.4]. Then we obtain an
explicit description [Theorems 4.3.7, 4.4.3, 4.5.4, 5.2.5, 5.3.7, 5.4.7, 5.4.14, 6.3.8, 7.3.6,
7.4.7 and 9.4.7] of the moduli spaces of Higgs bundlesM(G)d associated to this moduli
functor

M(G)d ∼= Z / Γ .

Recalling (2.1) we can observe that there exists a bijection M(G)d → M(G)d, thus our
new moduli space is not classifying extra structure. Furthermore, when G is complex
reductive, we have thatM(G)d is normal, and we know thatM(G)d is the normalization
of M(G)d in these cases [Propositions 4.3.15, 4.4.12, 4.5.15, 5.2.14, 5.3.16, 5.4.23, 7.3.14
and 9.4.11].

We can study the Hitchin map for this moduli space and we observe that the restriction
of the Hitchin map to the connected components of the moduli space of G-Higgs bundles
M(G)d →

⊕
H0(X,O⊗ri) is not surjective in general. In order to preserve the surjectivity

of the Hitchin map we redefine for each d the Hitchin baseB(G, d) as the image ofM(G)d.
Once we have described explicitly the moduli spaceM(G)d we can describe in great detail
the two fibrations

M(G)d
a

yyrrrrrrrrrr
b

%%LLLLLLLLLL

M(KC)d B(G, d).

In particular we can describe all the fibres of the Hitchin fibration, not only the generic ones
[Corollaries 4.3.13, 4.4.10, 4.5.12, 5.2.13, 5.4.11, 6.3.13, 7.3.13, 7.4.13 and 9.5.4].

In our study, we treat two pairs of classical Langlands dual groups, SL(n,C) and
PGL(n,C), and Sp(2m,C) and SO(2m + 1,C). For these cases, we observe that the
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fibres over a non-generic point are fibrations of projective spaces (in some cases quotiented
by a finite group) over dual abelian varieties [Remarks 4.5.13 and 5.4.12].

It is important to remark that the generic fibres of b for the real groups U∗(2m) and
GL(n,R) are not abelian varieties but copies of projective spaces [Corollaries 7.3.13 and
7.4.13].

Recall that G = KC when G is complex reductive. We can define a natural orbifold
structure on M(G)d and it turns out that the projectionM(G)

a−→ M(G) can be under-
stood as the morphism of varieties induced by the orbifold cotangent bundle of this orbifold
[Theorem 9.6.2].

Outline of Part I

In Part I we study Higgs bundles over an elliptic curve for classical groups.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the preliminaries that will be needed to develop our work. We

start recalling in Section 3.1 some basic properties of elliptic curves and giving in Section
3.2 an overview of moduli theory. In Section 3.3 we recall the description of vector bundles
given by Atiyah.

In Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 we state the moduli problem for the classification of Higgs
bundles over an elliptic curve respectively for GL(n,C), SL(n,C) and PGL(n,C) and for
Sp(2m,C), O(n,C) and SO(n,C). Instead of defining a Higgs bundle for one of these
groups as a principal bundle together with a section of the adjoint bundle, we take an equi-
valent definition in terms of a vector bundle obtained from the standard representation with
(if neccesary) extra structure on it, and a section of the endomorphism bundle satisfying
some compatibility conditions with the extra structure. We include the stability notions
stated in terms of the slope of certain subbundles preserved by the Higgs field since they
are more appropiate in this context. We also define locally graded families and the moduli
functors associated to this new concept of families [(3.11), (3.12), (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) and
(3.18)].

In Chapter 4 we give the description of the moduli spaces of Higgs bundles over elliptic
curves for the groups GL(n,C), SL(n,C) and PGL(n,C).

In Section 4.1 we study certain properties of an elliptic curve considered as an abelian
variety. Using the group structure we are able to define a particular action of the finite
groups of h-torsion elements, X[h], on copies of the curve X × · · · ×X , proving that the
quotient by this action is again X × · · · × X [Lemma 4.1.2]. This will be used to study
the relation between the Hitchin fibre for SL(n,C) and PGL(n,C) over the same point
[Corollaries 4.4.10 and 4.5.12].

In Section 4.2 we prove the following: let (E,Φ) be a semistable (resp. stable) Higgs
bundle over an elliptic curve. Then E is a semistable (resp. stable) vector bundle. If
(E,Φ) is polystable, then E is polystable. The statement for semistability [Proposition
4.2.1] follows from the Harder-Narasimhan filtration and the fact that the canonical bundle
is trivial. The statement for stability [Proposition 4.2.3] follows from the description of
endomorphism bundles of vector bundles over elliptic curves given by Atiyah in [A].

After this, in Section 4.3 we use Atiyah’s classification of vector bundles over an elliptic
curve to construct a family of polystable Higgs bundles with the local universal property
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among locally graded families [Proposition 4.3.6]. After that we obtain [Theorem 4.3.7]

M(GL(n,C))d ∼= Symh T ∗X,

where h = gcd(n, d). Since T ∗X ∼= X × C we can define the following projections

Symh T ∗X
b

&&MMMMMMMMMM
a

xxqqqqqqqqqq

SymhX SymhC

where a is identified with the projection to the moduli space of vector bundles [Proposi-
tion 4.3.9] and b with the Hitchin map [Lemma 4.3.10]. We define three invoultions on
the moduli spaceM(GL(n,C))d and the corresponing involutions on Symh T ∗X [Lemma
4.3.14] that will be used in the study of orthogonal and symplectic Higgs bundles or Higgs
bundles for real forms of GL(n,C). We finish the section proving the existence of a bijec-
tion betweenM(GL(n,C))d and M(GL(n,C))d and showing thatM(GL(n,C))d is the
normalization of M(GL(n,C))d [Proposition 4.3.15].

In similar terms, we obtain in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 explicit descriptions ofM(SL(n,C))
andM(PGL(n,C)) [Theorems 4.4.3 and 4.5.4], their associated Hitchin maps [Lemmas
4.4.7 and 4.5.8] and their projections to the moduli spaces of special and projective vector
bundles [Propositions 4.4.5 and 4.5.7]. We also proof the existence of bijections between
M(SL(n,C)) andM(PGL(n,C)) and M(SL(n,C)) and M(PGL(n,C))d̃ [Propositions
4.4.12 and 4.5.15].

Chapter 5 is dedicated to the explicit description of moduli spaces of Higgs bundles for
the groups Sp(2m,C), O(n,C) and SO(n,C). In Section 5.1 we prove that, if a Sp(2m,C),
O(n,C) or SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle is semistable (resp. polystable), then, its underlying
Higgs bundle for GL(n,C) is semistable (resp. polystable) [Proposition 5.1.1] and its un-
derlying principal bundle is semistable (resp. polystable) [Proposition 5.1.2]. We describe
the stable [Proposition 5.1.3 and Corollary 5.1.4] and polystable Higgs bundles [Proposi-
tion 5.1.6] for these groups.

In Section 5.2 we construct a family of polystable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles with the lo-
cal universal property among locally graded families of Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles [Propo-
sition 5.2.3]. With such a family we obtain that [Theorem 5.2.5]

M(Sp(2m,C)) ∼= Symm(T ∗X/Z2).

Using this explicit description we study the projection to M(Sp(2m,C)) [Proposition
5.2.9], the Hitchin map [Lemma 5.2.10] and its fibres [Corollary 5.2.13]. We proof the
existence of a bijective morphism from M(Sp(2m,C)) to M(Sp(2m,C)) and we show
thatM(Sp(2m,C)) is the normalization of M(Sp(2m,C)) [Proposition 5.2.14].

In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 we obtain analogous descriptions of the spaces M(O(n,C))
[Theorem 5.3.7] and M(SO(n,C)) [Theorems 5.4.7 and 5.4.14], their projections to the
moduli spaces of principal bundles [Propositions 5.3.11 and 5.4.16], their associated Hitchin
maps [Lemmas 5.3.14, 5.4.10 and 5.4.17] and the fibres of these maps [Corollaries 5.3.15,
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5.4.11 and 5.4.22]. We give a bijective morphism from M(O(n,C)) and M(SO(n,C))
to M(O(n,C)) and M(SO(n,C)) and we proof thatM(O(n,C)) is the normalization of
M(O(n,C)), and M(SO(n,C)) the normalization of M(SO(n,C)) [Propositions 5.3.16
and 5.4.23].

Outline of Part II

Part II is devoted to the study of Higgs bundles for real forms of GL(n,C), namely U(p, q),
GL(n,R) and U∗(2m) when n is even.

In Chapter 6 we study Higgs bundles for U(p, q). We start recalling in Section 6.1 the
definition of U(p, q)-Higgs bundles and their stability notions. We define locally graded
families of U(p, q)-Higgs bundles and we state the moduli problem associated to this new
concept of families [(6.2)].

From Section 6.2 we have the following: a U(p, q)-Higgs bundle (V,W, β, γ) is semis-
table if and only if V and W are semistable vector bundles of the same slope. It is stable
if V ∼= W are stable vector bundles and β ◦ γ is non zero [Proposition 6.2.1]. A straight-
forward consequence of the previous statement is that semistability implies that the Toledo
invariant is zero [Corollary 6.2.2].

In Section 6.3 we study M(U(p, q))(a,b), where (a, b) is the topological invariant for
U(p, q)-Higgs bundles (the degrees of the underlying vector bundles). By the vanishing of
the Toledo invariant, we know thatM(U(p, q))(a,b) is empty unless the invariants (p, q, a, b)
are (nr,mr, nd,md) with gcd(r, d) = 1. With the description of stable U(p, q)-Higgs bun-
dles we can construct a family of polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles with the local universal
property [Proposition 6.3.5] which allows us to prove the existence of an isomorphism be-
tweenM(U(p, q))(a,b) and some subvariety of Symn(X ×C)× Symm(X ×C) [Theorem
6.3.8]. We study the Hitchin fibration in this context [Lemma 6.3.11] and we observe that
the dimension of the fibres varies [Corollary 6.3.13]. At the end of 6.3 we give an explicit
description of the moduli spacesM(U(r, r))d,d andM(U(r, 2r))d,2d and we observe that
they are not normal [Remarks 6.3.14 and 6.3.15].

Since U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles and GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles share a common structure
we study them together in Chapter 7. In Section 7.1 we recall U∗(2m) and GL(n,R)-
Higgs bundles, and the notions of stability for these objects. We also define locally graded
families and the moduli functors associated to this new concept of families [(7.1) and (7.2)].

Section 7.2 contains the study of the stability relations: the underlying Sp(2m,C)-
bundle (resp. the underlying O(n,C)-bundle) of a semistable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundle (resp.
a semistable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle) is semistable. It is polystable if the U∗(2m)-Higgs
bundle (resp. GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle) is polystable [Proposition 7.2.2].

In Section 7.3 we construct a family of polystable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles with the local
universal property among locally graded families [Proposition 7.3.4]. With such a family
we obtain the following explicit description [Theorem 7.3.6]

M(U∗(2m)) ∼= Symm(P1 × C).
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Under this explicit description, the Hitchin map corresponds to [Lemma 7.3.10]

Symm(P1 × C) −→ SymmC

and we observe that the generic fibre is P1× m. . . ×P1 [Corollary 7.3.13].
In Section 7.4 we obtain an isomorphism between M(GL(n,R)) and the fixed point

set of a certain involution in Symn T ∗X [Theorem 7.4.7]. The fibre of the Hitchin map is
a collection of projective spaces and its dimension varies [Corollary 7.4.13]. We give an
explicit description ofM(GL(2,R)) and we observe that it is not normal [Remark 7.4.14].

Outline of Part III

The homeomorphism between the moduli space of G-bundles over X and the moduli spa-
ce of unitary representations of ΓR is used in [FM1] to obtain a description of semistable
G-bundles. In Part III we will make use of this description to study G-Higgs bundles over
an elliptic curve when G is a connected complex reductive Lie group.

Chapter 8 is a review of [FM1] and [BFM]. In Section 8.1 we include some results
on reductive Lie groups that will be neccesary for the description of stable, semistable and
polystable G-Higgs bundles.

Since the fundamental group of an elliptic curve is isomorphic to Z × Z, every repre-
sentation of ΓR into a semisimple group G is determined by an almost commuting pair, i.e.
two elements of the group whose commutator is an element of the centre. In Section 8.2
we review the study of almost commuting pairs on compact Lie groups given in [BFM] and
we check that their results extend to complex reductive Lie groups.

In Section 8.3 we recall the description of holomorphic G-bundles given in [FM1].

Chapter 9 contains the study of G-Higgs bundles when G is a connected complex re-
ductive Lie group.

In Section 9.1 we recall the definitions of G-Higgs bundles and stability of G-Higgs
bundles. We define locally graded families of semistable G-Higgs bundles and consider
the moduli functor that parametrizes these families [(9.1)].

The main result of Section 4.2 is the following: if (E,Φ) is a semistable (resp. stable)
G-Higgs bundle over an elliptic curve, then E is a semistable (resp. stable) G-bundle.
If (E,Φ) is polystable, then E is polystable. Since the canonical bundle is trivial, the
statement of semistability [Proposition 9.2.1] follows from the properties of the Harder-
Narasimhan reduction. The statement for stability [Proposition 9.2.2] follows from the
properties of the adjoint bundle of a semistable principal bundle given in [FM1] and re-
viewed in Section 8.3.

If G is complex and simple and d̃ ∈ π1(G), we observe in Section 9.3 that there are no
stable G-Higgs bundles of topological class d̃ unless G = PGL(n,C) and d̃ = d (modn)
with gcd(n, d) = 1 [Proposition 9.3.3]. This allows us to determine for which complex
reductive structure groups and which topological classes there exist stableG-Higgs bundles
[Corollary 9.3.5]. Whenever it is not empty we describe the moduli space of stableG-Higgs
bundles [Theorem 9.3.9] and we construct a universal family [Remark 9.3.10].
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In Section 9.4 we see that all the polystableG-Higgs bundles of topological class d have
the same Jordan-Hölder Levi subgroupLG,d (up to conjugation) [Proposition 9.4.1]. Taking
the extension of structure group of the universal family of stable LG,d-Higgs bundles gives
us a family with the local universal property among locally graded families [Proposition
9.4.4]. With this family we obtain a description of the moduli space of G-Higgs bundles
associated to the moduli functor of locally graded families [Theorem 9.4.7]. When G is
simple and simply connected, Λ is the coroot lattice and W the Weyl group, by Theorem
9.4.7 we have

M(G) ∼= (T ∗X ⊗Z Λ) / W .

We have a bijection between our two moduli spacesM(G)d →M(G)d and, sinceM(G)d
is normal, it is the normalization of M(G)d [Proposition 9.4.11].

In Section 9.5 we use the cameral covers approach to study the Hitchin map [Theorem
9.5.2] for this moduli space. We study also the fibres of this map [Proposition 9.5.3]. In
Section 9.6 we study the fibrationM(G) → M(G) and we give an interpretation of this
map in terms of the cotangent orbifold bundle of a natural orbifold structure defined on
M(G) [Theorem 9.6.2].
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Part I

Higgs bundles for classical complex Lie
groups
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Chapter 3

The moduli problem

3.1 Some preliminaries on elliptic curves
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus 1 and let x0 be a distiguished point on it;
we call the pair (X, x0) an elliptic curve. However, by abuse of notation, we usually refer
to the elliptic curve simply as X .

The Abel-Jacobi map ajh : SymhX → Pich(X) sends the tuple [x1, . . . , xh]Sh to the
line bundle L(D), whereD is the divisor associated to the tuple of points. For h > 2g−2 =
0 the map is surjective and the inverse image of L ∈ Pich(X) is given by the zeroes of the
sections of L, i.e. it is the projective space

aj−1
h (L) = PH0(X,L) ∼= Ph−1. (3.1)

For h = 1 this inverse image is a point and then aj1 : X
∼=−→ Pic1(X) is an iso-

morphism. The distiguished point x0 of the elliptic curve gives an isomorphism between
Picd(X) and Picd−h(X),

tx0
h : Picd(X) // Picd−h(X)

L
� // L⊗O(x0)−h.

(3.2)

For every d we define the isomorphism

ςx0
1,d : Picd(X) −→ X, (3.3)

given by ςx0
1,d = aj−1

1 ◦tx0
d−1. In particular ςx0

1,0 : Pic0(X)
∼=−→ X defines an abelian group

structure on X with x0 as the identity. The elliptic curve (X, x0) with this abelian group
structure is an abelian variety.

The abelian group structure defined on X induces naturally an abelian group structure
on T ∗X and then, T ∗X is a commutative algebraic group. Recall here that the canonical
bundle is trivial, so

T ∗X ∼= X × C.
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The isomorphism of abelian varieties ςx0
1,0 : Pic0(X) → X induces an isomorphism of

commutative algebraic groups

ξx0
1,0 : Pic0(X)×H0(X,O) −→ T ∗X, (3.4)

where we recall that T ∗ Pic0(X) is naturally identified with Pic0(X)×H0(X,O).

3.2 Review on moduli spaces
In this section we follow [Ne].

For every collection of geometrical objects A, we say that a family F of objects in A
parametrized by T is a collection of objects Ft of A indexed by the points t ∈ T . We will
ask F to satisfy a certain algebraic property P that will be specified in each particular case.
If a family satisfies the algebraic property P we say that it is a family of P -type.

Suppose we have ∼, an equivalence relation for the objects of A. We say that two
families F and F ′ parametrized by T are equivalent if for every t ∈ T we have that
Ft ∼ F ′t .

Given a collection of objects A, a definition of P -type families and an equivalence
relation ∼ among them we define an associated moduli functor

Mod(A,P,∼) : ( schemes ) −→ ( sets )

such that for any scheme T we have that

Mod(A,P,∼)(T ) = { equivalence classes of P -type families
of objects of A parametrized by T } (3.5)

We see that every family F parametrized by T induces a map

µF : T // A/∼

t
� // [Ft]∼.

The moduli construction appears to provide the previous map with an algebraic meaning.

A coarse moduli space (or simply a moduli space) for the moduli functor Mod(A,P,∼)
if M is a scheme M and a bijection α : A/∼ →M such that

• for any family F parametrized by T ,

νF = α ◦ µF : T −→M (3.6)

is a morphism,

• for any schemeN and any natural transformation Ψ : Mod(A,P,∼)→ Hom(−, N),
the map

γ = Ψ({pt}) ◦ α−1 : M −→ N (3.7)

is a morphism.
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If we have another scheme M ′ and another α′ : A/∼ → M ′ satisfying the previous
relations, then, the map

α ◦ (α′)−1 : M ′ −→M

is bijective with inverse α′◦α−1, and then an isomorphism. It follows that the moduli space
is unique up to isomorphism.

Given a morphism of schemes f : U → T , and given a family F parametrized by T ,
we define f ∗F to be the family parametrized by U such that for every u ∈ U , the object
(f ∗F)u is Ff(u).

We say that a P -type family U parametrized by M is universal for a given moduli
problem if, for any other family F parametrized by T there is a unique morphism f : T →
M with f ∗U ∼ F . In that case we say that the pair (M,U) is a fine moduli space for the
moduli problem, and in particular M is a coarse moduli space.

A family E of P -type parametrized by Z is said to have the local universal property
among families of P -type if for any other family of P -type F , parametrized by T and any
point t ∈ T , there exists a neighbourhood U containing t and a (not necessarily unique)
morphism f : U → Z such that F|U ∼ f ∗E .

Families with the local universal property are very useful to describe moduli spaces as
we can see in the following result.

Proposition 3.2.1. (Proposition 2.13 of [Ne]) Let us suppose that for the moduli functor
Mod(A,P,∼) there exists a family of P -type E parametrized by Z with the local universal
property among families of P -type. Suppose that there exists a group G acting on Z such
that Ez1 ∼ Ez2 if and only if z1 and z2 lie in the same orbit of this action. Then, a categorical
quotient of Z is a coarse moduli space for the functor Mod(A,P,∼) if and only if it is an
orbit space.

3.3 Moduli space of vector bundles over an elliptic curve
We define the slope of a vector bundle E as the quotient

µ(E) :=
deg(E)

rk(E)
.

A vector bundle E is semistable if every subbundle F of E satisfies

µ(F ) ≤ µ(E).

The vector bundle is stable if the above inequality is strict for every proper subbundle and
it is polystable if it decomposes into a direct sum of stable vector bundles.

If E is strictly semistable, then it has a proper subbundle E1 with slope equal to µ(E).
If we take E1 to be minimal, it is stable. The quotient vector bundle E/E1 is semistable
and has slope equal to µ(E). Repeating this process we obtain a Jordan-Hölder filtration
of E

0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Em = E,
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where every quotient Ei/Ei−1 is stable of slope µ(Ei/Ei−1) = µ(E). Using this filtration,
we define for every semistable vector bundle E its associated graded vector bundle

grE ∼=
⊕
i

(Ei/Ei−1).

Although the Jordan-Hölder filtration of a given semistable vector bundle E is not unique
one can prove that the isomorphism class of grE is unique.

A family of semistable vector bundles over X parametrized by T is a vector bundle V
over X × T such that the restriction to every slice X × {t}, where t is any point of T , is a
semistable vector bundle over X × {t}. We call this algebraic property for families P 0

(n,d).
For every semistable vector bundle E with graded object grE, using an appropiate

extension of vector bundles one can construct a family FE parametrized by C such that
the restriction of this family to X × {0} is FE|X×{0} ∼= grE and for any t 6= 0 we have
FE|X×{t} ∼= E. The family FE illustrates the jump phenomenon.

Since C is irreducible, in order to obtain a Hausdorff moduli space we need the follow-
ing definition of S-equivalence. We say that two semistable vector bundles, E1 and E2, are
S-equivalent if grE1

∼= grE2.
Let A(n,d) denote the collection of semistable vector bundles over X of rank n and

degree d. We define S-equivalence for families pointwise, i.e. we write V ∼S V ′ if and
only if

V|X×{t} ∼S V ′|X×{t}
for every point t ∈ T . Finally we consider the functor Mod(A(n,d), P

0
(n,d), S) defined in

(3.5).
This functor possesses a moduli space, which we denote by M(GL(n,C))d. There is a

bijective correspondence between GL(n,C)-bundles and vector bundles of rank n, which
justifies the use of the structure group to identify the moduli space of vector bundles.

Let Ast(n,d) denote the collection of stable vector bundles of rank n and degree d. Note
that for E stable E ∼= grE and then S-equivalence of two families of stable vector bundles

W and W ′ is equal to isomorphism pointwise; we write W
pt∼= W ′ if for every t ∈ T we

have that W|X×{t} ∼= W ′|X×{t}. The moduli functor Mod(Ast(n,d), P
0
(n,d),

pt∼=) possesses a
moduli space M st(GL(n,C))d. It can be proved that M st(GL(n,C))d is a smooth Zariski
open subset of M(GL(n,C))d. Note also that when gcd(n, d) = 1 one has Ast(n,d) = A(n,d)

and then M st(GL(n,C))d = M(GL(n,C))d.
In [A], Atiyah studied holomorphic vector bundles over an elliptic curve. He based his

description on the notion of indecomposable bundle instead of using the notions of stability
since at that time GIT had not been developed. In 1991 Tu in [Tu] gave an interpretation
of Atiyah’s results for the construction of the moduli spaces of vector bundles over elliptic
curves.

We list some properties of vector bundles over elliptic curves, all of which are contained
in [A] or [Tu] (possibly with some changes of notation).

• If gcd(n, d) = 1, the morphism given by the determinant

det : M(GL(n,C))d
∼=−→ Picd(X)
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is an isomorphism. Furthermore, if E is a stable vector bundle of rank n and degree
d coprime, we have that E is indecomposable and E ⊗ L ∼= E if and only if L is a
line bundle in Pic0(X)[n] (i.e. L is such that L⊗n ∼= O).

Recall the map ςx0
1,d given in (3.3). We have that ςx0

n,d = ςx0,1,d ◦det gives a description
of the moduli space of vector bundles with rank and degree coprime in terms of the
curve

ςx0
n,d : M(GL(n,C))d

∼=−→ X. (3.8)

• There exists a unique indecomposable bundle Fn of degree 0 and rank n such that
H0(X,Fn) is not 0. Moreover dimH0(X,Fn) = 1 and Fn is a multiple extension of
copies of O. In particular Fn is semistable.

• Every indecomposable bundle of degree 0 and rank n is of the form Fn ⊗ L for a
unique line bundle L of zero degree.

• If gcd(n, d) = h > 1,

– every indecomposable bundle of rank n and degree d is of the form E ′⊗Fh for
a unique stable bundle E ′ of rank n′ = n

h
and degree d′ = d

h
;

– every semistable bundle of rank n and degree d is of the form
⊕s

j=1(E ′j⊗Fhj),
where each E ′j is stable of rank n′ and degree d′ and

∑s
j=1 hj = h;

– every polystable bundle of rank n and degree d is of the form E ′1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ E ′h,
where each E ′i is stable of rank n′ and degree d′;

– as a consequence M st(GL(n,C))d is empty and the map

χ0
n,d : SymhM(GL(n′,C))d′ // M(GL(n,C))d,

[[E ′1]S, . . . , [E
′
h]S]Sh

� // [E ′1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ E ′h]S

(3.9)

is an isomorphism.

– We can give a description of the moduli space of vector bundles in terms of the
curve. Take the isomorphism SymhM(GL(n′,C))d′ −→ SymhX induced by
the map ςx0

n′,d′ given in (3.8). Composing with (χ0)−1
n,d gives the isomorphism

ςx0
n,d : M(GL(n,C))d

∼=−→ SymhX. (3.10)

• If E is stable, EndE ∼=
⊕

Li∈Pic0(X)[n] Li.

• We have Fn ∼= F ∗n and Fn⊗Fm is a direct sum of various F`. In particular EndFn ∼=
F1 ⊕ F3 ⊕ . . .⊕ F2n−1.
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3.4 Higgs bundles
A Higgs bundle over an elliptic curve X is a pair (E,Φ), where E is a vector bundle on
X and Φ is an endomorphism of E called the Higgs field. Two Higgs bundles, (E,Φ) and
(E ′,Φ′), are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism of vector bundles f : E → E ′ that
sends Φ to Φ′, i.e. such that the following diagram commutes

E
f //

Φ
��

E ′

Φ′

��
E

f // E ′

.

Given the Higgs bundle (E,Φ), we say that a subbundle F ⊂ E is Φ-invariant if Φ(F )
is contained in F .

A Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is semistable if the slope of any Φ-invariant subbundle F satis-
fies

µ(F ) ≤ µ(E).

The Higgs bundle is stable if the above inequality is strict for every proper Φ-invariant
subbundle and polystable if it is semistable and isomorphic to a direct sum of stable Higgs
bundles.

If (E,Φ) is strictly semistable, then it has a proper Φ-invariant subbundle E1 with slope
equal to µ(E). If we take E1 to be minimal, the pair (E1,Φ1) is a stable Higgs bundle
(Φ1 is the restriction of Φ to E1). We can easily see that the Higgs bundle given by E/E1

and the induced Higgs field Φ̃ is semistable and has slope equal to µ(E). Again, we take
a Φ̃-invariant minimal subbundle with slope equal to µ(E/E1). This gives a stable Higgs
bundle (E2/E1, Φ̃2), which corresponds to a Φ-invariant subbundle E2 ⊂ E containing E1.
This process gives us a Jordan-Hölder filtration of Φ-invariant subbundles

0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Em = E

where every quotient (Ei/Ei−1, Φ̃i) is stable with slope µ(Ei/Ei−1) = µ(E).
For every semistable Higgs bundle (E,Φ) we define its associated graded object

gr(E,Φ) =
⊕
i

(Ei/Ei−1, Φ̃i).

Although the Jordan-Hölder filtration may not be uniquely determined by (E,Φ), the iso-
morphism class of gr(E,Φ) is.

A family of Higgs bundles parametrized by T is a pair E = (VE , ΦE), where VE is
a holomorphic vector bundle over X × T (i.e. a family of vector bundles) and ΦE is a
holomorphic section of EndVE . For every t ∈ T , we will write Et = (VEt , ΦEt ) for the
Higgs bundle over X obtained by restricting E to X × {t}.

It is not difficult to see that for every semistable Higgs bundle (E,Φ) with graded
object gr(E,Φ), one can construct a family F(E,Φ) parametrized by C that illustrates the
jump phenomenon, i.e. for every t 6= 0 we have F(E,Φ)|X×{t} ∼= E while F(E,Φ)|X×{0} ∼=
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gr(E,Φ). If our definition of S-equivalence does not identify (E,Φ) and gr(E,Φ) we
obtain a non-Hausdorff moduli space.

We say that two semistable Higgs bundles (E,Φ) and (E ′,Φ′) are S-equivalent if
gr(E,Φ) ∼= gr(E ′,Φ′). We denote by [(E,Φ)]S the S-equivalence class of (E,Φ).

We say that E is a family of semistable Higgs bundles if Et is a semistable Higgs bundle
for every t ∈ T . Two families of semistable Higgs bundles E1 and E2 parametrized by the
same variety T are S-equivalent if for every t ∈ T the Higgs bundles (E1)t and (E2)t are
S-equivalent, we denote this by E1 ∼S E2.

We denote by A(n,d) the collection of semistable Higgs bundles over X of rank n and
degree d and by Ast(n,d) the subcollection of stable ones. We denote by P(n,d) the algebraic
condition defined above for the definition of families of semistable Higgs bundles. With
these ingredients we state our moduli problem considering the moduli functor defined in
(3.5)

Mod(A(n,d), P(n,d), S).

By [Ni] and [Si1] there exists a coarse moduli space M(GL(n,C))d of S-equivalence
classes of semistable Higgs bundles of rank n and degree d associated to the moduli func-
tor Mod(A(n,d), P(n,d), S). The points of M(GL(n,C))d can be identified also with iso-
morphism classes of polystable Higgs bundles since in every S-equivalence class there is
always a polystable Higgs bundle which is unique up to isomorphism.

Note that a stable Higgs bundle is equal to its graded object and then S-equivalence be-
tween stable Higgs bundles is equivalent to isomorphism; hence S-equivalence for families

of stable Higgs bundles is the same as isomorphism pointwise (we denote it by
pt∼=). We can

consider the functor
Mod(Ast(n,d), P(n,d),

pt∼=).

It is also contained in [Ni] and [Si1] that the moduli space Mst(GL(n,C))d parametrizing
isomorphism (hence S-equivalence) classes of stable Higgs bundles of rank n and degree d

associated to Mod(Ast(n,d), P(n,d),
pt∼=) exists and is an open subvariety of M(GL(n,C))d.

We say that a family of semistable Higgs bundles F → X × T is locally graded if for
every point t of T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t and a set of families
E1, . . . , E` where each Ei is a family of stable Higgs bundles parametrized by U such that
for every point t′ of U we have

grF|X×{t′} ∼=
⊕̀
i=1

Ei|X×{t′},

and therefore F|X×U ∼S
⊕

i Ei. We call this algebraic condition for families of semistable
Higgs bundles Q(n,d). With this algebraic condition for families we construct the moduli
functor

Mod(A(n,d), Q(n,d), S), (3.11)

and, if it exists, we will denote by M(GL(n,C))d the moduli space of S-equivalence
classes of semistable Higgs bundles of rank n and degree d associated to this moduli func-
tor.
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3.5 SL(n,C) and PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles
A SL(n,C)-Higgs bundle over the elliptic curve X is a Higgs bundle (E,Φ) with trivial
determinant and traceless Higgs field, i.e. detE ∼= O tr Φ = 0. A SL(n,C)-Higgs bundle
(E,Φ) is semistable, stable or polystable if (E,Φ) is respectively a semistable, stable or
polystable Higgs bundle.

A Jordan-Hölder filtration of the semistable SL(n,C)-Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is a Jordan-
Hölder filtration of (E,Φ) as a Higgs bundle and its associated graded object gr(E,Φ) is
the associated graded object of (E,Φ) as a Higgs bundle.

We denote by Ân the collection of semistable SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles, we see that
Ân is the subset of An,0 given by the Higgs bundles with trivial determinant and traceless
Higgs field. A family of SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles E → X × T is a family of Higgs bundles
E = (V , Φ) such that for every t ∈ T we have detVt ∼= OX×{t} and trΦt = 0, i.e. the
algebraic condition is P(n,0).

Two semistable SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles (E1,Φ1) and (E2,Φ2) are S-equivalent if we
have that (E1,Φ1) and (E2,Φ2) are S-equivalent Higgs bundles. Again, we define S-
equivalence for families pointwise. Once we have introduced all this notation we can
consider the following moduli functor

Mod(Ân, P(n,0), S).

We use M(SL(n,C)) to denote the coarse moduli space associated to this moduli problem,
its existence will be discussed later.

We write Âstn fot the subcollection of stable SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles. If two stable
Higgs bundles are S-equivalent then they are isomorphic. This implies that S-equivalence
for families is equal to isomorphism pointwise and therefore we can define the following
moduli functor

Mod(Âstn , P(n,0),
pt∼=).

This moduli functor possesses a moduli space Mst(SL(n,C)), which is a Zariski open
subset of M(SL(n,C)).

A family of SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles is locally graded if it is a locally graded family of
Higgs bundles, i.e. if it satisfies the algebraic condition Q(n,0). Associated to the condition
of locally graded families we have the following moduli functor

Mod(Ân, Q(n,0), S) (3.12)

and we write M(SL(n,C)) for the moduli space associated to this moduli functor if it
exists.

For any family of Higgs bundles E = (V , Φ) we can construct the family of rank 1
and degree 0 Higgs bundles (detV , trΦ). Then, for the moduli spacesM(GL(n,C))0 or
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M(GL(n,C))0 of zero degree Higgs bundles we have the following morphism

(det, tr) : M(GL(n,C))0
// Pic0(X)×H0(X,O)

(det, tr) :M(GL(n,C))0
// Pic0(X)×H0(X,O)

[(E,Φ)]S
� // [(detE, tr Φ)]S,

and we can consider the closed subvarieties

Mdet=O
tr=0

(GL(n,C)) = (det, tr)−1(O, 0) ⊂M(GL(n,C))0

and
Mdet=O

tr=0
(GL(n,C)) = (det, tr)−1(O, 0) ⊂M(GL(n,C))0.

SinceM(GL(n,C))0 and M(GL(n,C))0 are coarse moduli spaces there exist two bijec-
tions αP : A(n,0)/∼ → M(GL(n,C))0 and αQ : A(n,0)/∼ → M(GL(n,C))0 satisfying
that (3.6) and (3.7) are morphisms.

If we have two Higgs bundles (E1,Φ1) and (E2,Φ2) with (E1,Φ1) ∼S (E2,Φ2) then,
certainly detE1

∼= detE2 and tr Φ1 = tr Φ2. This implies that Ân/ ∼S injects into
A(n,0)/∼S . We can take the restrictions of αP and αQ to Ân/∼S which we denote by α′P
and α′Q and we observe that (Mdet=O

tr=0
(GL(n,C)), α′P ) and (Mdet=O

tr=0
(GL(n,C)), α′Q) satisfy

the moduli conditions (3.6) and (3.7) and therefore they are respectively moduli spaces for
the functors Mod(Ân, P(n,0), S) and Mod(Ân, Q(n,0), S), i.e.

M(SL(n,C)) = (det, tr)−1(O, 0) ⊂M(GL(n,C))0 (3.13)

and
M(SL(n,C)) = (det, tr)−1(O, 0) ⊂M(GL(n,C))0. (3.14)

After (3.13) we see that the existence of the coarse moduli space M(SL(n,C)) follows
from [Ni] and [Si1].

A PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundle over the elliptic curve X is pair (P(E),Φ) where E is a
vector bundle, P(E) is the projective bundle given byE and Φ ∈ H0(X,EndE) has tr Φ =

0. A PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundle has topological invariant d̃ ∈ Zn where d̃ = (d mod n).

Remark 3.5.1. Over a curve, a projective bundle comes always from a vector bundle,
although this fact is no longer true in higher dimension.

A PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundle (P(E),Φ) is semistable, stable or polystable if (E,Φ) is
respectively a semistable, stable or polystable Higgs bundle. If gr(E,Φ) = (E ′,Φ′), we
define the associated graded object of the semistable PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundle (P(E),Φ)
as the pair (P(E ′),Φ′).

We denote by Ǎn,d̃ the collection of semistable PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles of degree

d̃ ∈ Zn. A family of PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles E → X × T is a pair (P , Φ) where P is
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a projective bundle over X × T and Φ is a holomorphic section of the adjoint bundle of
P . We denote by P̌n,d̃ this algebraic condition for families. If we define S-equivalence for
families pointwise we can consider the following moduli functor

Mod(Ǎn,d̃, P̌n,d̃, S).

From [Si3] we know that there exists a coarse moduli space M(PGL(n,C))d̃ parametrizing
S-equivalence classes of semistable PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles of degree d̃.

We write Ǎst
n,d̃

fot the subcollection of stable PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles. Since two
S-equivalent stable Higgs bundles are isomorphic, S-equivalence for families is equal to
isomorphism pointwise. After these considerations we can define the following moduli
functor

Mod(Ǎst
n,d̃
, P̌n,d̃, S).

We use Mst(PGL(n,C))d̃ to denote the moduli space associated to this moduli functor.
A family of PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles E → X × T is locally graded if there exists

a locally graded family of Higgs bundles (V , Φ) such that E ∼S (P(V), Φ). We say that
locally graded families of PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles satisfy the algebraic condition Q̌n,d̃.
Associated to this algebraic condition we define the following moduli functor

Mod(Ǎn,d̃, Q̌n,d̃, S). (3.15)

If this moduli functor has an associated moduli space we denote it byM(PGL(n,C))d̃.
Tensoring a vector bundle E by a line bundle L ∈ Pic(X) preserves the endomorphism

bundle End(E) ∼= End(L ⊗ E) and so Pic(X) acts on the collection of Higgs bundles
A(n,d). It is straightforward to check that (L ⊗ E,Φ) is stable, semistable or polystable if
and only if (E,Φ) is stable, semistable or polystable. If the graded object of a semistable
Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is gr(E,Φ) = (E ′,Φ′) we have that gr(L⊗E,Φ) is (L⊗E ′,Φ′). We
can prove that two vector bundles E1 and E2 give the same projective bundle if and only if
E2 = L⊗E1. If E1 and E2 have the same degree, then L ∈ Pic0(X). As a consequence, if
Atr=0
n,d̃

is the collection of rank n Higgs bundles with traceless Higgs field and Ast,tr=0

n,d̃
the

subcollection of stable ones, we have

Ǎn,d̃ = Atr=0
(n,d)

/
Pic0(X)

and
Ǎst
n,d̃

= Ast,tr=0
(n,d)

/
Pic0(X) .

3.6 Symplectic and orthogonal Higgs bundles
A Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle over the elliptic curveX is a triple (E,Ω,Φ), whereE is a rank
2m holomorphic vector bundle over X , Ω ∈ H0(X,Λ2E∗) is a non-degenerate symplectic
form on E and Φ ∈ H0(X,EndE) is an endomorphism of E which anticommutes with Ω,
i.e. for every x ∈ X we have

Ω(u,Φ(v)) = −Ω(Φ(u), v), for every u, v ∈ Ex.
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Two Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles, (E,Ω,Φ) and (E ′,Ω′,Φ′) are isomorphic if there exists an
isomorphism f : E ′ → E such that Ω′ = f tΩf and Φ′ = f−1Φf .

In similar terms, we have that an O(n,C)-Higgs bundle over X is a triple (E,Q,Φ),
where E is a rank n holomorphic vector bundle, Q ∈ H0(X, Sym2E∗) is a non-degenerate
symmetric form on E and Φ ∈ H0(X,EndE) is an endomorphism of E which anticom-
mutes with Q, i.e. for every x ∈ X we have

Q(u,Φ(v)) = −Q(Φ(u), v), for every u, v ∈ Ex.

Again, two O(n,C)-Higgs bundles (E,Q,Φ) and (E ′, Q′,Φ′) are isomorphic if there exists
an isomorphism f : E ′ → E such that Q′ = f tΩf and Φ′ = f−1Φf .

A SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle is a quadruple (E,Q,Φ, τ) such that (E,Q,Φ) is a O(n,C)-
Higgs bundle and τ is a trivialization of detE (a never vanishing section of detE) compat-
ible with Q, that is τ 2 = (detQ)−1. An isomorphism between the SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles
(E1, Q1,Φ1, τ1) and (E2, Q2,Φ2, τ2) is an isomorphism of the underlying O(n,C)-Higgs
bundles f that sends τ1 to τ2. Note that the existence of a trivialization of detE implies that
detE ∼= O. A direct sum of various SO(ni,C)-Higgs bundles is the SO(n,C)-Higgs bun-
dle given by the O(n,C)-Higgs bundle which is the direct sum of the underlying O(ni,C)-
Higgs bundles plus the trivialization of the determinant induced by the trivialization of the
different SO(ni,C)-Higgs bundles.

Symplectic and orthogonal Higgs bundles are particular cases of triples (E,Θ,Φ),
where (E,Φ) is a Higgs bundle and Θ : (E,Φ) → (E∗,−Φt) is an isomorphism of Higgs
bundles that satisfies Θ = bΘt. If b = 1, we have a O(n,C)-Higgs bundle, and if b = −1 it
is a Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle. Since Θ is an isomorphism of Higgs bundles, we represent
it as a commuting diagram

E
Θ //

Φ
��

E∗

−Φt

��
E

Θ // E∗, where Θ = bΘt.

Given the isomorphism Θ : E → E∗, for every subbundle F of E we can define its
orthogonal complement with respect to Θ,

F⊥Θ = {v ∈ E such that Θ(v, u) = 0 for every u ∈ F}.

A subbundle is isotropic with respect to Θ when F ⊂ F⊥Θ . It is coisotropic if F⊥Θ ⊆ F .
Isotropic subbundles are crucial in the definition of stability for symplectic and orthogonal
vector bundles.

The following notions of stability, semistability and polystability of Sp(2m,C), O(n,C)
and SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles are the notions of stability worked out in [GGM] (see also
[AG] for the stability of SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles).

Let (E,Θ,Φ) be a Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle or a O(n,C)-Higgs bundle. Note that
µ(E) = 0 since E ∼= E∗. We say that (E,Θ,Φ) is semistable if and only if for any
Φ-invariant isotropic subbundle F of E we have

µ(F ) ≤ µ(E) = 0.
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and it is stable if the above inequality is strict for any proper Φ-invariant isotropic sub-
bundle. Finally, (E,Θ,Φ) is polystable if it is semistable and for any non-zero, strict,
Φ-invariant and isotropic subbundle F of degree 0 there is a coisotropic and Φ-invariant
subbundle F ′ of degree 0 such that E = F ⊕ F ′.

Note that the criterion for semistability and stability of Sp(2m,C) and O(n,C)-Higgs
bundles coincides with the criterion for the vectorial case applied only to isotropic subbun-
dles.

If (E,Θ,Φ) is a strictly semistable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle or O(n,C)-Higgs bundle
we can find an isotropic Φ-invariant subbundle E1 with slope equal to zero. We denote by
(E1,Φ1) the Higgs bundle induced by the restriction of the Higgs field to E1. Since every
subbundle of an isotropic subbundle is isotropic, we can assume that (E1,Φ1) is stable. We
set E ′1 = E⊥Θ

1 and we construct (E/E ′1,Φ
′
1) where Φ′1 is the induced Higgs field on the

quotient. Since Θ is non-degenerate and anticommutes with the Higgs field, it induces an
isomorphism θ1 : (E1,Φ1)

∼=−→ ((E/E ′1)∗,−Φ′1).
Recall that E1 is isotropic and then E1 ⊂ E ′1 = E⊥Θ

1 ; we write Ẽ1 for the quotient
E ′1/E1. Since Θ anticommutes with Φ, the bundle E ′1 is Φ-invariant and the restriction of
ΦE ′1 induces a Higgs field for the quotient Ẽ1 = E ′1/E1 that we denote by Φ̃1. Through this
quotient Θ induces Θ̃1 on Ẽ1 non-degenerate and so we obtain an Sp(2m,C) or O(n,C)-
Higgs bundle (Ẽ1, Θ̃1, Φ̃1). Since (E,Θ,Φ) is semistable we have that (Ẽ1, Θ̃1, Φ̃1) is
semistable as well.

If (Ẽ1, Θ̃1, Φ̃1) is not stable, we can find E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ E ′1 isotropic and Φ-invariant, such
that (E2/E1,Φ2), where Φ2 is the restriction of Φ̃1 to E2/E1, is a stable Higgs bundle. We
defineE ′2 = E⊥Θ

2 . This bundle is contained inE ′1 sinceE1 ⊂ E2. We write Φ
′
2 for the Higgs

bundle induced by Φ̃1 in the quotientE ′1/E
′
2. Since Θ̃1 is non-degenerate and anticommutes

with the Higgs field, it induces an isomorphism θ2 : (E2/E1,Φ2)
∼=−→ ((E ′1/E

′
2)∗,−Φ

′
2).

We define Ẽ2 as the quotient E ′2/E2. We have that Θ induces Θ̃2 on Ẽ2 non-degenerate
and so we obtain an Sp(2m,C) or O(n,C)-Higgs bundle (Ẽ2, Θ̃2, Φ̃2). Since (E,Θ,Φ) is
semistable we have that (Ẽ2, Θ̃2, Φ̃2) is again semistable.

We iterate this process until we obtain (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k) that is a stable triple or zero. This
gives a Jordan-Hölder filtration of Φ-invariant subbundles, consisting of

0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ E ′2 ⊂ E ′1 ⊂ E ′0 = E

where E⊥Θ
i = E ′i, and for i 6= k we have that (Ei/Ei−1,Φi) and (E ′i−1/E

′
i,Φ

′
i) are stable

Higgs bundles satisfying θi : (Ei/Ei−1,Φi)
∼=−→ ((E ′i−1/E

′
i)
∗,−Φ

′
i).

For every semistable Sp(2m,C) or O(n,C)-Higgs bundle (E,Θ,Φ) we define its asso-
ciated graded object

gr(E,Θ,Φ) = (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k)⊕
k−1⊕
i=1

(
(Ei/Ei−1)⊕ (E ′i−1/E

′
i),

(
0 bθti
θi 0

)
,Φi ⊕ Φ

′
i

)
,

where b = −1 for Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles and b = 1 for O(n,C)-Higgs bundles. Let
us recall that θi : (Ei/Ei−1,Φi)

∼=−→ ((E ′i−1/E
′
i)
∗,−Φ

′
i), and then, (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k) is stable if

there exists.
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As happens in the vectorial case, the Jordan-Hölder filtration may not be unique but
gr(E,Θ,Φ) is unique up to isomorphism.

Since SO(2,C) ∼= C∗ is abelian, every SO(2,C)-Higgs bundle is stable, and then
semistable and polystable. Whenever n > 2 we have that Z(SO(n,C)) is a subgroup
of Z(O(n,C)) and then a SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle is semistable, stable or polystable if
it is semistable, stable or polystable as an O(n,C)-Higgs bundle. The graded object of
a SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle is given by the graded object of the underlying O(n,C)-Higgs
bundle

gr(E,Q,Φ, τ) = (gr(E,Q,Φ), τ).

A family of Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles (resp. a family of O(n,C)-Higgs bundles) para-
metrized by T is a triple (V , Θ, Φ), where V is a family of vector bundles parametrized by
T , Θ is a non-degenerate holomorphic symplectic (resp. symmetric) form on V and Φ is an
endomorphism of V such that anticommutes with Θ. A family of SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles
is a quadruple (V ,Q, Φ, T ) where (V ,Q, Φ) is a family of O(n,C)-Higgs bundles and T
is a section of detV such that T 2 = (detQ)−1.We denote by P̃m, P̊n and P n the algebraic
condition of the families of semistable Sp(2m,C), O(n,C) and SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles
defined above.

As in the vectorial case, for every semistable Sp(2m,C), O(n,C) or SO(n,C)-Higgs
bundle, one can construct (using a certain extension of vector bundles) a family parametri-
zed by C whose restriction to any slice X × {t} with t 6= 0 is isomorphic to our starting
semistable Sp(2m,C), O(n,C) or SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle while the restriction to X×{0}
is isomorphic to the graded object. In order to obtain a separated moduli space we give
the following definition of S-equivalence. Let (E,Θ,Φ) and (E ′,Θ′,Φ′) be two semistable
Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles or O(n,C)-Higgs bundles, we say that they are S-equivalent
if gr(E,Θ,Φ) ∼= gr(E ′,Θ′,Φ′). Analogously, two semistable SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles
(E1, Q1,Φ1, τ1) and (E2, Q2,Φ2, τ2) are S-equivalent if and only if gr(E1, Q1,Φ1, τ1) and
gr(E2, Q2,Φ2, τ2) are isomorphic as SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles.

We define stability and S-equivalence of families pointwise, as we did for families
of Higgs bundle. S-equivalence between families os stable objects implies isomorphism
pointwise.

Let us denote by Ãm, Ån and by An the collections of semistable Sp(2m,C), O(n,C)

and SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles over X and by Ãstm, Åstn and Astn the subcollections of stable
ones. We consider the moduli functors defined in (3.5)

Mod(Ãm, P̃m, S),

Mod(Ån, P̊n, S)

and
Mod(An, P n, S).

It is proved in [Si3] that there exist the moduli spaces associated to these moduli functors
that we denote respectively by M(Sp(2m,C)), M(O(n,C)) and by M(SO(n,C)). The
points of these moduli spaces either represent S-equivalence classes of semistable objects
or isomorphism classes of polystable ones.
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Note that a stable Higgs bundle is equal to its graded object and then, S-equivalence
between stable Higgs bundles is equivalent to isomorphy. Since S-equivalence is defined
pointwise, from the definition of the Jordan-Hölder filtration we know that S-equivalence
for families of stable Higgs bundles is the same as isomorphism pointwise. We also con-
sider the moduli functors

Mod(Ãstm, P̃m,
pt∼=),

Mod(Åstn , P̊n,
pt∼=),

Mod(Astn , P n,
pt∼=)

and the associated moduli spaces Mst(Sp(2m,C)), Mst(O(n,C)) and Mst(SO(n,C)).
We say that E → X × T , a family of semistable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles (resp.

semistable O(n,C)-Higgs bundles), is locally graded if for every t ∈ T there exists an
open subset U ⊂ T containing t and a set of families F0,F1, . . .F` parametrized by U ,
such that F0 is a family of stable Sp(2m0,C)-Higgs bundles (resp. a family of stable
O(n0,C)-Higgs bundles) and the Fi, for i > 0, are families of the form

Fi =

(
Vi ⊕ V∗i ,

(
0 bϑti
ϑi 0

)
,

(
Φi

Φ′i

))
where b = −1 (resp. b = 1), Vi is a family of stable vector bundles, ϑi : Vi → Vi
is an isomorphism, Φi and Φ′i are, respectively, endomorphisms of Vi and V∗i satisfying
ϑiΦi = −(Φ′i)

tϑi. The set of families is such that for every t′ ∈ U we have

E|X×{t′} ∼S
⊕̀
i=0

Fi|X×{t′}.

We say that the locally graded families of semistable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles (resp.
O(n,C)-Higgs bundles) satisfy the algebraic condition Q̃m (resp. Q̊n).

Analogously, we say that the family of semistable SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles E → X×T
is locally graded if for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t and
families F0,F1, . . .F` parametrized by U , where F0 is a family of stable SO(n0,C)-Higgs
bundles and the Fi, for i > 0, are families the form

Fi =

(
Vi ⊕ V∗i ,

(
0 ϑti
ϑi 0

)
,

(
Φi

Φ′i

)
, Ti
)

where Vi is a family of stable vector bundles, ϑi : Vi → Vi an isomorphism, Φi and Φ′i
endomorphisms of Vi and V∗i satisfying ϑiΦi = −(Φ′i)

tϑi and T 2
i a section of −(detϑi)

−2.
The family is locally graded if for every t′ ∈ U we have

E|X×{t′} ∼S
⊕̀
i=0

Fi|X×{t′}.

We and we write Qn for the algebraic condition of locally graded families of semistable
SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles.
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Once we have set up this notation, we consider the moduli functors

Mod(Ãm, Q̃m, S), (3.16)

Mod(Ån, Q̊n, S), (3.17)

Mod(An, Qn, S). (3.18)

Whenever they exist, we denote byM(Sp(2m,C)), M(Sp(2m,C)) andM(Sp(2m,C))
the moduli spaces associated to these moduli spaces.
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Chapter 4

Moduli spaces of Higgs bundles

4.1 Some results for elliptic curves
Let (A, a0) be a commutative abelian group. If A is a quasiprojective variety and the
multiplication map µ : A× A→ A is a morphism, we can define the following morphism

αA,h : SymhA // A

[a1, . . . , ah]Sh
� // ∑h

i=1 ai.

(4.1)

Thanks to the group structure ofA, the symmetric group Sh acts on the (h−1)-th Cartesian
product of A. Consider the following morphism between cartesian produtcs of A

vA,h : A× h−1. . . ×A // A× h. . . ×A

(a1, . . . , ah−1) � // (a1, . . . , ah−1,−
∑h−1

i=1 ai),

(4.2)

and the projection on the first h− 1 factors

qA,h : A× h. . . ×A // A× h−1. . . ×A

(a1, . . . , ah−1, ah)
� // (a1, . . . , ah−1).

The action of σ ∈ Sh on the (h− 1)-tuple (a1, . . . , ah−1) ∈ A× h−1. . . ×A is defined by

σ · (a1, . . . , ah−1) = qA,h(σ · (vA,h(a1, . . . , ah−1))). (4.3)

Note that the morphism

uA,h : (A× h−1. . . ×A) / Sh
// kerαA,h

[a1, . . . , ah−1]Sh
� // [a1, . . . , ah−1,−

∑h−1
i=1 ai]Sh

(4.4)
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is an isomorphism.
Let us denote by A[h] the subgroup of h-torsion points of (A, a0), i.e.

A[h] = {a ∈ A such that a+ h. . . + a = a0}.

The abelian group (A, a0) acts on SymhA with weight m by the group operation

a′ · [a1, . . . , ah]Sh = [m · a′ + a1, . . . ,m · a′ + ah]Sh . (4.5)

If m divides h this action induces an action of the finite subgroup A[h] ⊂ A on SymhA.
Note that the action of A[h] preserves the fibres of the map αA,h, in particular its kernel.

For any tuple of integers (m1, . . . ,m`), we can define a weighted (m1, . . . ,m`)-action
of A on A× `. . . ×A. For every a′ ∈ A we define

a′ · (a1, . . . , a`) = (a1 +m1a
′, . . . , a` +m`a

′).

Lemma 4.1.1. Let (m1, . . . ,m`) be a tuple of integers and let h be a positive integer. Write
r for gcd(h,m1, . . . ,m`). The weighted (m1, . . . ,m`)-action of A[h] is free if and only if
r = 1.

Proof. Suppose we have a′ ∈ X[h] such that a′ · (a0, . . . , a0) = (a0, . . . , a0). Then mia
′ =

a0 for every i. This implies that a′ is a mi-torsion element for every i. On the other hand if
there exists a′ ∈ A[h]∩

⋂
iA[mi] different from a0, clearly we have that the (m1, . . . ,m`)-

weighted action of a′ is trivial and therefore the action of A[h] is not free. We have seen
that the action is free if and only if the subgroup A[h] ∩

⋂
iA[mi] is trivial.

We can check thatA[n1]∩A[n2] = A[r′] where r′ = gcd(n1, n2). First note thatA[r′] ⊂
A[n1] ∩ A[n2]. To see the other inclusion suppose we have a′ ∈ A[a] ∩ A[b]. There always
exist two integers b1 and b2 such that b1n1 + b2n2 = r′. We have that r′a′ = b1n1a

′+ b2n2a
′

and since n1a
′ = a0 and n2a

′ = a0 we have r′a′ = a0.
It follows easily by induction that, if we set r = gcd(h,m1, . . . ,m`), we have

A[h] ∩
⋂
i

A[mi] = A[r].

Let us study the elliptic curve (X, x0) as an abelian variety. We recall the exact sequence

0 // X[h] // X
fh // X // 0,

where fh(x) = hx = x+ h. . . +x. Due to the isomorphism X/ ker fh ∼= Imfh we have

f̃h : X
/
X[h]

∼=−→ X. (4.6)

This result leads us to the following description of the quotient by the weighted action
for the case of elliptic curves.

Lemma 4.1.2. Let (X, x0) be an elliptic curve and consider the weighted (m1, . . . ,m`)-
action of X[h] on (X× `. . . ×X). Then we have an isomorphism of abelian varieties

(X× `. . . ×X)
/
X[h] ∼= X× `. . . ×X.
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Proof. First we treat the case where one of the mi is equal to 1; without loss of generality
we take m1 = 1. We have a morphism

(X× `. . . ×X)
/
X[h] // X

/
X[h] ×X× `−1. . . ×X

[(x1, . . . , x`)]X[h]
� //

(
[x1]X[h], x2 −m2x1, . . . , x` −m`x1

)
.

This is in fact an isomorphism of abelian varieties since it has an inverse

X
/
X[h] ×X× `−1. . . ×X // (X× `. . . ×X)

/
X[h]

(
[z1]X[h], z2, . . . , z`

) � // [(z1,m2z1 + z2, . . . ,m`z1 + z`)]X[h].

By (4.6), the lemma is true when m1 = 1.
We will make use of induction to prove the lemma in general. By (4.6) the lemma is

true for length 1. Let us suppose that for length ` − 1 the lemma is true. Write r1 for
gcd(m1, h) and note that the quotient of the weighted (m1, . . . ,m`)-action is

(X ×X× `−1. . . ×X)
/
X[h] ∼=

(
(X ×X× `−1. . . ×X)/X[r1]

) /
X[h/r1] .

Since r1 divides m1, the action of X[r1] on the first factor is trivial, so

(X ×X× `−1. . . ×X)
/
X[r1] ∼= X × (X× `−1. . . ×X)

/
X[r1] .

By induction, we have

X × (X× `−1. . . ×X)
/
X[r1] ∼= X ×X× `−1. . . ×X.

This implies that our starting quotient by the weighted (m1,m2, . . . ,m`)-action of X[h]
is isomorphic to the quotient by a weighted (m1, n

′
2, . . . , n

′
`)-action of X[h/r1], where

n′2, . . . , n
′
` are some integers. If gcd(m1, (h/r1)) is not 1, we repeat the procedure until we

obtain
(X ×X× `−1. . . ×X)

/
X[h] ∼= (X ×X× `−1. . . ×X)

/
X[h′]

where the weights of the second quotient are (m1, n2, . . . , n`), satisfying gcd(m1, h
′) = 1,

and again n2, . . . , n` are some integers that we do not need to compute. If we choose posi-
tive integers p, q such that pm1+qh′ = 1, then this action is equivalent to the action ofX[h′]
with weights (1, pn2, . . . , pn`). We have already proved that this quotient is isomorphic to
X× `. . . ×X and this completes the induction.

Since the abelian structure of (X, x0) is given by the Abel-Jacobi map aj and the
tensorization map tx0

d , the morphism αX,h : SymhX → X is equal to the composition
(aj1)−1 ◦ (tx0

h−1) ◦ (ajh). This, together with (3.1), implies that α−1
X,h(x) ∼= Ph−1 for every

x ∈ X , in particular
kerαX,h ∼= Ph−1. (4.7)
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We can give a description of SymhX different to that of the standard definition. If
P → X × Pic0(X) is the Poincaré bundle, then P ⊗ p∗1O(hx0) is a universal family of
line bundles of degree h, where p1 is the projection from X × Pich(X) to X . If we write

p2 for the other projection, we have that SymhX
ajh−→ Pich(X) is the projectivization of

(p2)∗(P ⊗ p∗1O(hx0)), i.e. the projectivization of the Fourier-Mukai transform of O(hx0).
The Fourier-Mukai transform of O(hx0) is a stable vector bundle of rank h and degree
−1. In Section 3.3 we will see that all the stable vector bundles over an elliptic curve are
determined by the determinant, and then there is a unique projective bundle with coprime
rank and degree gcd(n, d) = 1. Let us call this projective bundle P(n,d). With this notation
we have that

(SymhX → X) ∼= P(h,−1). (4.8)

Remark 4.1.3. Considered as a group, X acts on SymhX as described in (4.5). The action
of the finite subgroup X[h] preserves the fibres of αX,h and therefore we have an action of
X[h] on kerαX,h. Recalling (4.7), this action induces an action of X[h] on Ph−1. If r
divides h we have X[r] ⊂ X[h] and then X[r] acts on Ph−1 as well.

Since T ∗X ∼= X ×C, when (A, a0) is (T ∗X, (x0, 0)) the elements of h-torsion of T ∗X
must have the form (x, 0). Then we have

(T ∗X)[h] ∼= X[h],

and then X[h] acts on kerαT ∗X,h.

4.2 Stability of Higgs bundles in terms of the underlying
vector bundle

The triviality of the canonical line bundle simplifies the study of the semistability of Higgs
bundles over elliptic curves.

Proposition 4.2.1. The Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is semistable if and only if E is semistable.

Proof. If the vector bundle E is semistable, every subbundle F satisfies µ(F ) ≤ µ(E), so
the Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is semistable too.

Suppose E is not semistable and take its Harder-Narasimhan filtration

0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fs−1 ⊂ Fs = E,

where the Ei = Fi/Fi−1 are semistable with µ(Ei) > µ(Ej) if i < j. In particular we have
H0(X,Hom(Ei, Ej)) = 0 if i < j.

The subbundle F1 = E1 has µ(F1) > µ(E). Suppose Φ(F1) is non-zero and take
F` such that Φ(F1) ⊆ F` but Φ(F1) * F`−1. Then Φ induces a nonzero morphism from
E1 = F1 to E` = F`/F`−1, but there are no non-zero morphisms unless ` = 1. Then F1 is
Φ-invariant and (E,Φ) is unstable.

Corollary 4.2.2. If gcd(n, d) = 1, then (E,Φ) is stable if and only if E is stable.
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The only possible endomorphisms of a stable vector bundle are multiples of the identity.
This allows us to extend Corollary 4.2.2 to the non-coprime case.

Proposition 4.2.3. (E,Φ) is stable if and only if E is stable.

Proof. By Proposition 4.2.1 the semistability of a Higgs bundle is equivalent to the semista-
bility of the underlying vector bundle. If (E,Φ) is stable, it is semistable and by Proposition
4.2.1 E is semistable.

Take first E strictly semistable and indecomposable. We have E ∼= E ′ ⊗ Fh, where
h = gcd(n, d) > 1 and E ′ is stable of rank n′ = n

h
and degree d′ = d

h
. The endomorphism

bundle satisfies

H0(X,EndE) ∼= H0(X,EndE ′ ⊗ EndFh) ∼=
⊕

Li∈Pic0(X)[n′]

H0(X,Li ⊗ EndFh).

We have EndFh ∼= F1 ⊕ . . . F2h−1, and H0(X,Li ⊗ Fj) = 0 for every Fj and every
non-trivial Li ∈ Pic0(X)[n], so H0(X,Li ⊗ EndFh) = 0 if Li � O. This implies
that H0(X,EndE) ∼= H0(X,EndFh) and every endomorphism of E has the form Φ =
idE′ ⊗φ for some φ ∈ EndFh.

We know that Fh has a unique subbundle isomorphic to O. Let φ ∈ EndFh. If φ is
non-zero, φ(O) is a subbundle of Fh with a non-zero holomorphic section, so φ(O) = O
and O is φ-invariant. If φ is zero, O is again φ-invariant. It follows that E ′ ⊗ O is a
Φ-invariant subbundle of E which contradicts the stability of (E,Φ).

Now we takeE strictly semistable and decomposable, and take (E,Φ) with an arbitrary
choice of the Higgs field. Let us fix a stable bundle E ′ of rank n′ and degree d′. We can
write

E ∼=
s⊕
j=1

(E ′j ⊗ Fhj) ∼=
s⊕
j=1

(E ′ ⊗ L′j ⊗ Fhj)

for some line bundles L′j of degree 0. If L′j 6∼= L′k for some j, k, then

Hom(L′j ⊗ Fhj , L′k ⊗ Fhk) = 0

since every Jordan-Hölder factor of Hom(L′j ⊗ Fhj , L
′
k ⊗ Fhk) is isomorphic to the line

bundle L′−1
j ⊗ L′k, which is a non-trivial line bundle of degree 0. It follows that (E,Φ) is

decomposable.
If all L′j are isomorphic, we can take L′j = O by making a different choice of E ′ if

necessary, so we can take E = E ′ ⊗⊕sj=1Fhj and then

EndE ∼=
(⊕

Li

)
⊗ End

(
s⊕
j=1

Fhj

)
, Lr

′

i
∼= O.

Now End(
⊕s

j=1 Fhj) is a direct sum of various F`, so H0(Li ⊗ End(
⊕s

j=1 Fhj)) = 0
unless Li ∼= O. It follows that

EndE ∼= End

(
s⊕
j=1

Fhj

)
, Φ = id⊗φ, φ ∈ H0

(
X,End

(
s⊕
j=1

Fhj

))
.
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Now
⊕s

j=1 Fhj has a unique subbundle Os and H0(Os)
∼=
↪→ H0(

⊕s
j=1 Fhj). So Os is φ-

invariant and E ′ ⊗Os is Φ-invariant. This implies that (E,Φ) is strictly semistable unless
all hj = 1 and E ∼= E ′ ⊗ Oh. In this case φ ∈ EndOs = {s × s matrices}. Now choose
an eigenvector v for φ. Then E ′ ⊗ v contradicts stability of (E,Φ) and (E,Φ) is strictly
semistable.

We end this section with a description of polystable Higgs bundles which follows im-
mediately from the previous proposition and the characterization of stable vector bundles
and their endomorphism bundles given by Atiyah.

Corollary 4.2.4. Let (E,Φ) be polystable of rank n and degree d, and h = gcd(n, d). Then

(E,Φ) =
h⊕
i=1

(Ei,Φi)

where Ei is a stable bundle of rank n′ = n
h

and degree d′ = d
h

and

Φi ∈ H0(X,EndEi) ∼= H0(X,O)⊗ idEi .

Furthermore (E,Φ) is polystable only if E is polystable.

Remark 4.2.5. Although the polystability of the underlying vector bundle is a necessary
condition for the polystability of the Higgs bundle, it is not sufficent.

To illustrate this fact, take (E,Φ) such that E ∼= O ⊕O and Φ = A⊗ 1X , where A is
non-diagonalizable. It follows that (E,Φ) is an indecomposable Higgs bundle. Since E is
a strictly polystable vector bundle, (E,Φ) is not stable. Also, (E,Φ) is indecomposable so
it is not possible to express (E,Φ) as a direct sum of stable Higgs bundles.

4.3 Moduli spaces of Higgs bundles
Theorem 4.3.1. Let n and d be two integers and write h = gcd(n, d). If h > 1, we have

Mst(GL(n,C))d = ∅.

Proof. By Atiyah’s results, if h > 1, every polystable vector bundle of rank n and degree
d is a direct sum of stable vector bundles of rank n′ = n/h and degree d′ = d/h and
therefore is not stable. So there are no stable vector bundles with rank n and degree d, and
by Proposition 4.2.3 there are no stable Higgs bundles.

Proposition 4.3.2. Let gcd(n, d) = 1, then the morphism given by the determinant and the
trace

(det, tr) : M(GL(n,C))d −→M(GL(1,C))d

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Recall that, if the rank and degree are coprime, the determinant gives an isomor-
phism

det : M(GL(n,C))d
∼=−→M(GL(1,C))d.
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Taking differentials we obtain the following isomorphism

(det, tr) : T ∗M(GL(n,C))d −→ T ∗M(GL(1,C))d.

If M st(GL(n,C)) is non-empty, we know that T ∗M st(GL(n,C))d is an open subscheme
of Mst(GL(n,C))d. Due to Proposition 4.2.3, every stable Higgs bundle has a stable un-
derlying vector bundle, so the previous inclusion is an equality, T ∗M st(GL(n,C))d =
Mst(GL(n,C))d. Finally we have that M st(GL(n,C))d is equal to M(GL(n,C))d and
Mst(GL(n,C))d equal to M(GL(n,C))d.

The moduli space of rank 1 Higgs bundles is naturally isomorphic to

M(GL(1,C))d ∼= T ∗ Picd(X).

In particular ξx0
1,0 defined in (3.4) gives M(GL(1,C))0

∼= T ∗X . Let t̃x0
d be the isomorphism

between T ∗ Picd(X) and T ∗ Pic0(X) induced by the translation morphism tx0
d defined in

(3.2). We set for every d the following isomorphism

ξx0
1,d : M(GL(1,C))d

∼=−→ T ∗X

defined by ξx0
1,d = ξx0

1,0 ◦ t̃x0
d . For pairs of integers (n, d) such that gcd(n, d) = 1 we define

ξx0
n,d = ξx0

1,d ◦ (det, tr).

Proposition 4.3.3. If gcd(n, d) = 1, then

ξx0
n,d : M(GL(n,C))d −→ T ∗X (4.9)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 4.3.2 and the existence of the
isomorphism ξx0

1,d.

Proposition 4.3.4. Let gcd(n, d) = 1. There exists a universal family E(n,d) → X × T ∗X
of stable Higgs bundles of rank n and degree d.

Proof. It is a standard fact that, when the rank and the degree are coprime, there exists a
universal family V(n,d) of stable vector bundles parametrized by X such that for every x ∈
X we have ςx0

n,d((V(n,d))x) = x. Now we take a family of Higgs bundles overX×C ∼= T ∗X

such that the restriction to X × (x, λ) is given by the pair ((V(n,d))x,
1
n
λ ⊗ id(V(n,d))x). We

can check that for any (x, λ) ∈ T ∗X one has

ξx0
n,d((E(n,d))(x,λ)) = (x, λ).

To see that E(n,d) is a universal family take any other family F → X × T , and the
induced family of vector bundles W given by taking the underlying vector bundle of Ft,
for every t ∈ T . Since V(n,d) is a universal family, there exists a morphism f1 : T → X
such thatW ∼S γ∗V(n,d). The Higgs field of every Ft is of the form 1

n
λt ⊗ idVt , and so we

get a morphism f2 : T → C that to every point t ∈ T associates λt. Taking f = (f1, f2)
we obtain a morphism f : T → T ∗X such that F is S-equivalent to (idX ×f)∗E(n,d) and
this morphism is canonical.
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Let us study the non-coprime case. Until the end of this section we will consider Higgs
bundles of rank n and degree d and we set h = gcd(n, d), n′ = n

h
and d′ = d

h
.

Note that the fibre product E(n′,d′) ×X E(n′,d′) is parametrized over X by T ∗X × T ∗X .
We write E ′(n,d) for the family E(n′,d′)×X h. . . ×XE(n′,d′). Thanks to the Proposition 4.3.4 we
see that E ′(n,d) is a universal family of stable (GL(n′,C)× h. . . ×GL(n′,C))-Higgs bundles
with topological invariant (d′, h. . ., d′) parametrized by T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X .

Let us consider the injection i : GL(n′,C)× h. . . ×GL(n′,C) ↪→ GL(n,C). We denote
by E(n,d) the extension of structure group i∗E ′(n,d).

Remark 4.3.5. The family E(n,d) is parametrized by Zh = T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X , and if z1 and
z2 are two points of Z, the Higgs bundles (E(n,d))z1 and (E(n,d))z2 are S-equivalent if and
only if z1 is a permutation of z2 (i.e. if they are related by the natural action of Sh on Zh).

Proposition 4.3.6. The family E(n,d) has the local universal property among locally graded
families of semistable Higgs bundles.

Proof. Take F to be any locally graded family of semistable Higgs bundles of rank n and
degree d parametrized by T . Set h = gcd(n, d), n′ = n/h and d′ = d/h. Since F is locally
graded, for every t ∈ T there exists an open neighborhood U and a set of families E1, . . . Eh
of stable Higgs bundles of rank n′ and degree d′ parametrized by U and such that

F|X×U ∼S
h⊕
i=1

Ei.

Since E(n′,d′) is a universal family, for every Ei there exists fi : U → T ∗X such that
Ei ∼S f ∗i E(n′,d′). Setting f = (f1, . . . , fh), we have

F|X×U ∼S f ∗E(n,d).

Theorem 4.3.7. There exists a coarse moduli space of S-equivalence classes of semistable
Higgs bundlesM(GL(n,C))d associated to the moduli functor Mod(A(n,d), Q(n,d), S). We
have an isomorphism

ξx0
n,d : M(GL(n,C))d

∼= // Symh T ∗X

[(E,Φ)]S
� // [ξx0

n′,d′(E1,Φ1), . . . , ξx0

n′,d′(Eh,Φh)]Sh

(4.10)

where gr(E,Φ) ∼=
⊕h

i=1(Ei,Φi).

Proof. Since Symh T ∗X = Zh/Sh is an orbit space, the theorem is a straightforward
consequence of Proposition 4.3.6 and Remark 4.3.5.

Remark 4.3.8. We can check that the map ςx0
n,d : M(GL(n,C))d

∼=−→ SymhX defined in
(3.10) is the restriction of ξx0

n,d to M(GL(n,C))d ⊂M(GL(n,C))d.
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Take the natural projection p : T ∗X → X and let us define the induced map

p(h) : Symh T ∗X // SymhX

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xh, λh)]Sh
� // [x1, . . . , xh]Sh

(4.11)

Proposition 4.3.9. There is a surjective morphism

a(n,d) :M(GL(n,C))d // M(GL(n,C))d

[(E,Φ)]S
� // [E]S.

Furthermore the diagram

M(GL(n,C))d
a(n,d) //

ξ
x0
n,d

∼=
��

M(GL(n,C))d

ς
x0
n,d

∼=
��

Symh T ∗X
p(h)

// SymhX

commutes.

Proof. By Proposition 4.2.1, we know that the Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is semistable if and
only if E is a semistable vector bundle. Suppose that the semistable Higgs bundle (E ′,Φ′)
is S-equivalent to (E,Φ). Then we have that gr(E ′,Φ′) ∼= gr(E,Φ). This implies that
gr(E ′) ∼= gr(E), and then E ′ belongs to the S-equivalence class [E]S . This proves the
existence of the morphism a(n,d). It is straightforward to see that this map is surjective.

The commutativity of the diagram follows from Remark 4.3.8.
Let qn,1, . . . , qn,n be the invariant polynomials for a rank n matrix. The Hitchin map is

defined evaluating the Higgs field on them

b(n,d) :M(GL(n,C))d // Bn =
⊕n

i=1 H
0(X,O)

[(E,Φ)]S // (qn,1(Φ), . . . , qn,n(Φ)).

(4.12)

Since H0(X,O) ∼= C we have that Bn
∼= Cn. Also, thanks to the invariant polynomials

qn,1, . . . , qn,n we can construct a morphism

qn : Cn // Cn (∼= Bn)

(λ1, . . . , λn) � // (qn,1(Dλ1,...,λn), . . . , qn,n(Dλ1,...,λn)) ,

(4.13)
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where Dλ1,...,λn is the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λn. We can see that this
morphism descends to the following isomorphism

qn : SymnC
∼= // Cn (∼= Bn)

[λ1, . . . , λn]Sn
� // (qn,1(Dλ1,...,λn), . . . , qn,n(Dλ1,...,λn)) .

(4.14)

Take h = gcd(n, h) and set n′ = n/h and d′ = d/h. If (E,Φ) is a rank n polystable
Higgs bundle of degree d, we have (E,Φ) ∼=

⊕h
i=1(Ei,Φi) where the Ei are stable and

Φi = 1
n′
λi idEi; in that case, one has ξx0

n′,d′([(Ei,Φi)]S) = (xi, λi). When we apply qn,i to Φ
we obtain polynomials in λ1, . . . , λh

qn,1(Φ) =
h∑
i=1

n′ · 1

n′
λi,

...

qn,n(Φ) =

(
1

n′
λ1

)n′
. . .

(
1

n′
λh

)n′
.

The image of the Hitchin map is always contained in a submanifold of dimension h that we
denote by B(n,d). Suppose that Vn,h is the following subspace of Cn

Vn,h = {v ∈ Cn : v = (v1, . . . , v1, . . . , vh, . . . , vh)}, (4.15)

we can easily check that B(n,d) = qn(Vn,h). This implies that B(n,d) is smooth.
Setting h = gcd(n, d), we can consider the following map

i(n,d) : SymhC // SymnC

[λ1, . . . , λh]Sh
� // [ 1

n′
λ1, . . . ,

1
n′
λ1, . . . ,

1
n′
λh, . . . ,

1
n′
λh]Sn .

(4.16)

Since B(n,d) is smooth, we see that β(n,d) = qn ◦ i(n,d) is an isomorphism

β(n,d) : SymhC
∼=−→ B(n,d). (4.17)

Let us define the projection

π(h) : Symh(T ∗X) // Symh(C)

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xh, λh)]Sh
� // [λ1, . . . , λh]Sh .

(4.18)

We have all the ingredients to give an explicit description of the Hitchin map.
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Lemma 4.3.10. The following diagram commutes

M(GL(n,C))d
b(n,d) //

∼=ξ
x0
n,d

��

B(n,d)

β−1
(n,d)

∼=
��

Symh(T ∗X)
π(h)

// Symh(C).

(4.19)

Proof. Let h = gcd(n, d) and set n′ = n/h and d′ = d/h. By Corollary 4.2.4, given any
polystable Higgs bundle (E,Φ), we have that

(E,Φ) ∼=
h⊕
i=1

(Ei, λi · idEi),

where (Ei, λi · idEi) are stable Higgs bundles of rank n′ and degree d′. For every i ∈
{1, . . . , h} we take (xi,

1
n′
λi) = ξx0

n′,d′((Ei,Φi)). This implies that

(π(h) ◦ ξx0
n,d)([(E,Φ)]S) =

[
1

n′
λ1, . . . ,

1

n′
λh

]
Sh

.

Recalling b(n,d) and qn defined in (4.12) and (4.14) we see that

(q−1
n ◦ b(n,d))([(E,Φ]S) = [λ1, . . . , λ1, . . . , λn′ , . . . , λn′ ]Sn .

This tuple lies in the image of i(n,d), we have

(i−1
(n,d) ◦ q

−1
n ◦ b(n,d))([(E,Φ]S) =

[
1

n′
λ1, . . . ,

1

n′
λh

]
Sh

,

which is precisely (β−1
(n,d) ◦ b(n,d))([(E,Φ]S).

The generic element of B(n,d) is given by the Sh-orbit of the following h-tuple

λgen = (λ1, . . . , λh), (4.20)

where λi 6= λj if i 6= j.

Lemma 4.3.11.
(π(h))−1([λgen]Sh) ∼= X× h. . . ×X.

Proof. The centralizer ZSh(λgen) of λgen in Sh is trivial. Hence the centralizer of any
element of T ∗X × · · · × T ∗X of the form

((x1, λ1), . . . , (xh, λh)).

is also trivial. If two tuples ((x1, λ1), . . . , (xh, λh)) and ((x′1, λ1), . . . , (x′h, λh)) lie in the
same Sh-orbit, then they are related by the action of an element of ZSh(λgen). Since this
group is trivial, we have that (π(h))−1([λgen]Sh) is given by the subset of T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X
which projects to (λ1, . . . , λh), which is isomorphic to X× h. . . ×X .
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An arbitrary point of B(n,d) is given by a h-tuple of the following form

λarb = (λ1, m1. . ., λ1, . . . , λ`, m`. . ., λ`),

where h = m1 + · · ·+m`.
Recall that P(m,−1) is the unique stable projective bundle overX with rankm and degree

−1.

Lemma 4.3.12.
(π(h))−1([λarb]Sh) = P(m1,−1) × · · · × P(m`,−1).

Proof. The centralizer of λarb in Sh is

ZSh(λarb) = Sm1 × · · · ×Sm` ,

where the factor Smi acts only on the entries of λarb equal to λi.
Two tuples of T ∗X×· · ·×T ∗X that project to λarb lie in the same Sh-orbit if and only if

some element of ZSh(λarb) sends one tuple to the other. Let us write (T ∗X×· · ·×T ∗X)λarb
for the set of tuples as above that project to λarb.

We have

(π(h))−1([λarb]Sh) ∼= (T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X)λarb
/
ZSm(λarb) ,

where the action of Smi permutes the entries of a tuple that are pairs of the form (xij, λi).
We can easily see that (T ∗X × · · · × T ∗X)λarb

∼= X × · · · ×X and then

(π(h))−1([λarb]Sh) ∼= (X× h. . . ×X)
/

Sm1 × · · · ×Sm`

∼= Symm1 X× `. . . × Symm` X.

Corollary 4.3.13. The generic Hitchin fibre of M(GL(n,C))d → B(n,d) is the abelian
variety X× h. . . ×X , while the arbitrary Hitchin fibre is a holomorphic fibration over the
abelian variety X× `. . . ×X with fibre Pm1−1× `. . . ×Pml−1.

Let us consider the involution of the moduli space of Higgs bundles

`n,d :M(GL(n,C))d //M(GL(n,C))d

[(E,Φ)]S
� // [(E,−Φ)]S.

(4.21)

When we restrict to degree zero, we have the following involutions

ın :M(GL(n,C))0
//M(GL(n,C))0

[(E,Φ)]S
� // [(E∗,−Φt)]S,

(4.22)
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and
n :M(GL(n,C))0

//M(GL(n,C))0

[(E,Φ)]S
� // [(E∗,Φt)]S.

(4.23)

We also consider the involutions

lh : Symh T ∗X // Symh T ∗X

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xh, λh)]Sh
� // [(x1,−λ1), . . . , (xh,−λh)]Sh ,

(4.24)

in : Symn T ∗X // Symn T ∗X

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xn, λn)]Sn
� // [(−x1,−λ1), . . . , (−xn,−λn)]Sn ,

(4.25)

and
jn : Symn T ∗X // Symn T ∗X

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xn, λn)]Sn
� // [(−x1, λ1), . . . , (−xn, λn)]Sn .

(4.26)

The following result gives an explicit description of the involutions `n,d, ın and n.

Lemma 4.3.14. Let h = gcd(n, d). The following diagrams commute

M(GL(n,C))d

`n,d
��

ξ
x0
n,d

∼=
// Symh T ∗X

lh
��

M(GL(n,C))d
ξ
x0
n,d

∼= // Symh T ∗X,

M(GL(n,C))0

ın
��

ξ
x0
n,0

∼=
// Symn T ∗X

in
��

M(GL(n,C))0
ξ
x0
n,0

∼= // Symn T ∗X.

and

M(GL(n,C))0

n

��

ξ
x0
n,0

∼=
// Symn T ∗X

jn
��

M(GL(n,C))0
ξ
x0
n,0

∼= // Symn T ∗X.
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Proof. Set n′ = n/h and d′ = d/h. Take (x, λ) = ξx0

n′,d′(Ei,Φi). The first diagram is
commutative since ξx0

n′,d′(Ei,−Φi) = (xi,−λi).
If the image under ξx0

1,0 of (L, φ) is (x, λ), we see that the image of (L∗,−φ) is (−x,−λ)
and the image of (L∗, φ) is (−x, λ). The commutativity of the last two diagrams is a
straightforward consequence of this fact.

We finish the section studying M(GL(n,C))d, the moduli space associated to the mo-
duli functor Mod(A(n,d), P(n,d), S).

Proposition 4.3.15. We have a bijective morphism M(GL(n,C))d → M(GL(n,C))d,
henceM(GL(n,C)d is the normalization of M(GL(n,C)d.

Proof. The family E(n,d) induces a morphism

νE(n,d) : T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X −→M(GL(n,C))d,

and by Remark 4.3.5 it factors through

ν ′E(n,d) : Symh(T ∗X) −→M(GL(n,C))d.

Let us denote by M(GL(n,C))d the normalization of M(GL(n,C))d. We have that
Symh(T ∗X) is normal. Then, by the universal property of the normalization, ν ′E(n,d) factors
through

ν ′′E(n,d) : Symh(T ∗X) −→M(GL(n,C))d.

This map is an isomorphism since it is generically bijective and M(GL(n,C))d is normal.
ThenM(GL(n,C))d is the normalization of M(GL(n,C))d.

Remark 4.3.16. Both moduli spaces would be isomorphic if M(GL(n,C))d is normal, but
normality in this case is an open question.

4.4 Moduli spaces of SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles
Theorem 4.4.1.

Mst(SL(1,C)) =M(SL(1,C)) = {[(O, 0)]S},
and for n > 1

Mst(SL(n,C)) = ∅.

Proof. When the determinant is trivial the vector bundle has zero degree. The only stable
Higgs bundles with zero degree are the Higgs line bundles and therefore the only stable
SL(n,C)-Higgs bundle is the unique element of rank 1.

Recall the map αT ∗X,n : Symn T ∗X → T ∗X defined in (4.1).

Proposition 4.4.2. The diagram

M(GL(n,C))0

(det,tr)

��

ξ
x0
n,0

∼=
// Symn T ∗X

αT∗X,n

��
M(GL(1,C))0

∼=
ξ
x0
1,0

// T ∗X
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commutes.

Proof. Take an arbitrary [(E,Φ)]S ∈ M(GL(n,C))0. We know that gr(E,Φ) is isomor-
phic to

⊕n
i=1(Li, λi idLi). We have that (det, tr) gr(E,Φ) = (

⊗n
i=1 Li, (

∑n
i=1 λi) · iddetE)

and since ξx0
1,0 is a morphism of quasiprojective varieties preserving the group structure

ξx0
1,0

(
n⊗
i=1

Li, (
n∑
i=1

λi) · iddetE

)
=

(
n∑
i=1

xi,

n∑
i=1

λi

)
=

n∑
i=1

(xi, λi),

where xi = ςx0
1,0(Li). We also have αT ∗X,n ◦ ξx0

n,0(gr(E,Φ)) =
∑n

i=1(xi, λi) and this proves
the commutativity of the diagram.

Recall the action defined in (4.3).

Theorem 4.4.3. There exists a coarse moduli spaceM(SL(n,C)) of S-equivalence classes
of semistable SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles associated to the moduli functor Mod(Ân, Q(n,0), S).
There is an isomorphism

ξ̂x0
n :M(SL(n,C))

∼=−→ (T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X) / Sn . (4.27)

Proof. The existence ofM(GL(n,C))0 follows by Theorem 4.3.7. Then we have by (3.14)
thatM(SL(n,C)) exists and it is isomorphic to (det, tr)−1(O, 0).

We write (ξx0
n )′ for the restriction of the map ξx0

n,0 to the fibre (det, tr)−1(O, 0). Recall
that from Proposition 4.4.2 we have that (ξx0

n )′ is an isomorphism

(ξx0
n )′ :M(SL(n,C))

∼=−→ kerαT ∗X,n.

Let us write ξ̂x0
n for the isomorphism u−1

T ∗X,n ◦ (ξx0
n )′ where uT ∗X,n is the isomorphism

between kerαT ∗X,n and (T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X)/Sn defined in (4.4).
We can describe the moduli space of SL(n,C)-bundles using the fact thatM(SL(n,C))

is a subvariety ofM(SL(n,C)).

Remark 4.4.4. Thanks to Remark 4.3.8 and Proposition 4.4.2 we have a commutative
diagram

M(GL(n,C))0

det
��

ς
x0
n,0

∼=
// SymnX

αX,n

��
Pic0X

ς
x0
1,0

∼= // X.

As a consequence
M(SL(n,C)) ∼= kerαX,n ∼= Pn−1,

as is described in [Tu].
If we define ς̂x0

n to be the restriction of ξ̂x0
n to M(SL(n,C)) ⊂M(SL(n,C)) we have

ς̂x0
n : M(SL(n,C))

∼=−→ (X× n−1. . . ×X) / Sn . (4.28)

The quotient above corresponds with the description given in [FM1] of the moduli space
M(SL(n,C)) ∼= (X ⊗Z Λ)/W where Λ and W are respectively the coroot lattice and the
Weyl group of sl(n,C).
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Consider the following map

p̂n : (T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X)/Sn
// (X× n−1. . . ×X) / Sn

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xn, λn)]Sn
� // [x1, . . . , xn]Sn

Proposition 4.4.5. There is a surjective morphism

ân :M(SL(n,C)) // M(SL(n,C))

[(E,Φ)]S
� // [E]S.

Furthermore the diagram

M(SL(n,C))
ân //

ξ̂
x0
n
∼=

��

M(SL(n,C))d

ς̂
x0
n

∼=
��

kerαT ∗X,h
p̂n // kerαX,h.

commutes

Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.3.9 and the fact thatM(SL(n,C)) is a subvariety
ofM(GL(n,C))0.

Remark 4.4.6. In the case of rank n = 2, S2 is Z2, and the non-trivial element of Z2 sends
(x, λ) to (−x,−λ). Then

M(SL(2,C)) ∼= T ∗X / Z2 , (4.29)

and
M(SL(2,C)) ∼= X / Z2

∼= P1. (4.30)

The Hitchin map b̂n for SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles is defined as the restriction to the sub-
set (det, tr)−1([(O, 0)]S) ofM(GL(n,C))0 of the Hitchin map b(n,0), which was defined
in (4.12). We denote by B̂n the subset of Bn =

⊕n
i=1H

0(X,O) given by the the im-
age of b̂n (i.e. the image of b(n,d) restricted to traceless Higgs fields). We can see that
B̂n
∼= Cn−1, and, using the isomorphism qn : SymnC → Bn defined in (4.14), we have

that (qn)−1(B̂n) = kerαC,n ⊂ SymnC, where αC,n is defined in (4.1). Thanks to (4.4) we
know that uC,n : (C× n−1. . . ×C)/Sn → kerαC,n is an isomorphism. Then, when we take
the restriction to B̂n ⊂ Bn of the composition β̂n = qn ◦ uC,n we obtain an isomorphism

β̂n : C× n−1. . . ×C / Sn

∼=−→ B̂n.

We define the map

π̂n : T
∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X / Sn

// C× n−1. . . ×C / Sn

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xn−1, λn−1)]Sn
� // [λ1, . . . , λn−1]Sn .
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Lemma 4.4.7. The diagram

M(SL(n,C))
b̂n //

∼=ξ̂
x0
n

��

B̂n

∼= β̂−1
n

��
T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X / Sn

π̂n // C× n−1. . . ×C / Sn

(4.31)

commutes.

Proof. Recall the map π(n) defined in (4.18). Let us write π′n for the restriction of π(n) to
kerαT ∗X,n, so that the image of π′n is contained in kerαX,n.

We see that π̂n = u−1
C,n ◦ π′n ◦ uT ∗X,n and we recall that ξ̂x0

n = u−1
T ∗X,n ◦ (ξx0

n,0)′. The
commutativity of the diagram follows from the commutativity of (4.19).

The generic element of B̂n comes from a (n− 1)-tuple of the form

λgen = (λ1, . . . , λn−1), (4.32)

such that λi 6= λj if i 6= j and λi 6= λn where λn = −
∑n−1

i=1 λi.

Lemma 4.4.8.
π̂−1
n ([λgen]Sn) ∼= X× n−1. . . ×X.

Proof. We see that the centralizer of λgen in Sn is trivial. Since

π̂−1
n ([λgen]Sn) ∼=

(
(X,λ1)× n−1. . . ×(X,λn−1)

)/
ZSn(λgen) ,

we obtain the result.
An arbitrary point of B̂n is given by a h-tuple of the form

λarb = (λ1, m1. . ., λ1, . . . λ`−1,
m`−1. . . , λ`−1, λ`,m`−1. . . , λ`), (4.33)

where ` is the number of different λi when we include λn, and m` is the multiplicity of λ`
when we include λn.

Denote by s` the morphism

s` : X× `. . . ×X // X

(x1, . . . , x`)
� //∑`

i=1 xi.

(4.34)

We have an isomorphism

w` : X× `−1. . . ×X //// ker s`

(x1, . . . , x`−1) � // (x1, . . . , x`−1,−
∑
xi).

(4.35)
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Lemma 4.4.9. Let λarb be as in (4.33), then

π̂−1
n ([λarb]Sn) ∼= w∗` ((P(m1,−1) × · · · × P(m`,−1))|ker s`).

Proof. Since π̂n is the restriction of π(n) to α−1
T ∗X,n(x0, 0) ⊂ Symn T ∗X , then the fibre of an

arbitrary element is the restriction of the fibre of π(n) to the subset of tuples whose factors
sum to x0, that is, the kernel of s`. Thanks to the description of (π(n))−1([λarb]Sn) given in
Lemma 4.3.12 we have

π̂−1
n ([λarb]Sn) ∼= (Pm1 × · · · × Pm`)|ker s` .

Finally we take the pull-back by w` to see π̂−1
n ([λarb]Sn) as a fibration over X× `−1. . . ×X .

Corollary 4.4.10. The generic Hitchin fibre ofM(SL(n,C)) → B̂n is the abelian variety
X× n−1. . . ×X . The arbitrary Hitchin fibre is a holomorphic fibration over the abelian
variety X× `−1. . . ×X with fibre Pm1−1× `. . . ×Pml−1.

We finish the section studying M(SL(n,C)), the moduli space associated to the moduli
functor Mod(Ân, P(n,0), S). We need to define a family of SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles.

Let us recall the map vT ∗X,n defined in (4.2)

vT ∗X,n : (T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗) −→ (T ∗X× n. . . ×T ∗).

We denote by E ′(n,0) the restriction toX×Im(vT ∗X,n) of the family of Higgs bundles E(n,0).
We see that E ′(n,0) is a family of SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles. We set

Ên = (idX ×vT ∗X,n)∗E ′(n,0).

Remark 4.4.11. For two points z1, z2 ∈ T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X we have Ên|X×{z1} ∼= Ên|X×{z2}
if and only if there exists σ ∈ Sn such that z2 = σ·z1. Since all the SL(n,C)-Higgs bundles
parametrized by Ên are polystable, isomorphism implies S-equivalence.

Proposition 4.4.12. We have a bijective morphismM(SL(n,C))→M(SL(n,C)), hence
M(SL(n,C)) is the normalization of M(SL(n,C)).

Proof. The family Ên induces a morphism

νÊn : T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X −→M(SL(n,C)),

and by Remark 4.4.11 it factors through

ν ′Ên : (T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X) / Sn −→M(SL(n,C))

which is bijective.
Let us denote by M(SL(n,C)) the normalization of M(SL(n,C)). The quasiprojec-

tive variety (T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X) / Sn is normal since it is the quotient of a smooth (and
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therefore normal) variety by a discrete group. Then, by the universal property of the nor-
malization, ν ′Ên factors through

ν ′′Ên : (T ∗X× n−1. . . ×T ∗X) / Sn −→M(SL(n,C)).

This map is an isomorphism since it is a bijection and M(SL(n,C)) is normal. Then
M(SL(n,C)) is the normalization of M(SL(n,C)).

Remark 4.4.13. Both moduli spaces would be isomorphic if M(SL(n,C)) is normal, but
normality in this case is an open question.

4.5 Moduli spaces of PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles
Since a PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundle (P(E),Φ) is stable if and only if the Higgs bundle (E,Φ)
is stable, we have the following.

Theorem 4.5.1.
Mst(PGL(n,C))d̃ = ∅

unless n ∈ Z+ and d̃ ∈ Zn are coprime. In that case

M(PGL(n,C))d̃ = Mst(PGL(n,C))d̃
∼= {pt}.

Proof. We recall from Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 that there exist stable Higgs bundles of
rank n and degree d if and only if gcd(n, d) = 1.

Let (P(E),Φ) be a stable PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundle, then (E,Φ) is a stable Higgs bun-
dle and by Proposition 4.2.3 E is stable. Since E is stable H0(X,EndE) = {λ · idE : λ ∈
C} and so, the only Φ ∈ H0(X,EndE) with tr Φ = 0 is Φ = 0. Also, by [A] we know
that det : M(GL(n,C))d

∼=−→ M(GL(n,C))d. Then, every stable vector bundle of rank n
and degree d isomorphic to L⊗ E.

From the previous discussion we know that every PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundle is isomor-
phic to

(P(L⊗ E), 0) ∼= (P(E), 0).

It follows that the moduli space is a point.
Let h = gcd(n, d). Recall that T ∗X ∼= X×C and then we have the map π : T ∗X → C.

We take
πh : T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X −→ C× h. . . ×C

and we compose it with the addition map

wC,h : C× h. . . ×C // C

(λ1, . . . , λh)
� // ∑h

i=1 λi

We denote by E ′(n,d) = (V ′(n,d), Φ
′
(n,d)) the restriction to X × ker(wC,h ◦ πh) of the family

E(n,d). We observe that E ′(n,d) is a family of polystable Higgs bundles with trace-less Higgs
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field which is paremetrized by ker(wC,h ◦ πh). This family induces a family of polystable
PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles

Ěn,d̃ = (P(V ′(n,d)), Φ
′
(n,d))

We consider the action of Sh and X on T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X . We see that the action of
these two groups conmute and preserve ker(wC,h ◦ πh).

Remark 4.5.2. Let z1, z2 ∈ T ∗X× h−1. . . ×T ∗X , we have that Ěn,d̃|X×{z1} ∼= Ěn,d̃|X×{z2} if
and only if there exists x′ ∈ X and σ ∈ Sh such that z2 = x′ + σ · z1.

Proposition 4.5.3. The family of polystable PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles Ěn,d̃ has the local
universal property among locally graded families.

Proof. Let F → X × T be a locally graded family of PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles. For
every t ∈ T there exists U ⊂ T containing t and a family of Higgs bundles E = (V , Φ)
parametrized by U with trΦ = 0 and such that t′ ∈ U one has

F|X×{t′} ∼S (P(V), Φ) |X×{t′}.

The family of polystable Higgs bundles E(n,d) has the local universal property for , then
there exists U ′ ⊂ T containing t and a morphism f : U ′ → T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X such that

f ∗E(n,d) ∼S E .

We see that the image of f is entirely contained in ker(wC,h ◦ πh), then we have that the
pull-back f ∗Ěn,d̃ is well defined. Furthermore, if E(n,d) = (V(n,d), Φ(n,d)), we have that

f ∗Ěn,d̃ ∼= (P(f ∗V(n,d)), f
∗Φ(n,d)).

Then, for every t we always have an open subset U ′′ = U ∩ U ′ containing t and such that

F|X×U ′′ ∼S f ∗Ěn,d̃.

We study the quotient of ker(wC,h ◦ πh) by the action of X ×Sh. Let us consider the
map αT ∗X,h defined in (4.1), we can easily check that

ker(wC,h ◦ πh)
/

(X ×Sh)
∼= αT ∗X,h

/
X[h] . (4.36)

Theorem 4.5.4. Let h = gcd(n, d), where d is a representative of d̃ ∈ Zn, and write
n′ = n

h
. There exists a moduli space M(PGL(n,C))d̃ associated to the moduli functor

Mod(Ǎn,d̃, P̌n,d̃, S). We have the following isomorphism

ξ̌x0
n,d :M(PGL(n,C))d̃

∼=−→ (T ∗X× h−1. . . ×T ∗X)
/

(Sh×X[h]) . (4.37)
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Proof. After Proposition 4.5.3 the theorem follows from Remark 4.5.2, Proposition 3.2.1
and (4.36) where we can see that ker(wC,h ◦ πh)/(X ×Sh) is an orbit space.

Since Z0
h = (X× h. . . ×X) embeds into Zh = (T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X), the restriction of

Ěn,d̃ to X × Z0
m gives a family of polystable PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles with zero Higgs

field and we denote by Ě0
n,d̃
→ X ×Z0

m the underlying family of PGL(n,C)-bundles. This
family induces a morphism from Z0

h the moduli space of projective bundles

νĚ0
n,d̃

: X× h. . . ×X −→M(PGL(n,C))d̃.

By Remark 5.2.4 we see that νẼ0
m

factors through the following bijective morphism

ν ′Ě0
n,d̃

: X× h. . . ×X / Sh×X −→M(PGL(n,C)).

Remark 4.5.5. Since ν ′Ě0
n,d̃

is a bijective morphism and M(PGL(n,C))d̃ is a normal alge-

braic variety, it is an isomorphism. Taking the inverse gives the following isomorphism

ς̌x0

n,d̃
: M(PGL(n,C))d̃

∼= // X× h. . . ×X / Sh×X

[(E,Ω)]S
� // [[ςx0

1,0(L1)]Z2 , . . . , [ς
x0
1,0(Lm)]Z2 ]Sm .

(4.38)

Using (4.7) this gives an isomorphism

M(PGL(n,C))d̃
∼= Ph−1/X[h].

where the action of X[h] is described in Remark 4.1.3. Let us define ς̌x0,n,d to be the
restriction of ξ̌x0

n,d to M(PGL(n,C))d̃. This is an isomorphism.

Remark 4.5.6. When n = 2 and d̃ = 0, we have the action of S2
∼= Z2 sending a point

to its inverse. Taking the second power we obtain the isomorphism X ∼= X/X[2], and we
see that under this isomorphism the action of Z2 is again defined by sending a point to its
inverse. Then

M(PGL(2,C))0
∼= (T ∗X/X[2])/Z2

∼= T ∗X/Z2, (4.39)

and
M(PGL(2,C))0

∼= (X/X[2])/Z2
∼= X/Z2

∼= P1. (4.40)

Let us consider the map

p̌h : (T ∗X× h−1. . . ×T ∗X)/(Sh×X[h]) // (X× h−1. . . ×X)/(Sh×X[h])

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xh, λh)]Sh×X[h]
� // [x1, . . . , xh]Sh×X[h]
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Proposition 4.5.7. There is a surjective morphism

ǎn,d̃ :M(PGL(n,C))d̃ // M(PGL(n,C))d̃

[(P(E),Φ)]S
� // [P(E)]S.

Furthermore the diagram

M(PGL(n,C))d̃
ǎ
n,d̃ //

ξ̌
x0
n,d̃

∼=
��

M(PGL(n,C))d̃
ς̌
x0,n,d̃

∼=
��

kerαT ∗X,h/X[h]
p̌h // kerαX,h/X[h]

commutes.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.3.9 and Remark 4.5.5.
We have that {qn,2, . . . , qn,n} is a basis of the invariant polynomials of the adjoint

representation of PGL(n,C) on its Lie algebra sl(n,C). We define the Hitchin map for
PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles evaluating them on the Higgs field

b̌n,d̃ :M(PGL(n,C))d̃
// B̌n =

⊕n
i=2 H

0(X,O)

[(P(E),Φ)]S
� // (qn,2(Φ), . . . , qn,n(Φ))

We see that B̌n = B̂n ⊂ Bn. In fact, if d is such that d̃ = d (modn), the image of b̌n,d̃ is
the image under b(n,d) of the set Higgs bundles with trace-less Higgs field. Recalling β(n,d)

defined in (4.17) and uC,h in (4.4) we see that β̌n,d̃ = β(n,d) ◦ uC,h gives an isomorphism
when we restrict to B̌n,d̃ = B̌n ∩B(n,d)

β̌n,d̃ : C× h−1. . . ×C / Sh

∼=−→ B̌n,d̃.

Let us consider the map

π̌h : T ∗X× h−1. . . ×T ∗X/(Sh×X[h]) // C× h−1. . . ×C/Sh

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xh−1, λh−1)]Sh×X[h]
� // [λ1, . . . , λh−1]Sh .

Lemma 4.5.8. The following diagram commutes

M(PGL(n,C))d̃
b̌
n,d̃ //

∼=ξ̌
x0
n,d

��

B̌n,d̃

∼= β̌−1

n,d̃
��

(T ∗X× h−1. . . ×T ∗X)/(Sh×X[h])
π̌h // C× h−1. . . ×C/Sh .

(4.41)
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Proof. Since the image under b̌n,d̃ of (P(E),Φ) is equal to the image under b(n,d) of (E,Φ),
the lemma follows from Lemma 4.3.10.

Remark 4.5.9. Note that B̌n,d̃ = B̂h. If we write q̃h for the projection

q̃h : T ∗X× h−1. . . ×T ∗X/Sh → (T ∗X× h−1. . . ×T ∗X)/(Sh×X[h]),

we have that π̂h, defined in (4.31), factors through q̃h and

π̂h = π̌h ◦ q̃h.

Lemma 4.5.10. Let λgen be defined as in (4.32). Then

π̌−1
h ([λgen]Sh) ∼= X× h−1. . . ×X.

Proof. From Remark 4.5.9 and Lemma 4.4.8 we have

π̌−1
h ([λgen]Sh) ∼= (X× h−1. . . ×X)/X[h],

where X[h] acts on X× h−1. . . ×X with a weighted (1, . . . , 1)-action. Thanks to Lemma
4.1.2, we know that (X× h−1. . . ×X)/X[h] is X× h−1. . . ×X .

An arbitrary point of B̌n,0 = B̂n is given in (4.33). Recall that mi denotes the multi-
plicity of λi and h = m1 + · · ·+m`. We set r = gcd(h,m1 . . . ,m`).

Recall the morphism s` given by (4.34) and the isomorphism w` given by (4.35).

Lemma 4.5.11. Let λarb be defined as in (4.33). Then

π̌−1
h ([λarb]Sh) ∼= w∗` ((Pm1 × · · · × Pm`)|ker s`)/X[h].

This is a holomorphic fibration with fibre (Pm1−1× `. . . ×(Pm`−1)/X[r] over X× `−1. . . ×X .

Proof. By Remark 4.5.9 and Lemma 4.4.9, we have

π̌−1
h ([λarb]Sh) ∼= w∗` ((Pm1 × · · · × Pm`)|ker s`)/X[h],

where the action of X[h] on w∗` ((Pm1 × · · · × Pm`)|ker s`) is in fact the action of X[h] on
Symm1 X× `. . . × Symm` X . This gives a weighted (m1, . . . ,m`)-action of X[h] on the
base of the fibration Symm1 X× `. . . × Symm` X → X× `. . . ×X given by the direct sum
of various Symmi X → X . Since h = m1 + · · · + m`, it is straightforward to check that
the action of X[h] restricts to ker s`.

Take r = gcd(h,m1, . . . ,m`). The subgroup X[r] ⊂ X[h] acts on Symm1 X× `. . .
× Symm` X and it acts trivially on the base X× `. . . ×X . The quotient of Symm1 X× `. . .
× Symm` X by the action of X[r] is a holomorphic fibration over X× `. . . ×X with fibre
(Pm1−1 × . . .Pm`−1)/X[r], where the action of X[r] is described in Remark 4.1.3.

The quotient of Symm1 X× `. . . × Symm` X by X[h] is equivalent to the quotient of
(Symm1 X× `. . . × Symm` X)/X[r] by X[h]/X[r]. Since X[h]/X[r] ∼= X[h/r] and the
weighted action of X[r] is trivial, we can check that the weighted (m1, . . . ,m`)-action
of X[h]/X[r] on X× `. . . ×X is equivalent to the weighted (m1/r, . . . ,m`/r)-action
of X[h/r] on X× `. . . ×X . By Lemma 4.1.1, this action is free since we have that
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gcd(h/r,m1/r, . . . ,m`/r) = 1. As a consequence, (Symm1 X × . . . Symm` X)/X[h] is a
holomorphic fibration with fibre (Pm1−1×· · ·×Pm`−1)/X[r] over (X× `. . . ×X)/X[h/r].

The weighted (m1/r, . . . ,m`/r)-action of X[h/r] restricted to ker s` is equivariant
under w` to the weighted (m1/r, . . . ,m`−1/r)-action of X[h/r] on X× `−1. . . ×X , then
π̌−1
h ([λarb]Sh) is a holomorphic fibration with fibre (Pm1−1 × · · · × Pm`−1)/X[r] over

(X× `−1. . . ×X)/X[h/r]. By Lemma 4.1.2 this is isomorphic to X `−1. . . ×X .
Let us recall that the abelian variety X× `. . . ×X is self dual, i.e.

̂X× `. . . ×X ∼= X× `. . . ×X.

Corollary 4.5.12. The generic fibre of the Hitchin fibration M(PGL(n,C))0 → B̌n,0 is
the abelian variety X× n. . . ×X .

The arbitrary fibre of the Hitchin fibrationM(PGL(n,C))0 → B̌n,0 is a fibration over
X× `. . . ×X with fibre (Pm1−1 × · · · × Pm`−1)/X[r].

Remark 4.5.13. The generic fibre of the Hitchin fibrationM(PGL(n,C))0 → B̌n,0 is an
abelian variety dual to the abelian variety of the corresponding fibre of the Hitchin fibration
M(SL(n,C))→ B̂n.

The arbitrary fibre of the Hitchin fibrationM(PGL(n,C))0 → B̌n,0 is a fibration over
an abelian variety. This abelian variety is dual to the base of the fibration of the correspond-
ing fibre of the Hitchin fibrationM(SL(n,C))→ B̂n.

We finish the section studying M(PGL(n,C))d̃, the moduli space associated to the
moduli functor Mod(Ǎn,d̃, P̌n,d̃, S).

Using the family of Higgs bundles E(n,d) = (V(n,d), Φ(n,d)) we define Ěn,d̃ as the family
of PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles (P(V(n,d)), Φ(n,d)).

Remark 4.5.14. The family Ěn,d̃ is parametrized by Zh = T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X and given
two points z1, z2 ∈ Zh we have Ěn,d̃|X×{z1} ∼= Ěn,d̃|X×{z2} if and only if there exists σ ∈ Sn

and z ∈ T ∗X such that z ·z2 = σ ·z1. Since all the PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles parametrized
by Ěn,d̃ are polystable isomorphism implies S-equivalence.

Proposition 4.5.15. We have a bijective morphismM(PGL(n,C))d̃ →M(PGL(n,C))d̃,
henceM(PGL(n,C)d̃ is the normalization of M(PGL(n,C)d̃.

Proof. The family Ěn,d̃ is parametrized by T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X and induces the following
morphism

νĚ
n,d̃

: T ∗X× h. . . ×T ∗X −→M(PGL(n,C))d̃,

and by Remark 4.5.14 it factors through

ν ′Ě
n,d̃

: Symh(T ∗X) / T ∗X −→M(PGL(n,C))d̃

which is bijective.
Let us denote by M(PGL(n,C))d̃ the normalization of M(PGL(n,C))d̃. Since

Symh T ∗X / T ∗X ∼= (T ∗X× h−1. . . ×T ∗X)
/
Sh×X[h] ,
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it is a normal variety normal because it is the quotient of a smooth (and therefore normal)
variety by a discrete group. Then by the universal property of the normalization, ν ′Ên factors
through

ν ′′Ě
n,d̃

: (T ∗X× h−1. . . ×T ∗X)
/
Sh×X[h] −→M(PGL(n,C)).

This map is an isomorphism since it is a bijection and M(PGL(n,C))d̃ is normal. Then
M(PGL(n,C))d̃ is the normalization of M(PGL(n,C))d̃.

Remark 4.5.16. Both moduli spaces would be isomorphic if M(PGL(n,C))d̃ is normal,
but normality in this case is an open question.
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Chapter 5

Moduli spaces of symplectic and
orthogonal Higgs bundles

5.1 Stability of symplectic and orthogonal Higgs bundles
We start this section with a well known result for symplectic and othogonal Higgs bundles
over compact Riemann surfaces of arbitrary genus.

Proposition 5.1.1. Let (E,Θ,Φ) be a semistable Sp(2m,C) or O(n,C)-Higgs bundle.
Then (E,Φ) is semistable. If further (E,Θ,Φ) is polystable, then (E,Φ) is polystable too.

Let n > 2 and let (E,Q,Φ, τ) be a semistable SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle. Then (E,Φ) is
semistable. If further (E,Q,Φ, τ) is polystable, then (E,Φ) is polystable too.

Proof. Suppose that (E,Φ) is unstable and take the first term of its Harder-Narasimhan
filtration

0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fn = E.

It is a Φ-invariant subbundleF1 that satisfies µ(F1) > µ(E) = 0 and (F1,ΦF1) is semistable.
If the bundle F1 is not isotropic then ΘF1,F1 ∈ H0(X,F ∗1 ⊗ F ∗1 ) must be non-zero. Note
that (F ∗1 ⊗ F ∗1 ,Φt

F1
⊗ Φt

F1
) is semistable of negative degree and the existence of the non-

zero holomorphic section ΘF1,F1 will imply the existence of a line subbundle of F ∗1 ⊗F ∗1 of
degree ≥ 0. Due to the fact that Θ and Φ commute, we have that the bundle generated by
ΘF1,F1 is (Φt

F1
⊗ Φt

F1
)-invariant and this contradicts the semistability of (F ∗1 ⊗ F ∗1 ,Φt

F1
⊗

Φt
F1

).
Then ΘF1,F1 = 0 and therefore F1 is isotropic. Since µ(F1) > 0 and it is Φ-invariant,

(E,Θ,Φ) is unstable too. Hence, if (E,Θ,Φ) is semistable, (E,Φ) is semistable.
If the semistable bundle (E,Θ,Φ) is polystable then (E,Θ,Φ) ∼= gr(E,Θ,Φ), so

(E,Φ) is a direct sum of stable Higgs bundles plus (only in the case it does exists) the
underlying Higgs bundle of the stable factor (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k). We see that it suffices to prove
the lemma for stable Sp(2m,C) or O(n,C)-Higgs bundles.

Take (E,Θ,Φ) stable and let F be a Φ-invariant subbundle of E. Write W = F ∩F⊥Θ

and suppose W 6= 0. Clearly W is isotropic and has negative slope due to the stability of
(E,Θ,Φ). But Θ(W ) ∼= W ∗ ⊂ E is isotropic too, and since µ(W ∗) = −µ(W ) > 0 it
contradicts the stability of (E,Θ,Φ), so W = 0.
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Since F ∩ F⊥Θ = 0, we see that Θ is non-degenerate when restricted to every Φ-
invariant subbundle F of E. This restriction, which we call ΘF , induces an isomorphism
between F and F ∗ and so µ(F ) = 0. Thus (E,Φ) is semistable since every Φ-invariant
subbundle F ⊂ E has zero degree.

Assuming that (E,Φ) is not stable (otherwise the proof will be complete), we take
(E1,Φ1) to be the first term of a Jordan-Hölder filtration. We have seen that E1∩E⊥Θ

1 = 0,
so E = E1 ⊕ E⊥Θ

1 . Since E1 is Φ-invariant so is E⊥Θ
1 , hence

(E,Φ) = (E1,Φ1)⊕ (E⊥Θ
1 ,Φ2),

where Φ2 is the restriction of Φ to E⊥Θ
1 . Note that (E1,Φ1) is a stable Higgs bundle and

(E⊥Θ
1 ,Φ2) is semistable. By induction, we decompose (E⊥Θ

1 ,Φ2) into stable factors pro-
ving that (E,Φ) is polystable.

The statement for SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles follows from the fact that (when n > 2) a
SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ, τ) is stable, semistable or polystable if and only if the
underlying O(n,C)-Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ) is stable, semistable or polystable.

Over an elliptic curve we can study the semistability and the polystability of Sp(2m,C),
O(n,C) or SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles in terms of their underlying Sp(2m,C), O(n,C) or
SO(n,C)-bundles.

Proposition 5.1.2. Let (E,Θ,Φ) be a semistable O(n,C) or Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle.
Then (E,Θ) is semistable. If further (E,Θ,Φ) is polystable, (E,Θ) is polystable too.

Let (E,Q,Φ, τ) be a semistable SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle. Then (E,Q, τ) is a semistable
SO(n,C)-bundle. If further (E,Q,Φ, τ) is polystable, (E,Q, τ) is polystable too.

Proof. Suppose that (E,Θ,Φ) is semistable. By Proposition 5.1.1 we have that (E,Φ) is a
semistable Higgs bundle, and by Proposition 4.2.1 E is semistable.

By definition of semistability every subbundle F of E satisfies µ(F ) ≤ µ(E), where
µ(E) = 0. In particular every isotropic subbundle satisfies the slope condition and then
(E,Θ) is semistable.

Since a polystable bundle (E,Θ,Φ) is isomorphic to gr(E,Θ,Φ), we have the decom-
position

(E,Θ,Φ) ∼= (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k)⊕
k−1⊕
i=1

(
(Ei/Ei−1)⊕ (E ′i−1/E

′
i),

(
0 bθti
θi 0

)
,Φi ⊕ Φ

′
i)

)
,

where b = −1 for Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles and b = 1 for O(n,C)-Higgs bundles.
Note that the stable factor (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k) may not exist. The factors ((Ei/Ei−1),Φi) and
((E ′i−1/E

′
i),Φ

′
i) are stable Higgs bundles.

If it exists, the term (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k) is stable and then it is described in Proposition 5.1.3.
We can check that (Ẽk, Θ̃k) is stable. By Proposition 4.2.3 we see that (Ei/Ei−1) and
(E ′i−1/E

′
i) are stable vector bundles, then (E,Θ) is polystable.

The statement for SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles follows from the statement for O(n,C)-
Higgs bundles.

We denote the elements of Pic0(X)[2] by O(= J0), J1, J2 and J3.
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Proposition 5.1.3. There are no stable Sp(2m)-Higgs bundles. Any stable O(n,C)-Higgs
bundle is isomorphic to one of the following

1. four O(1,C)-Higgs bundles, (Ja, 1, 0), where a = 0, 1, 2 and 3,

2. six O(2,C)-Higgs bundles of the form (Ja, 1, 0)⊕ (Jb, 1, 0), where a 6= b,

3. four O(3,C)-Higgs bundles of the form (Ja, 1, 0) ⊕ (Jb, 1, 0) ⊕ (Jc, 1, 0) with a, b
and c different,

4. the O(4,C)-Higgs bundle (O, 1, 0)⊕ (J1, 1, 0)⊕ (J2, 1, 0)⊕ (J3, 1, 0).

Proof. Suppose (E,Θ,Φ) is stable. By Lemma 5.1.1, the Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is polystable
and by Corollary 4.2.4 decomposes as a direct sum of degree zero Higgs line bundles (recall
that d = deg(E) = 0, so h = n)

(E,Φ) =
⊕
i

(Li, φi), φi = λi ⊗ idLi , λi ∈ C.

Recall that Θ anticommutes with the Higgs field. If Θ is antisymmetric (i.e. (E,Θ,Φ) is a
Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle), Θ sends every factor to a different one. Thus every Φ-invariant
line bundle is isotropic so there are no stable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles over an elliptic
curve.

We study the case where Θ is symmetric (i.e. (E,Θ,Φ) is a O(n,C)-Higgs bundle).
Since Θ anticommutes with the Higgs field, the image under Θ of the factor (L, φi) is
(L∗i ,−φi). If Li is not selfdual or φi is not zero, Θ sends it to another factor and Li is a
Φ-invariant isotropic subbundle that contradicts the stability of (E,Θ,Φ). Thus a stable
O(n,C)-Higgs bundle decomposes into factors of the form (Ja, 1, 0). Suppose that two
of these factors coincide and so Ja ⊕ Ja is a subbundle of E. There is always a linear
combination of these subbundles that gives an isotropic subbundle. Since the Higgs field is
zero, the isotropic subbundle would be Φ-invariant and the O(n,C)-Higgs bundle can not
be stable.

The only possible stable O(n,C)-Higgs bundles are the ones listed in the statement. It is
straightforward to check that they are all stable since they do not have isotropic subbundles
of degree 0.

Corollary 5.1.4. Let n 6= 2. Any stable SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle is isomorphic to

1. the SO(1,C)-Higgs bundle (Est
1 , Q

st
1 ,Φ

st
1 , τ

st
1 ) = (O, 1, 0, 1),

2. the SO(3,C)-Higgs bundle

(Est
3 , Q

st
3 ,Φ

st
3 , τ

st
3 ) =

J1 ⊕ J2 ⊕ J3,

1
1

1

 , 0, 1

 ,
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3. the SO(4,C)-Higgs bundle

(Est
4 , Q

st
4 ,Φ

st
4 , τ

st
4 ) =

O ⊕ J1 ⊕ J2 ⊕ J3,


1

1
1

1

 , 0, 1

 .

Lemma 5.1.5. Every SO(2,C)-Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ, τ) is stable and

(E,Q,Φ, τ) ∼=
(
L⊕ L∗,

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
λ
−λ

)
,
√
−1

)
, (5.1)

where L ∈ Picd(X).

Proof. Since SO(2,C) ∼= C∗, every SO(2,C)-Higgs bundle is stable. By Proposition 5.1.3
the O(2,C)-Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ) underlying the SO(2,C)-Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ, τ)
can not be stable. It therefore posseses an isotropic Φ-invariant subbundle L with degL ≥
0. Then

(E,Q,Φ) ∼=
(
L⊕ L∗,

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
λ
−λ

))
.

Since detQtQ is 1, we have that every SO(2,C)-Higgs bundle with this underlying O(2,C)-
Higgs bundle has the form given in (5.1) or

(E,Q,Φ, τ) ∼=
(
L⊕ L∗,

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
λ
−λ

)
,−
√
−1

)
.

Permuting L and L∗ we construct an isomorphism associated to the matrix
(

1
1

)
, that

has determinant −1, sending the previous SO(2,C)-Higgs bundle to

(E,Q,Φ, τ) ∼=
(
L∗ ⊕ L,

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
−λ

λ

)
,
√
−1

)
.

Note that the degree of a SO(2,C)-Higgs bundle written as in (5.1) is the degree of the
first summand of the underlying vector bundle.

Once we have described the stable Sp(2m,C), O(n,C) and SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles,
we can give a description of the polystable ones.

Proposition 5.1.6. A Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle over an elliptic curve is polystable if and
only if it is isomorphic to a direct sum of polystable Sp(2,C)-Higgs bundles.

An O(n,C)-Higgs bundle is polystable if and only if it is isomorphic to a direct sum of
polystable O(2,C)-Higgs bundles or it is isomorphic to a direct sum of polystable O(2,C)-
Higgs bundles and a stable O(m,C)-Higgs bundle.

Let n > 2. A SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle is polystable if and only if it is isomorphic to
a direct sum of (stable) SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of trivial degree or it is isomorphic to a
direct sum of (stable) SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of trivial degree and a stable SO(m,C)-
Higgs bundle (where m = 1, 3 or 4).
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Proof. By definition (E,Θ,Φ) is polystable if and only if it is isomorphic to gr(E,Θ,Φ).
One can rewrite this fact saying that (E,Θ,Φ) is polystable if and only if decomposes as
follows,

(E,Θ,Φ) ∼= (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k)⊕
k−1⊕
i=1

(
(Ei/Ei−1)⊕ (E ′i−1/E

′
i),

(
0 bθti
θi 0

)
,Φi ⊕ Φ

′
i)

)
,

where (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k) is stable (if it is not zero) and ((Ei/Ei−1),Φi) and ((E ′i−1/E
′
i),Φ

′
i) are

stable Higgs bundles of degree 0. The only stable Higgs bundles with degree 0 are those of
rank 1 so the factors(

(Ei/Ei−1)⊕ (E ′i−1/E
′
i),

(
0 bθti
θi 0

)
,Φi ⊕ Φ

′
i)

)
are Sp(2,C) or O(2,C)-Higgs bundles. They are polystable since they are isomorphic to
their associated graded objects. This proves the statement for O(n,C)-Higgs bundles.

By Proposition 5.1.3, there are no stable Sp(2m′,C)-Higgs bundles for any m′. This
implies that every Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle decomposes only into Sp(2,C)-Higgs bundles.

Every SO(2,C)-Higgs bundle is stable. Recall that for n > 2, a SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle
is polystable if and only if the underlying O(n,C)-Higgs bundle is polystable.

Let us take n > 2. By the description of polystable O(n,C)-Higgs bundles we have
given above, a SO(n,C)-bundle is polystable if and only if it is a direct sum of stable
SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of trivial degree and perhaps a SO(m,C)-Higgs bundle with sta-
ble underlying O(m,C)-Higgs bundle. From Proposition 5.1.3 we see that the only possi-
ble SO(m,C)-Higgs bundles with stable underlying O(m,C)-Higgs bundles are the stable
SO(m,C)-Higgs bundles given in Corollary 5.1.4.

We give two results about sufficent conditions for the existence of isomorphisms.

Proposition 5.1.7. Let (E1,Θ1,Φ1) and (E2,Θ2,Φ2) be two polystable Sp(2m,C) or
O(n,C)-Higgs bundles. If (E1,Φ1) ∼= (E2,Φ2), then (E1,Θ1,Φ1) ∼= (E2,Θ2,Φ2).

Proof. If (Ej,Θj,Φj) are polystable O(n,C)-Higgs bundles then, by Proposition 5.1.6
they have, up to isomorphism, the following form

(Ej,Θj,Φj) ∼=
⊕
i

(Jaj,i , 0)⊕
⊕
k

(
Lj,k ⊕ L∗j,k,

(
1

1

)
,

(
φj,k

−φj,k

))
.

If (E1,Φ1) ∼= (E2,Φ2), we have for a certain ordering that

(Ja1,i
, 0) = (Ja2,i

, 0)

and
(L1,k, φ1,k) = (L2,k, φ2,k).

It follows inmediately that (E1,Θ1,Φ1) and (E2,Θ2,Φ2) are isomorphic O(n,C)-Higgs
bundles.
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The statement for Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles follows from the discussion above and the
fact that(
Lj,k ⊕ L∗j,k,

(
−1

1

)
,

(
φj,k

−φj,k

))
∼=
(
L∗j,k ⊕ Lj,k,

(
−1

1

)
,

(
−φj,k

φj,k

))
.

(5.2)
To prove (5.2) we see that the matrix(√

−1
−
√
−1

)
gives the isomorphism we are looking for.

Proposition 5.1.8. Let (E1, Q1,Φ1, τ1) and (E2, Q2,Φ2, τ2) be two polystable SO(n,C)-
Higgs bundles of the form

(Ej, Qj,Φj, τj) ∼= (Est
a , Q

st
a ,Φ

st
a , τ

st
a )⊕

⊕
i

(Ei,j, Qi,j,Φi,j, τi,j),

where a = 1, 3 or 4 and the (Ei,j, Qi,j,Φi,j, τi,j) are stable SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of
trivial degree. If (E1, Q1,Φ1) ∼= (E2, Q2,Φ2), then (E1, Q1,Φ1, τ1) ∼= (E2, Q2,Φ2, τ2).

Proof. We recall that an isomorphism of SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles is an isomorphism of
O(n,C)-Higgs bundles that preserves the trivialization τ . We have seen that a SO(2,C)-
Higgs bundle has the following form

(Ei,j, Qi,j,Φi,j, τi,j) =

(
Li,j ⊕ L∗i,j,

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
λi,j

−λi,j

)
,
√
−1

)
.

We suppose now that (E1, Q1,Φ1) ∼= (E2, Q2,Φ2). This implies that (E1,j, Q1,j,Φ1,j)
and (E2,j, Q2,j,Φ2,j) are isomorphic O(2,C)-Higgs bundles after a certain reordering of
the factors. For this order, either

(E1,j, Q1,j,Φ1,j, τ1,j) ∼= (E2,j, Q2,j,Φ2,j, τ2,j),

or
(E1,j, Q1,j,Φ1,j, τ1,j) ∼= (E2,j, Q2,j,Φ2,j,−τ2,j).

On the other hand, for a = 1, 3 and 4, we have

(Est
a , Q

st
a ,Φ

st
a , τ

st
a ) ∼= (Est

a , Q
st
a ,Φ

st
a ,−τ sta )

since both SO(a,C)-Higgs bundles are stable and by Corollary 5.1.4 there is only one
stable SO(a,C)-Higgs bundle up to isomorphism.

As a consequence, we can construct a morphism that inverts the trivialization τj com-
bined with the morphism that inverts the trivialization τ sta of the stable factor. Doing that,
the trivialization τ of the total SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle remains unchanged.
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5.2 Moduli spaces of Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles
Theorem 5.2.1. For every m > 0

Mst(Sp(2m,C)) = ∅.

Proof. This is included in Proposition 5.1.3.
Recall the universal family of Higgs line bundles E(1,0) = (V(1,0), Φ(1,0)) with zero

degree. We note that Λ2(V(1,0) ⊕ V∗(1,0))
∼= V(1,0) ⊗ (V(1,0))

∗ ∼= OX×T ∗X , we take the
non-vanishing section of Λ2(V(1,0) ⊕ V∗(1,0))

Ω =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
.

We can check that Ω anticommutes with Φ(1,0) ⊕ (−Φ(1,0)) and then

Ẽ2 = (V(1,0) ⊕ V∗(1,0), Ω, Φ(1,0) ⊕ (−Φ(1,0)))

is a family of Sp(2,C)-Higgs bundles parametrized by T ∗X . We note that the restriction of
Ẽ2 to two different points of T ∗X , z1 and z2, give equivalent (isomorphic) bundles Ẽz1 ∼S
Ẽz2 if and only if z1 = −z2.

Now we define Ẽ ′2m to be the family of (Sp(2,C)× m. . . × Sp(2,C))-Higgs bundles
Ẽ2×X m. . . ×X Ẽ2 parametrized by T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X . Let i : Sp(2,C)× m. . . × Sp(2,C) ↪→
Sp(2m,C) be the natural injection. We write Ẽ2m for the extension of structure group
i∗Ẽ ′2m.

Take a family F → X × T of semistable Sp(2,C)-Higgs bundles of the form

F =

(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 −ϑt
ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′

)
where V is a family of stable vector bundles of degree zero (therefore line bundles), ϑ :
V → V is an isomorphism, and Φ and Φ′ are endomorphisms of V and V∗ satisfying
ϑΦ = −(Φ′)tϑ. Since V is a family of line bundles, we have that V∗⊗V ∼= OX×T and then
ϑ ∈ H0(X × T,OX×T ). Taking ϑ−1/2 : V → V we can construct an isomorphism(

V ⊕ V∗,
(

0 −ϑt
ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′

)
∼=
(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, Φ⊕ (−Φ)

)
.

Remark 5.2.2. Since by Proposition 5.1.3 there are no stable Sp(2m′,C)-Higgs bundles
for any value of m′, every locally graded family E → X × T of semistable Sp(2m,C)-
Higgs bundles is such that for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t
and a set of families (V1, Φ1), . . . , (Vm, Φm) of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0 such
that

E|X×U ∼S
m⊕
i=1

(
Vi ⊕ V∗i ,

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, Φi ⊕ (−Φi)

)
. (5.3)
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Proposition 5.2.3. The family Ẽ2m has the local universal property among locally graded
families of semistable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles.

Proof. Take any locally graded family E → X×T of semistable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles.
By Remark 5.2.2 for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t and
families (V1, Φ1), . . . , (Vm, Φm) of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0 satisfying (5.3).
We take the universal family of zero degree and rank 1 Higgs bundles E(1,0) = (V(1,0), Φ(1,0))
and we know that for every (Vi, Φi) there exists fi : U → T ∗X such that (Vi, Φi) ∼S
f ∗E(1,0).

Setting f = (f1, . . . , fm) we observe that

E|X×U ∼S f ∗Ẽm.

The symmetric group Sm acts naturally on (Z2× m. . . ×Z2) permuting the factors.
Using this action we define Γm as the semidirect product

Γm = (Z2× m. . . ×Z2)oSm (5.4)

determined by the following commutation relations

σc = (σ · c))σ,

for any σ ∈ Sm and any c ∈ (Z2× m. . . ×Z2).
Let us consider the action of Γm on T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X induced by the permutation

action of the symmetric group and the following action of group (Z2× m. . . ×Z2) on
T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X

(1, . . . , 1,−1, 1, . . . , 1) · ((x1, λ1), . . . , (xi, λi), . . . , (xm, λm)) = (5.5)
= ((x1, λ1), . . . , (−xi,− λi), . . . , (xm, λm)).

The quotient of this space by Γm under the action defined in (5.5) is

Symm(T ∗X/Z2) = T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X / Γm .

Note that (5.5) induces naturally an action of Γm on X× m. . . ×X whose quotient is

Symm(X/Z2) = X× m. . . ×X / Γm .

Remark 5.2.4. The family Ẽ2m is parametrized by Zm = T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X . We know that
Γm acts on Zm and we can check that for any two points z1, z2 ∈ Zm we have (Ẽ2m)z1 '
(Ẽ2m)z2 if and only if z1 = γ · z2 for some γ ∈ Γm acting as in (5.5).

Theorem 5.2.5. There exists a moduli spaceM(Sp(2m,C)) associated to the moduli func-
tor Mod(Ãm, Q̃m, S). We have an isomorphism

ξ̃x0
m : M(Sp(2m,C))

∼= // Symm(T ∗X/Z2)

[(E,Ω,Φ)]S
� // [[ξx0

1,0(L1, φ1)]Z2 , . . . , [ξ
x0
1,0(Lm, φm)]Z2 ]Sm

(5.6)

where gr(E,Ω,Φ) =
⊕m

i=1 (Li ⊕ L∗i ,Ωi, φi ⊕ (−φi)).
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Proof. Since Zm/Γm = Symm(T ∗X/Z2) is an orbit space, the theorem follows from
Proposition 5.2.3 and Remark 5.2.4.

We study the relation betweenM(Sp(2m,C)) andM(GL(n,C)). Let us recall the in-
volution ın onM(GL(n,C))0 defined in (4.22). Let (E,Ω,Φ) be a semistable Sp(2m,C)-
Higgs bundle and recall that Ω is an antisymmetric isomorphism between (E,Φ) and
(E∗,−Φt). By Proposition 5.1.1, (E,Φ) is semistable, and then, its S-equivalence class
is a fixed point of the involution ı2m. Taking the underlying Higgs bundle, we construct the
following morphism

δ̃m :M(Sp(2m,C)) // (M(GL(2m,C))0)ın

[(E,Ω,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Φ)]S.

Recall that, by Lemma 4.3.14, the fixed point subvarietyM(GL(n,C))ın0 is isomorphic to
the subvariety (Symn T ∗X)in , where the involution in is defined in (4.25). When n = 2m,
we can define the following morphism of quasiprojective varieties

d̃m : Symm(T ∗X/Z2) // (Sym2m T ∗X)i2m

[[(x1, λ1)]Z2 , . . . , [(xm, λm)]Z2 ]Sm
� // [(x1, λ1), (−x1,−λ1), . . . , (xm, λm), (−xm,−λm)]S2m

.

(5.7)
By Lemma 4.3.14, we have thatM(GL(2m,C))ı2m0 is isomorphic to (Sym2m T ∗X)i2m .

We denote by ξx0,i2m
n,0 the restriction of ξx0

n,0 to the fixed point locus. The following result
gives an explicit description of the morphism of moduli spaces δ̃m.

Lemma 5.2.6. The following diagram is commutative

M(Sp(2m,C))
δ̃m //

∼=ξ̃
x0
m

��

M(GL(2m,C))ı2m0

ξ
x0,i2m
n,0

∼=
��

Symm(T ∗X/Z2)
d̃m // (Sym2m T ∗X)i2m .

Proof. Starting with the polystable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle

(E,Ω,Φ) =
m⊕
i=1

(Li ⊕ L∗i ,Ωi, φi ⊕ (−φi)) ,

we have that d̃m ◦ ξ̃x0
m ([(E,Ω,Φ)]S) is equal to[

ξx0
1,0(L1, φ1),−ξx0

1,0(L1, φ1), . . . , ξx0
1,0(Lm, φm),−ξx0

1,0(Lm, φm)
]
S2m

and ξx0
2m,0 ◦ δ̃m ([(E,Ω,Φ)]S) to[

ξx0
1,0(L1, φ1), ξx0

1,0(L∗1,−φ1), . . . , ξx0
1,0(Lm, φm), ξx0

1,0(L∗m,−φm)
]
S2m

.

The lemma follows from the observation that ξx0
1,0(L∗i ,−φi) = −ξx0

1,0(Li, φi).
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Remark 5.2.7. Since d̃m is injective, it follows from to Lemma 5.2.6, that δ̃m is an injec-
tion.

We study now the relation between M(Sp(2m,C)) and M(Sp(2m,C)). Note that
Z0
m = (X× m. . . ×X) embeds into Zm = (T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X). Restricting Ẽm to X × Z0

m

gives a family of polystable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles with zero Higgs field. Let us denote
by Ẽ0

m → X × Z0
m the underlying family of Sp(2m,C)-bundles. This family induces the

following morphism from Z0
m to the moduli space of Sp(2m,C)-bundles

νẼ0
m

: X× m. . . ×X −→M(Sp(2m,C)).

By Remark 5.2.4 we see that νẼ0
m

factors through

ν ′Ẽ0
m

: Symm(X/Z2) −→M(Sp(2m,C))

which is bijective.

Remark 5.2.8. Since ν ′Ẽ0
m

is a bijective morphism andM(Sp(2m,C)) is a normal algebraic
variety, it is an isomorphism. Taking the inverse gives the following isomorphism

ς̃x0
m : M(Sp(2m,C))

∼= // Symm(X/Z2)

[(E,Ω)]S
� // [[ςx0

1,0(L1)]Z2 , . . . , [ς
x0
1,0(Lm)]Z2 ]Sm

(5.8)

We have that Symm(X/Z2) ∼= (X× m. . . ×X)/Γm. This quotient corresponds with the
description of the moduli space M(Sp(2m,C)) ∼= (X ⊗Z Λ)/W given in [FM1] where Λ
and W are respectively the coroot lattice and the Weyl group of sp(2m,C).

Recalling (4.30) we obtain

M(Sp(2m,C)) ∼= Symm P1 ∼= Pm.

This agrees with [FM1] where it is stated that

M(Sp(2m,C)) ∼= WP(1, . . . , 1) ∼= Pm.

We define the map

p̃m : Symm(T ∗X/Z2) // Symm(X/Z2)

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xm, λm)]Γm
� // [x1, . . . , xm]Γm

Proposition 5.2.9. There is a surjective morphism

ãn :M(Sp(2m,C)) // M(Sp(2m,C))

[(E,Ω,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Ω)]S.
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Furthermore the diagram

M(Sp(2m,C))
ãm //

ξ̃
x0
m
∼=

��

M(Sp(2m,C))

ς̃
x0
m

∼=
��

Symm(T ∗X/Z2)
p̃m // Symm(X/Z2)

(5.9)

commutes.

Proof. By Proposition 5.1.2, we know that the Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle (E,Ω,Φ) is se-
mistable if and only if (E,Ω) is semistable.

Take a Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle (E ′,Ω′,Φ′) S-equivalent to (E,Ω,Φ). Then we have
that (E ′,Ω′) belongs to the S-equivalence class of (E,Ω); to see this, note that gr(E ′,Ω′,Φ′)
and gr(E,Ω,Φ) are isomorphic, and therefore, gr(E ′,Ω′) ∼= gr(E,Ω). This proves that the
map ãm is well defined.

The diagram commutes by Remark 5.2.8.
We have defined an action of Γm on T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X . Analogously, we can define

the action of Γm on Cm, and the quotient is Symm(C/Z2). Let us consider the following
projection

π̃m : Symm(T ∗X/Z2) // Symm(C/Z2)

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xm, λm)]Γm
� // [λ1, . . . , λm]Γm .

We know that q2m,2, q2m,4, . . . , q2m,2m form a basis for the invariant polynomials of the
adjoint representation of Sp(2m,C) on sp(2m,C). Following [Hi2], we define the Hitchin
map evaluating these invariant polynomials on the Higgs field

b̃m :M(Sp(2m,C)) // B̃m (=
⊕m

i=1H
0(X,O))

[(E,Ω,Φ)]S
� // (q2m,2(Φ), . . . , q2m,2m(Φ)).

Using q2m,2, q2m,4, . . . , q2m,2m we can construct the following isomorphism

q̃m : Symm(C/Z2) // Cm

[[λ1]Z2 , . . . , [λm]Z2 ]Sm
� // (q2m,2(Dλ1,−λ1,...,λm,−λm), . . . , q2m,2m(Dλ1,−λ1,...,λm,−λm)) ,

(5.10)
where Dλ1,−λ1,...,λm,−λm is the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues λ1,−λ1, . . . , λm,−λm.

Since H0(X,O) ∼= C we have that B̃m
∼= Cm and composing with q̃m we obtain the

following isomorphism
β̃m : Symm(C/Z2) −→ B̃m.
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Lemma 5.2.10. The following diagram commutes

M(Sp(2m,C))
b̃m //

∼=ξ̃
x0
m

��

B̃m

β̃−1
m

∼=
��

Symm(T ∗X/Z2)
π̃m // Symm(C/Z2).

(5.11)

Proof. If (E,Ω,Φ) is a polystable Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundle, by Proposition 5.1.6 it de-
composes as follows

(E,Ω,Φ) ∼=
m⊕
i=1

(
Li ⊕ L∗i ,

(
0 1
−1 0

)
,

(
λi,
−λi

))
.

Then, the eigenvalues of Φ are λ1,−λ1, . . . , λm,−λm and, b̃m(Φ) composed with β̃m,
correspond to the point [[λ1]Z2 , . . . , [λm]Z2 ]Sm of Symm(C/Z2).

The generic element of B̃m comes from the following element of C× m. . . ×C,

λgen = (λ1, . . . , λm),

where λi 6= ±λj if i 6= j and for every i we have λi 6= 0.

Lemma 5.2.11.
π̃−1
m ([λgen]Γm) ∼= X× m. . . ×X.

Proof. Since λi 6= −λi and λi 6= ±λj for every i, j such that i 6= j, the stabilizer in Γm of
λgen is trivial and then the stabilizer of every tuple of the form

((x1, λ1), . . . , (xm, λm))

is trivial too. This implies that every such tuple is uniquely determined by the choice of
(x1, . . . , xm), and then π̃−1

m ([λgen]Γm) is isomorphic to X× m. . . ×X .
We treat now the case of an arbitrary point of B̃m. We have that an arbitrary element of

Symm(C/Z2) is given by the Γm-orbit of the following tuple

λarb = (0, m0. . ., 0, λ1, m1. . ., λ1, . . . , λ`, m`. . ., λ`),

where λi 6= 0, λi 6= ±λj if i 6= j and m = m0 +m1 + · · ·+m`.

Lemma 5.2.12.

π̃−1
m ([λarb]Γm) ∼= Pm0 × P(m1,−1) × · · · × P(m`,−1).

Proof. The stabilizer in Γm of λarb is

ZΓm(λarb) = Γm0 ×Sm1 × · · · ×Sm` .
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We have a surjective morphism

X× m. . . ×X // π̃−1
m ([λarb]Γm)

(x1, . . . , xm) � // [(x1, 0), . . . , (xm0 , 0), (x1+m0 , λ1), . . . , (xm0+m1 , λ1), . . . ]Γm .

Under this morphism, two tuples give the same element if and only if the are related by the
action of ZΓm(λarb). Then

π̃−1
m ([λarb]Γm) ∼= (X× m. . . ×X)/ZΓm(λarb)

∼= Symm0(X/Z2)× Symm1 X × · · · × Symm` X.

We recall that Symm0(X/Z2) ∼= Symm0 P1 ∼= Pm0 and Symmi X is the projective bundle
P(mi,−1).

Corollary 5.2.13. The generic fibre of the Hitchin map for Sp(2m,C)-Higgs bundles is
the abelian variety X× m. . . ×X , the Hitchin fibre of an arbitrary element of B̃m is a
holomorphic fibration over X× `. . . ×X with fibre Pm0 × Pm1−1 × · · · × Pm`−1.

We finish the section studying M(Sp(2m,C)), the moduli space associated to the mod-
uli functor Mod(Ãm, P̃m, S).

Proposition 5.2.14. We have a bijective morphismM(Sp(n,C)) →M(Sp(n,C)), hence
M(Sp(2m,C) is the normalization of M(Sp(2m,C).

Proof. The family Ẽm induces a morphism

νẼm : T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X −→M(Sp(2m,C),

and by Remark 5.2.4 it factors through

ν ′Ẽm : Symm(T ∗X/Z2) −→M(Sp(2m,C)).

Let us denote by M(Sp(2m,C)) the normalization of M(Sp(2m,C). We have that
Symm(T ∗X/Z2) is normal, and then, by the universal property of the normalization, we
know that ν ′Ẽm factors through

ν ′′Ẽm : Symh(T ∗X/Z2) −→M(Sp(2m,C).

This map is an isomorphism since it is a bijection and M(Sp(2m,C) is normal. Then
M(Sp(2m,C)) is the normalization of M(Sp(2m,C).

Remark 5.2.15. Both moduli spaces would be isomorphic if M(Sp(2m,C)) is normal, but
normality in this case is an open question.
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5.3 Moduli spaces of O(n,C)-Higgs bundles
Theorem 5.3.1. Let {pk,a}, denote isolated points. Suppose n > 4. We have

Mst(O(1,C)) = {p1,0} ∪ {p1,1} ∪ {p1,2} ∪ {p1,3},
Mst(O(2,C)) = {p2,0} ∪ {p2,1} ∪ {p2,2} ∪ {p2,3} ∪ {p2,4} ∪ {p2,5},
Mst(O(3,C)) = {p3,0} ∪ {p3,1} ∪ {p3,2} ∪ {p3,3},
Mst(O(4,C)) = {p4,0},
Mst(O(n,C)) = ∅.

Proof. We set

{p1,a} ={[(Ja, 1, 0)]∼=},
{p2,a′} ={[(Jbi , 1, 0)⊕ (Jbj , 1, 0)]∼=},
{p3,a} ={[(Jb1 , 1, 0)⊕ (Jb2 , 1, 0)⊕ (Jb3 , 1, 0))]∼=},

where bi 6= a and bi 6= bj if i 6= j, and

{p4,0} = {[(J0, 1, 0)⊕ (J1, 1, 0)⊕ (J2, 1, 0)⊕ (J3, 1, 0)]∼=}.

After these identifications the proof follows from Proposition 5.1.3.
Let E(1,0) = (V(1,0), Φ(1,0)) be the universal family of Higgs bundles with rank 1 and

zero degree. We take the non vanishing section of Λ2(V(1,0) ⊕ V∗(1,0))

Q =

(
0 1
1 0

)
.

We have that Q anticommutes with Φ(1,0) ⊕ (−Φ(1,0)), so

E̊2,0,0 = (V(1,0) ⊕ V∗(1,0),Q, Φ(1,0) ⊕ (−Φ(1,0)))

is a family of O(2,C)-Higgs bundles parametrized by T ∗X . By Proposition 5.1.7 we know
that (E̊2,0,0)z1 ∼S (E̊2,0,0)z2 if and only if z1 = ±z2.

We define E̊ ′2m,0,0 as the family of (O(2,C)× m. . . ×O(2,C))-Higgs bundles E̊2,0,0×X m. . .

×X E̊2,0,0 parametrized by T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X . With the natural inclusion i : O(2,C)× m. . .

×O(2,C) ↪→ O(2m,C) we define E̊2m,0,0 as the extension of structure group i∗E̊ ′2m,0,0.
Let (E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0) be the stable O(k,C)-bundle associated to {pk,a}. If n− k is even we

define E̊n,k,a as the direct product (E ′k,a, Q
′
k,a, 0)⊕E̊(n−k),0,0. Note that E̊n,k,a is parametrized

by Z(n−k)/2 = T ∗X× (n−k)/2. . . ×T ∗X .

Remark 5.3.2. By Proposition 5.1.6 we know that every polystable O(n,C)-Higgs bundle
is contained in the family E̊n,k,a for some value of k and a.

Let F → X × T be a family of semistable O(2,C)-Higgs bundles given by

F =

(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 ϑt

ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′

)
,
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where V is a family of line bundles of degree 0, ϑ : V → V is an isomorphism, and Φ and
Φ′ are endomorphism of V and V satisfying ϑΦ = −Φ′ϑt. Since ϑ ∈ H0(X × T,OX×T )
we have that ϑ−1/2 : V → V gives an isomorphism between(

V ⊕ V∗,
(

0 ϑt

ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′

)
∼=
(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Φ⊕ (−Φ)

)
.

If F → X × T is a family of stable O(k,C)-Higgs bundles and T is connected, then
by Theorem 5.3.1 for every t ∈ T we have

Ft ∼= (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0)

for some stable O(k,C)-Higgs bundle (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0).

Remark 5.3.3. Every locally graded family E → X × T of semistable O(n,C)-Higgs
bundles is such that for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t a set
of families (V1, Φ1), . . . , (Vm, Φm) of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0 and a stable
O(k,C)-Higgs bundles (E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0) such that

E|X×U ∼S (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0)⊕

m⊕
j=1

(
Vj ⊕ V∗j ,

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Φj ⊕ (−Φj)

)
. (5.12)

Proposition 5.3.4. The connected components ofM(O(2m + 1,C)) are indexed by k =
1, 3 and a = 0, . . . , nk − 1 where n1 = 4, and n3 = 4.

The connected components ofM(O(2,C)) are indexed by k = 0, 2 and a = 0, . . . , nk−
1 where n0 = 1 and n2 = 6.

If m > 1, the connected components ofM(O(2m,C)) are indexed by k = 0, 2, 4 and
a = 0, . . . , nk − 1 where n0 = 1, n2 = 6 and n4 = 1.

Proof. Since the families E̊n,k,a are locally graded and they are parametrized by the con-
nected variety Z(n−k)/2, all the S-equivalence classes of semistable O(n,C)-Higgs bundles
parametrized by E̊n,k,a lie in the same connected component ofM(O(n,C)).

On the other hand if {pk,a} 6= {pk′,a′}, we see by Remark 5.3.3 that there is no lo-
cally graded family of semistable O(n,C)-Higgs bundles connecting an S-equivalence
class parametrized by E̊n,k,a and an S-equivalence class parametrized by E̊n,k′,a′ .

Proposition 5.3.5. The family E̊n,k,a has the local universal property among locally graded
families of semistable O(n,C)-Higgs bundles parametrized byM(O(n,C))k,a.

Proof. Take any locally graded family E → X × T of semistable O(n,C)-Higgs bundles.
By Remark 5.3.3 for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t, families
(V1, Φ1), . . . , (Vm, Φm) of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0 and a stable O(k,C)-Higgs
bundle (E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0) satisfying (5.12).

Recall that E(1,0) is a universal family, therefore, for every (Vi, Φi) there exists fi : U →
T ∗X such that (Vi, Φi) ∼S f ∗E(1,0). Setting f = (f1, . . . , fm) we observe that

E|X×U ∼S f ∗E̊n,k,a.

We recall that Γm defined in (5.4) acts on Zm = T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X .
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Remark 5.3.6. Let m = (n− k)/2. The family E̊n,k,a is parametrized by Zm = T ∗X× m. . .
×T ∗X . We know that Γm acts on Zm and we can check that for any two points z1, z2 ∈ Zm
we have (E̊n,k,a)z1 ' (E̊n,k,a)z2 if and only if z1 = γ · z2 for some γ ∈ Γm with the action
described in (5.5).

Theorem 5.3.7. There exists a coarse moduli spaceM(O(n,C))k,a for the moduli functor
Mod(Ån, Q̊n, S) for every n, k such that n− k is even.

Let us set m = (n− k)/2, we have an isomorphism

ξ̊x0
n,k,a : M(O(n,C))k,a

∼= // Symm(T ∗X/Z2)

[(E,Q,Φ)]S
� // [[ξx0

1,0(L1, λ1)]Z2 , . . . , [ξ
x0
1,0(Lm, λm)]Z2 ]Sm ,

where gr(E,Q,Φ) ∼= (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0)⊕

⊕(
Lj ⊕ L∗j ,

(
1

1

)
,

(
λj
−λj

))
and (E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0)

is the stable bundle associated with {pk,a}.

Proof. Since Zm/Γm is an orbit space, the theorem is a consequence of Proposition 5.3.5
and Remark 5.3.6.

Recall the involution ın defined in (4.22). Every semistable O(n,C)-Higgs bundle gives
a fixed point of this involution since the quadratic form Q gives an isomorphism between
(E,Φ) and (E∗,−Φt). Taking the underlying Higgs bundle, we define the following map

δ̊n :M(O(n,C)) //M(GL(n,C))ın0

[(E,Q,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Φ)]S.

(5.13)

We denote by δ̊n,k,a the restriction of δ̊n to the connected component M(O(n,C))k,a ⊂
M(O(n,C)).

By Lemma 4.3.14, the target space is isomorphic to (Symn T ∗X)in . Recall the points
{pk,a} defined in Theorem 5.3.1 associated to the stable O(k,C)-Higgs bundle (E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0)

and let [(xb(k,a)1 , 0), . . . , (xb(k,a)k , 0)]Sk be the tuple of Symk T ∗X given by ξx0
k,0(E ′k,a). Set-

ting m = (n− k)/2, we define the following morphism

d̊n,k,a : Symm(T ∗X/Z2) // (Symn T ∗X)in ,

sending [[(x1, λ1)]Z2 , . . . , [(xm, λm)]Z2 ]Sm in Symm(T ∗X/Z2) to the following point of
(Symn T ∗X)in[

(xb(k,a)1 , 0), . . . , (xb(k,a)k , 0), (x1, λ1), (−x1,−λ1), . . . , (xm, λm), (−xm,−λm)
]
Sn
.

Note that d̊2m,0,0 is equal to d̃m, defined in (5.7). This morphism provides an explicit des-
cription of δ̊n.
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Lemma 5.3.8. The following diagram is commutative

M(O(n,C))k,a
δ̊n,k,a //

∼=ξ̊
x0
n,k,a

��

M(GL(n,C))ın0

ξ
x0,in
n,0

∼=
��

Sym(n−k)/2(T ∗X/Z2)
d̊n,k,a // (Symn T ∗X)in

Proof. The polystable representative of every S-equivalence class ofM(O(n,C))k,a is of
the form

(E,Q,Φ) ∼= (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0)⊕

⊕(
Lj ⊕ L∗j ,

(
1

1

)
,

(
λj
−λj

))
where (E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0) is the stable bundle associated with {pk,a} and ξx0

k,0((E ′k,a, 0)) is the
tuple [(xb(k,a)1 , 0), . . . , (xb(k,a)k , 0)]Sk . We see that d̊n,k,a ◦ ξ̊x0

n,k,a([(E,Q,Φ)]S) is[
(xb(k,a)1 , 0), . . . , (xb(k,a)k , 0), ξx0

1,0(L1, φ1),−ξx0
1,0(L1, φ1), . . . , ξx0

1,0(Lm, φm),−ξx0
1,0(Lm, φm)

]
Sn

while ξx0,in
n,k,a ◦ δ̊n,k,a([(E,Q,Φ)]S) is equal to[

(xb(k,a)1 , 0), . . . , (xb(k,a)k , 0), ξx0
1,0(L1, φ1), ξx0

1,0(L∗1,−φ1), . . . , ξx0
1,0(Lm, φm), ξx0

1,0(L∗m,−φm)
]
Sn
.

We conclude the proof recalling that ξx0
1,0(L∗i ,−φi) = −ξx0

1,0(Li, φi).

Remark 5.3.9. Since the maps d̊n,k,a are injective, thanks to Lemma 5.3.8, we have that
the δ̊n,k,a are injective as well. We can check that (Symn T ∗X)in is the disjoint union of the
images of d̊n,k,a and therefore, δ̊n is a bijection.

Recall that Z0
m = (X× m. . . ×X) injects naturally in Zm = (T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X). If

m = (n− k)/2, taking the restriction of E̊n,k,a to X ×Z0
m we obtain a family of polystable

O(n,C)-Higgs bundles with zero Higgs field. We denote by E̊0
n,k,d → X × Z0

m the under-
lying family of O(n,C)-bundles. This induces a morphism from its parametrizing space to
the moduli space of O(n,C)-bundles

νE̊0
n,k,d

: X× m. . . ×X −→M(O(n,C))n,k,a.

Thanks to Remark 5.3.6, we see that νE̊0
n,k,d

induces a bijective morphism

ν ′νE̊0
n,k,d

: Symm(X/Z2) −→M(O(n,C))n,k,a.

Remark 5.3.10. The moduli space M(O(n,C))k,a is a normal algebraic variety and there-
fore ν ′E̊0

n,k,d

is an isomorphism. Its inverse goes as follows

ς̊x0
n,k,a : M(O(n,C))k,a

∼= // Symm(X/Z2)

[(E,Q)]S
� // [[ςx0

1,0(L1)]Z2 , . . . , [ς
x0
1,0(Lm)]Z2 ]Sm ,

(5.14)

and then
M(O(n,C))k,a ∼= Sym(n−k)/2 P1 ∼= P(n−k)/2.
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Proposition 5.3.11. There is a surjective morphism

ån,k,a :M(O(n,C))k,a // M(O(n,C))k,a

[(E,Q,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Q)]S.

Furthermore the diagram

M(O(n,C))k,a
ån,k,a //

ξ̊
x0
n,k,a

∼=
��

M(O(n,C))k,a

ς̊
x0
n,k,a

∼=
��

Sym(n−k)/2(T ∗X/Z2)
p̃(n−k)/2 // Sym(n−k)/2(X/Z2)

(5.15)

commutes.

Proof. Proposition 5.1.2 says that (E,Q,Φ) is semistable if and only if (E,Q) is semistable.
We can check too that the projection preserves S-equivalence. Thus the map ån,k,a is well
defined. Remark 5.3.10 implies that the diagram commutes.

When we restrict to SymnX , the involution in on Symn T ∗X induces the following
involution

i0n : SymnX // SymnX

[x1, . . . , xn]Sn
� // [−x1, . . . ,−xn]Sn .

Since an involution can be seen as the action of the finite group Z2, the fixed point
subvariety (SymnX)i

0
n is smooth by the following result.

Lemma 5.3.12. Let Γ be a finite group with a holomorphic action on the smooth holomor-
phic variety Y . Then, the fixed point set Y Γ is a smooth holomorphic subvariety.

Proof. Let h be a Γ-invariant holomorphic metric on Y . To see that such a metric exists
take any holomorphic metric h′ on Y and define

h =
1

|Γ|
∑
γ∈Γ

γ∗h′.

For any y ∈ Y Γ, the exponential map associated to y and h gives a Γ-equivariant isomor-
phism α : U → V , where U ⊂ TyY is a neighborhood of 0 and V ⊂ Y a neighborhood y,
both neighborhoods V and U can be taken to be Γ-invariant.

Since Γ acts holomorphically and α is Γ-equivariant, we obtain, by restriction, a local
isomorphism α|UΓ : UΓ → V Γ between the fixed point sets.

The action of Γ on TyY is linear, and then the fixed point set (TyY )Γ is a linear subspace.
Restricting to the Γ-invariant neighborhood U , the fixed point set is UΓ = U ∩ (TyY )Γ,
which is smooth. This implies that V Γ is also smooth.
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Remark 5.3.13. Combining (5.15), Lemma 5.3.8 and Remark 5.3.9 we obtain a bijection
from M(O(n,C)) to (SymnX)i

0
n that we denote by ς̊x0

n . Since (SymnX)i
0
n is smooth by

Lemma 5.3.12, ς̊x0
n is an isomorphism.

The polynomials q2m,2, . . . , q2m,2m give a basis for the invariant polynomials associated
to the adjoint representation of O(2m,C) on the Lie algebra so(2m,C). Similarly, we
see that q2m+1,2, . . . , q2m+1,2m form a basis for the invariant polynomials associated to the
adjoint representation of O(2m+ 1,C) on the Lie algebra so(2m+ 1,C). Following [Hi2]
we define the Hitchin map for O(2m,C)-Higgs bundles

b̊2m :M(O(2m,C)) // B̊2m (=
⊕m

i=1H
0(X,O))

[(E,Q,Φ)]S
� // (q2m,2(Φ), . . . , q2m,2m(Φ)),

and the Hitchin map for O(2m+ 1,C)-Higgs bundles

b̊2m+1 :M(O(2m+ 1,C)) // B̊2m+1 (=
⊕m

i=1H
0(X,O))

[(E,Q,Φ)]S
� // (q2m+1,2(Φ), . . . , q2m+1,2m(Φ)).

By Proposition 5.1.6, the polystable O(n,C)-Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ) decomposes as
follows

(E,Q,Φ) ∼= (Ek,a, Qk,a, 0)⊕
(n−k)/2⊕
i=1

(
Li ⊕ L∗i ,

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
λi,
−λi

))
,

where the stable O(k,C)-Higgs bundle (Ek,a, Qk,a, 0) is zero if k = 0. We see that the
eigenvalues of Φ are 0, k. . ., 0, λ1,−λ1, . . . , λ(n−k)/2,−λ(n−k)/2 and therefore, qn,j(Φ) = 0

for every j such that (n − k) < j ≤ n. If we denote by B̊n,k,a ⊂ B̊ the image of
M(O(n,C))k,a under b̊n, the previous discussion implies that B̊n,k,a =

⊕(n−k)/2
i=1 H0(X,O).

Since H0(X,O) ∼= C, we have that q̃(n−k)/2 defined in (5.10) gives the following isomor-
phism

β̊n,k,a : Sym(n−k)/2(C/Z2) −→ B̊n,k,a.

Lemma 5.3.14. If b̊n,k,a is the restriction of b̊n toM(O(n,C))k,a ⊂M(O(n,C)), we have
the commutative diagram

M(O(n,C))k,a
b̊n,k,a //

∼=ξ̊
x0
n,k,a

��

B̊n,k,a

β̊−1
n,k,a

∼=
��

Sym(n−k)/2(T ∗X/Z2)
π̃(n−k)/2 // Sym(n−k)/2(C/Z2).

(5.16)

Proof. If (E,Q,Φ) is a bundle ofM(O(n,C))n,k,a, we recall that the eigenvalues of Φ are
0, k. . ., 0, λ1,−λ1, . . . , λ(n−k)/2,−λ(n−k)/2. Then, it is clear that the composition of b̊x0

n,k,a(Φ)

with β̊−1
n,k,a gives the point [[λ1]Z2 , . . . , [λ(n−k)/2]Z2 ]S(n−k)/2

of Sym(n−k)/2(C/Z2).
Thanks to Lemma 5.2.11 and Lemma 5.2.12, we have the following.
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Corollary 5.3.15. The generic fibre of the Hitchin map b̊n,k,a is the abelian varietyX× (n−k)/2. . .

×X and the Hitchin fibre of an arbitrary element of B̊n,k,a is a holomorphic fibration over
X× `. . . ×X with fibre Pm′0 × Pm′1−1 × · · · × Pm′` .

We finish the section studying M(O(n,C))k,a, the moduli space associated to the mod-
uli functor Mod(Ån, P̊n, S).

Proposition 5.3.16. We have a bijective morphism M(O(n,C)) → M(O(n,C)), hence
M(O(n,C)k,a is the normalization of M(O(n,C)k,a.

Proof. The family E̊n,k,a induces a morphism

νE̊n,k,a : T ∗X× (n−k)/a. . . ×T ∗X −→M(O(n,C)k,a,

and by Remark 5.3.6 it factors through

ν ′E̊n,k,a : Sym(n−k)/2(T ∗X/Z2) −→M(O(n,C))k,a.

Let us denote by M(O(n,C)) the normalization of M(O(n,C). Let us remark that
Sym(n−k)/2(T ∗X) is normal. Then, by the universal property of the normalization, ν E̊n,k,a
factors through

ν ′′E̊n,k,a : Sym(n−k)/2(T ∗X/Z2) −→M(O(n,C)k,a.

This map is an isomorphism since it is a bijection and M(O(n,C) is normal. This implies
thatM(O(n,C))k,a is the normalization of M(O(n,C)k,a.

Remark 5.3.17. Both moduli spaces would be isomorphic if M(O(n,C))k,a is normal, but
normality in this case is an open question.

5.4 Moduli spaces of SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles
Due to the isomorphism SO(2,C) ∼= C∗, we have that SO(2,C)-bundles are indexed by
the degree of the associated line bundle.

When n > 2 the topological SO(n,C)-bundles are classified by the second Stiefel-
Whitney class. This invariant is defined thanks to the following exact sequence

0 −→ Z / 2Z −→ Spin(n,C) −→ SO(n,C) −→ 0,

which induces the long exact sequence

H1(X, Spin(n,C)) −→ H1(X, SO(n,C))
ω2−→ H2(X,Z/2Z)(∼= Z/2Z).

We define the second Stiefel Whitney class as the image of a SO(n,C)-bundle under ω2.
We note that the SO(n,C)-bundles with ω2 = 0 can be lifted to a Spin(n,C)-principal
bundle, and those with ω1 = 1 can not.

We recall the description of the stable SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles (Est
i , Q

st
i ,Φ

st
i , τ

st
i ) given

in Corollary 5.1.4, where i = 1, 3 and 4.
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Proposition 5.4.1. Let n > 2. Let (E,Q,Φ, τ) be a polystable SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle.
Let ω2 denote the second Stiefel-Whitney class of (E,Q,Φ, τ).

1. if n = 2n′ and ω2 = 0, then gr(E,Q,Φ, τ) is a direct sum of mn,ω2 = n′ stable
SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of trivial degree,

2. if n = 2n′ + 1 and ω2 = 0 then gr(E,Q,Φ, τ) is a direct sum of (Est
1 , Q

st
1 ,Φ

st
1 , τ

st
1 )

and mn,ω2 = n′ stable SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of trivial degree,

3. if n = 2n′ + 1 and ω2 = 1 then gr(E,Q,Φ, τ) is a direct sum of (Est
3 , Q

st
3 ,Φ

st
3 , τ

st
3 )

and mn,ω2 = n′ − 1 stable SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of trivial degree,

4. if n = 2n′ and ω2 = 1 then gr(E,Q,Φ, τ) is a direct sum of (Est
4 , Q

st
4 ,Φ

st
4 , τ

st
4 ) and

mn,ω2 = n′ − 2 stable SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of trivial degree.

Proof. By Proposition 5.1.6 and Corollary 5.1.4 a semistable SO(n,C)-Higgs bundle is
of the form of one of the four cases indexed in the statement. It only remains to prove
that the SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles of type 1 and 2 have trivial Stiefel-Whitney class and the
SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles of type 3 and 4 have non-trivial Stiefel-Whitney class.

By [FM1, Proposition 7.7 and Theorem 7.8], if (E,Q, τ) is a semistable SO(2n′,C)-
bundle that lifts to a Spin(2n′,C)-bundle, then (E ′, Q, τ ′) = gr(E,Q, τ) is such that

E ′ ∼=
m⊕
i=1

(Li ⊕ L∗i ).

Conversely, if (E,Q, τ) does not lift to Spin(2n′,C), we have

E ′ ∼= O ⊕ J1 ⊕ J2 ⊕ J3 ⊕
m−2⊕
i=1

(Li ⊕ L∗i ).

This implies that the SO(2n′,C)-Higgs bundles of type 1 lift to Spin(2m,C) and therefore
they have trivial Stiefel-Whitney class, while the SO(2n′,C)-Higgs bundles of type 4 do
not lift to Spin(2m,C) and they have non-trivial Stiefel-Whitney class.

The odd case is analogous. By [FM1, Proposition 7.7 and Theorem 7.8], a semistable
SO(2n′,C)-bundle (E,Q, τ) that lift to a Spin(2n′ + 1,C)-bundle is such that

E ′ ∼=
m⊕
i=1

(Li ⊕ L∗i ),

and, if (E,Q, τ) does not lift to Spin(2n′ + 1,C), then

E ′ ∼= O ⊕ J1 ⊕ J2 ⊕ J3 ⊕
m−2⊕
i=1

(Li ⊕ L∗i ).

Then, the SO(2n′ + 1,C)-Higgs bundles with trivial Stiefel-Whitney class are the ones of
type 2 and the SO(2n′ + 1,C)-Higgs bundles with non-trivial Stiefel-Whitney class of the
form of case 3.
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Theorem 5.4.2. We have

Mst(SO(1,C))0 = {[(Est
1 , Q

st
1 ,Φ

st
1 , τ

st
1 )]∼=},

Mst(SO(1,C))1 = ∅,
Mst(SO(2,C))d = M(SO(2,C))d ∼= T ∗X,

Mst(SO(3,C))0 = ∅,
Mst(SO(3,C))1 = {[(Est

3 , Q
st
3 ,Φ

st
3 , τ

st
3 )]∼=},

Mst(SO(4,C))0 = ∅,
Mst(SO(4,C))1 = {[(Est

4 , Q
st
4 ,Φ

st
4 , τ

st
4 )]∼=}.

Suppose n > 4 and let ω2 be either 0 or 1, then

Mst(SO(n,C))ω2 = ∅.

Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 5.1.4 and Proposition 5.4.1. The
description of M(SO(2,C)) follows from the isomorphism of Lie groups SO(2,C) ∼=
C∗.

We recall E̊2,0,0 = (V(1,0)⊕V∗(1,0),Q, Φ(1,0)⊕(−Φ(1,0))) whereQ is a section ofOx×T ∗X ⊂

Sym2(V(1,0)⊕V∗(1,0)) given by the matrix
(

0 1
1 0

)
. We see that (detQ)−1 is the section−1

of OX×T ∗X . Then the section τ of det(V(1,0) ⊗ V∗(1,0)) can be taken to be the imaginary
number

√
−1 or −

√
−1. We fix τ =

√
−1 and we construct the following family of

SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of zero degree

E2 =
(
V(1,0) ⊕ V∗(1,0),Q, Φ(1,0) ⊕ (−Φ(1,0)),

√
−1
)
.

Denoting by E ′2m the family of (SO(2,C)× m. . . × SO(2,C))-Higgs bundles E2×X m. . .

×XE2, we see that this family is universal since E2 is. Note that E ′2m is parametrized by
Zm = T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X . Write j for the injection of SO(2,C)× m. . . × SO(2,C) in
SO(2m,C) and define E2m,1 to be the extension of structure group j∗E

′
2m.

We fix (n, ω2) where n > 2 and set m = mn,ω2 . Let us take the stable SO(k,C)-Higgs
bundle (Est

i , Q
st
i ,Φ

st
i , τ

st
i ) associated to (n, ω2) (it is possibly zero) and define

En,ω2 = (Est
i , Q

st
i ,Φ

st
i , τ

st
i )⊕ E2m.

We see that En,ω2 is a family of SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles which is parametrized by Zm.

Remark 5.4.3. By construction, the family of O(n,C)-Higgs bundles underlying En,ω is
E̊n,k,0 where {pk,0} corresponds to the stable factor of En,ω2 .

Suppose we have a family of stable SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles of trivial degree F →
X × T of the form

F =

(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 ϑt

ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′, T

)
,

where V is a family of line bundles of degree 0, ϑ : V → V is an isomorphism, Φ and Φ′

are endomorphism of V and V (i.e. a section of OX×T ) satisfying ϑΦ = −(Φ′)tϑ and T
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is a section of OX×T such that T 2 = −(detϑ)2. We have that ϑ−1/2 : V → V gives the
isomorphism(

V ⊕ V∗,
(

0 ϑt

ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′, T

)
∼=
(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Φ⊕ (−Φ),

√
−1

)
, (5.17)

or (
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 ϑt

ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′, T

)
∼=
(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Φ⊕ (−Φ),−

√
−1

)
. (5.18)

In case we obtain the isomorphism (5.18) settingW = V∗ we have(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Φ⊕ (−Φ),−

√
−1

)
∼=
(
W ⊕W∗,

(
0 1
1 0

)
, (−Φ)⊕ Φ,

√
−1

)
,

and we see that every such family is isomorphic to one of the form of the second side of
(5.17).

If F → X × T is a family of stable SO(k,C)-Higgs bundles and T is connected, we
have by Theorem 5.4.2 that for every t ∈ T

Ft ∼= (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0, 1)

where (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0, 1) is a stable SO(k,C)-Higgs bundle.

Remark 5.4.4. Every locally graded family E → X × T of semistable SO(n,C)-Higgs
bundles is such that for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t a set
of families (V1, Φ1), . . . , (Vm, Φm) of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0 and a stable
SO(k,C)-Higgs bundle (E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0, 1) such that

E|X×U ∼S (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0, 1)⊕

m⊕
j=1

(
Vj ⊕ V∗j ,

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Φj ⊕ (−Φj),

√
−1

)
. (5.19)

Proposition 5.4.5. The family En,ω2 has the local universal property among locally graded
families of semistable SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.3.5. By Remark 5.3.3, any locally
graded family E → X × T of semistable SO,C)-Higgs bundles is such that for every
t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t, families (V1, Φ1), . . . , (Vm, Φm)
of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0 and a stable SO(k,C)-Higgs bundles of the form
(E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0, 1) satisfying (5.19).

For (n, ω2) = (2m, 0) we have that (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0) = 0, if (n, ω2) = (2m, 1) we

have (E ′k,a, Q
′
k, 0) = (Est

3 , Q
st
3 , 0, 1), for (n, ω2) = (2m + 1, 0) we have (E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0) =

(Est
1 , Q

st
1 , 0, 1) and (E ′k,a, Q

′
k, 0) = (Est

4 , Q
st
4 , 0, 1) for (n, ω2) = (2m + 1, 1). Recall that

E(1,0) is the universal family of rank 1 and degree 0 Higgs bundles, so, for every (Vi, Φi),
there exists fi : U → T ∗X such that (Vi, Φi) ∼S f ∗E(1,0).

Setting f = (f1, . . . , fm) we observe that

E|X×U ∼S f ∗En,ω2 .

We recall the definition of Γm given in (5.4).
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Remark 5.4.6. Let n > 2 and let (n, ω2) be (2n′, 1), (2n′ + 1, 0) or (2n′ + 1, 1). From
Proposition 5.1.8 we know that for every points z1, z2 ∈ Zm we have that (En,ω2)z1

∼=
(En,ω2)z2 if and only if z1 and z2 are related by the action of Γm given in (5.5).

Theorem 5.4.7. For (n, ω2) equal to (2m, 1), (2m + 1, 0) and (2m + 1, 1) there exists a
moduli spaceM(SO(n,C))ω2 associated to the moduli functor Mod(An, Qn, S).

We have the following isomorphisms

ξ
x0

2m+1,0 :M(SO(2m+ 1,C))0

∼=−→ Symm(T ∗X/Z2),

ξ
x0

2m+1,1 :M(SO(2m+ 1,C))1

∼=−→ Symm−1(T ∗X/Z2),

and
ξ
x0

2m,1 :M(SO(2m,C))1

∼=−→ Symm−2(T ∗X/Z2).

Proof. The theorem follows from Proposition 5.4.5 and Remark 5.4.6.

Remark 5.4.8. When (n, ω2) is equal to (2m, 1), (2m + 1, 0) and (2m + 1, 1) we can see
that, for the appropiate value of k,

δn,ω2 :M(SO(n,C))ω2
//M(O(n,C))k,0

[(E,Q,Φ, τ)]S
� // [(E,Q,Φ)]S

is an isomorphism.

Remark 5.4.9. Restricting En,ω2 toX×Z0
m′ gives us a family of polystable SO(n,C)-Higgs

bundles with zero Higgs field. Let us denote by E0

n,ω2
→ X × Z0

m′ the underlying family
of O(n,C)-bundles. As in Remarks 5.2.8 and 5.3.10, this family induces a morphism from
Z0
m′ to the moduli space of SO(n,C)-bundles that, for the topological invariants consid-

ered in Remark 5.4.6, factors through Symm′(X/Z2) giving a bijective morphism. Since
M(SO(n,C)) is normal it gives us the following isomorphisms

ςx0
2m+1,0 : M(SO(2m+ 1,C))0

∼=−→ Symm(X/Z2) ∼= Pm,

ςx0
2m+1,1 : M(SO(2m+ 1,C))1

∼=−→ Symm−1(X/Z2) ∼= Pm−1,

and
ςx0

2m,1 : M(SO(2m,C))1

∼=−→ Symm−2(X/Z2) ∼= Pm−2.

Recalling (5.8) we can check the following relations stated in [FM1],

M(SO(2m+ 1,C))1
∼= M(Sp(2m− 2,C))

and
M(SO(2m,C))1

∼= M(Sp(2m− 4,C)).
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We have that {q2m+1,2, . . . , q2m+1,2m} is a basis for the invariant polynomials associated
to the adjoint representation of SO(2m+ 1,C) on the Lie algebra so(2m+ 1,C). In [Hi2]
the Hitchin map for SO(2m+ 1,C)-Higgs bundles is defined as follows

b2m+1 :M(SO(2m+ 1,C)) // B2m+1 (=
⊕m

i=1 H
0(X,O))

[(E,Q,Φ, τ)]S
� // (q2m+1,2(Φ), . . . , q2m+1,2m(Φ)).

We can see that B2m+1 = B̊2m+1 and that the Hitchin map factors through δn,ω2 , i.e.
b2m+1 = δn,ω2 ◦ b̊2m+1. We define B2m+1,ω2 to be B̊2m+1,1,0, if ω2 = 0, or B̊2m+1,3,0,
when ω2 = 1.

Lemma 5.4.10. If we denote by b2m+1,ω2 the restriction of b2m+1 toM(SO(2m+1,C))ω2 ⊂
M(SO(2m+ 1,C)), we have the following commutative diagram

M(SO(2m+ 1,C))ω2

b2m+1,ω2 //

∼=ξ
x0
2m+1,ω2

��

B2m+1,ω2

β̊−1
2m+1,k,0

∼=
��

Symm−`(T ∗X/Z2)
π̃m−` // Symm−`(C/Z2),

(5.20)

where ` = 0 and k = 1 if ω2 = 0, and ` = 1 and k = 3 if ω2 = 1.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.3.14.

Corollary 5.4.11. The generic fibres of the Hitchin fibration M(SO(2m + 1,C))ω2 →
B2m+1,ω2 are isomorphic to X × · · · ×X .

The arbitrary fibres of the Hitchin fibration M(SO(2m + 1,C))ω2 → B2m+1,ω2 are
isomorphic to a holomorphic fibration of projective spaces Pm0−1× `+1. . . ×Pm`−1 over
X× `. . . ×X .

Remark 5.4.12. The generic fibre of the Hitchin fibrationM(Sp(2m,C)) → B̃m and its
corresponding fibre of the Hitchin fibrationM(SO(2m + 1,C))0 → B2m+1,0 are isomor-
phic to X× m. . . ×X , this abelian variety is self-dual.

The arbitrary fibre of the Hitchin fibrationM(Sp(2m,C))→ B̃m and the correspond-
ing fibre of the fibrationM(SO(2m + 1,C))0 → B2m+1,0 are both isomorphic to a holo-
morphic fibration of projective spaces Pm0−1× `+1. . . ×Pm`−1 over X× `. . . ×X , the base
variety is self-dual.

Let us consider the following morphism of groups

sm : Z2× m. . . ×Z2
// Z2

c = (c1, . . . , cm) � // c1 · · · · · cm.

(5.21)

The kernel of sm is given by the tuples c = (ci, . . . , cm) such that only an even number of
ci are equal to −1.
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We recall that Γm is the semidirect product of (Z2× m. . . ×Z2) and Sm. We define
∆m ⊂ Γm as the subgroup given by the elements σc ∈ Γm such that c is contained in
ker sm. The action of Γm on T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X described in (5.5) induces an action of ∆m.

Lemma 5.4.13. Let z1, z2 ∈ Zm. Then (E2m,1)z1 is isomorphic (S-equivalent) to (E2m,1)z2
if and only if there exists γ ∈ ∆m such that γ · z1 = z2.

Proof. We recall again that an isomorphism of SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles is an isomor-
phism of O(n,C)-Higgs bundles that preserves the trivialization τ . Take two polystable
SO(2m,C)-Higgs bundles (E1, Q1,Φ1, τ1) and (E2, Q2,Φ2, τ2), with

(Ei, Qi,Φi, τi) ∼=
m⊕
j=1

(Ei,j, Qi,j,Φi,j, τi,j)

where the (Ei,j, Qi,j,Φi,j, τi,j) are zero degree SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles.
We can suppose that (E1,j, Q1,j,Φ1,j) and (E2,j, Q2,j,Φ2,j) are isomorphic O(2,C)-

Higgs bundles. Then, there exist an ordering of the factors such that

(E1,j, Q1,j,Φ1,j, τ1,j) ∼= (E2,j, Q2,j,Φ2,j, τ2,j)

or
(E1,j, Q1,j,Φ1,j, τ1,j) ∼= (E2,j, Q2,j,Φ2,j,−τ2,j).

In the second situation (E1,j, Q1,j,Φ1,j, τ1,j) and (E2,j, Q2,j,Φ2,j, τ2,j) are not isomorphic
SO(2,C)-Higgs bundles (unless Lj ∼= L∗j and λj = 0).

If we have an isomorphism of O(n,C)-Higgs bundles that inverts an even number of τj
then the product of all of them remains unchanged and then the SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles
are isomorphic.

If our isomorphism of O(n,C)-Higgs bundles inverts an odd number of τj , then the
product of all of them changes its sign and then the SO(n,C)-Higgs bundles can not be
isomorphic.

We easily see that the elements of Γm that invert an even number of τj are those of the
subgroup ∆m.

Theorem 5.4.14. There exists for (n, ω2) = (2m, 0) a coarse moduli spaceM(SO(n,C))0

for the moduli functor Mod(A2m, P 2m, S). The following map is an isomorphism

ξ
x0

m,0 : M(SO(2m,C))0

∼= // (T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X) / ∆m

[(E,Q,Φ)]S
� // [ξx0

1,0(L1, λ1), . . . , ξx0
1,0(Lm, λm)]∆m ,

(5.22)

is an isomorphism. where gr(E,Q,Φ) ∼=
⊕m

j=1

(
Lj ⊕ L∗j ,

(
1

1

)
,

(
λj
−λj

)
,
√
−1

)
.

Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 5.4.5 and Lemma 5.4.13.
Recall that M(SO(2m,C))0 is the subvariety of M(SO(2m,C))0 given by the S-

equivalence classes such that the associated graded object has zero Higgs field.
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Remark 5.4.15. Recall the family E2m,0 defined in 5.4.15. This family gives a mor-
phism from Z0

m to M(SO(2m,C))0 that by Lemma 5.4.13 induces a bijective morphism
Z0
m/∆m → M(SO(2m,C))0. Since M(SO(2m,C))0 is a normal variety, by Zariski’s

Main Theorem we have the following isomorphism

ςx0
2m,0 : M(SO(2m,C))0

∼=−→ (X× m. . . ×X) / ∆m . (5.23)

Note that this agrees with the description given in [La].

Proposition 5.4.16. There is a surjective morphism

a2m,0 :M(SO(2m,C))0
// M(SO(2m,C))0

[(E,Q,Φ, τ)]S
� // [(E,Q, τ)]S.

Furthermore the diagram

M(SO(2m,C))0

a2m,0 //

ξ
x0
2m,0

∼=
��

M(SO(2m,C))0

ς
x0
2m,1

∼=
��

(T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X) / ∆m

p̃m // (X× m. . . ×X) / ∆m

commutes.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.3.11.
A basis for the invariant polynomials of the adjoint representation of SO(2m,C) on the

Lie algebra so(2m,C) is {q2m,2, . . . , q2m,2m−2, q2m,pf}, where q2m,pf is the Pfaffian poly-
nomial. Recall that, if D is the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues λ1,−λ1, . . . , λm,−λm,
evaluating the Pfaffian polynomial on D gives

q2m,pf (D) = λ1, . . . , λm.

Following [Hi2], we define the Hitchin map for SO(2m,C)-Higgs bundles as follows

b2m :M(SO(2m,C)) // B2m (=
⊕m

i=1 H
0(X,O))

[(E,Q,Φ, τ)]S
� // (q2m+1,2(Φ), . . . , q2m,2m−2(Φ), q2m,pf (Φ)).

We note that H0(X,O) ∼= C and therefore B2m is isomorphic to Cm.
We define b2m,1 to be the restriction toM(SO(2m,C))1 of the Hitchin map b2m and we

denote by B2m,1 ⊂ B2m the image of b2m. By Proposition 5.4.1 a polystable SO(2m,C)-
Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ, τ) with ω2 = 1 is of the form

(E,Q,Φ, τ) ∼=
3⊕

a=0

(Ja, 1, 0)⊕
m−2⊕
j=1

(
Lj ⊕ L∗j ,

(
1

1

)
,

(
λj
−λj

)
,
√
−1

)
.
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Then, the Higgs field of the SO(2m,C)-Higgs bundles with ω2 = 1 has, at least, four
eigenvalues equal to 0. This implies that q2m,pf (Φ) and q2m,2m−2(Φ) are identically 0 on
M(SO(2m,C))1. Then we see that B2m,1 is equal to B̊2m,4,0 and isomorphic to Cm−2.
Furthermore, after Remark 5.4.8, the Hitchin map b2m,1 factors throughM(O(2m,C))4,0,
i.e. b2m,1 = b̊2m,4,0 ◦ δ2m,1.

Lemma 5.4.17. We have the following commutative diagram

M(SO(2m,C))1

b2m,1 //

∼=ξ
x0
2m,1

��

B2m,1

β̊−1
2m,4,0

∼=
��

Symm−2(T ∗X/Z2)
π̃m−2 // Symm−2(C/Z2).

(5.24)

Proof. This follows from Remark 5.4.8 and Lemma 5.3.14.
After Lemma 5.4.17 is clear that the fibres of the Hitchin map b2m,1 are described ex-

plicitly in Lemmas 5.2.11 and 5.2.12.
We define the Hitchin map for topologically trivial SO(2m,C)-Higgs bundles b2m,0 as

the restriction of b2m to M(SO(2m,C))0; we can easily check that B2m,0, the image of
b2m,0, is the whole B2m. Using the invariant polynomials q2m,2, . . . , q2m,2m−2, q2m,pf we
define the following morphism

q′m : Cm // Cm(∼= B2m,0)

(λ1, . . . , λm) � // (q2m,2(Dλ1,−λ1,...,λm,−λm), . . . , q2m,pf (Dλ1,−λ1,...,λm,−λm)) .

If we set (λ′1, . . . , λ
′
m) to be γ · (λ1, . . . , λm) for every γ ∈ Γm, we have that

q2m,2i(Dλ′1,−λ′1,...,λ′m,−λ′m) = q2m,2i(Dλ1,−λ1,...,λm,−λm)

for i < m and

q2m,pf (Dλ′1,−λ′1,...,λ′m,−λ′m) = (−1)`q2m,pf (Dλ1,−λ1,...,λm,−λm),

where ` is even if γ = σ · c with c ∈ ker sm (recall (5.21)) (i.e. γ ∈ ∆m), and ` is odd if
γ = σ · c with c /∈ ker sm (i.e. γ /∈ ∆m). We see that q′m factors through the following
bijective morphism

β2m,0 : (C× m. . . ×C) / ∆m −→ Cm (∼= B2m,0).

Since Cm is smooth, β2m,0 is an isomorphism.
Consider the projection

πm : (T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X) / ∆m
// (C× m. . . ×C) / ∆m

[(x1, λ1), . . . , (xm, λm)]∆m

� // [λ1, . . . , λm]∆m .
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Lemma 5.4.18. The following diagram commutes

M(SO(2m,C))0

b2m,0 //

∼=ξ
x0
m,0

��

B2m,0

∼= β
−1
2m,0

��
(T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X) / ∆m

πm // (C× m. . . ×C) / ∆m .

(5.25)

Proof. The SO(2m,C)-Higgs bundle given by [(x1, λ1), . . . , (xm, λm)]∆m is

(E,Q,Φ, τ) =
m⊕
i=1

(
Li ⊕ L∗i ,

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
λi
−λi

)
,
√
−1

)
.

The composition of b2m,0(Φ) with β
−1

2m,0 gives [(λ1, . . . , λm)]∆m .
The generic element of B2m,0 is the ∆m-orbit of an element of Cm of the form

λgen = (λ1, . . . , λm)

where λi 6= 0 and λi 6= ±λj .

Lemma 5.4.19.
π−1
m ([λgen]∆m) = X× m. . . ×X.

Proof. We can see that the stabilizer of λgen is trivial and then the stabilizer of every tuple
of the form

((x1, λ1), . . . , (xm, λm))

is also trivial. So the set of ∆m-orbits which project to [λ1, . . . , λm]∆m is isomorphic to
X× m. . . ×X .

There is a special set of points of B2m,0 that come from tuples of the following form

λspc = (λ1, m1. . ., λ1, . . . , λ`−1,
m`−1. . . , λ`−1, λ`,m`−1. . . , λ`,−λ`),

where for every i we have λi 6= 0 and mi even.
Consider the map

r : X× m. . . ×X // X× m. . . ×X

(x1, . . . , xm−1, xm) � // (x1, . . . , xm−1,−xm).

With this map we consider the r-action of Sm on X× m. . . ×X . Suppose that for σ ∈ Sm

we denote by fσ the permutation of X× m. . . ×X associated to σ. We define the r-action of
σ to be the morphism r ◦ fσ ◦ r. Let us call the quotient of this action Symm

r X . We can
construct an isomorphism between Symm

r X and SymmX and hence with P(m,−1).

Lemma 5.4.20.

π−1
m ([λspc]∆m) = P(m1,−1)× `−1. . . ×P(m`−1,−1) × P(m`,−1).
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Proof. The stabilizer of λspc is

Z∆m(λspc) = Sm1 × · · · ×Sm`−1
×Z∆m`

((λ`,m`−1. . . λ`,−λ`)).

We can check that Z∆m`
((λ`,m`−1. . . λ`,−λ`)) is given by the elements cσ of ∆mi such that σ

sends the last entry of (λ`,m`−1. . . , λ`,−λ`) to the i-th entry and c inverts the last and the i-th
entry. As we see, the action of Z∆m`

((λ`,m`−1. . . , λ`,−λ`)) is equal to the r-action of Sm` .
We have

π−1
m ([λspc]∆m) ∼= (X× m. . . ×X)

/
Z∆m(λspc)

∼= (X× m. . . ×X)
/

(Sm1 × · · · ×Sm`−1
×Z∆m`

((λ`,m`−1. . . λ`,−λ`)))
∼= Symm1 X × · · · × Symm`−1 X × Symm`

r X.

If our point ofB2m,1 is given by a tuple different from λgen and from λspc we can always
find a representant of the ∆m-orbit with the following form

λarb = (0, m0. . ., 0, λ1, m1. . ., λ1, . . . , λ`, m`. . ., λ`),

where at least one mi is even.

Lemma 5.4.21.

π−1
m ([λarb]∆m) =

(
(X × · · · ×X)

/
∆m0

)
× P(m1,−1)× `. . . ×P(m`,−1).

Proof. The stabilizer of λarb is

Z∆m(λarb) = ∆m0 ×Sm1 × · · · ×Sm` .

We have

π−1
m ([λarb]∆m) ∼= (X× m. . . ×X)

/
Z∆m(λarb)

∼= (X× m. . . ×X)
/

(∆m0 ×Sm1 × · · · ×Sm`)

∼=
(

(X × · · · ×X)
/

∆m0

)
× Symm1 X× `. . . × Symm` X.

Corollary 5.4.22. The generic fibre of the Hitchin fibration M(SO(2m,C))0 → B2m,0

is X× m. . . ×X . The arbitrary fibre is a fibration over X× `. . . ×X where the fibre is
Pm1× `. . . ×Pm` × (X× m0. . . ×X)/∆m0 .

We finish the section studying M(SO(n,C))ω2 , the moduli space associated to the mod-
uli functor Mod(An, P n, S).

Proposition 5.4.23. We have a bijective morphismM(SO(n,C))→M(SO(n,C)), hence
M(SO(n,C)ω2 is the normalization of M(SO(n,C)ω2 .
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Proof. The family En,ω2 induces a morphism

νEn,ω2
: T ∗X× `n,ω2. . . ×T ∗X −→M(SO(n,C)ω2 ,

where `2m+1,1 = m, `2m+1,−1 = m− 1, `2m,1 = m and `2m,−1 = m− 2. By Remark 5.4.6
and Lemma 5.4.13 it factors through

ν ′En,ω2
: T

∗X× `n,ω2. . . ×T ∗X / F −→M(SO(n,C)ω2 ,

where F = Γm if (n, ω2) = (2m+ 1, 0), F = Γm−1 if (n, ω2) = (2m+ 1, 1), F = Γm−2 if
(n, ω2) = (2m, 1) and F = ∆m if (n, ω2) = (2m, 0).

Let us denote by M(SO(n,C)ω2
the normalization of M(SO(n,C)ω2 . Since the quo-

tient T ∗X× `n,ω2. . . ×T ∗X / F is normal, by the universal property of the normalization,
ν ′En,ω2

factors through

ν ′′En,ω2
: T

∗X× `n,ω2. . . ×T ∗X / F −→M(SO(n,C)ω2
.

This map is an isomorphism since it is a bijection and M(SO(n,C)ω2
is normal. Then

M(SO(n,C)ω2 is the normalization of M(SO(n,C)ω2 .

Remark 5.4.24. Both moduli spaces would be isomorphic if M(SO(n,C))ω2 is normal,
but normality in this case is an open question.
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Part II

Higgs bundles for real forms of GL(n,C)
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Chapter 6

U(p, q)-Higgs bundles over an elliptic
curve

6.1 U(p, q)-Higgs bundles
A U(p, q)-Higgs bundle of type (a, b) over an elliptic curve X is a quadruple (V,W, β, γ),
where V and W are vector bundles on X of rank p and q and degree a and b respectively
and β : W → V and γ : V → W are holomorphic morphisms between them.

We define the underlying Higgs bundle of the U(p, q)-Higgs bundle (V,W, β, γ) of the
U(p, q)-Higgs bundle (V,W, β, γ)

(E,Φ) =

(
V ⊕W,

(
0 β
γ 0

))
.

Two U(p, q)-Higgs bundles, (V,W, β, γ) and (V ′,W ′, β′, γ′), are isomorphic if there
exists two isomorphisms of vector bundles fV : V → V ′ and fW : W → W ′ such that
β′ = fV ◦ β ◦ f−1

W to γ′ = fW ◦ γ ◦ f−1
V .

We take the following notions of stability, semistability and polystability of U(p, q)-
Higgs bundles from [BGG1].

Given the U(p, q)-Higgs bundle (V,W, β, γ), we say that the pair of subbundles V ′ ⊂ V
and W ′ ⊂ W is (β, γ)-invariant if β(W ′) ⊂ V ′ and γ(V ′) ⊂ W ′. A U(p, q)-Higgs bundle
(V,W, β, γ) is semistable if every pair (V ′,W ′) of (β, γ)-invariant subbundles satisfies

µ(V ′ ⊕W ′) ≤ µ(V ⊕W ).

The U(p, q)-Higgs bundle is stable if the above inequality is strict for every pair of proper
(β, γ)-invariant subbundles and polystable if it is a direct sum of stable U(pi, qi)-Higgs
bundles.

The Toledo topological invariant of a U(p, q)-Higgs bundle of type (a, b) is

τ =
qa− pb
p+ q

.

In [BGG1], a constraint for the Toledo invariant of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles over
compact Riemann surfaces of genus g ≥ 2 is stated:

−min{p, q}(2g − 2) ≤ τ ≤ min{p, q}(2g − 2). (6.1)
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Let (V1,W1, β1, γ1) and (V2,W2, β2, γ2) be respectively a U(p1, q1) and a U(p2, q2)-
Higgs bundle. We write (V1,W1, β1, γ1)⊕(V2,W2, β2, γ2) for the U(p1 +p2, q1 +q2)-Higgs
bundle (V1 ⊕ V2,W1 ⊕W2, β1 ⊕ β2, γ1 ⊕ γ2).

Let (V ′i ,W
′
i , β

′
i, γ
′
i) be a semistable U(pi, qi)-Higgs bundle. If it is stable we define

(Vi,Wi, βi, γi) simply as (V ′i ,W
′
i , β

′
i, γ
′
i). On the other hand, if (V ′i ,W

′
i , β

′
i, γ
′
i) is strictly

semistable then there exists a pair (Vi+1,Wi+1) of (β′i, γ
′
i)-invariant subbundles of (V ′i ,W

′
i ).

We take (Vi+1,Wi+1) minimal (possibly with Vi+1 = 0 or Wi+1 = 0), and then, with
the restriction of β′i and γ′i to (Vi+1,Wi+1) we obtain a stable U(pi+1, qi+1)-Higgs bun-
dle (Vi+1,Wi+1, βi+1, γi+1). We call the quotient bundles V ′i+1 = V ′i /Vi+1 and W ′

i+1 =
W ′
i/Wi+1. Since β′i and γ′i preserve (Vi+1,Wi+1) they induce a morphism between quo-

tient bundles β′i+1 : W ′
i+1 → V ′i+1 and γ′i+1 : V ′i+1 → W ′

i+1 and then we obtain a
U(pi − pi+1, qi − qi+1)-Higgs bundle (V ′i+1,W

′
i+1, β

′
i+1, γ

′
i+1) which is semistable since

(V ′i ,W
′
i , β

′
i, γ
′
i) is semistable.

For an arbitrary semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundle (V,W, β, γ), we set (V ′0 ,W
′
0, β

′
0, γ
′
0)

to be (V,W, β, γ) and, by the above definitions, we obtain for i = 1, . . . , ` a set of stable
U(pi, qi)-Higgs bundles (Vi,Wi, βi, γi). We define the associated graded object

gr(V,W, β, γ) =
⊕̀
i=1

(Vi,Wi, βi, γi).

One can prove that gr(V,W, β, γ) is uniquely defined up to isomorphism.
We say that two semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles (V,W, β, γ) and (V ′,W ′, β′, γ′) are

S-equivalent if gr(V,W, β, γ) and gr(V ′,W ′, β′, γ′) are isomorphic.
A family of U(p, q)-Higgs bundles E parametrized by T is a quadruple (VE ,WE , BE ,ΓE),

where VE andWE are families of rank p and rank q vector bundles parametrized by T and
BE : W → V and Γ : W → V are holomorphic morphisms between them. We denote by
P̆p,q this algebraic condition.

We say that E is a family of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles if Et is a semistable
Higgs bundle for every t ∈ T . Two families of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles E1 and E2

parametrized by the same variety T are S-equivalent if for every t ∈ T we have (E1)t ∼S
(E2)t are S-equivalent, we write E1 ∼S E2.

We denote by Ăp,q the collection of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles over X of topo-
logical type (a, b) and by Ăstp,q the subcollection of stable ones. We consider the moduli
functor defined in (3.5)

Mod(Ăp,q, P̆p,q, S).

By [BGG1] there exists a moduli space M(U(p, q))(a,b) parametrizing S-equivalence classes
of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles associated to this moduli functor. One obtains that in
every S-equivalence class there is a polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundle unique up to isomor-
phism. Then, the points of M(U(p, q))(a,b) can be seen also as isomorphism classes of
polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles.

For stable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles, S-equivalence implies isomorphism. Recalling that
S-equivalence for families of stable Higgs bundles is the same as pointwise isomorphism
we consider the functor

Mod(Ăstp,q, P̆p,q,
pt∼=).
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We denote by Mst(U(p, q))(a,b) the moduli space of isomorphism (hence S-equivalence)
classes of stable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles of topological type (a, b) associated to it.

We say that a family of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles E → X×T is locally graded
if for every point t of T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t and a set of families
Fi parametrized by U of stable U(pi, qi)-Higgs bundles and U(pi, qi)-Higgs bundles that
are direct sums of stable U(pi, 0)-Higgs bundles and stable U(0, qi)-Higgs bundles, such
that for every t′ ∈ U we have that

E|X×{t′} ∼S
⊕
i

Fi|X×{t′}.

We say that the locally graded families of U(p, q)-Higgs bundles satisfy the algebraic con-
dition Q̆p,q, and we consider the moduli functor associated to this algebraic condition

Mod(Ăp,q, Q̆p,q, S). (6.2)

If this functor has a moduli space we denote it byM(U(p, q)).

6.2 Stability of U(p, q)-Higgs bundles
Proposition 6.2.1. Let (V,W, β, γ) be a semistable (resp. stable) U(p, q)-Higgs bundle.
Then (V, βγ) and (W, γβ) are semistable (resp. stable) Higgs bundles with

µ(V ) = µ(W ).

Proof. With no lost of generality we consider µ(V ) ≥ µ(V ⊕ W ) ≥ µ(W ). Suppose
(V, βγ) is not semistable, we take V ′ the subbundle of the first factor of the Harder-
Narasimhan filtration of (V, βγ), then µ(V ′) > µ(V ) and (V ′βγ|V ′) is semistable. By
Proposition 4.2.1 V ′ is a semistable vector bundle. We set W ′ = γ(V ′), since W ′ ∼=
V ′/ ker γ and V ′ is semistable, we have µ(W ′) ≥ µ(V ′) and then

µ(W ′) ≥ µ(V ′ ⊕W ′) ≥ µ(V ′) > µ(V ) ≥ µ(V ⊕W ) ≥ µ(W ),

in particular µ(V ′ ⊕W ′) > µ(V ⊕W ). By definition of W ′ and since V ′ is preserved by
βγ, we have γ(V ′) ⊂ W ′ and β(W ′) ⊂ V ′. Then (V ′,W ′) is a (β, γ)-invariant pair of
subbundles that contradicts the semistability of (V,W, β, γ). We have proved that (V, βγ)
is semistable and therefore, by Proposition 4.2.1, so is V .

We suppose now that µ(V ) > µ(V ⊕ W ) > µ(W ). We take (V, γ(V )) which is
obviously (β, γ)-invariant. Since V is semistable, and γ(V ) ∼= V/ ker γ we have that
µ(γ(V )) ≥ µ(V ). This implies that µ(γ(V )) ≥ µ(V ⊕ γ(V )) ≥ µ(V ) > µ(V ⊕W ) >
µ(W ), in particular µ(V ⊕ γ(V )) > µ(V ⊕W ) contradicting again the semistability of
(V,W, β, γ). We have proved that µ(V ) = µ(V ⊕W ) = µ(W ) and by symmetry, we have
that (W, γβ) is semistable too.

Finally, we suppose that (V,W, β, γ) is stable and (V, βγ) strictly semistable. There
exists a (βγ)-invariant subbundle V ′′ ⊂ V with µ(V ′′) = µ(V ). Since V ′′ and V have
the same slope, (V ′′, βγ|V ′′) is semistable and so is V ′′ by Proposition 4.2.1. This implies
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that W ′′ = γ(V ′′) satisfies µ(W ′′) ≥ µ(V ′′). The pair (V ′′,W ′′) is (β, γ)-invariant with
slope µ(V ′′ ⊕W ′′) = µ(V ⊕W ). This contradicts the stability of (V,W, β, γ) so (V, βγ)
is stable. By symmetry, so is (W, γβ).

The first implication of Proposition 6.2.1 is the rigidity of the Toledo invariant due to
the equality of the slopes µ(V ) = µ(W ).

Corollary 6.2.2. Every semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundle over an elliptic curve has

τ = 0.

Thanks to Corollary 6.2.2 we see that (6.1) extends to the case of genus g = 1.
Proposition 4.2.1 implies that a Higgs bundle is semistable if and only if the underlying

vector bundle is semistable; this fact, together with Proposition 6.2.1 allows us to give a
complete description of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles.

Corollary 6.2.3. A U(p, q)-Higgs bundle is semistable if and only if V andW are semistable
vector bundles of equal slope.

We proceed with the study of stable and polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles.

Proposition 6.2.4. If (V,W, β, γ) is a stable U(p, q)-Higgs bundle of topological type
(a, b), then the quadruple of invariants (p, q, a, b) has the form

(p, p, a, a), (p, 0, a, 0) or (0, q, 0, b),

with gcd(p, a) = 1 and gcd(q, b) = 1.
Every stable U(p, p)-Higgs bundle of topological type (a, a) with gcd(p, a) = 1 is

isomorphic to (V, V, β, γ), where V is any stable vector bundle of rank p and degree a,
β 6= 0 and γ 6= 0. Every U(p, p)-Higgs bundle of this form is stable.

Let V and V ′ be two stable vector bundles of rank p and degree a. Two U(p, p)-Higgs
bundles (V, V, β, γ) and (V ′, V ′, β′, γ′) are isomorphic if and only if the stable Higgs bun-
dles (V, βγ) and (V ′, β′γ′) are isomorphic.

Proof. Proposition 4.2.3 implies that a Higgs bundle is stable if and only if its underlying
vector bundle is stable and we recall that the only stable vector bundles over an elliptic
curve are those of coprime rank and degree. This, together with Proposition 6.2.1 proves
the first part of proposition.

If (V,W, β, γ) is stable then β 6= 0 and γ 6= 0, otherwise (V, 0) or (0,W ) would
contradict stability. In that case, the only possibility is that V ∼= W and β = λ1 id and
γ = λ2 id. On the other hand, a U(p, p)-Higgs bundle of the form (V, V, β, γ) with V
stable, β 6= 0 and γ 6= 0 is stable since every pair of (β, γ)-invariant subbundles are proper
subbundles of V and, since V is stable, the slope of the direct sum is smaller than µ(V ).

Consider two U(p, p)-Higgs bundles (V, V, β, γ) and (V ′, V ′, β′, γ′). An isomorphism
between them induces an isomorphism between (V, βγ) and (V ′, β′γ′). Recall that β =
λ1 id, γ = λ2 id, β′ = λ′1 id and γ′ = λ′2 id. Suppose on the contrary that (V, βγ) ∼=
(V ′, β′γ′). This implies that V ∼= V ′ and λ1λ2 = λ′1λ

′
2. Taking fV = λ2 id and fW = λ′2 id

we obtain the isomorphism between (V, V, λ1 id, λ2 id) and (V, V, λ′1 id, λ′2 id).
We observe that every stable U(p, p)-Higgs bundle is isomorphic to one of the form

(V, V, λ · id, λ · id). Note that every U(p, 0)-Higgs bundle has the form (V, 0, 0, 0) and
respectively, every U(0, p)-Higgs bundle has the form (0, V, 0, 0).
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Corollary 6.2.5. There are no polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles of topological type (a, b)
unless the quadruple of invariants (p, q, a, b) is (nr,mr, nd,md) where n,m, r ∈ Z+ and
d ∈ Z satisfy gcd(r, d) = 1. For every polystable U(nr,mr)-Higgs bundle (V,W, β, γ) of
type (nd,md), there exists ` ≤ min{n,m} such that

(V,W, β, γ) ∼=
⊕̀
i=1

(Vi, Vi, λi · id, λi · id)⊕
n−⊕̀
j=1

(Vj, 0, 0, 0)⊕
m−⊕̀
k=1

(0, Vk, 0, 0),

where Vi, Vj and Vk are stable vector bundles of rank r and degree d and λi ∈ C∗.

6.3 Moduli spaces of U(p, q)-Higgs bundles
Let us take N (U(p, p))(a,a) to be the subset of M(U(p, p))(a,a) given by the S-equivalen-
ce classes of U(p, p)-Higgs bundles of the form (V, V, β, γ). By Proposition 6.2.1, if
(V, V, β, γ) is semistable, then V is semistable. When gcd(p, a) = 1, the semistable vector
bundle V is stable and we can define the following morphism

η̆p,a : N (U(p, p))(a,a)
// Mst(GL(p,C))a

[(V, V, β, γ)]S
� // [(V, βγ)]S.

The map is clearly surjective and by Proposition 6.2.4 it is injective and therefore bijective.
By Zariski’s Main Theorem ηp,a is an isomorphism

η̆p,a : N (U(p, p))(a,a)

∼=−→Mst(GL(p,C))a.

We recall the isomorphism ξx0
p,a : Mst(GL(p,C))a

∼=−→ T ∗X given in Theorem 4.3.3.

Theorem 6.3.1. Let p and q be nonzero positive integers. Then

Mst(U(p, q))(a,b) = ∅

unless p = q, a = b and gcd(p, a) = 1. In that case we have the following isomorphism

ξ̆x0,st
(p,p,a,a) : Mst(U(p, p))(a,a)

∼= // X × C∗.

[(V, V, β, γ)]S
� // ξx0

p,a ([(V, βγ)]S) .

Proof. By Proposition 6.2.4 there are stable U(p, q)-Higgs bundle only in the cases stated
in the proposition.

We have that Mst(U(p, p))(a,a) ⊂ N (U(p, p))(a,a) and therefore ηp,a induces an isomor-
phism between Mst(U(p, p))(a,a) and its image in Mst(GL(p,C))a, i.e. the set of isomor-
phism classes of Higgs bundles with non-zero Higgs field. Finally, the image of this subset
under ξx0

p,a is X × C∗.
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Remark 6.3.2. Since N (U(p, p))(a,a) ⊂ M(U(p, p))(a,a) is isomorphic to X × C and
Mst(U(p, p))(a,a) ⊂ N (U(p, p))(a,a) is isomorphic to X×C∗, we have thatN (U(p, p))(a,a)

is the closure of Mst(U(p, p))(a,a) in M(U(p, p))(a,a). Note that ξ̆x0

(r,r,d,d) can be extended to
N (U(p, p))(a,a)

ξ̆x0,st
(p,p,a,a) : N (U(p, p))(a,a)

∼=−→ X × C.

We study now the moduli spaces of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles.

Proposition 6.3.3. The moduli spacesM(U(p, q))(a,b) and M(U(p, q))(a,b) are empty un-
less the quadruple of invariants (p, q, a, b) is (nr,mr, nd,md) where n,m, r ∈ Z+ and
d ∈ Z satisfy gcd(r, d) = 1.

Proof. By Proposition 6.2.1 any semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundle (V,W, β, γ) satisfy that
µ(V ) = µ(W ). This implies the condition on the invariants stated in the proposition.

Let gcd(r, d) = 1 and let Ex0

(r,d) = (Vx0

(r,d), Φ
x0

(r,d)) be the family of stable Higgs bundles of
rank r and degree d parametrized by T ∗X . We take the family of polystable U(p, p)-Higgs
bundles Ĕx0

(r,r,d,d) = (Vx0

(r,d),V
x0

(r,d), Φ
x0

(r,d), Φ
x0

(r,d)) parametrized by T ∗X .

Remark 6.3.4. Due to Proposition 6.2.4 Ĕx0

(r,r,d,d)|X×{(x,λ)} ∼= Ĕx0

(r,r,d,d)|X×{(x′,λ′)} if and only
if (x, λ) = (x′,±λ′). Furthermore, for every (x, λ) ∈ T ∗X , if we set (V,W, β, γ) =
Ĕx0

(r,r,d,d)|X×{(x,λ)} we have

ξ̆x0,st
1,0 ((V,W, β, γ)) = ξx0

1,0(V, βγ) = (x, λ2). (6.3)

For every algebraic variety Z take the diagonal injection map ı : Z −→ Z ×Z sending
z to (z, z), we have ı = (ı1, ı2) where ıi is the image on the i-th factor. For different values
of k we consider a collection of maps ık = (ık,1, ık,2).

Suppose we have (p, q, a, b) = (nr,mr, nd,md) and 0 ≤ ` ≤ min{n,m}. For ` = 0
we define the family of (U(r, 0)× n. . . ×U(r, 0)× U(0, r)× m. . . ×U(0, r))-Higgs bundles

F̆x0

(p,q,a,b),`=0 = (Vx0

(r,d), 0, 0, 0)×X n. . . ×X(Vx0

(r,d), 0, 0, 0)×X
×X(0,Vx0

(r,d), 0, 0)×X m. . . ×X(0,Vx0

(r,d), 0, 0).

Considering the injection  : U(r, 0)× n. . . ×U(r, 0)×U(0, r)× m. . . ×U(0, r) −→ U(p, q)
and using the extension of structure group associated to  we define

Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b),`=0 = ∗F̆x0

(p,q,a,b),`=0.

This is a family of polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles parametrized by Tn,m,`=0, the sub-
variety of (T ∗X)×n × (T ∗X)×m defined as follows

Tn,m,`=0 = (X × {0})× n. . . ×(X × {0}))× ((X × {0})× m. . . ×(X × {0})).

For ` = 1, i ≤ n and j ≤ m, we define

F̆x0

(p,q,a,b),`=1,i,j = (Vx0

(r,d), 0, 0, 0)×X · · · ×X ı1(Ex0

(r,r,d,d))×X · · · ×X (Vx0

(r,r,d,d), 0, 0, 0)×X
×X(0,Vx0

(r,d), 0, 0)×X · · · ×X ı2(Ex0

(r,r,d,d))×X · · · ×X (0,Vx0

(r,d), 0, 0)
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where ı1(Ex0

(r,r,d,d)) and ı2(Ex0

(r,r,d,d)) are placed at the i-th and the j-th positions. Taking an
injection in U(p, q) we define

Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b),`=1,i,j = ∗F̆x0

(p,q,a,b),`=1,i,j.

This is a family of polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles parametrized by the following subva-
riety of (X × C))×(n+m)

Tn,m,`=1,η1,i
= ((X × {0})× · · · × ı1(T ∗X)× · · · × (X × {0}))×
×((X × {0})× · · · × ı2(T ∗X)× · · · × (X × {0}))

where ı1(T ∗X) and ı2(T ∗X) are placed at the i-th and the j-th positions.
We have that Tn,m,`=0 and all the Tn,m,`=1,i,j are subvarieties of (T ∗X)×n × (T ∗X)×m.

We note that if t is a point of the intersection of these subvarieties, the U(p, q)-Higgs
bundles parametrized by the different families at t are isomorphic

Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b),`=1,i,j|X×{t} ∼= Ĕ
x0

(p,q,a,b),`=0|X×{t}.

Let Σ`,n be the set of unordered tuples of ` elements in n positions, and let Σ̃`,m be the set
of ordered tuples of ` elements inm positions, when a position contains an element, we say
that it is a black position and if it does not contain an element we say that the position is
white. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ |Σ`,n| and every 1 ≤ j ≤ |Σ̃`,m|, we construct F̆x0

(p,q,a,b),`,i,j as the
following fibre product over X . In the p-part, for every unordered tuple σi we fix an order
and we set a factor of the form (Vx0

(r,d), 0, 0, 0) in a white position and we place ık,1(Ex0

(r,r,d,d))
in the corresponding k-th black position corresponding to the unordered tuple σi with the
given order. In the q-part we set a factor of the form (0,Vx0

(r,d), 0, 0) in a white position
of σ̃j and we place ık,2(Ex0

(r,r,d,d)) in the corresponding k-th black position corresponding

to the ordered tuple σ̃j . Taking  to be the injection in U(p, q) we define Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b),`,i,j =

∗F̆x0

(p,q,a,b),`,i,j . This is a family of polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles parametrized by a
subvariety of (T ∗X)×n × (T ∗X)×m that we call Tn,m,`,i,j .

When ` > 1, we define Tn,m,`,i,j in similar terms. The p-part, is a product where in a
white position of σi we place X × {0} and we place ık,1(T ∗X) in the k-th black position.
The q-part is a product of X × {0} on every white position of σ̃j and ık,2(T ∗X) in the k-th
black position.

We define Tn,m as the subvariety of (T ∗X)×n × (T ∗X)×m given by

Tn,m =
⋃
`,i,j

Tn,m,`,i,j.

If the subvarieties of Tn,m,`,i,j and Tn,m,`′,i′,j′ ⊂ (T ∗X)×n× (T ∗X)×m intersect at the point
t we have that the U(p, q)-Higgs bundles parametrized by Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b),`,i,j and by Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b),`′,i′,j′

at t are isomorphic. This allows us to define the family of polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles

Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b) → X × Tn,m

as the family induced by all the F̆x0

(p,q,a,b),`,i,j .
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Since Tn,m is a subvariety of (T ∗X)×n × (T ∗X)×m, the product of symmetric groups
Sn×Sm acts on Tn,m permuting the factors, although Sn×Sm does not preserve necce-
sarily the components Tn,m,`,i,j .

Proposition 6.3.5. Let (p, q, a, b) = (nr,mr, nd,md) with n,m, r ∈ Z+, d ∈ Z and
gcd(r, d) = 1. The family Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b) → X × Tn,m has the local universal property among
locally graded families of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles of type (a, b).

Proof. If we have a locally graded family of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles E → X×T ,
then for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t and a set of families Fi
of U(r, 0), U(0, r) and U(r, r)-Higgs bundles parametrized by U such that for every t′ ∈ U
we have that

E|X×{t′} ∼S
⊕
i

Fi|X×{t′}.

Either Fi is a family of stable U(r, 0) or U(0, r)-Higgs bundles or Fi is a family of stable
U(r, r)-Higgs bundles and U(r, r)-Higgs bundles that are direct sums of stable U(r, 0) and
U(0, r)-Higgs bundles.

Suppose that U =
⋃
j Uj with Uj irreducible. We define Fi,j as the restriction of Fi to

X × Uj . If Fi,j is a family of stable U(r, 0)-Higgs bundles (resp. U(0, r)-Higgs bundles),
since Vx0

r,d is a universal family, there exists fpi,j : Uj → X (resp. f qi,j : Uj → X) such that
Fi,j ∼S (fpi,j)∗V

x0
r,d (resp. (f qi,j)∗V

x0
r,d). If Fi,j is a family of U(r, r)-Higgs bundles, either it

parametrizes a stable U(r, r)-Higgs bundle or not. If Fi,j does not parametrize any stable
U(r, r)-Higgs bundle then Fi,j = F ′i,j ⊕F ′′i,j where F ′r,d is a family of stable U(r, 0)-Higgs
bundles and F ′′r,d is a family of stable U(0, r)-Higgs bundles; this case has already been
covered. If Fi,j contains a stable U(r, r)-Higgs bundle, since stability is an open condition,
Fi,j induces a morphism from Uj to N (U(r, r))(a,a), the closure of Mst(U(r, r))(a,a) in
M(U(r, r))(a,a)

νi,j : Uj → N (U(r, r))(d,d)

and setting fpqi,j = ξ̆x0

(r,r,d,d) ◦ νi,j we have that Fi,j ∼S (f ′i,j)∗Ĕ
x0

(r,r,d,d) by Remark 6.3.4.
With a suitable combination of fi,j and f ′i,j we can construct a morphism from Uj →

Tn,m as follows

fj = (fpq1,j, . . . , f
pq
nj ,j

, fpnj+1,j, . . . , f
p
n′j ,j

)× (fpq1,j, . . . , f
pq
nj ,j

, f qn′j+1,j, . . . )

such that F ∼S f ∗j Ĕ
x0

(p,q,a,b). Therefore, defining f : U → Tn,m as the morphism such that
f |Uj = fj we have

E|X×U ∼S f ∗Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b).

We recall the group Γk defined in (5.4). Let us consider the action of Γk on T ∗X× k. . .
×T ∗X induced by the permutation action of the symmetric group and the following action
of group (Z2× k. . . ×Z2) on T ∗X× k. . . ×T ∗X

(1, . . . , 1,−1, 1, . . . , 1) · ((x1, λ1), . . . , (xi, λi), . . . , (xk, λk)) = (6.4)
= ((x1, λ1), . . . , (xi,− λi), . . . , (xk, λk)).
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We see that the quotient of T ∗X× k. . . ×T ∗X by Γk under this action is

(T ∗X× k. . . ×T ∗X) / Γk = Symk(X × C/±). (6.5)

Remark 6.3.6. After (6.5), we note that Tn,m/(Γn × Γm) is a subvariety of Symn(X ×
C/±)× Symm(X × C/±).

Lemma 6.3.7. Two points t1 and t2 ∈ Tn,m are such that Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b)|X×{t1} ∼= Ĕ
x0

(p,q,a,b)|X×{t2}
if and only if there exists an element of Γn × Γm sending t1 to t2 under the action defined
in (6.4).

Proof. We have that for every t ∈ Tn,m we have that Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b)|X×{t} is a direct sum of
stable U(r, 0) and U(0, r)-Higgs bundles and stable U(r, r)-Higgs bundles of the form
(V, V, λ id, λ id). By Proposition 6.2.4 we see that (V, V, λ id, λ id) ∼= (V ′, V ′, λ′ id, λ′ id)
if and only if V ′ ∼= V and λ′ = ±λ. Then, Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b)|X×{t1} and Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b)|X×{t2} are isomor-
phic if and only if the first is a direct sum of the factors of the second one with the Higgs
field multiplied or not by −1. This implies that t2 = σ · (z · t), where z is an element of
Z×n2 × Z×m2 and σ ∈ Sn×Sm is a permutation.

The previous results allow us to describe the moduli space of semistable U(p, q)-Higgs
bundles associated to the moduli functor Mod(Ăp,q, Q̆p,q, S).

Theorem 6.3.8. Let (p, q, a, b) = (nr,mr, nd,md) with n,m, r ∈ Z+ and d ∈ Z such
that gcd(r, d) = 1. Then there exists a coarse moduli spaceM(U(p, q)) associated to the
moduli problem Mod(Ăp,q, Q̆p,q, S). We have the following isomorphism for this moduli
space

ξ̆x0

(p,q,a,b) :M(U(p, q))(a,b)

∼= // Tn,m/(Γn × Γm)

[(V,W, β, γ)]S
� // [. . . ξx0

r,d(Vi,
√
βiγi) . . . ]Γn × [. . . ξx0

r,d(Wi,
√
βiγi) . . . ]Γm ,

where
gr(V,W, β, γ) =

⊕
i

(Vi,Wi, βi, γi).

Proof. By Proposition 6.3.5 Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b) has the local universal property for the moduli pro-

blem associated to Mod(Ăp,q, Q̆p,q, S). The result follows from Proposition 3.2.1 and
Lemma 6.3.7.

Proposition 6.3.9. We have the following commuting diagram

M(U(p, q)) //

ξ̆
x0
(p,q,a,b)

��

M(GL(p,C))a ×M(GL(q,C))b

ς
x0
(p,a)
×ςx0

(q,b)

��
Tn,m/(Γn × Γm) // SymnX × SymmX.
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Proof. By Remark 6.3.6 Tn,m/(Γn×Γm) is a subvariety of Symn(X×C/±)×Symm(X×
C/±). We see that Tn,m/(Γn × Γm) projects naturally to X×n/Sn×Xm/Sm and by Co-
rollary 6.2.3M(U(p, q))(a,b) projects to M(GL(p,C))a ×M(GL(q,C))b.

Suppose that (p, q, a, b) = (nr,mr, nd,md) and let (V,W, β, γ) be a polystable U(p, q)-
Higgs bundle of topological degree (a, b). By Corollary 6.2.5 we have that

(V,W, β, γ) ∼=
⊕̀
i=1

(Vi, Vi, λi · id, λi · id)⊕
n−⊕̀
j=1

(Vj, 0, 0, 0)⊕
m−⊕̀
k=1

(0, Vk, 0, 0),

where Vi, Vj and Vk are stable vector bundles of rank r and degree d and λi ∈ C∗.
We recall the involution `(p+q),(a+b) defined in (4.21). It is obvious that the Higgs bun-

dles (Vj, 0) and (Vk, 0) are fixed under `r,d, and since(
Vi ⊕ Vi,

(
0 λi
λi 0

))
∼=
(
Vi ⊕ Vi,

(
λi
−λi

))
,

the factors (Vi, Vi, λi · id, λi · id) give fixed points of `2r,2d.
After Proposition 6.2.1 and the previous considerations, we have that the following

morphism between moduli spaces is well defined

δ̆(p,q,a,b) :M(U(p, q))(a,b) −→ M(GL(p+ q,C))
`(p+q),(a+b)

a+b

[(V,W, β, γ)]S 7−→
[(
V ⊕W,

(
0 β
γ 0

))]
S

.

Remark 6.3.10. We can prove that δ̆(p,q,a,b) is not injective. Take V � W , then the U(p, p)-
Higgs bundles (V,W, 0, 0) and (W,V, 0, 0) are not isomorphic, but they have the same
image unde δ̆(p,p,a,a), since (V ⊕W, 0) and (W ⊕ V, 0) are isomorphic.

We define the Hitchin map for U(p, q)-Higgs bundles using this morphism and the
Hitchin map for Higgs bundles b(p+q,a+b)

b̆(p,q,a,b) = b(p+q,a+b) ◦ δ̆(p,q,a,b).

We denote by B̆(p,q,a,b) the image of the Hitchin map b̆(p,q,a,b). It follows from the definition
that B̆(p,q,a,b) ⊂ B(p+q,a+b), where B(p+q,a+b) is the image of b(p+q,a+b). Let us recall that
B(p+q,a+b)

∼= Sym(n+m)C.
From now on, we suppose with no loss of generality that n ≥ m. Let us take the

injection

i′n,m : Symm(C/±) // Sym(n+m)C

[[λ1]Z2 , . . . , [λm]Z2 ]Sm
� // [0, n−m. . . , 0, λ1,−λ1, . . . , λm,−λm]S(n+m)

.

After Theorem 6.3.8 we can observe that B̆(p,q,a,b) coincides with β(p+q,a+b)(im i′n,m).
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Let us recall that, using the invariant polynomials qn+m,1, . . . , qn+m,n+m, we have de-
fined in (4.14) the isomorphism qn+m : Sym(n+m)C

∼=−→ C(n+m). We can check that
qn+m(im i′n,m) is the vanishing locus of the polynomials qn+m,i with i > 2m or i = 2`+ 1.
Thus, we have im i′n,m

∼= Cm and it is smooth. As a consequence we have that im i′n,m
is isomorphic to Symm(C/±), since i′n,m is injective. If we compose with β(p+q,a+b) we
obtain the isomorphism

β̆(p,q,a,b) : Symm(C/±)
∼=−→ B̆(p,q,a,b).

Take the natural projection map

π̆k : Symk(X × C/±) −→ Symk(C/±).

Recall from Remark 6.3.6 that Tn,m/(Γn × Γm) is a subvariety of Symn(X × C/±) ×
Symm(X×C/±) and note that the image of this subvariety under π̆n×π̆m is the subvariety
in,m(Symm(C/±))× Symm(C/±) ⊂ Symn(C/±)× Symm(C/±).

We denote by π̆n,m the restriction of π̆n × π̆m to Tn,m/(Γn × Γm) composed with the
projection from in,m(Symm(C/±))× Symm(C/±) to Symm(C/±).

Lemma 6.3.11. We have the following commuting diagram

M(U(p, q))(a,b)

ξ̆
x0
(p,q,a,b)

��

b̆(p,q,a,b) // B̆(p,q,a,b)

∼= β−1
(p,q,a,b)

��
Tn,m/(Γn × Γm)

π̆n,m // Symm(C/±)

(6.6)

Proof. Let (p, q, a, b) = (nr,mr, nd,md) with gcd(r, d) = 1. By Corollary 6.2.5 we have
that every polystable U(p, q)-Higgs bundle of topological type (a, b) is of the form

(V,W, β, γ) ∼=
⊕̀
i=1

(Vi, Vi, λi · id, λi · id)⊕
n−⊕̀
j=1

(Vj, 0, 0, 0)⊕
m−⊕̀
k=1

(0, Vk, 0, 0),

where every V` is a stable vector bundle of rank r and degree d. Let us set

(Ei,Φi) =

(
Vi ⊕ Vi,

(
λi

λi

))
.

We see that Φi has eigenvalues λi, . . . , λi,−λi, . . . ,−λi.
The lemma follows from this observation, Theorem 6.3.8 and the definition of the

Hitchin map b̆(p,q,a,b) as δ̆(p,q,a,b) ◦ b(p+q,a+b).
We set

λ = (0, k0. . ., 0, λ1, k1. . ., λ1, . . . , λ`, k`. . ., λ`),

where λi 6= 0 for every i, λi 6= ±λj if i 6= j and m = k0 + k1 + · · ·+ k`.

Lemma 6.3.12. We have

π̆−1
n,m([λ]Γm) ∼= Symk0 X × Symk1 X× `. . . × Symk` X × Sym(n+k0−m) X.
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Proof. We can check that

π̆−1
n,m([λ]γm) =((π(n+m))−1(in,m([λ]Γm)) ∩ (Tn,m/(Γn × Γm)) =

=
(

Sym(n+k0−m) X × Symk1 X× `. . . × Symk` X
)

×
(
Symk0 X × Symk1 X× `. . . × Symk` X

)
∩ Tn,m/(Γn × Γm) =

=
(

Symk0 X × Symk1 X× `. . . × Symk` X × Sym(n+k0−m)X
)
.

We say that the generic element of Symm(C/±) is given by a tuple (λ1, . . . , λm) where
every λi is non-zero and if i 6= j we have λi 6= ±λj . We refer to the fibre of the Hitchin
fibration over a generic element of SymmC as the generic Hitchin fibre.

Corollary 6.3.13. The generic Hitchin fibre of the fibrationM(U(p, p))(a,a) −→ B̆(p,p,a,a)

is the abelian variety X× n. . . ×X .
The generic Hitchin fibre of the fibration M(U(p, q))(a,b) −→ B̆(p,q,a,b) is X× m. . .

×X × Symn−mX which is not an abelian variety if n > m+ 1.
If k0 is the number of zeroes appearing in λ the dimension of the Hitchin fibre over

[λ]Γm is n+ k0.

We define

∆1 = {(x1, x2) ∈ X ×X such that x1 = x2} ⊂ X ×X,

and
∆2 = {(x, [(x1, x2)]S2) such that x1 = x or x2 = x} ⊂ X × Sym2X.

Using this notation we can give a more detailed description of M(U(p, q))(a,b) for low
values of n and m. Let r > 0 and d be two integers such that gcd(r, d) = 1.

Remark 6.3.14. We have that

M(U(r, r))(d,d)
∼= T1,1 = (X ×X × {0}) ∪ (∆1 × (C/±)).

Since the intersection (X ×X × {0}) ∩ (∆1 × (C/±)) is non-empty, this is not a normal
variety.

Remark 6.3.15. We have that

M(U(r, 2r))(d,2d)
∼= T1,2/Γ2

∼= (X × Sym2X × {[0]±}) ∪ (∆2 × (C/±)).

Since the intersection (X × Sym2X ×{[0]±})∩ (∆2× (C/±)) is non-empty, this is not a
normal variety.

We study now the relation betweenM(U(p, q))(a,b) and M(U(p, q))(a,b). The family of
semistable U(p, q)-Higgs bundles of type (a, b) Ĕx0

(p,q,a,b) → X×Tn,m induces the following
morphism

νĔx0
(p,q,a,b)

: Tn,m −→M(U(p, q))(a,b).
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By Proposition 6.3.5 νĔ(p,q,a,b) factors through

ν Ĕx0
(p,q,a,b)

: Tn,m/(Γn × Γm) −→M(U(p, q))(a,b)

with ν Ĕx0
(p,q,a,b)

is bijective. Composing with ξ̆x0

(p,q,a,b) we obtain a bijection between our
moduli spaces

M(U(p, q))(a,b) −→M(U(p, q))(a,b).

SinceM(U(p, q))(a,b) is not normal in general, M(U(p, q))(a,b) is not normal either and we
can not apply Zariski’s Main Theorem. With this method we can not know if the above
bijection is an isomorphism or not.
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Chapter 7

U∗(2m) and GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles
over an elliptic curve

7.1 U∗(2m) and GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles
A U∗(2m)-Higgs bundle over the elliptic curve X is a triple (E,Ω,Φ), where E is a rank
2m holomorphic vector bundle over X , Ω ∈ H0(X,Λ2E∗) is a non-degenerate symplectic
form on E and Φ ∈ H0(X,EndE) is an endomorphism of E which commutes with Ω, i.e.
for every x ∈ X we have

Ω(u,Φ(v)) = Ω(Φ(u), v), for every u, v ∈ Ex.

Two U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles, (E,Ω,Φ) and (E ′,Ω′,Φ′) are isomorphic if there exists an
isomorphism f : E ′ → E such that Ω′ = f tΩf and Φ′ = f−1Φf .

A GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle over X is a triple (E,Q,Φ), where E is a rank n holomor-
phic vector bundle, Q ∈ H0(X, Sym2E∗) is a non-degenerate symmetric form on E and
Φ ∈ H0(X,EndE) is an endomorphism of E which commutes with Q, i.e. for every
x ∈ X we have

Q(u,Φ(v)) = Q(Φ(u), v), for every u, v ∈ Ex.

Again, two GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles (E,Q,Φ) and (E ′, Q′,Φ′) are isomorphic if there
exists an isomorphism f : E ′ → E such that Q′ = f tΩf and Φ′ = f−1Φf

U∗(2m) and GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles are particular cases of triples (E,Θ,Φ), where
(E,Φ) is a Higgs bundle and Θ : (E,Φ) → (E∗,Φt) is an isomorphism of Higgs bundles
that satisfies Θ = bΘt. If b = 1, we have a GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle, and if b = −1 it is a
U∗(2m)-Higgs bundle. Since Θ is an isomorphism of Higgs bundles, we represent it as a
commuting diagram

E
Θ //

Φ
��

E∗

Φt

��
E

Θ // E∗, where Θ = bΘt.
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The notions of stability, semistability and polystability of U∗(2m) and GL(n,R)-Higgs
bundles presented here are the ones worked out in [GGM] (see also [GO] for the stability
of U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles and [BGG2] for the stability of GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles).

Let (E,Θ,Φ) be a U∗(2m)-Higgs bundle or a GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle, since E ∼= E∗,
we have µ(E) = 0. We say that (E,Θ,Φ) is semistable if and only if for any Φ-invariant
isotropic subbundle F of E we have

µ(F ) ≤ µ(E) = 0

and it is stable if for any proper Φ-invariant isotropic subbundle the above inequality is
strict. Furthermore, (E,Θ,Φ) is polystable if it is semistable and for every isotropic strict
and Φ-invariant subbundle F of degree 0, there exists a Φ-invariant and coisotropic sub-
bundle F ′ such that E = F ⊕ F ′.

We can construct a Jordan-Hölder filtration for semistable U∗(2m) and GL(n,R)-Higgs
bundles as we did for Sp(2m,C) and O(n,C)-Higgs bundles in Section 3.6.

If (E,Θ,Φ) is stable we say that the Jordan-Hölder filtration is trivial 0 ⊂ E, if
(E,Θ,Φ) is a strictly semistable there exists an isotropic Φ-invariant subbundle E1 with
slope equal to zero, takingE1 minimal we can assume that (E1,Φ|E1) is stable. We writeE ′1
for E⊥Θ

1 and Φ′1 for the induced Higgs field on the quotient E/E ′1. Recall that Θ commutes
with the Higgs field, and then it induces an isomorphism θ1 : (E1,Φ1)

∼=−→ ((E/E ′1)∗,Φ′1),
where Φ1 is Φ|E1 .

We write Ẽ1 for the quotient E ′1/E1, and Θ̃1 and Φ̃1 for the quadratic form and the
Higgs field induced by Θ and Φ on the quotient. Since (E,Θ,Φ) is semistable we have
that (Ẽ1, Θ̃1, Φ̃1) is semistable as well. If (Ẽ1, Θ̃1, Φ̃1) is not stable, we can find another
isotropic and Φ-invariant subbundle E2 such that E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ E ′1 with (E2/E1,Φ2) stable,
where Φ2 is the restriction of Φ̃1 to E2/E1. Writing E ′2 = E⊥Θ

2 we have that this bundle
is contained in E ′1 since E1 ⊂ E2 and then we can consider the quotient E ′1/E

′
2 and Φ

′
2 as

the Higgs bundle induced by Φ̃1 on it. Since Θ̃1 commutes with the Higgs field induces an
isomorphism θ2 : (E2/E1,Φ2)

∼=−→ ((E ′1/E
′
2)∗,Φ

′
2).

We define Ẽ2 as the quotient E ′2/E2. We have that Θ induces Θ̃2 on Ẽ2 non-degenerate
and so we obtain an U∗(2m) or GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle (Ẽ2, Θ̃2, Φ̃2). Since (E,Θ,Φ) is
semistable we have that (Ẽ2, Θ̃2, Φ̃2) is again semistable. We repaet it until we obtain a
stable (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k) or zero. This gives a Jordan-Hölder filtration

0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ E ′2 ⊂ E ′1 ⊂ E ′0 = E

where E⊥Θ
i = E ′i, and for i 6= k we have that (Ei/Ei−1,Φi) and (E ′i−1/E

′
i,Φ

′
i) are stable

Higgs bundles satisfying θi : (Ei/Ei−1,Φi)
∼=−→ ((E ′i−1/E

′
i)
∗,Φ

′
i).

We define the associated graded object of every semistable U∗(2m) or GL(n,R)-Higgs
bundle (E,Θ,Φ)

gr(E,Θ,Φ) = (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k)⊕
k−1⊕
i=1

(
(Ei/Ei−1)⊕ (E ′i−1/E

′
i),

(
0 bθti
θi 0

)
,Φi ⊕ Φ

′
i

)
,

where b = −1 for U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles and b = 1 for GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles. Recall
that (Ẽk, Θ̃k, Φ̃k) is stable if it exists and θi : (Ei/Ei−1,Φi)

∼=−→ ((E ′i−1/E
′
i)
∗,Φ

′
i).
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For a given (E,Θ,Φ), the associated graded object gr(E,Θ,Φ) is unique up to isomor-
phism although the Jordan-Hölder filtration may not.

Let us write Ȧm for the collection of all semistable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles over X . A
family of U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles parametrized by T is a triple (V , Ω, Φ), where (V , Ω) is
a family of Sp(2m,C)-bundles parametrized by T and Φ is an endomorphism of F that
commutes with Ω. We call the algebraic condition defining these families Ṗm.

We take Än to be the collection of all semistable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles over X . A
family of GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles parametrized by T is a triple (V ,Q, Φ), where (V ,Q) is
a family of O(n,C)-bundles parametrized by T and Φ an endomorphism of V commuting
with Q. We write P̈n for the algebraic condition defining these families.

Two semistable U∗(2m) or GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles (E,Θ,Φ) and (E ′,Θ′,Φ′) are S-
equivalent if gr(E,Θ,Φ) ∼= gr(E ′,Θ′,Φ′). We define stability and S-equivalence for Ṗm
and P̈n-families pointwise. Recalling (3.5) we define the following moduli functors

Mod(Ȧm, Ṗm, S)

and
Mod(Än, P̈n, S).

By [Sc] there exist M(U∗(2m)) and M(GL(n,R)), respectively the moduli space of S-
equivalence classes of semistable U∗(2m) and GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles associated to the
previous moduli functors. In every S-equivalence class we always find a polystable repre-
sentative which is unique up to isomorphism.

We denote by Ȧstm and Ästn the subcollection of Ȧm and Än given by the stable U∗(2m)
and GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles. For stable bundles S-equivalence is the same as isomorphism
and then S-equivalence for families is isomorphism pointwise. We consider the moduli
functors

Mod(Ȧstm, Ṗm,
pt∼=)

and
Mod(Ästn , P̈n,

pt∼=).

If they exists, we denote by Mst(U∗(2m)) and Mst(GL(n,R)) the moduli spaces of iso-
morphism classes of stable U∗(2m) or GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles associated to this functor.

We say that E → X×T , a family of semistable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles (resp. semistable
GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles), is locally graded if for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset
U ⊂ T containing t and a set of families F ′1, . . . ,F ′k and F1, . . .F` parametrized by U
such that the F ′j are families of stable U∗(2)-Higgs bundles (resp. stable GL(1,R)-Higgs
bundles) and the Fi are families of the form

Fi =

(
Vi ⊕ V∗i ,

(
0 bϑti
ϑi 0

)
,

(
Φi

Φ′i

))
where b = −1 (resp. b = 1), Vi is a family of stable vector bundles, ϑi : Vi → Vi
is an isomorphism, Φi and Φ′i are, respectively, endomorphisms of Vi and V∗i satisfying
ϑiΦi = Φ′iϑ

t
i. The set of families is such that for every t′ ∈ U we have

E|X×{t′} ∼S
k⊕
j=1

F ′j|X×{t′} ⊕
⊕̀
i=1

Fi|X×{t′}.
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We say that the locally graded families of semistable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles (resp. the
locally graded families of semistable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles) satisfy the algebraic condi-
tion Q̇m (resp. Q̈n). We consider the moduli functors for locally graded families

Mod(Ȧm, Q̇m, S) and Mod(Ȧstm, Q̇m, S) (7.1)

and
Mod(Än, Q̈n, S) and Mod(Ästn , Q̈n, S). (7.2)

We denote byM(U∗(2m)) andMst(U∗(2m)) and byM(GL(n,R)) andMst(GL(n,R))
their associated moduli spaces whenever these moduli spaces exist.

7.2 Stability of GL(n,R) and U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles
We can observe that U∗(2m) and GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles have similarities with Sp(2m,C)
and O(n,C)-Higgs bundles, all of them are triples (E,Θ,Φ) given by a vector bundle E, a
quadratic form Θ and a Higgs field Φ. The only difference is the compatibility conditions
between the Higgs field and the quadratic form in each case. The compatibility condition
for U∗(2m) and GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle is ΘΦ = ΦtΘ while the compatibility condition
for Sp(2m,C) and O(n,C)-Higgs bundles is ΘΦ = −ΦtΘ. When this compatibility con-
dition is not involved, we can extend the results obtained for Sp(2m,C) and O(n,C)-Higgs
bundles to U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles and GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles.

Proposition 7.2.1. Let (E,Θ,Φ) be a semistable U∗(2m) or GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle. Then
(E,Φ) is a semistable Higgs bundle. If further (E,Θ,Φ) is polystable, then (E,Φ) is
polystable too.

Proof. Substituting Sp(2m,C) and O(n,C) by U∗(2m) and GL(n,R) in the proof of
Proposition 5.1.2 leads to the result.

Proposition 7.2.2. Let (E,Θ,Φ) be a semistable U∗(2m) or GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle. Then
(E,Θ) is a semistable Sp(2m,C) or O(n,C)-bundle. If further (E,Θ,Φ) is polystable,
(E,Θ) is polystable too.

Conversely, every U∗(2m) or GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle of the form (E,Θ,Φ) with (E,Θ)
semistable, is semistable.

Proof. The first part follows from the proof of Proposition 5.1.1 substituting Sp(2m,C)
and O(n,C) by U∗(2m) and GL(n,R).

The second part is obvious since (E,Θ) semistable implies that all isotropic subbundles
(including those that are Φ-invariant) have slope less than or equal to 0.

From the definition of the associated graded object, we know that every strictly polysta-
ble U∗(2) or GL(2,R)-Higgs bundle (E,Θ,Φ) is isomorphic to (L ⊕ E/L, Θ̃,Φ|L ⊕ Φ̃),
where L is a stable isotropic and Φ-invariant subbundle (necessarily of rank 1 and degree
0). Since L is isotropic we have that E/L ∼= L∗ and since Φ commutes with Θ we have
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that Φ̃ = φ if ΦL = φ ∈ H0(X,O). Thus, we have that (E,Θ,Φ) is isomorphic to
(L⊕ L∗, Θ̃, φ⊗ idL⊕L∗), where Θ̃ is off-diagonal

Θ̃ =

(
0 bθ
θ 0

)
with b = −1 in the case of U∗(2)-Higgs bundles and b = 1 for GL(2,R)-Higgs bundles.
Composing with the isomorphism θ−1/2 idL⊕L∗ we obtain that

(E,Θ,Φ) ∼=
(
L⊕ L∗,

(
0 b
1 0

)
,

(
φ

φ

))
for some L ∈ Pic0(X) and some φ ∈ H0(X,O).

Proposition 7.2.3. There are no stable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles over an elliptic curve. If
(E,Ω,Φ) is a polystable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundle then it is a direct sum of polystable U∗(2)-
Higgs bundles

(E,Ω,Φ) ∼=
m⊕
i=1

(
Li ⊕ L∗i ,

(
0 −1
1 0

)
,

(
φi

φi

))
where Li ∈ Pic0(X) and φi ∈ H0(X,O).

Proof. Suppose (E,Ω,Φ) is stable. By Lemma 7.2.1, the Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is polystable
and, recalling that deg(E) = 0, by Corollary 4.2.4 E decomposes as a direct sum of Higgs
bundles of rank 1 and degree 0

(E,Φ) =
⊕
i

(Li, φi), φi = λi ⊗ idLi , λi ∈ C.

Since Ω is antisymmetric, every Li is isotropic. By construction Li is also Φ-invariant and
therefore there are no stable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles over an elliptic curve.

The description of polystable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles follows from the Jordan-Hölder
filtration and the fact that there are no stable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles.

Let J0 (∼= O), J1, J2 and J3 be the elements of Pic0(X)[2]. We note that every
GL(1,R)-Higgs bundle is stable and isomorphic to (Ja, 1, φ).

Proposition 7.2.4. The GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ) is stable if and only if it is a
direct sum of stable GL(1,R)-Higgs bundles

(E,Q,Φ) ∼=
⊕
i

(Jai , 1, φi)

where, for every i 6= j we have (Jai , 1, φi) � (Jaj , 1, φj).

Proof. First we note that every GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle of this form is stable since every
Φ-invariant subbundle of degree 0 is not isotropic.

Now we suppose that (E,Q,Φ) is any stable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle. By Proposition
7.2.1 we have that (E,Φ) is polystable and then

(E,Φ) ∼=
⊕
i

(Li, φi)
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with (Li, φi) a Higgs bundle of rank 1 and degree 0. Since Q commutes with Φ, Q sends
(Li, φi) to (L∗i , φi) and if Li � L∗i then Li is isotropic, Φ-invariant and with degLi = 0.
Such a subbundle would contradict the stability of (E,Q,Φ) and therefore every Li is self-
dual.

Since E is a direct sum of J0 (∼= O), J1, J2 and J3, we see that (E,Q,Φ) decomposes
in

(E,Q,Φ) ∼=
⊕
a

(Ea, Qa,Φa)

where Ea ∼= J⊕naa and Qa and Φa are the restrictions of Q and Φ to Ea. If (Ea, Qa,Φa) has
a Φ-invariant isotropic subbundle of degree 0 so does (E,Q,Φ) and this would contradict
the stability of (E,Q,Φ). Therefore (Ea, Qa,Φa) is stable and has no Φ-invariant isotropic
subbundle of degree 0.

Let Ea,i be the subbundle of Ea associated to the eigenvalue φi of Φa. Since Qa and Φa

commute, Qa preserves Ea,i and then we obtain a decomposition of (Ea, Qa,Φa)

(Ea, Qa,Φa) ∼=
⊕
j

(Ea,j, Qa,j,Φa,j)

where Φa,i = λj idEa,i and λj 6= λk if j 6= k. Every isotropic subbundle of degree 0
of (Ea,i, Qa,i) is also a Φ-invariant isotropic subbundle of (E,Q,Φ) and contradicts the
stability of the last. By Proposition 5.1.3, if rkEa,i is greater that one, there are isotropic
subbundles of degree 0. Therefore (Ea,i, Qa,i,Φa,i) ∼= (Ja, 1, φi).

Once we have described the stable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles, the description of polysta-
ble GL(n,R) follows from the definition of the associated graded object.

Corollary 7.2.5. If (E,Q,Φ) is a polystable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle then it is a direct sum
of stable GL(1,R)-Higgs bundles and polystable GL(2,R)-Higgs bundles

(E,Q,Φ) ∼=
⊕̀
j=1

(Jaj , 1, φj)⊕
m⊕
i=1

(
Li ⊕ L∗i ,

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
φi

φi

))
(7.3)

where n = `+ 2m, Ja ∈ Pic0(X)[2], Li ∈ Pic0(X) and φj, φi ∈ H0(X,O).

If, for some j 6= j′, we have (Jaj , 1, φj)
∼= (Jaj′ , 1, φj′) in the direct sum (7.3), the

GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ) is still polystable, since

(Ja, 1, φ)⊕ (Ja, 1, φ) ∼=
(
Ja ⊕ J∗a ,

(
1

1

)
,

(
φ

φ

))
.

7.3 Moduli spaces of U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles
Theorem 7.3.1. For every m > 0

Mst(U∗(2m)) = ∅.
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 7.2.3.
From Proposition 7.2.2 we know that the following morphism is well defined

η̇1 : M(U∗(2)) // M(Sp(2))×H0(X,O)

[(E,Ω,Φ)]S
� //

(
[(E,Ω)]S,

1
2

tr Φ
)
.

This map allows us to describe the moduli space associated to the functor Mod(Ȧ1, Ṗ1, S).

Theorem 7.3.2. We have an isomorphism

M(U∗(2)) ∼= P1 × C.

Proof. We can easily see that η̇1 is bijective. By Proposition 7.2.3 every polystable U∗(2)-
Higgs bundle is isomorphic to (E,Ω, φ idE). Suppose we have two polystable U∗(2)-Higgs
bundles (E,Ω, φ idE) and (E ′,Ω′, φ′ idE′) such that (E,Ω) ∼= (E ′,Ω′) and tr Φ = tr Φ′.
This last equality implies that φ = φ′, and then the isomorphism of Sp(2)-bundles lifts to
an isomorphism of U∗(2)-Higgs bundles.

Since M(Sp(2,C))×H0(X,O) ∼= P1×C is normal, by Zariski’s Main Theorem η̇1 is
an isomorphism.

Let us take (V(1,0), Φ(1,0))→ X×T ∗X to be the universal family of stable Higgs bundles
of rank 1 and degree 0. We can construct the following family of polystable U∗(2)-Higgs
bundles

Ė1 =

(
V(1,0) ⊕ V∗(1,0),

(
0 −1
1 0

)
,

(
Φ(1,0) 0

0 Φ(1,0)

))
.

Taking the fibre product over X we construct

Ė ′m = Ė1× m. . . ×Ė1

and with the extension of structure group associated to the injection  : U∗(2)
m
× ×U∗(2) ↪→

U∗(2m) we define
Ėm = j∗Ė ′m.

This is a family of polystable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles parametrized by T ∗X m. . . ×T ∗X .
Take a family F → X × T of semistable U∗(2)-Higgs bundles of the form

F =

(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 −ϑt
ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′

)
where (V , Φ) and (V∗, Φ′)) are families of rank 1 Higgs bundles of degree zero such that
ϑ : V → V is an isomorphism satisfying ϑΦ = −Φ′ϑt. Taking ϑ−1/2 : V → V we can
construct an isomorphism(

V ⊕ V∗,
(

0 −ϑt
ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′

)
∼=
(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ

)
.
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Remark 7.3.3. Since by Proposition 7.2.3 there are no stable U∗(2)-Higgs bundles, eve-
ry locally graded family E → X × T of semistable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles is such that
for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t and a set of families
(V1, Φ1), . . . , (Vm, Φm) of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0 such that

E|X×U ∼S
m⊕
i=1

(
Vi ⊕ V∗i ,

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, Φi ⊕ Φi

)
. (7.4)

Proposition 7.3.4. Ėm is a family with the local universal property among locally graded
families of semistable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles.

Proof. A locally graded family of semistable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles F → X × T is such
that for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t and m families (Vi, Φi)
of rank 1 and degree 0 Higgs bundles parametrized by U satisfying (7.4).

Since E(1,0) = (V(1,0), Φ(1,0)) is the universal family of rank 1 and degree 0 Higgs bun-
dles we have that there exists fi : T → T ∗X such that (Vi, Φi) ∼S (fi)∗E(1,0). Then, setting
f = (f1, . . . , fm), we have that F ∼S f∗Ėm.

Let us recall the group Γm defined in (5.4) and consider the action of Γm on T ∗X× m. . .
×T ∗X induced by the permutation action of the symmetric group and the following action
of group (Z2× m. . . ×Z2) on T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X

(1, . . . , 1,−1, 1, . . . , 1) · ((x1, λ1), . . . , (xi, λi), . . . , (xm, λm)) = (7.5)
= ((x1, λ1), . . . , (−xi,λi), . . . , (xm, λm)).

We see that the quotient of T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X by Γm under this action is

(T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X) / Γm = Symm((X/±)× C) ∼= Symm(P1 × C).

Remark 7.3.5. One can check that two points t1 and t2 of T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X are such
that Ėm|X×{t1} and Ėm|X×{t2} are isomorphic if and only there is an element γ ∈ Γm with
t2 = γ · t1 with the action defined in (7.5).

Theorem 7.3.6. There exists a moduli spaceM(U∗(2m)) associated to the moduli functor
Mod(Ȧm, Q̇m, S). We have the following isomorphism

ξ̇x0
m :M(U∗(2m))

∼= // Symm(P1 × C)

[(E,Ω,Φ)]S
� // [([ςx0

1,0(L1)]±, φ1), . . . , ([ςx0
1,0(Lm)]±, φm)]Sm ,

where

gr(E,Ω,Φ) ∼=
m⊕
i=1

(
Li ⊕ L∗i ,

(
0 −1
1 0

)
,

(
φi

φi

))
Proof. This follows from Propositions 3.2.1 and 7.3.4 and Remark 7.3.5.

Let us study the relation betweenM(U∗(2m)) andM(GL(n,C))0. Recall the involu-
tion 2m defined in (4.23). Let (E,Ω,Φ) be a semistable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundle, we recall
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that Ω is an antisymmetric isomorphism between (E,Φ) and (E∗,Φt). Then, by Proposi-
tion 7.2.1, [(E,Φ)]S is a fixed point of 2m. We have the following morphism

δ̇m :M(U∗(2m)) // (M(GL(2m,C))0)n

[(E,Ω,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Φ)]S.

By Lemma 4.3.14, the fixed point subvarietyM(GL(2m,C))n0 is isomorphic to the variety
(Sym2m T ∗X)j2m , where the involution j2m is defined in (4.26). We define

ḋm : Symm((X/±)× C) // (Sym2m T ∗X)j2m

[([x1]Z2 , λ1), . . . , ([xm]Z2 , λm)]Sm
� // [(x1, λ1), (−x1, λ1), . . . , (xm, λm), (−xm, λm)]S2m

.

(7.6)
Thanks to Lemma 4.3.14,M(GL(2m,C))2m0 is isomorphic to (Sym2m T ∗X)j2m . Let

us denote by ξx0,j2m
n,0 the restriction of ξx0

n,0 to the fixed point locus. We can give an explicit
description of δ̇m.

Lemma 7.3.7. The following diagram is commutative

M(U∗(2m))
δ̇m //

∼=ξ̇
x0
m

��

M(GL(2m,C))2m0

ξ
x0,j2m
n,0

∼=
��

Symm((X/±)× C)
ḋm // (Sym2m T ∗X)j2m .

Proof. By Proposition 7.2.3 every polystable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundle is isomorphic to

(E,Ω,Φ) =
m⊕
i=1

(
Li ⊕ L∗i ,

(
1

1

)
,

(
φi

φi

))
.

Let us take (xi, λi) = ξx0
1,0(Li, φi), then we have that ḋm ◦ ξ̇x0

m ([(E,Ω,Φ)]S) is

[(x1, λ1), (−x1, λ1), . . . , (xm, λm), (−xm, λm)]S2m
.

Since ξx0
1,0(L∗i , φi) = (−xi, λi), this is equal to ξx0

2m,0 ◦ δ̇m ([(E,Ω,Φ)]S).

Remark 7.3.8. By Lemma 7.3.7 and the fact that ḋm is an injection, we know that δ̇m is an
injection as well.

Proposition 7.2.2 allows us to define the following morphism

ȧm :M(U∗(2m)) // M(Sp(2m,C))

[(E,Ω,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Ω)]S.
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We can also consider the natural projection

ṗm : Symm((X/±)× C) // Symm(X/±)

[([x1]Z2 , λ1), . . . , ([xm]Z2 , λm)]Sm
� // [[x1]Z2 , . . . , [xm]Z2 ]Sm .

Proposition 7.3.9. We have the following commuting diagram

M(U∗(2m))
ȧm //

ξ̇
x0
m

��

M(Sp(2m,C))

ς̃
x0
m

��
Symm((X/±)× C)

ṗm // Symm(X/±).

Proof. Taking the underlying Sp(2m,C)-bundle gives, by Proposition 7.2.2, a surjective
morphism fromM(U∗(2m)) to M(Sp(2m,C)). Also, Symm((X/±) × C) projects natu-
rally to Symm(X/±) and one can check that the diagram commutes.

Thanks to Proposition 7.2.1 we construct the following morphism between moduli
spaces

δ̇m :M(U∗(2m)) //M(GL(2m,C))0

[(E,Ω,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Φ)]S

Using δ̇m and the Hitchin map for Higgs bundles b(2m,0), we define the Hitchin map for
U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles

ḃm = b(2m,0) ◦ δ̇m.

Let Ḃm be the image of the Hitchin map ḃm. We recall that Ḃm ⊂ B(2m,0) and B(2m,0)
∼=

Sym2mC. Let us consider the morphism

i′′m : SymmC // Sym2mC

[λ1, . . . , λm]Sm
� // [λ1, λ1, . . . , λm, λm]S2m .

We know by Theorem 7.3.6, that Ḃm coincides with β(2m,0)(im i′′m).
Recalling (4.13) and (4.15), we see that im i′′m is smooth and then, since i′′m is injective,

im i′′m
∼= SymmC. We compose with β(2m,0) defined in (4.17), to obtain the following

isomorphism
β̇m : SymmC

∼=−→ Ḃm.

We consider the natural projection

π̇m : Symm(P1 × C) −→ SymmC.
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Lemma 7.3.10. The following diagram commutes

M(U∗(2m))
ḃm //

∼=ξ̇
x0
m

��

Ḃm

β̇−1
m

∼=
��

Symm(P1 × C)
π̇m // SymmC.

(7.7)

Proof. If (E,Ω,Φ) is a polystable U∗(2m)-Higgs bundle, by Proposition 7.2.3 it decom-
poses as follows

(E,Ω,Φ) ∼=
m⊕
i=1

(
Li ⊕ L∗i ,

(
0 1
−1 0

)
,

(
λi,

λi

))
.

Since the eigenvalues of Φ are λ1, λ1, . . . , λm, λm, we can check that the image under β̇−1
m

of ḃm(([(E,Ω,Φ)]S)) is [λ1, . . . , λm]Sm . It is easy to check that π̇m ◦ ξ̇x0
m ([(E,Ω,Φ)]S) is

again [λ1, . . . , λm]Sm .
The generic element of Ḃm comes from the following element of C× m. . . ×C,

λgen = (λ1, . . . , λm),

where λi 6= λj if i 6= j and for every i we have λi 6= 0.

Lemma 7.3.11.
π̇−1
m ([λgen]Sm) ∼= P1× m. . . ×P1.

Proof. Since λi 6= λj for every i, j such that i 6= j, the stabilizer in Sm of λgen is trivial
and then the stabilizer of every tuple of the form

((p1, λ1), . . . , (pm, λm))

is trivial too. This implies that every such tuple is uniquely determined by the choice of
(x1, . . . , xm), and then π̇−1

m ([λgen]Sm) is isomorphic to P1× m. . . ×P1.
We treat now the case of an arbitrary point of Ḃm. The arbitrary element of SymmC is

the Sm-orbit of the following tuple

λarb = (λ1, m1. . ., λ1, . . . , λ`, m`. . ., λ`),

where λi 6= λj if i 6= j and m = m1 + · · ·+m`.

Lemma 7.3.12.
π̇−1
m ([λarb]Sm) ∼= Pm1 × · · · × Pm` .

Proof. The stabilizer in Sm of λarb is

ZSm(λarb) = Sm1 × · · · ×Sm` .

Two points of P1× m. . . ×P1 give the same element in Symm(P1×C) if and only if they are
related by the action of ZSm(λarb). Then

π̇−1
m ([λarb]Sm) ∼= (P1× m. . . ×P1)/ZSm(λarb) = Symm1 P1 × · · · × Symm` P1.

We recall that Symn P1 ∼= Pn.
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Corollary 7.3.13. The generic fibre of the Hitchin map for U∗(2m)-Higgs bundles is P1× m. . .
×P1, the Hitchin fibre of an arbitrary element of Ḃm is Pm1 × · · · × Pm` .

We can say something about M(U∗(2m)), the moduli space associated to the moduli
functor Mod(Ȧm, Ṗm, S).

Proposition 7.3.14. We have a bijective morphism M(U∗(2m)) → M(U∗(2m)), hence
M(U∗(2m)) is the normalization of M(U∗(2m)).

Proof. The family Ėm induces a morphism

νĖm : T ∗X× m. . . ×T ∗X −→M(U∗(2m)),

and by Remark 7.3.5 it factors through

ν Ėm : Symm(P1 × C) −→M(U∗(2m)).

Let us denote by M(U∗(2m)) the normalization of M(U∗(2m)). Since Symm(P1×C)
is normal, by the universal property of the normalization, ν Ėm factors through

ν̃Ėm : Symm(P1 × C) −→M(U∗(2m)).

This map is an isomorphism since it is a bijection and M(U∗(2m)) is normal. Then
M(U∗(2m)) is the normalization of M(U∗(2m)).

Remark 7.3.15. Both moduli spaces would be isomorphic if M(U∗(2m)) is normal, but
normality in this case is an open question.

7.4 Moduli spaces of GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles
By Proposition 7.2.4 we have that a stable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle is the direct sum of n
different stable GL(1,R)-Higgs bundles. Let us define Ëa,1 to be the family of GL(1,R)-
Higgs bundles parametrized by C with underlying O(1,C)-bundle (J1, 1), we set

Ë1,a|X×{λ} ∼= (Ja, 1, λ idJa). (7.8)

We denote by Cn the following subset of Cn

Cn = {(λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Cn such that for every i 6= j we have λi 6= λj}.

Take the injection ı : GL(1,R)× n. . . ×GL(1,R) ↪→ GL(n,R) and using the extension
of structure group associated to ı let us define the following family of GL(n,R)-Higgs
bundles

Ë ′n,a = ı∗(Ë1,a×X n. . . ×X Ë1,a).

This family is parametrized by Cn and parametrizes stable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles and
strictly polystable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles. We define Ëstn,a as the restriction to X ×Cn of
Ëstn,a. We see that Ëstn,a is a family of stable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles.
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Let us denote by Ξ0
n the set of points of M(O(n,C)) obtained from the projection from

M(O(1,C))× n. . . ×M(O(1,C)). We see that a point of Ξ0
n is completely determined by

four non-negative integers n0, n1,n2 and n3 such that n = n0 + n1 + n2 + n3 where na is
the number of summands of O(1,C)-bundles of the form (Ja, 1). We denote the elements
of Ξ0

n by n = (n0, n1, n2, n3). For a given n ∈ Ξ0
n we define

Ëstn,n = ı∗(Ëstn0,0
×X Ëstn1,1

×X Ëstn2,2
× Ëstn3,3

)

where ı∗ is the extension of structure group associated to the injection ı : GL(n0,R) ×
GL(n1,R)×GL(n2,R)×GL(n3,R) ↪→ GL(n,R). We observe that Ëstn,n is parametrized
by Cn0 × Cn1 × Cn2 × Cn3 .

We define Ξn as the following subset of Ξ0
n × Cn

Ξn =
⋃
n∈Ξ0

n

n× (Cn0 × Cn1 × Cn2 × Cn3).

We set Ëstn to be the family parametrized by Ξn where the restriction of Ëstn to n× (Cn0 ×
Cn1 × Cn2 × Cn3) for some n ∈ Ξ0

n is given by Ëstn,n.

Remark 7.4.1. Two elements t1 and t2 of Ξn are such that Ëstn |X×{t1} ∼= Ëstn |X×{t2} if
and only if there exists n ∈ Ξ0

n and σ ∈ Sn0 ×Sn1 ×Sn2 ×Sn3 such that t1, t2 ∈ n ×
(Cn0 × Cn1 × Cn2 × Cn3) and t2 = σt1. The first condition is equivalent to the fact that
Ëstn |X×{t1} and Ëstn |X×{t2} have the same underlying O(n,C)-bundle, the second condition
is equivalent to the fact that Ëstn |X×{t1} and Ëstn |X×{t2} are direct sums of the same GL(1,R)-
Higgs bundles.

Lemma 7.4.2. The family Ëstn has the local universal property among locally graded fami-
lies of stable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles.

Proof. Suppose that F → X × T is a family of stable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles. Suppose
that T = ∪Ti where each Ti is irreducible and we denote byFi = (Ei,Qi, Φi) the restriction
of F to Ti. The family of underlying GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles (Ei,Qi) induces a morphism
from Ti to Ξ0

n. Since F is locally graded, so is Fi, and by definition, there exist n families
of GL(1,R)-Higgs bundles Fi,j = (Jai,j ,Qi,j, Φi,j) such that

Fi ∼=
n⊕
j=1

Fi,j.

Counting the number of j such that ai,j = 0, 1, 2 or 3 we obtain n0,i, n1,i, n2,i and n3,i and
therefore ni ∈ Ξ0

n. Furthermore, the Φi,j gives us a morphism fi,j : Ti → C, and, taking
fi = (fi,1, . . . , fi,n) we obtain a morphism fromU to ni×(Cn0,i×Cn1,i×Cn2,i×Cn3,i ⊂ Ξn.
By construction, we have

Fi ∼S (fi)∗Ëstn .
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Theorem 7.4.3. There exists a moduli space of stable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles associated
to Mod(Ästn , Q̈n, S). This moduli space is isomorphic to

Mst(GL(n,R)) ∼=
⊕
n∈Ξ0

n

((Cn0/Sn0)× (Cn1/Sn1)× (Cn2/Sn2)× (Cn3/Sn3)) .

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.2.1, Lemma 7.4.2 and Remark 7.4.1.
We take the universal family (F(1,0), Φ(1,0)) → X × (Pic0(X) × H0(X,O)) of stable

Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0 and we construct the following family of polystable
GL(2,R)-Higgs bundles

Ë ′′2 =

(
F(1,0) ⊕F∗(1,0),

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
Φ(1,0) 0

0 Φ(1,0)

))
. (7.9)

Recall the following involution jn of Symn T ∗X defined in (4.26). We take the projec-
tion map

p : T ∗X× n. . . ×T ∗X // Symn T ∗X

((x1, λ1), . . . , (xn, λn)) � // [(x1, λ1), . . . , (xn, λn)]Sn .

We define T̈n as the closed subvariety of T ∗X× n. . . ×T ∗X given by the preimage of the
fixed point set of j

T̈n = p−1((Symn T ∗X)jn),

and then
T̈n/Sn

∼= (Symn T ∗X)jn . (7.10)

Let us call the four points of X[2] y0, y1, y2 and y3. We take the injection map ı :
T ∗X −→ T ∗X × T ∗X sending (x, λ) to ((x, λ), (−x, λ)). We have ı = (ı1, ı2) where ıi
is the image on the i-th factor. For different values of k we consider a collection of maps
ık = (ık,1, ık,2).

We see that T̈n is given by the union of irreducible components T̈n = ∪T̈n,` where each
T̈n,` is the set of points of T ∗X× n. . . ×T ∗X such that for a given σ` ∈ Sn, the subvariety
σ` · T̈n,` has the form

σ · T̈n,` = ({y0} × C)n0,` × ({y1} × C)n1,` × ({y2} × C)n2,` × ({y3} × C)n3,`×
× ı1,1T ∗X × ı1,2T ∗X × · · · × ık`,1T ∗X × ık`,2T ∗X.

We denote by T̈n,`′ the irreducible component σ` · T̈n,`. Obviously T̈n,` and T̈n,`′ are isomor-
phic, we call the isomorphism between them fσ` . Recall the families Ë1,a and Ë ′′2 defined
in (7.8) and (7.9). Let us consider the family parametrized by T̈n,`′ given by the following
fibre product

Ë ′n,`′ =Ë1,0×X n0,`′. . . ×X Ë1,0 ×X Ë1,1×X n1,`′. . . ×X Ë1,1 ×X Ë1,2×X n2,`′. . . ×X Ë1,2

×X Ë1,3×X n3,`′. . . ×X Ë1,3 ×X Ë ′′2×X k`′. . . ×X Ë ′′2 .
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Let us consider  : GL(1,R)× · · · ×GL(1,R)×GL(2,R)× · · · ×GL(2,R) and using the
extension of structure group associated to  we define

Ën,`′ = ∗Ë ′n,`′ .

This is a family of polystable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles defined over T̈n,`′ . Using the mor-
phism fσ` : T̈n,` → T̈n,`′ , we define the pull-back

Ën,` = (fσ`)
∗Ën,`′ .

We observe that for every t ∈ T̈n,`1 ∩ T̈n,`2 we have that

Ën,`1|X×{t} ∼= Ën,`2|X×{t}

and then, we can define Ën as the family of GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles parametrized by T̈n
such that the restriction of Ën to each T̈n,` is Ën,`.

Remark 7.4.4. Take two elements t1 and t2 of T̈n. We have that Ën|X×{t1} ∼= Ën|X×{t2} if
and only if there exists σ ∈ Sn such that t2 = σ · t1.

We can check that every family F → X × T of semistable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles of
the form

F =

(
V ⊕ V∗,

(
0 ϑt

ϑ 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ′

)
is isomorphic to a family of the form(

V ⊕ V∗,
(

0 1
1 0

)
, Φ⊕ Φ

)
if (V , Φ) is a family of rank 1 and degree 0 Higgs bundles.

Remark 7.4.5. Every locally graded family E → X × T of semistable GL(n,R)-Higgs
bundles is such that for every t ∈ T there exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t, k
families of GL(1,R)-Higgs bundles Fj = (Jaj , 1, Φ

′
j) and m = (n−k)/2 families (Vi, Φi)

of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0 such that

E|X×U ∼S
k⊕
j=1

(Jaj , 1, Φ
′
j)⊕

m⊕
i=1

(
Vi ⊕ V∗i ,

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, Φi ⊕ Φi

)
. (7.11)

Proposition 7.4.6. Ën has the local universal property among locally graded families of
semistable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles.

Proof. Suppose that E → X × T is a locally graded family. Then, by Remark 7.4.5 there
exists an open subset U ⊂ T containing t, k families Fj = (Jaj , 1, Φ

′
j) of GL(1,R)-

Higgs bundles and m = (n − k)/2 families (Vi, Φi) of rank 1 and degree 0 Higgs bundles
parametrized by U satisfying (7.11). We set

Ei =

(
Vi ⊕ V∗i ,

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, Φi ⊕ Φi

)
.
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We take T̈n,` to be an irreducible component of T̈n with k` = m. Recall that E(1,0) =
(V(1,0), Φ(1,0)) is the universal family of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0. For every
family (Vi, Φi) associated to Ei we have fi : U → T ∗X such that (fi)

∗(V(1,0), Φ(1,0)) ∼S
(Vi, Φi). For every Fj = (Jaj , 1, Φ

′
j), the Higgs field Φ′j induces a morphism f ′j : U → C,

such that (f ′j)
∗Ëst1,aj

∼S F ′j . With the set of fi and f ′j we can construct f : U → T̈n,` such
that f ∗Ën ∼S

⊕
F ′j ⊕

⊕
Ei. Then

f ∗Ën ∼S E|X×U .

We have from (7.10) that T̈n/Sn is isomorphic to (Symn T ∗X)jn .

Theorem 7.4.7. There exists a coarse moduli spaceM(GL(n,R)) associated to the moduli
problem Mod(Än, P̈n, S). We have the following isomorphism

ξ̈x0
n :M(GL(n,R))

∼= // (Symn T ∗X)jn

[E,Q,Φ] � // [. . . (ξx0
1,0(Jai , φi)) . . . (ξ

x0
1,0(Lj, φj)), (ξ

x0
1,0(L∗j , φj)) . . . ]Sn ,

where

gr(E,Q,Φ) ∼=
⊕
i

(Jai , 1, φi)⊕
⊕
j

(
Lj ⊕ L∗j ,

(
0 1
1 0

)
,

(
φj

φj

))
.

Proof. We have by Proposition 7.4.6 that Ën has the local universal property for the modu-
li problem Mod(Än, P̈n, S). By Remark 7.4.4 we have that Ën parametrizes S-equivalent
GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles if and only if the base points are related by the action of the
symmetric group Sn. We have that T̈n/Sn is a categorical quotient and then, by Proposi-
tion 3.2.1, it is isomorphic to the moduli spaceM(GL(n,R)).

Take a semistable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle (E,Q,Φ). We recall that Q is an isomor-
phism between (E,Φ) and (E∗,Φt), and by Proposition 7.2.1, (E,Φ) is semistable. Then,
the S-equivalence class of (E,Φ) is a point ofM(GL(n,C))0 fixed by n. We define

δ̈n :M(GL(n,R)) //M(GL(n,C))n0

[(E,Q,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Φ)]S.

Let us denote by ξx0,jn
n,0 the restriction of ξx0

n,0 to the fixed point locus. The following diagram
commutes thanks to Theorem 7.4.7

M(GL(n,R))
δ̈n //

ξ̈
x0
n
∼=

��

M(GL(n,C))n0

ξ
x0,jn
n,0

∼=
��

(Symn T ∗X)jn (Symn T ∗X)jn .
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Remark 7.4.8. The morphism δ̈n is a bijection fromM(GL(n,R)) toM(n,C)n0 .

By Proposition 7.2.2 we can construct the following morphism between moduli spaces

än :M(GL(n,R)) // M(O(n,C))

[(E,Q,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Q)]S.

Recall ς̊x0
n from Remark 5.3.13 and p(n) defined in (4.11). Denote by p̈n the restriction

of p(n) to the subvariety of points fixed by jn.

Proposition 7.4.9. The following diagram commutes

M(GL(n,R))
än //

ξ̈
x0
n

��

M(O(n,C))

ς̊
x0
n

��
(Symn T ∗X)jn

p̈n // (SymnX)n .

Proof. Taking the underlying O(n,C)-bundle of a GL(n,R)-Higgs bundle one can con-
struct, by Proposition 7.2.2, a surjective morphism from M(GL(n,R)) to M(O(n,C)).
One can check that the diagram commutes.

Remark 7.4.10. As a consequence of Proposition 7.4.9 the connected components of the
moduli space M(GL(n,R)) are indexed by the connected components of M(O(n,C)).
This implies that the connected components of M(GL(2m + 1,R)) are indexed by k =
1, 3 and a = 0, . . . , nk − 1 where n1 = 4, and n3 = 4. The connected components of
M(GL(2,R)) are indexed by k = 0, 2 and a = 0, . . . , nk − 1 where n0 = 1 and n2 = 6.
If m > 1, the connected components of M(GL(2m,R)) are indexed by k = 0, 2, 4 and
a = 0, . . . , nk − 1 where n0 = 1, n2 = 6 and n4 = 1.

By Proposition 7.2.1, the following morphism between moduli spaces is well defined

δ̈n :M(GL(n,R)) //M(GL(n,C))0

[(E,Q,Φ)]S
� // [(E,Φ)]S

We can define the Hitchin map for GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles thanks to δ̈n and b(n,0), the
Hitchin map for Higgs bundles

b̈n = b(n,0) ◦ δ̈n.

We can check that b̈n is surjective, i.e. the image of b̈n is B(n,0) = Bn. We recall
from (4.17) that β(n,0) gives an isomorphism between B(n,0) and SymnC. We set π̈n =
π(n)|(Symn T ∗X)jn .
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Lemma 7.4.11. We have the following commutative diagram

M(GL(n,R))
b̈n //

ξ̈
x0
n

��

B(n,0)

β−1
(n,0)

∼=
��

(Symn T ∗X)jn
π̈n // SymnC.

Proof. This follows from the definition of b̈n and Lemma 4.3.10.
We take

λ = (λ1, m1. . ., λ1, . . . , λ`, m`. . ., λ`)

with n = m1 + · · ·+m` and λi 6= λj if i 6= j.

Lemma 7.4.12. We have

π̈−1
n ([λ]Sn) = (Symm1 X)m1 × · · · × (Symm` X)m` .

Proof. Recall that π̈n = π(n)|(Symn T ∗X)jn , then

π̈−1
n ([λ]Sn) =(π(n))−1([λ]Sn) ∩ (Symn T ∗X)jn =

=(Symm1 X × · · · × Symm` X) ∩ (Symn T ∗X)jn =

=(Symm1 X)m1 × · · · × (Symm` X)m` .

The last equality follows since jn preserves the λi.
We obtain a description of the Hitchin fibre as a consequence of Lemmas 4.3.14 and

7.4.12.

Corollary 7.4.13. The fibre of the Hitchin fibration b̈n is a union of products of projective
spaces. The dimension of the fibre varies from 0 to the integer part of n/2.

We give a more detailed description ofM(GL(2,R)). We denote by x0, x1, x2 and x3

the four points of X[2]. Let us consider the following subsets of Sym2 T ∗X

B = {[(x, λ), (−x, λ)]S2 ∈ Sym2 T ∗X} ∼= (X/±)× C ∼= P1 × C,

Ca = {[(xa, λ1), (xa, λ2)]S2 ∈ Sym2 T ∗X} ∼= Sym2C,
and if i denotes the i-th pair of {0, 1}, {0, 2}, {0, 3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3} we set

C ′i = {[(xa, λ1), (xb, λ2)]S2 ∈ Sym2 T ∗X} ∼= C2.

We have that C ′i does not intersect with C ′i′ if i and i′ are different. Also, for every C ′i we
have that B ∩ C ′i and Ca ∩ C ′i are empty. Although

B ∩ Ca = {[(xa, λ), (xa, λ)]Sn ∈ Sym2 T ∗X} ∼= C.

Remark 7.4.14. Using this notation we have the following description

M(GL(2,R)) ∼=

(
B ∪

3⋃
a=0

Ca

)
∪

6⋃
i=1

C ′i.

Note that the intersectionB∩Ca is non-empty and therefore the connected variety (B∪aCa)
is not normal.
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We finish studying the relation betweenM(GL(n,R)) and M(GL(n,R)). The family
Ën of semistable GL(n,R)-Higgs bundles induces the following morphism

νËn : T̈n −→M(GL(n,R)).

By Remark 7.4.4 it factors through

ν Ën : T̈n/Sn −→M(GL(n,R))

and ν Ën is bijective. Composing with ξ̈x0
n we obtain a bijection between our moduli spaces

M(GL(n,R)) −→M(GL(n,R)).

Since these moduli spaces are not normal in general we can not apply Zariski’s Main The-
orem, so we do not know if the above bijection is an isomorphism or not.
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Part III

Higgs bundles for complex reductive Lie
groups
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Chapter 8

Representations of surface groups and
G-bundles over an elliptic curve

8.1 Some results on reductive Lie groups
Let G be a connected reductive Lie group, let Z0 be the connected component of the centre
ZG(G) and denote by F the intersection Z0 ∩ [G,G]. We have that

G ∼= Z0 ×F [G,G]. (8.1)

We take the universal covering D
p−→ [G,G] and we define C to be p−1(F ) ⊂ ZD(D). We

have a natural homomorphism τ : C → Z0 given by τ(c) = p(c) considered as an element
of Z0. We can rewrite (8.1) in terms of τ

G ∼= Z0 ×τ D. (8.2)

Let us denote by G the quotient G/F , and similarly Z = Z0/F and D = D/C or
equivalently D = [G,G]/F . We have the isomorphism of groups

G ∼= Z ×D.

Since q : G→ G is a finite covering with group F we have an exact sequence

0 −→ π1(G) −→ π1(G) −→ F −→ 0.

So, q induces an injection

qπG : π1(G) // π1(Z)× π1(D)

d
� // (qπ1 (d), qπ2 (d))

(8.3)

where qπ1 and qπ2 are respectively the projections to π1(Z) and π1(D). Moreover, a pair
(γ1, γ2) in π1(G) belongs to the subgroup π1(G) if and only if qπ1 (γ1) is the inverse in F of
qπ2 (γ2). Since D = D/C and D is simply connected, we have

π1(D) ∼= C ⊂ ZD(D).
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Since the Lie algebra z is the universal cover of Z, the fundamental group of Z is

π1(Z) ∼= exp−1(F ) ⊂ z.

Remark 8.1.1. We have that every d ∈ π1(G) is given by a pair (u, c) ∈ z× ZD(D) such
that exp(u) = f = p(c), where p is the projection of the universal covering p : D → [G,G].

Let G be a compact Lie group and let T be a maximal torus with Lie algebra t (resp. let
G be a complex reductive Lie group and T be a Cartan subgroup with Lie algebra t). We
define the Weyl group of G with respect to T by

W (G, T ) =NG(T )
/
ZG(T )

=NG(t)
/
ZG(t) .

Recall from (8.2) that G ∼= Z0 ×τ D. This induces the decomposition of Lie algebras
g = z ⊕ d. Taking g ∈ G of the form [(z, d)]τ , we see that the adjoint action of g on g
leaves z invariant and is equal to the adjoint action of d on d. Let H be a maximal torus of
D (resp. a Cartan subgroup of D) with Lie algebra h; if we denote by z the Lie algebra of
Z0 we have that t = z⊕ h. From the previous reasoning we have

W (G, T ) = ND(h)
/
ZD(h) = W (D,H).

Let us suppose for simplicity that D is a simple compact Lie group (resp. simple
complex Lie group) and we take a set of simple roots Π = {α1, . . . , αr}. We can consider
the following subset of h

Ξ =
⋃
α∈Π

α−1(Z).

The difference h \ Ξ is disconnected and we recall that the alcoves are the closures of
the connected components of h \ Ξ. Let us take an alcove A containing the origin. Take
c ∈ ZD(D), we know (see for instance [BtD]) that a vertex of the alcove ac ∈ A is such
that c = exp(ac). We see that A− ac is another alcove contaning the origin. Hence there is
a unique element ωc ∈ W such that

A− ac = ωc(A). (8.4)

The following results about the action of ωc on T are taken from [BFM] and are stated
for compact semisimple Lie groups. The proofs given in [BFM] are completely algebraic
and therefore the statements extend to complex semisimple Lie groups.

Lemma 8.1.2. Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group with maximal torus T (resp. let
G be a complex semisimple Lie group with Cartan subgroup T ). Let ϕ : t→ t be an affine
linear map whose translation part is given by an element a ∈ t which exponentiates to
c ∈ ZG̃(G̃) and whose linear part is an element of the Weyl group W (G, T ). If there is an
alcove A ⊂ t such that ϕ(A) = A, then ϕ is the action of c on the alcove given in (8.4). In
particular its linear part is ωc.

Proof. The statement for compact Lie groups is contained in Lemma 3.1.4 of [BFM]. The
proof of this lemma is purely algebraic so we can extend it to complex reductive Lie groups.
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Proposition 8.1.3. Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group with maximal torus T (resp.
let G be a complex semisimple Lie group with Cartan subgroup T ). Let G = ΠiGi with Gi

simple. Let c ∈ ZG(G). The following conditions are equivalent.

1. The fixed point set T ωc of the ωc-action is finite.

2. For each i, the group Gi is SU(ni) (resp. SL(ni,C)) and the projection ci of c into
Gi generates ZGi(Gi).

Proof. When G is compact semisimple this is Proposition 3.4.1 of [BFM]. The result
extends to complex semisimple Lie groups with minor modifications since the proof is
based on properties of Lie algebras.

Remark 8.1.4. From Remark 8.1.1 we have that every element d of π1(G) is determined
by a pair (u, c) ∈ z × C. We see by (8.4) that every d of π1(G) determines an element of
the Weyl group W (G, T ).

Let d ∈ π1(G) with d = (u, c). We denote the connected component of the fixed point
set of the action of ωc by

Sc = (T ωc)0. (8.5)

Let us take its normalizer NG(Sc) and define the quotient

W (G, T, c) = NG(Sc)
/
ZG(Sc) (8.6)

to be the Weyl group of degree c. We abbreviate it by Wc when G and T are clear from the
context. When c is the identity, one has Wid = W .

We define
Lc = ZG(Sc). (8.7)

One can easily check that NG(Sc) = NG(Lc) and therefore

W (G, T, c) = NG(Lc) / Lc .

Let ˜[Lc, Lc]
pc−→ [Lc, Lc] be the universal cover; we define

Dc = ˜[Lc, Lc], Fc = Sc ∩ [Lc, Lc] and Cc = p−1
c (Fc). (8.8)

Finally we take τc : Cc → Fc ⊂ Sc as the restriction of pc to Cc.
Since Lc is the centralizer of a torus we know that it is connected and reductive. We see

that Sc is the centre of Lc and by (8.2) we can decompose

Lc ∼= Sc ×τc Dc. (8.9)

The quotient Lc = Lc/Fc is isomorphic to Sc ×Dc where

Sc = Sc/Fc and Dc = Dc/Cc. (8.10)

We will give a characterization of Sc and Lc in terms of a given subset of the set of
simple roots Π. Let g = z ⊕ d with z denoting the centre and d the semisimple part of
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the Lie algebra, and let h be a maximal abelian (resp. Cartan) subalgebra of d such that
t = z⊕ h. Let us take ∆ to be a root system associated to (h, d) and denote by Π ⊂ ∆ the
set of simple roots. Take a subset B ⊂ Π and define tB =

⋂
α∈B kerα ⊂ t; we note that

z ⊂ tB. We denote by SB the connected subgroup of T with Lie algebra tB and by LB, the
connected subgroup ZG(SB).

Any c ∈ ZD(D) has the following form

c = exp

(∑
α∈Π

mαα
∨

)
.

We define
Bc = {α ∈ Π : mα /∈ Z}. (8.11)

Lemma 8.1.5. The derived subgroup [LB, LB] is simply connected.

Proof. This is contained in [B].
Although the result is stated for compact Lie groups, it extends to complex reductive

Lie groups since a compact group and its complexification have the same fundamental
group.

We denote by DB the derived subgroup [LB, LB]; note that it is connected.

Proposition 8.1.6. Let G be a compact (resp. complex reductive) Lie group. Take the
subgroups Sc, Lc and Dc as defined in (8.5), (8.7) and (8.8). There exists g ∈ G such that
SBc = gScg

−1, LBc = gLcg
−1 and DBc = gDcg

−1.

Proof. For G compact, this statement follows from Proposition 3.4.4 of [BFM]. Since
the proof of this proposition is based in some results concerning the Lie algebras of the
compact groups involved, we see that, with minor modifications, the proof extends to the
case of G complex reductive.

We can study now a certain relation between the fundamental groups π1(G) and π1(Lc).
We have that the inclusion Lc ↪→ G induces a homomorphism of fundamental groups

µG,Lc : π1(Lc) −→ π1(G).

We recall the injection qπG : π1(G)→ π1(Z)× π1(D) defined in (8.3). Remark 8.1.1 says,
that, under this injection, every d ∈ π1(G) is given by a pair (u, c) ∈ z × ZD(D) and
every ` of π1(Lc) is given by (v, f) ∈ s × ZDc(Dc), where (u, c) and (v, f) are such that
exp(u) = p(c) and exp(v) = pc(f). We recall that D

p−→ [G,G] and Dc
pc−→ [Lc, Lc] are

the universal covers.

Lemma 8.1.7. Let d ∈ π1(G) such that qπG(d) = (u, c). Then, there is a unique ` ∈ π1(Lc)
such that µG,Lc(`) = d. Furthermore we have that qπLc(`) = (u, p(c)).

Proof. By Lemma 8.1.5 we have that [LBc , LBc ] is simply connected. By Proposition 8.1.6
so is [Lc, Lc]. By construction, we have that p(c) ∈ [Lc, Lc] and p(c) ∈ Sc, thus p(c) ∈
Fc ⊂ ZDc(Dc).

If ` ∈ π1(Lc) is given by (v, f) ∈ s×ZDc(Dc) and we have µG,Lc(`) = d, then f = p(c)
and v = u, since v ∈ exp−1(p(c)) ⊂ exp−1(F ) ⊂ z.
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Since d = µG,Lc(`) fixes (v, f) we have that such ` ∈ π1(Lc) is unique.
We continue with characterization of the groups Sc and Lc. In the next paragraphs

we will describe the structure of the Lie algebra of Lc by describing its extended Dynkin
diagram.

Let D̃ be an extended Dynkin diagram. A diagram automorphism σ : D̃ → D̃ preserves
the coroot integers. Suppose that Σ is a group of diagram automorphisms of D̃. The
quotient diagram D̃/Σ is defined in [BFM] as follows.

The nodes of D̃/Σ are the Σ-orbits of the nodes of D̃. Let us denote the orbit of the
node v by v and by nv the cardinality of the orbit. The description of the bonds of D̃/Σ can
be obtained from the information given by the Cartan integers n(u, v). If u = {u1, u2, . . . }
and v = {v1, v2, . . . } are two distinct orbits such that for every ui, vj we have n(ui, vj) = 0;
we set n(u, v) = 0 and there is no bond connecting the u and v in D̃/Σ. We consider now
the case where there exists some u ∈ u and v ∈ v connected by a bond. First we set
ε(v) = 1 if no two nodes of the orbit v are connected by a bond. We set ε(v) = 2 if there
are nodes connected by some bond (in that case the orbit consists of diagrams of type A2,
and no two diagrams are connected by a node). Suppose that u and v are connected by a
bond, then, either ZΣ(u) ⊂ ZΣ(v) or ZΣ(v) ⊂ ZΣ(u). In the first case we set

n(u, v) = ε(v)n(u, v),

in the second case we define

n(u, v) = ε(v)
nv
nu
n(u, v).

When G is simple, we can find in [BFM] a description of Sd and the group Wd in terms
of the diagram automorphisms.

Theorem 8.1.8. Let G be a compact simple Lie group with maximal torus T (resp. let G
be a complex simple Lie group with Cartan subgroup T ). Let Π and D denote the set of
simple roots and the Dynkin diagram associated to G and let Π̃ and D̃ denote the extended
set of simple roots and the extended Dynkin diagram. Let c ∈ ZG(G) and denote by Σ the
subgroup generated by ωc. Let π : t → tωc be the orthogonal projection. Take Sc and Wc

as defined in (8.10) and (8.6). Then:

1. The restriction of π to Π̃∨ factors to induce an embedding of (Π̃∨)Σ in tωc . This
embedding identifies the set of nodes (Π̃∨)Σ of D̃∨/Σ with an extended set of simple
coroots for a root system ∆c.

2. D̃∨/Σ is the extended coroot diagram of ∆c.

3. The coroot lattice of ∆c is the fundamental group of Sc and the group Wc is the Weyl
group of ∆c.

Proof. When G is compact and simple this is Theorem 1.6.2 of [BFM]. Since the proof is
purely algebraic, it extends, with minor modifications, to the case of G complex reductive.

We denote by H̃G,c the simply connected group given by the root system ∆c. Apply-
ing Theorem 8.1.8, when G is a simple and simply connected Lie group one obtains the
following correspondence which is worked out in [S]:
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1. If G = SU(n) (resp. G = SL(n,C)) and c is of order f dividing n, then Sc and Wc

correspond to the maximal torus and the Weyl group of SU(n/f) (resp. the Cartan
subgroup and the Weyl group of SL(n/f,C));

2. if G = Spin(2n+1) (resp. G = Spin(2n+1,C)) and c is of order 2, then Sc and Wc

correspond to the maximal torus and the Weyl group of Sp(2n− 2) (resp. the Cartan
subgroup and the Weyl group of Sp(2n− 2,C));

3. if G = Sp(2n) (resp. G = Sp(2n,C)), n even and c is of order 2, then Sc and
Wc correspond to the maximal torus and the Weyl group of Sp(n) (resp. the Cartan
subgroup and the Weyl group of Sp(n,C));

4. if G = Sp(2n) (resp. G = Sp(2n,C)), n odd and c is of order 2, then Sc and Wc

correspond to the maximal torus and the Weyl group of Sp(n − 1) (resp. the Cartan
subgroup and the Weyl group of Sp(n− 1,C));

5. if G = Spin(2n) (resp. G = Spin(2n,C)) and c is the element of order 2 such that
the quotient Spin(2n)/c is SO(2n), then Sc and Wc correspond to the maximal torus
and the Weyl group of Sp(2n− 4) (resp. the Cartan subgroup and the Weyl group of
Sp(2n− 4,C));

6. if G = Spin(2n) (resp. G = Spin(2n,C)), n odd and c is of order 4, then Sc and Wc

correspond to the maximal torus and the Weyl group of Sp(n − 3) (resp. the Cartan
subgroup and the Weyl group of Sp(n− 3,C));

7. if G = Spin(2n) (resp. G = Spin(2n,C)), n even and c is one of the exotic elements
of order 2, then Sc and Wc correspond to the maximal torus and the Weyl group of
Spin(n+ 1) (resp. the Cartan subgroup and the Weyl group of Spin(n+ 1,C));

8. if G = E6 (resp. G = EC6 ) and c is of order 3, then Sc and Wc correspond to the
maximal torus and the Weyl group of G2 (resp. the Cartan subgroup and the Weyl
group of GC2 );

9. if G = E7 (resp. G = EC7 ) and c is of order 2, then Sc and Wc correspond to the
maximal torus and the Weyl group of F4 (resp. the Cartan subgroup and the Weyl
group of FC4 ).

8.2 Representations of surface groups and c-pairs
In this section we follow [BFM] where they study almost commuting pairs in compact
semisimple Lie groups. We show that their results can be extended to the case of complex
semisimple Lie groups.

Let G denote a compact or complex reductive Lie group. We say that two elements of a
Lie group G almost commute if their commutator lies in the centre of the Lie group. Recall
from (8.2) that G ∼= Z0 ×τ D where Z0 is the connected component of ZG(G)0, D is the
universal covering of the semisimple group [G,G], F = Z0 ∩ [G,G], C is the preimage of
F in D and τ is the natural homomorphism from C to Z0 given by the inclusion of F in
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Z0. Let c be an element of C ⊂ ZD(D). If x and y are two almost commuting elements of
the form x = [(λ, a)]τ and y = [(µ, b)]τ , we say that (x, y) is a c-pair if [a, b] = c.

Let R(G)c denote the subset of G × G of c-pairs. The group G acts on R(G)c by
conjugation; we define the moduli space of c-pairs to be the GIT quotient of R(G)c by this
action

R(G)c = R(G)c //G.

The fundamental group of an elliptic curve X is

π1(X) = 〈α, β : [α, β] = id〉 ∼= Z× Z. (8.12)

Let us consider its universal central extension Γ,

0 −→ Z −→ Γ −→ π1(X) −→ 0.

The group Γ is generated by α, β and the central element δ, satisfying δ = [α, β]. If we
identify Z with the subgroup generated by δ we can define ΓR

ΓR = R×Z Γ. (8.13)

Let G be a connected or complex reductive Lie group. A representation

ρ : ΓR −→ G

is central if ρ(R) is contained in ZG(G), since ρ(R) is connected and contains the unit
element, it is contained in Z0 = ZG(G)0. From a central representation ρ : ΓR → G one
obtains a pair (τ, u), where τ : Γ → G is such that τ = ρ|Γ and u ∈ zg(g) is given by
u = dρ(1). Conversely, suppose we have a pair (τ, u) where τ : Γ→ G is a representation
of Γ and u ∈ zg(g) satisfies exp(u) = τ(δ), where δ is the central element of Γ. From
such (τ, u) one can construct a central representation of ΓR as follows. Let us define a
representation µ : R→ ZG(G) setting µ(λ) = expλ · u and set

ρ : R×Z Γ // G

[(λ, γ)]Z
� // µ(λ) · τ(γ),

note that it is well defined since µ(λ − 1)τ(δ · γ) is equal to µ(λ) exp(−u)τ(δ)τ(γ) and
therefore to µ(λ)τ(γ).

Suppose that the representation ρ : ΓR → G is associated with (τ, u). Then, for every
g ∈ G, the representation gρg−1 is associated with (gτg−1, u). We see that u ∈ zg(g) is an
invariant of the conjugacy class of the representation ρ.

Every central representation τ : Γ → G is completely determined by two elements of
the group a, b ∈ G that are the images of α and β under τ . Since τ is central, c = τ(δ) is
contained in Z0, and since c = [a, b], we have c ∈ F where F = Z0 ∩ [G,G]. Let D be the
universal covering of the semisimple group [G,G], set C to be the preimage of F in D and
define τ as the natural homomorphism from C to Z0 given by the inclusion of F in Z0.
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If G is compact or complex reductive, we have by (8.2) that G ∼= Z0 ×τ D. Take
a = [(za, da)]τ and b = [(zb, db)]τ , and write c = [da, db]. We see that the pair (a, b) that
completely determines the representation τ : Γ→ G is a c-pair.

If the representation τ : Γ→ G is determined by (a, b) ∈ G×G, then, for every g ∈ G,
the representation gτg−1 is determined by (gag−1, gbg−1). In particular c ∈ C ⊂ ZD(D)
is an invariant of the conjugacy class of the representation τ .

We combine the description of ρ as (τ, u) and the description of τ by the c-pair (a, b)
in the following remark.

Remark 8.2.1. Every central representation ρ : ΓR → G is determined by a triple (a, b, u),
where (a, b) ∈ G×G is a c-pair and u ∈ zg(g) is such that c ∈ ZD(D) projects to exp(u).

For any g ∈ G, the representation gρg−1 is determined by (gag−1, gbg−1, u), where
(gag−1, gbg−1) is a c-pair.

The pair (u, c) ∈ zg(g)× ZD(D) which satisfies c = exp(u) ∈ F is an invariant of the
conjugacy class of ρ.

After Remark 8.2.1 we see that Hom(ΓR, G)(u,c) the set of central representations of ΓR
in G with invariants (u, c) is

Hom(ΓR, G)(u,c) = R(G)c,

where R(G)c is the set of c-pairs in G. As a consequence, the moduli space of represen-
tations of ΓR for an elliptic curve with invariants (u, c) is equal to the moduli space of
c-pairs

R(G)c = R(G)c //G = Hom(ΓR, G)(u,c) //G.

Let us studyR(G)c when c = id, that classifies commuting pairs. We need the follow-
ing well known result.

Lemma 8.2.2. (Theorem 2.11 of [H]) Let G be a compact (resp. complex reductive)
Lie group. If G is simply connected, then the centralizer of any semisimple element is
connected.

Lemma 8.2.2 allows us to extend to the case of complex semisimple Lie groups the
following result proved by Borel in [Bo] for compact semisimple Lie groups.

Lemma 8.2.3. Let G be a compact semisimple (resp. complex semisimple) Lie group.
Suppose G is connected and simply connected and let x, y be two semisimple elemets of G
such that [x, y] = id. Then there exists a maximal torus (resp. Cartan subgroup) T ⊂ G
with x, y ∈ T .

Proof. We follow the proof given in [FM1]. Given y ∈ G, let T1 be a maximal torus of G
containing y and denote by Gy the centralizer ZG(y). By Lemma 8.2.2 Gy is connected.
Since y is contained in T1 we have that T1 is contained in Gy and therefore T1 is a maximal
torus of Gy. Thus, every maximal torus of Gy is also a maximal torus of G. Since x
commutes with y we have x ∈ Gy and then it is contained in a maximal torus T of Gy. By
construction y lies in the centre of Gy and then y is contained in every maximal torus of
Gy. In particular it is contained in Gy. Thus T is a maximal torus of G that contains both
x and y.
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Borel’s lemma allows us to describe the set of commuting pairs. The following re-
sult was proved in [BFM] for compact Lie groups; we see that it extends to the complex
reductive case.

Proposition 8.2.4. Let G be a compact Lie group (resp. complex reductive Lie group).
Let T ⊂ G be a maximal torus (resp. a Cartan subgroup) and let W be the Weyl group
associated to it. Then

ζ0 : T × T / W //R(G)0

[(x, y)]W
� // [(x, y)]G

is a homeomorphism.

Proof. The proof follows from the arguments contained in Section 1.2 of [BFM]. Take
G ∼= Z0 ×τ D where D is compact semisimple (resp. complex semisimple) and simply
connected and Z0 is isomorphic to a product of U(1)s (resp. a product of C∗s). By Lemma
8.2.3 every commuting pair (a, b) of semisimple elements of D is conjugate by g ∈ D

to a commuting pair contained in the maximal torus T̃ of D. Then the elements of G
x = [(λ, a)τ ] and y = [(µ, b)]τ are conjugated by [(id, g)]τ to a maximal torus T of G.
Thus ζ0 is surjective.

Since ζ0 is continuous with the quotient topology, to see that it is a homeomorphism
we only need to check that it is injective.

Suppose that two commuting pairs (x, y) ⊂ T × T and (x′, y′) ⊂ T × T are con-
jugated by some element g ∈ G. Write gTg−1 = T ′ and note that T ′ also contains x′

and y′. Consider A to be the subtorus of T generated by x′ and y′. Take ZG(A) which
is connected and note that T and T ′ are contained in ZG(A). Then, there exists an el-
ement a ∈ ZG(A) such that T ′ = aTa−1. We have that a−1g ∈ NG(T ) and satisfies
(x′, y′) = (a−1g)(x, y)(a−1g)−1. Then (x, y) and (x′, y′) are related by the action of an
element of the Weyl group W = NG(T )/T .

We see that every commuting pair of semisimple elements is contained in T × T and
every element of T × T gives a commuting pair. On the other hand two commuting pairs
are conjugate in G if and only if they are related by the action of an element of the Weyl
group.

A c-pair (x, y) has rank zero if ZG(x, y) is discrete, or equivalently, if zg(x, y) is zero.
Those objects were studied in [BFM] for compact Lie groups. We can prove that their re-
sults extend to complex reductive Lie groups. To do so, we need the following preliminary
lemma.

Lemma 8.2.5. Let G be a compact (resp. complex reductive) Lie group. Let x and y be
two semisimple elements of G such that [x, y] = c with c ∈ ZG(G). If ZG(x, y) is discrete
then x and y are regular.

Proof. When G is compact the result is proved in [dS]. By Lemma 8.2.2 we have that
ZG(x) is connected. If it is abelian then it is a maximal torus and we conclude the proof.

By Theorem 2.2 of [H] ZG(x) is reductive. Consider the Lie algebra zg(x); since it
is reductive we have the decomposition zg(x) = z′ ⊕ gs where z′ is the centre and gs is
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the semisimple part. Note that since [x, y] lies in the centre of G, ady is an automorphism
of zg(x) and we see that it preserves z′ and gs. Since y is semisimple ady is semisimple.
By Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 of [BM] any semisimple automorphism of a semisimple Lie
algebra has non-zero fixed point set. Since ZG(x, y) is discrete, we have that zg(x, y) = 0

and in particular gady
s = 0. This implies that gs is 0 and then z(x) = z′ is abelian.

Proposition 8.2.6. Let G be a connected, simply connected and compact (resp. complex
reductive) Lie group. Let (x, y) be a rank zero c-pair. Then

1. Both x and y are regular elements of G.

2. The groupG is a product of simple factorsGi, where eachGi is isomorphic to SU(ni)
(resp. SL(ni,C)) for some ni ≥ 2.

3. c = c1 · · · · · cr, where each ci generates the centre of Gi.

4. The subgroup of G/〈c〉 generated by x and y is isomorphic to Z` ⊕Z` where ` is the
order of c.

5. All c-pairs in G are conjugate.

6. Conversely if G is as in (2) and c as in (3), then there is a rank zero c-pair in G.

Proof. If G is a compact Lie group this statement is Proposition 4.1.1 of [BFM]. We give
here the proof when G is a complex reductive Lie group which is a minor modification of
the one of the compact case.

Since yxy−1 = cx conjugation by the element y normalizes the connected groupZG(x).
Recall that (x, y) has rank zero so ZG(x, y) is discrete and by Lemma 8.2.5 x and y are
regular which proves 1.

Fix a Cartan subgroup T and an alcove containing the origin A ⊂ t. Up to conjugation
x lies in T , and y in the normalizer of ZG(x). Since x is regular ZG(x) = T , and finally,
conjugating by NG(T ) we can take x = exp ax with ax ∈ A and y ∈ NG(T ). Call the
induced element of the Weyl group ωy and note that ax lies in the interior of A since x
is regular. We have that yxy−1 = cx implies that ωyax − ac = ax for some ac with
c−1 = exp ac. By Lemma 8.1.2 we have that ωy = ωc. This implies that zg(x, y) contains
tωc and by hypothesis this is zero. Then Proposition 8.1.3 gives statements 2 and 3.

Statements 4, 5 and 6 follow from the study of c-pairs in SL(n,C) that can be easily
derived from the study of c-pairs in SU(n) given in Section 1.3 of [FM1].

Once we have a complete description of rank zero c-pairs we can describe the general
case. Associated to every c-pair there is the following invariant.

Lemma 8.2.7. Let G be a compact (resp. complex reductive) Lie group with Lie algebra
g = z ⊕ d. Denote by Π the set of simple roots of d. Let (x, y) be a c-pair in G and let S
be the maximal torus (resp. Cartan subgroup) of ZG(x, y). Then there exists B(x, y) ⊂ Π
such that S is conjugate to SB(x,y).

Proof. For the compact case this is Lemma 2.1.2 of [BFM]. Making minor modifications
to the proof we can extend it to the complex reductive case.
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Proposition 8.2.8. Let G be a compact (resp. complex reductive) Lie group. Take Sc, Lc,
Dc and Bc as in (8.5), (8.7), (8.8) and (8.11). Let (x, y) be any c-pair; then B(x, y) as
defined in Proposition 8.1.6 is equal to Bc. Therefore any maximal torus (resp. Cartan
subgroup) is conjugate in G to Sc and (x, y) is contained in Lc after conjugation. Finally
there is a unique rank zero c-pair in Dc up to conjugation.

Proof. For the compact case this is contained in Proposition 4.2.1 of [BFM]. The proof
extends to the complex reductive case since we have extended to complex reductive Lie
groups all the results needed, namely 8.1.6 and 8.2.6.

Now we have the ingredients to describe the moduli space of c-pairs.

Theorem 8.2.9. Let G be a compact connected Lie group with maximal torus T (resp. let
G be a complex reductive connected Lie group with Cartan subgroup T ). For c ∈ C take
Sc and Wc as defined in (8.10) and (8.6). Then, we have a homeomorphism

ζc : (Sc × Sc) / Wc

homeo−→ R(G)c.

Proof. When G is compact, this follows from Corollary 4.2.2 of [BFM]. We can extend
the proof to the case in which G is complex reductive. Take Sc, Lc, Dc and Cc as in (8.5),
(8.7) and (8.8). By Propostion 8.2.8 every c-pair is conjugate to a c-pair in Lc and there
is a unique rank zero c-pair in Dc. By Proposition 8.2.6 Dc is a product SL(n1,C) · . . . ·
SL(n`,C) and c = c1 · . . . · c` where ci generates the centre of SL(ni,C).

Let us take (d1, d2) to be one representative of the unique conjugation class of the rank
zero c-pair in Dc. Consider the following continuous map

ζc : (Sc × Sc) //R(G)c

(s1, s2) � // ([s1, d1]τc , [s2, d2]τc).

We take an arbitrary Lc-pair ([s′1, d
′
1]τc , [s

′
2, d
′
2]τc). Since (d′1, d

′
2) is a c-pair in Dc, there

exists d ∈ Dc such that d(d′1, d
′
2)d−1 is equal to (d1, d2). Then we have that [id, d]τc con-

jugates ([s′1, d
′
1]τc , [s

′
2, d
′
2]τc) to a c-pair in Lc of the the form ([s1, d1]τc , [s2, d2]τc), where

we recall that (s1, s2) lie in Sc × Sc. We see that ζc is surjective since every c-pair in G
is conjugate to a c-pair in Lc, and by the previous discussion, every c-pair in Lc lies in the
image of ζc.

Let d1,i and d2,i be the projections of d1 and d2 to SL(ni,C). The conjugation of the
c-pair ([s1, d1]τc , [s2, d2]τc) by [id, d1,i]τc gives us ([s1, d1]τc , [s2, cid2]τc) and similarly, con-
jugating by [id, d2,i]τc gives ([s1, c

−1
i d1]τc , [s2, d2]τc). From 3 of Proposition 8.2.6 the ci

generate all ZDc(Dc), so it is obvious that ζc factors through Sc × Sc. Conjugating by any
element of NG(Lc) we see that ζc factors indeed through (Sc × Sc)/Wc. Thus, ζc induces
the following surjective map

ζc : (Sc × Sc) / Wc −→ R(G)c.

With the quotient topology it is continuous and then to prove that it is a homeomorphism
we only need to prove that it is injective.
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Write Z ′ = ZG([s′1, d1]τc , [s
′
2, d2]τc) and suppose that there is g ∈ G such that

([s1, d1]τc , [s2, d2]τc) = g([s′1, d1]τc , [s
′
2, d2]τc)g

−1.

Then Sc and gScg−1 are maximal tori (resp. Cartan subgroups) of Z ′, so there is an ele-
ment h ∈ Z ′ such that hSch−1 = gScg

−1 and then g′ = h−1g is contained in NG(Sc) =
NG(Lc). We have that g′([id, d1]τc , [id, d2]τc)(g

′)−1 = ([id, d′1]τc , [id, d
′
2]τc), where (d′1, d

′
2)

is a rank zero c-pair in Dc and therefore by Proposition 8.2.6 there exists d ∈ Dc such that
d(d′1, d

′
2)d−1 = (d1, d2). So, noting that [id, d]τc conmutes with Sc since Sc = ZLc(Lc), we

have that g′′ = [id, d]τc · g′ is such that

([s1, d1]τc , [s2, d2]τc) = ([g′′s′1(g′′)−1, d1]τc , [g
′′s′2(g′′)−1, d2]τc) (8.14)

with g′′ ∈ NG(Sc). Thus (s1, s2) and (s′1, s
′
2) lie in the same point of (Sc × Sc)/Wc.

Remark 8.2.10. When G is complex reductive ζc is a morphism. In that case, if R(G)c is
normal, ζc is an isomorphism thanks to Zariski’s Main Theorem.

8.3 Review on G-bundles over elliptic curves
Let X be an elliptic curve with distinguished point x0. Let G be a complex connected
reductive Lie group and let K be its maximal compact subgroup.

We say that a holomorphic G-bundle E over X is stable (resp. semistable) if for every
reduction of structure group σ to any proper parabolic subgroup P ( G giving the P -
bundle Eσ and every non-trivial antidominant character χ : P → C∗, we have

degχ∗Eσ > 0 (resp. ≥ 0).

The G-bundle E is polystable if it is semistable and when there exists a parabolic
P ( G, a reduction of structure group of E to P giving the P -bundle Eσ and χ strictly
antidominant, such that

degχ∗Eσ = 0,

there is a holomorphic reduction ς of the structure group of Eσ to the Levi subgroup L ⊂ P
giving the L-bundle Eς .

A family of semistable G-bundles over X parametrized by the scheme T is a holo-
morphic G-bundle E over X × T such that the restriction of E to every slice X × {t} is
isomorphic to a semistable G-bundle that we denote by Et → X .

We say that two semistableG-bundlesE andE ′ are S-equivalent if there exists a family
E parametrized by an irreducible scheme S and a point s ∈ S such that for every point
t ∈ S with t 6= s we have that Et ∼= E and Es ∼= E ′. We define S-equivalence to be the
equivalence relation between semistable G-bundles generated by this relation. We write
E ∼s E ′ to denote that the semistable G-bundles E and E ′ are S-equivalent. We say that
two families of semistable G-bundles E → X × T and E ′ → X × T are S-equivalent if for
every point t ∈ T we have that Et ∼S E ′t.

One can see that in every S-equivalence class of semistable G-bundles there exists a
polystable G-bundle unique up to isomorphism.
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We denote by AG the collection of semistable G-bundles over X of topological class
d ∈ π1(G) and by AstG the subcollection of stable ones. We denote by P 0

G the algebraic
condition defined above for the definition of families of semistable G-bundles and consider
the moduli functor Mod(AG, P

0
G, S) defined in (3.5). Recalling that S-equivalence for fam-

ilies of stable G-bundles is the same as isomorphism pointwise we also have the functor

Mod(AstG, P
0
G,

pt∼=). We denote by M(G)d the moduli space of S-equivalence classes of
semistable G-bundles of topological class d associated to the functor Mod(AG, P

0
G, S) and

by M st(G)d the moduli space of isomorphism classes of stable G-bundles of topological

class d associated to the moduli functor Mod(AstG, P
0
G,

pt∼=).
The following results are valid for G-bundles over a compact Riemann surface X of

arbitrary genus.

Proposition 8.3.1. (Proposition 3.2 of [Ra1]) Let G be a complex reductive Lie group
with Lie algebra g. Let zg(g) be the centre of g. Suppose that E is a stable G-bundle. Then
H0(X,E(g)) = zg(g). In particular if G is semisimple H0(X,E(g)) = 0 and AutE is
finite.

Proposition 8.3.2. (Proposition 10.9 of [AB]) A principalG-bundleE overX is semistable
if and only if its adjoint vector bundle E(g) is semistable.

Proposition 8.3.3. (Proposition 7.1 of [Ra1]) Let G and H be reductive algebraic groups
and let γ : G → H be a surjective homomorphism. Let E be a principal G-bundle over
X and γ∗E the H-bundle constructed by the extension of structure group associated to
γ. Then if γ∗E is stable (resp. semistable) E is stable (resp. semistable). If further
ker γ ⊂ ZG(G) then, conversely, if E is stable (resp. semistable) γ∗E is stable (resp.
semistable).

The Harder-Narasimhan reduction was worked out in [HN], [AB] and [RR].

Theorem 8.3.4. Let E be an unstable principal G-bundle over X . There exists a (unique
up to conjugation) parabolic subgroup P of G, a (unique up to conjugation) reduction of
the structure group σ ∈ H0(X,E ×G (G/P )) giving a P -bundle Eσ and an antidominant
character χ : P → C∗ such that the line bundle χ∗Eσ has negative degree. Furthermore,
the adjoint bundles of E and Eσ satisfy

H0(X,E(g)) = H0(X,Eσ(p)).

In the particular case of an elliptic curve we have that the bundle further reduces to the
Levi factor of the Harder-Narasimhan parabolic.

Theorem 8.3.5. (Proposition 2.6 of [FM1]) Let X be an elliptic curve and let E → X be
an unstable G-bundle and call its Harder-Narasimhan parabolic P . The structure group
of E reduces from P to a Levi factor L of P .

In fact, there exists a maximal parabolic subgroup P0 of G such that the structure
group of E reduces to a Levi factor L0 of P0. Call this reduction of structure group σ0 and
denote by Eσ0 the given L0-bundle. We have that for every nonzero antidominant character
χ : P0 → C∗, the line bundle χ∗Eσ0 has negative degree.
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Recall the group ΓR defined in (8.13). We study now the relation between polystableG-
bundles overX and representations of ΓR inK, whereK is the maximal compact subgroup
of the complex reductive Lie group G. We recall that the quotient of ΓR by Z gives a direct
product

0 −→ Z −→ ΓR −→ U(1)× π1(X) −→ 0.

Take the point x0 fixed in the elliptic curveX . We take the line bundleO(x0) associated
with the divisor given by x0 and let Qx0 → X be the fixed U(1)-bundle obtained from
reduction of structure group of O(x0). The universal covering X̃ → X is a π1(X)-bundle.
Let us consider the fibre product X̃ ×X Qx0 and denote by Mx0 its lifting to ΓR.

Given a unitary representation ρ : ΓR → K ⊂ G, we define the G-bundle Eρ as the
extension of structure group associated to ρ of Mx0 , i.e.

Eρ = ρ∗Mx0 . (8.15)

Let τ : Γ → K and let u ∈ zk(k) be an element of the centre of the Lie algebra of K.
In [Ra1] we find a construction that, starting from a pair (τ, u), gives a G-bundle that we
denote by E(τ, u) and one can check that Eρ ∼= E(τ, u) if ρ is obtained from (τ, u).

A Stein cover {Ui}i∈I on X is a cover such that each Ui is simply connected and each
Ui ∩ Uj is either connected or empty for all i 6= j. We fix a Stein cover {Ui} of X and a
1-cocycle {fij} of O for the cover {Ui} such that it represents the same element as dz in
the 1-dimensional space H1(X,O).

We write {hρij} for the normalized transition functions of Eρ with respect to the Stein
cover {Ui}. We can check that the hρij are given by constant functions on Ui ∪ Uj taking
values in the maximal compact subgroup K ⊂ G.

Let Eρ be the polystable bundle associated to the representation ρ : ΓR → K and let
{hρij} be the transition functions of Eρ with respect to the Stein cover {Ui}. Let y ∈ zg(ρ).
Denote by Eρ,y the G-bundle given by the transition functions

{hρij exp(yfij)} (8.16)

with respect to the covering {Ui}. We say that a G-bundle is determined by the pair (ρ, y)
if it is isomorphic to Eρ,y.

The following results of [FM1] describe semistable G-bundles over an elliptic curve X
in terms of the associated representations of ΓR. Until the end of this section G will be a
complex reductive Lie group and K its maximal compact subgroup. Denote by g and k the
Lie algebras of G and K.

Proposition 8.3.6. (Theorem 3.6 of [FM1]) Let E be a semistable principal G-bundle, let
Eρ be the polystable bundle S-equivalent to E and associated to the unitary representation
ρ : ΓR → K. Then for some nilpotent y ∈ zk(ρ) we have E ∼= Eρ,y.

Proposition 8.3.7. (Theorem 4.1 of [FM1])

1. Let E be the semistable G-bundle determined by the pair (ρ, y), where ρ : ΓR → K
and y is a nilpotent element of zg(ρ). Then every automorphism of E is given by a
constant function g with respect to the local trivializations of E for the cover {Ui},
such that g ∈ ZG(ρ) and Ad(g)(y) = y. Thus, the group of automorphisms of E is
identified with the subgroup of ZG(ρ) which centralizes y.
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2. Two pairs (ρ, y) and (ρ′, y′) determine isomorphic holomorphic G-bundles if and
only if ρ and ρ′ are conjugate by an element sending y to y′. In this case, ρ and ρ′

are also conjugate by an element of K.

A consequence of the first statement of Proposition 8.3.7 is the following description
of the space of holomorphic sections of the adjoint bundle.

Proposition 8.3.8. (Theorem 4.6 of [FM1]) Let E be the semistable G-bundle correspon-
ding to the representation ρ and the nilpotent element y ∈ zg(ρ). Then

H0(X,E(g)) = ker{ad y : zg(ρ)→ zg(ρ)}.

In Remark 8.1.4 to every element d ∈ π1(G) we associated an element of the Weyl
group ωd. As a consequence of Remark 8.2.1 and Proposition 8.2.8 we obtain the following
result.

Proposition 8.3.9. (Lemma 5.17 of [FM1]) Let G be a reductive Lie group with maximal
compact subgroup K and Cartan subgroup H . Let E be a polystable G-bundle of topolo-
gical type d associated to the representation ρ : ΓR → K. Let ωd ∈ W be the Weyl element
associated to d. Then zg(ρ) is a reductive Lie algebra with Cartan algebra hωd .

The description of the moduli space of c-pairs given by [BFM] and contained in Section
8.2 and the previous description of semistable and polystable G-bundles leads [FM1] to a
description of the moduli space of G-Higgs bundles.

Theorem 8.3.10. (Theorem 5.19 of [FM1]) Suppose thatG is a simply connected complex
semisimple Lie group and let Λ be the coroot lattice of G. Then, there is an isomorphism
of normal projective varieties

M(G) ∼= (X ⊗Z Λ) / W .

More generally, letG be a complex semisimple Lie group,K its maximal compact subgroup
and T a maximal torus of K. Let c be an element of the centre of the universal cover G̃ of
G and suppose that G is such that G = G̃/〈c〉. Then there exists a complex structure on
R(K)c ∼= (Sc×Sc)/Wc for which it is an irreducible normal projective variety isomorphic
to M(G)c.

Remark 8.3.11. The description of trivial G-bundles M(G)0 was studied separately in
[La] with a purely algebraic method.

The correspondence given by Theorem 8.1.8 at the end of Section 8.1 gives the follow-
ing result which is worked out in [S] and [FM1].

Theorem 8.3.12. Let G̃ be a simple complex reductive and simply connected Lie group and
let c ∈ ZG̃(G̃), set G = G̃/〈c〉. We have that π1(G) ∼= 〈c〉; let d be the element of π1(G)
corresponding to c under this isomorphism. The moduli space M(G)d of holomorphic G-
bundles of topological class d is isomorphic to the moduli space M(H̃G,c) of holomorphic
H̃G,c-bundles, where H̃G,c is the simple complex reductive and simply connected Lie group
given by the correspondence of Theorem 8.1.8.
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Chapter 9

G-Higgs bundles over an elliptic curve

9.1 G-Higgs bundles
Let G be a connected complex reductive Lie group and let X be an elliptic curve.

A G-Higgs bundle over X is a pair (E,Φ) where E is a holomorphic G-bundle over X
and Φ, called the Higgs field, is a holomorphic section of E(g).

TwoG-Higgs bundles (E,Φ) and (E ′,Φ′) are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism
of G-bundles f : E → E ′ such that Φ′ = f ◦ Φ ◦ f−1. We denote by Aut(E,Φ) the group
of automorphisms of the G-Higgs bundle (E,Φ) and by aut(E,Φ) its Lie algebra.

Remark 9.1.1. When X is a compact Riemann surface of arbitrary genus we define a
G-Higgs bundle as a pair (E,Φ) where E is a holomorphic G-bundle and Φ a section
of E(g) ⊗ Ω1

X , where Ω1
X is the canonical bundle of the Riemann surface. The previous

definition holds for elliptic curves since, in that case, the canonical bundle is trivial.

We say that a G-Higgs bundle (E,Φ) over X is stable (resp. semistable) if for every
proper parabolic subgroup P with Lie algebra p, any non-trivial antidominant character
χ : P → C∗, and any reduction of structure group σ to the parabolic subgroup P giving
the P -bundle Eσ such that Φ ∈ H0(X,Eσ(p)), we have

degχ∗Eσ > 0 (resp. ≥ 0)

The G-Higg bundle E is polystable if it is semistable and when there exists a parabolic
subgroup P ( G, a strictly antidominant character χ : P → C∗, and a reduction of
structure group σ giving the P bundle Eσ such that

Φ ∈ H0(X,Eσ(p))

and
degχ∗Eσ = 0,

there exists a holomorphic reduction ς of the structure group of Eσ to the Levi subgroup
L ⊂ P such that Φ ∈ H0(X,Eς(l)), where Eς denotes the principal L-bundle obtained
from the reduction of structure group ς and l is the Lie algebra of L.
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A family of semistable G-Higgs bundles over X parametrized by the scheme T is a pair
E = (FE , ΦE) where FE → X × T is a family of G-bundles and ΦE is a holomorphic
section of FE(g).

Two semistable G-Higgs bundles (E,Φ) and (E ′,Φ′) are S-equivalent if there exists a
family E parametrized by an irreducible scheme S and a point s ∈ S such that for every
point t ∈ S with t 6= s we have that (FEt , ΦEt ) ∼= (E,Φ) and (FEs , ΦEs ) ∼= (E ′,Φ′) and we
construct S-equivalence as the equivalence relation ∼S obtained by the previous relation.
S-equivalence for families of semistable G-Higgs bundles is defined pointwise.

We denote by AG the collection of semistable G-Higgs bundles over X of topological
class d. We denote by PG the algebraic condition defined above for the definition of families
of semistable G-Higgs bundles and consider the moduli functor

Mod(AG, PG, S).

By [Si3] there exists a moduli space M(G)d of S-equivalence classes of semistable G-
Higgs bundle associated to this functor. It follows also from [Si3] that in every S-equivalence
class there is always a polystable G-Higgs bundle which is unique up to isomorphism, so
the points of M(G)d parametrize S-equivalence classes of semistable G-Higgs bundles or
isomorphism classes of polystable G-Higgs bundles.

We denote byAstG the subcollection ofAG of stable G-Higgs bundles. Since stability is
an open condition and two S-equivalent stable G-Higgs bundles are always isomorphic we
note that for families of stableG-Higgs bundles S-equivalence corresponds to isomorphism
pointwise. Then, we can consider the following moduli functor

Mod(AstG, PG,
pt∼=).

We denote by Mst(G)d the moduli space of isomorphism classes of stable G-bundles of
topological class d associated to it.

Let z be the centre of g. We recall that aut(E,Φ) is the set of elements of H0(X,E(g))
that commute with Φ. We denote by autss(E,Φ) the subset of aut(E,Φ) given by sections
s ∈ H0(X,E(g)) such that for every point x ∈ X s(x) is semisimple.

Proposition 9.1.2. (Proposition 2.5 of [GGM]) Let (E,Φ) be a polystable G-Higgs bun-
dle. Then (E,Φ) is stable if and only if autss(E,Φ) ⊂ H0(X,E(z)). Furthermore, if
(E,Φ) is stable, we also have aut(E,Φ) ⊂ H0(X,E(z)).

The previous result allows us to ensure for every polystable G-Higgs bundles the ex-
istence of a reduction of structure group to some Levi subgroup L ⊂ G giving a stable
L-Higgs bundle. Such a reduction is called a Jordan-Hölder reduction and is unique in a
certain sense (see [GGM] e.g.). More precisely, one has the following.

Proposition 9.1.3. (Jordan-Hölder reduction) Suppose (E,Φ) is a polystable G-Higgs
bundle. Then there exists a reductive subgroup L = ZG(T ) where T is a connected abelian
subgroup of G, such that (E,Φ) admits a reduction of structure group to L giving a stable
L-Higgs bundle (EL,ΦL).

If furthermore (E,Φ) admits a reduction of structure group to L′ = ZG(T ′) where T ′

is another connected abelian subgroup in G, giving a stable L′-Higgs bundle (EL′ ,ΦL′),
then there is a g ∈ G such that T ′ = gTg−1, E ′ = g · E and Φ′ = gΦg−1.
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We say that a family E → X × T of semistable G-Higgs bundles is locally graded if
for every point t ∈ T there exists an open subset U containing t, a reductive subgroup L of
G of the form ZG(T ) and a family F of stable L-Higgs bundles parametrized by U such
that

E|X×U ∼S i∗(F)

where i∗ is the extension of structure group associated to the injection i : L ↪→ G. By
Proposition 9.1.3, for every t′ ∈ U , the L-Higgs bundle F|X×{t′} is a Jordan-Hölder reduc-
tion of E|X×{t′}.

We say that locally graded families of semistable G-Higgs bundles satisfy the algebraic
condition QG. With this new algebraic condition for families of G-Higgs bundles one can
construct the moduli functor

Mod(AG, QG, S). (9.1)

We denote byM(G)d the moduli space of semistable G-Higgs bundles associated to this
moduli functor if this moduli space exists.

Let Z0 be the connected component of the centre of G. The multiplication induces a
map

µ : Z0 ×G // G

(z, g) � // z · g.

(9.2)

Given a Z0-Higgs bundle (L, φ) and a G-Higgs bundle (E,Φ), we define

(L⊗ E,Φ + φ) = (µ∗(L×X E),Φ + φ). (9.3)

We need to check that this is a G-Higgs bundle. First take a covering {Ui} of X that
trivializes both L and E. Let {ηij} be the transition functions of the Z0-bundle L and
{ϕij} the transition funtions of the G-bundle E. Since the ηij commute with the ϕij we
see that {ηijϕij} satisfy the cocycle condition and then µ∗(L ×X E) is a well defined G-
bundle. Next, we observe that the adjoint bundle E(g) is isomorphic to the adjoint bundle
µ∗(L ×X E)(g) (recall that the centre of G acts trivially on g) and then Φ is a section of
the adjoint bundle of L ⊗ E. Finally, note that O ⊗ z is a subbundle of (L ⊗ E)(g) and
therefore the sum Φ + φ is a well defined Higgs field for L⊗ E.

The following is immediate.

Proposition 9.1.4. Let (E,Φ) be a (semi,poly)stable G-Higgs bundle and let (L,Φ) be a
Z0-Higgs bundle. Then the G-Higgs bundle (L⊗ E,Φ + φ) is (semi,poly)stable.

9.2 Stability of G-Higgs bundles in terms of the under-
lying G-bundle

In this section G denotes a connected complex reductive Lie group.

Proposition 9.2.1. Let (E,Φ) be a semistable G-Higgs bundle. Then E is a semistable
G-bundle.
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Proof. Suppose E is unstable. By Theorem 8.3.4. one has that E reduces to the Harder-
Narasimhan parabolic subgroup P giving EP , and there exists a character χ : P → C∗
such that degχ∗EP < 0. Moreover H0(X,E(g)) = H0(X,EP (p)). We thus have that
Φ ∈ H0(X,EP (p)) and hence the Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is unstable.

Proposition 9.2.2. Let (E,Φ) be a stable G-Higgs bundle, then E is stable.

Proof. We first note that Φ ∈ H0(X,E(g)) is contained in aut(E,Φ).
If (E,Φ) is stable, by Proposition 9.1.2 we have that aut(E,Φ) ⊂ H0(X,E(z)). By

Proposition 9.1.4 (E, 0) is stable too and therefore E is a stable G-bundle.
Recall that Proposition 9.1.3 asserts that for every polystable G-Higgs bundle (E,Φ)

there exists a Jordan-Hölder reduction to a reductive Lie subgroup L, giving a stable L-
Higgs bundle (EL,ΦL). A direct consequence of Proposition 9.2.2 is the following.

Corollary 9.2.3. Let (E,Φ) be a polystable G-Higgs bundle. Then E is a polystable G-
bundle.

Combining the results above with the results of Section 8.3 we are able to describe
semistable, polystable and stable G-Higgs bundles. Let G be a connected complex re-
ductive Lie group with maximal compact K. Let H be a Cartan subgroup of G and h
be the corresponding Cartan subalgebra of g. Let d ∈ π1(G) be determined by (u, c) ∈
π1(Z)× π1(D) with the notation of (8.3). Take ωc ∈ W as defined in (8.4).

Proposition 9.2.4. Every semistable G-Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is determined by a triple
(ρ, y, z) where ρ : ΓR → K is a central representation, y is a nilpotent element of zk(ρ)
and z is an element of zg(ρ) such that [y, z] = 0.

Two triples (ρ, y, z) and (ρ′, y′, z′) determine isomorphic semistable G-Higgs bundles
if and only if there exists an element k ∈ K such that (ρ′, y′, z′) = (kρk−1, adk(y), adk(z)).

Proof. This result follows inmediately from Proposition 9.2.1 and Propositions 8.3.7 and
8.3.8.

Proposition 9.2.5. Every polystable G-Higgs bundle (E,Φ) of type d ∈ π1(G) is deter-
mined by a pair (ρ, z) where ρ : ΓR → K is a central representation and z is an element
of hωc , the Cartan subalgebra of zg(ρ).

Two pairs (ρ, z) and (ρ′, z′) determine isomorphic polystable G-Higgs bundles if and
only if there exists an element k ∈ K such that (ρ′, z′) = (kρk−1, adk(z)).

Proof. The proposition follows from Corollary 4.2.4 and Proposition 9.2.4. By Proposition
8.3.9 zg(ρ) is a reductive subalgebra with Cartan subalgebra hωc . Conjugating z by the
reductive Lie group Aut(E)0(= exp zg(ρ)) we can always send it to the Cartan subalgebra
without changing ρ.

Proposition 9.2.6. A polystable G-Higgs bundle (E,Φ) determined by a pair (ρ, z) is
stable if and only if zg(ρ) = zg(g).

Two pairs (ρ, z) and (ρ′, z′) determine isomorphic stable G-Higgs bundles if and only
if there exists an element k ∈ K such that (ρ′, z′) = (kρk−1, z).
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Proof. By Corollary 9.2.3 E is polystable. By Proposition 9.1.2, E is stable if and only
if autss(E) ⊂ H0(X,E(zg(g))), equivalently, if and only if zg(ρ) = zg(g). Recall that
Proposition 9.2.2 says that (E,Φ) is stable if and only if E is stable.

The second statement follows from Proposition 9.2.5. We have that z lies in zg(g) and
then, it is invariant under adk.

9.3 Stable G-Higgs bundles
We start studying stableG-Higgs bundles when the structure groupG is a connected abelian
complex Lie group.

Remark 9.3.1. For any abelian complex reductive Lie groupGwe have that everyG-Higgs
bundle is stable and therefore

M(G) ∼= Mst(G).

For any G-bundle E we have, E(g) ∼= O ⊗ g and every isomorphism between G-Higgs
bundles induces the identity in H0(X,O ⊗ g), so

M(G) ∼= H1(X,G)×H0(X,O ⊗ g).

The universal cover of a connected abelian groupG is its Lie algebra g and the covering
map is the exponential exp : g→ G. Hence the fundamental group π1(G) is identified with
the kernel of the exponential map which is a lattice in g

ΛG = ker expG ⊂ g. (9.4)

Every element γ ∈ ΛG defines a cocharacter χγ : C∗ → G in the following way.
For any λ ∈ C∗ we take b ∈ C such that λ = exp(2πi(b + Z)) and we set χγ(λ) =
exp(γ(b + Z)). Similarly, given a cocharacter χ : C∗ → G we obtain dχ : C → g and we
observe that γχ = dχ(2πi) is an element of ΛG. Furthermore, for every γ1, γ2 ∈ ΛG one
can easily check that χγ1 · χγ2 is equal to χγ1+γ2 .

Recall that, given two G-bundles L1 and L2, we have implicitly defined L1 ⊗ L2 in
(9.3). Let B(ΛG) = {γ1, . . . , γ`} be a basis of ΛG. The identification between elements of
the lattice ΛG ⊂ g and cocharacters χ : C∗ → G gives the following isomorphism

θ : C∗ ⊗Z ΛG

∼= // G

∑
γi∈B(ΛG) λi ⊗Z γi � // χγ1(λ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ χγ`(λ`),

and
dθ : C⊗Z ΛG

∼= // g

∑
γi∈B(ΛG)(bi ⊗Z γi) � //

∑
γi∈B(ΛG) λi · γi.
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Proposition 9.3.2. Let G be a connected complex reductive abelian group, then we have
an isomorphism

ξx0
G,0 : M(G)0

∼= // T ∗X ⊗Z ΛG

[(L, φ)]S
� //

∑
γi∈B(ΛG)(xi, λi)⊗Z γi

where
∑

γi∈B(ΛG)(xi, λi)⊗Z γi is such that

(L, φ) ∼=

 ⊗
γi∈B(ΛG)

(χγi)∗L
′
i,
∑

γi∈B(ΛG)

dχγiφ
′
i


with (L′i, φ

′
i) = ξx0

1,0(xi, λi). For every d ∈ π1(G), we have

M(G)d ∼= T ∗X ⊗Z ΛG.

Proof. Since G is abelian, we have that

M(G)0
∼= H1(X,G)0 ×H0(X,O ⊗ g).

SinceG is connected, the extension of structure group associated to θ gives an isomorphism

θ∗ : Pic0(X)⊗Z ΛG

∼=−→ H1(X,G)0

and dθ : g
∼=−→ C⊗Z ΛG induces

(dθ)∗ : H0(X,O)⊗Z ΛG

∼=−→ H0(X,O ⊗ g).

Since (Pic0(X)⊗Z ΛG)× (H0(X,O)⊗Z ΛG) is equal to (Pic0(X)×H0(X,O))⊗Z ΛG,
we see that using the pair (θ∗, (dθ)∗) we can construct

ΘG : ((Pic0(X)×H0(X,O))⊗Z ΛG)
∼=−→M(G)0.

From (3.4) we have ξx0
1,0 : Pic0(X) × H0(X,O)

∼=−→ T ∗X and then we can construct the

isomorphism µx0,G : (Pic0(X) × H0(X,O)) ⊗Z ΛG

∼=−→ T ∗X ⊗Z ΛG. The composition
ξx0
G,0 = µx0,G ◦Θ−1

G is an isomorphism as well.
Finally, since G is abelian and complex reductive, for every d ∈ π1(G) we have

M(G)d ∼= M(G)0.

Next, we study stableG-Higgs bundles whenG is a connected complex semisimple Lie
group and let K be the maximal compact subgroup of G.

Let (E,Φ) be a stable G-Higgs bundle associated to the pair (ρ, z); since G is semisim-
ple ρ reduces to a representation of the fundamental group π1(X) ∼= Z⊕Z. A representation
ρ : π1(X) → K is completely determined by two elements a, b ∈ K such that [a, b] = id.
If we lift a and b to the universal cover of K, we obtain ã, b̃ ∈ K̃ such that [ã, b̃] = c, where
c is an element of the centre of K̃.
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By Proposition 9.2.6 zg(ρ) = zg(g). Since G is semisimple we have zg(g) = 0, then
zk(ρ) = zk(a, b) = 0 and therefore zk(ã, b̃) = 0.

The pair (ã, b̃) of elements of K̃ with commutator c ∈ ZK̃(K̃) such that zk(ã, b̃) = 0 is
a rank zero c-pair. As a consequence of Proposition 8.2.6 we have the following.

Proposition 9.3.3. Let G be a connected complex semisimple Lie group. There are no
stable G-Higgs bundles of topological type d ∈ π1(G) over the elliptic curve X , unless the
quotient of the group by the connected component of its centre is

G = PGL(n1,C)× · · · × PGL(nr,C)

and d = (d̃1, . . . , d̃r), where d̃i = di (modni) is such that gcd(di, ni) = 1. In that case

Mst
d (G) = {pt}.

Proof. We have seen that the existence of a stable G-bundle implies the existence of a rank
zero c-pair on K̃. By Proposition 8.2.6 this is only possible if K̃ is a product of SU(ni)
with ni ≥ 2 and c is a product of ci where ci generates the centre of SU(ni).

If K̃ is a product of SU(ni) then G̃ is a product of SL(ni,C) and then G is a product of
SL(ni,C)/Zmi where Zmi is a subgroup of Zni , the centre of SL(ni,C) (mi divides ni).

A representation ρi : π1(X) → SU(ni)/Zmi is determined by a pair (ai, bi) of com-
muting elements of SU(ni)/Zmi . This elements lift to SU(ni) giving ãi and b̃i such that
[ãi, b̃i] = ci ∈ Zmi contained in Zni , the centre of SU(ni). This is a rank zero ci-pair only
if ci generates all Zni , i.e. only if mi = ni. This implies that G is a product of PGL(ni,C).

A PGL(ni,C)-bundle of topological type d̃i ∈ π1(PGL(ni,C)) = Zni can be lifted
to a principal bundle with structure group SL(ni,C)/〈d̃i〉. If the bundle comes from a
representation associated to a ci-pair with ci generating the centre of SU(ni), the bundle can
not be lifted to any group different from PGL(n,C) and therefore it must have topological
type d̃i generating all π1(G). Such d̃i has the form d̃i = di (modni) with di and ni coprime.

The last statement follows from Theorem 4.5.1.
Now we take G to be a connected complex reductive Lie group. Proposition 9.2.2 gives

a restriction for the set of connected complex Lie groups such that stable G-Higgs bundles
exists.

Corollary 9.3.4. Let G be a connected complex reductive Lie group. There are no stable
G-Higgs bundles over the elliptic curve X unless

G/Z0
∼= PGL(n1,C)× · · · × PGL(nr,C),

and E/Z0 has topological invariant d = (d̃1, . . . , d̃r), where d̃i = di (modni) is such that
gcd(di, ni) = 1.

Proof. Denote by Z0 the connected component of the centre of G. Consider γ : G →
G/Z0. We obviously have that ker γ is contained in the centre ofG and then by Proposition
8.3.3 and Propositions 9.2.2 and 9.3.3 we have the result.
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Let us study the connected groups that satisfy G/Z0 = PGL(n,C). Assuming that Z0

is not trivial, then G is isomorphic to

G ∼= Z0 ×τ SL(n,C)

where τ : ZSL(n,C)(SL(n,C)) ∼= Zn → Z0 is a homomorphism. We can always chose an
isomorphism Z0

∼= (C∗)s such that the image of τ is entirely contained in the first C∗ and
then

G ∼= (C∗)s−1 × (C∗ ×τ SL(n,C)) .

The groups G = C∗×τ SL(n,C) are determined by the representation τ : Zn −→ C∗. The
group Zn is cyclic and then its image under τ is cyclic himself, i.e. it is isomorphic to Zm
with m dividing n. The representation τ is determined (up to automorphisms of Zn) by the
value of m, so

G ∼= C∗ ×Zm SL(n,C).

Finally we have G = GL(n,C)/Zk, with k = n/m, since

GL(n,C)/Zk ∼= (C∗ ×Zn SL(n,C)) /Zk
∼= (C∗/Zk)×Z(n/k)

SL(n,C)

∼= C∗ ×Z(n/k)
SL(n,C).

The fundamental group of GL(n,C)/Zk is Z and the projection from GL(n,C) to
GL(n,C)/Zk and further to GL(n,C)/C∗ = PGL(n,C) induces a morphism between
the fundamental groups

π1(GL(n,C)) // π1(GL(n,C)/Zk) // π1(GL(n,C)/C∗)

d
� // d

� // d (modn)

(9.5)

We can summarize all this in the following corollary.

Corollary 9.3.5. Let G be a connected complex reductive Lie group. There are no stable
G-Higgs bundles with topological invariant d over the elliptic curve X unless

G = (C∗)s × PGL(n′1,C)× · · · × PGL(n′t,C)× . . .
×GL(n′′1,C)/Zk1 × · · · ×GL(n′′r ,C)/Zkr (9.6)

and d ∈ π1(G) has the form

d =
(
d1, . . . , ds, d̃1, . . . , d̃t, d

′′
1, . . . , d

′′
r

)
, (9.7)

where gcd(d′′j , n
′′
j ) = 1 and d̃i = d′i (modn′i) with gcd(d′i, n

′
i) = 1.

We have already studied stable Higgs bundles and stable PGL(n,C)-Higgs bundles.
We complete the study of stable G-Higgs bundles over an elliptic curve with the case of
stable (GL(n,C)/Zk)-Higgs bundles. Recall that the centre of SL(n,C)/Zk is Zm where
m = n/k.
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Proposition 9.3.6. Let (E,Φ) be a stable (GL(n,C)/Zk)-Higgs bundle of degree d and let
J be any element of H1(X,Zm). Then

(E,Φ) ∼= (J ⊗ E,Φ).

Proof. By Proposition 9.2.6, the stable G-Higgs bundle (E,Φ) is determined by a pair
(ρ, z), where ρ : ΓR → U(n)/Zk and z is an element of C understood as the centre of
gl(n,C).

By Remark 8.2.1 the representation ρ is determined by a triple (a, b, u), where a and b
are elements of U(n)/Zk such that c = [a, b] is contained in the centre of SU(n)/Zk, which
is isomorphic to Zm. We have that c is the image d̃ = d (modn) under the projection
Zn → Zm. Since E is stable we have that gcd(n, d) = 1, so d̃ generates all Zn and
therefore c generates all Zm.

Conjugating by a we obtain ρ′ = aρa−1 which is determined by the triple (a, cb, u),
so ρ′ = ρa · ρ where ρa : π1(X) → F is given by (id, c). We denote by Ja the F -bundle
associated to ρa; by Proposition 9.2.6 we have that (E,Φ) ∼= (Ja ⊗ E,Φ).

Similarly, conjugating by b−1 we obtain ρ′′ = b−1ρb which is determined by the triple
(ca, b, u), so ρ′′ = ρb ·ρ where ρb : π1(X)→ F is given by (c, id). We call Jb the F -bundle
associated to ρb and we have (E,Φ) ∼= (Jb ⊗ E,Φ).

Finally, we note that Ja and Jb generate all H1(X,Zm), so for every F -bundle J we
obtain (E,Φ) ∼= (J ⊗ E,Φ).

Recall from (8.2) that a complex reductive Lie groupG is isomorphic to Z0×τD where
Z0 is the connected component of the centre, D is the universal cover of [G,G], F is the
intersection Z0 ∩ [G,G], C ⊂ ZD(D) is the preimage of F and τ : C → Z0 is induced by
F . One can easily generalize Proposition 9.3.6.

Corollary 9.3.7. Let (E,Φ) be a stable G-Higgs bundle of topological class d and let J be
any element of H1(X,F ). Then

(E,Φ) ∼= (J ⊗ E,Φ).

After (8.2) we have set G = G/F , Z = Z0/F and D = D/C. The morphism

q : G→ G ∼= Z ×D

induces an extension of structure group that sends the G-bundle E to q∗E = (q∗,1E, q∗,2E)
where q∗,1E is aZ-bundle and q∗,2E aD-bundle. Let qπ : π1(G)→ π1(G) be the morphism
of fundamental groups induced by q.

By (9.3) one has an action of the discrete set of F -bundles, H1(X,F ), on Mst(G)d.

Proposition 9.3.8. Let d ∈ π1(G) and denote by d the induced element in π1(G). The
extension of structure group associated to q induces an isomorphism

q? : Mst(G)d
∼= // Mst(G)d

[(E,Φ)]∼=
� // [(q∗E,Φ)]∼=.
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Proof. By Propositions 8.3.3 and 9.2.2 the morphism is well defined. By Proposition 8.3.1
the Higgs fields are contained in H0(X, zg(g) ⊗ O) = zg(g) and we observe that q? is
bijective if and only if the extension of structure group q∗ is bijective.

Take the short exact sequence 0 → F → G → G → 0 and consider the associated
short exact sequence of sheaves 0 → F → G → G → 0. By (5.7.11) of [Gr], since F is
contained in the centre of G, this induces the long exact sequence

. . . −→ H1(X,F ) −→ H1(X,G) −→ H1(X,G)
δ−→ H2(X,F ).

Since d is the image in π1(G) of d ∈ π1(G) we have that H1(X,G)d maps to the identity
under δ, therefore, we have that

H1(X,G)d
q∗−→ H1(X,G)d

is surjective. By Corollary 9.3.7, the action of H1(X,F ) on H1(X,G)d is trivial and then,
q∗ is bijective.

We have that q? is bijective. Since G ∼= Z × D, by Proposition 9.3.2 and Proposi-
tion 9.3.3 Mst(G) is smooth and therefore normal. By Zariski’s Main Theorem q? is an
isomorphism.

Theorem 9.3.9. Let G be a connected complex reductive Lie group as above and let d be
an element of π1(G). Take Z as above and ΛZ as in (9.4). We have that

Mst(G) = ∅,

unless G and d are as in (9.6) and (9.7), in which case we have an isomorphism

ξx0
G,d : Mst(G)

∼= // T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ

[(E,Φ)]∼=
� // ξx0

Z,qπ1 (d)
([(q∗,1E,Φ)]∼=)

Proof. First of all, by Corollary 9.3.5, we have that the moduli space of stable G-bundles
with topological class d is empty unless G and d are as in (9.6) and (9.7).

By Proposition 9.3.8 one has the following isomorphism

q? : Mst(G)d
∼= // Mst(Z)qπ1 (d) ×Mst(D)qπ2 (d)

[(E,Φ)]∼=
� // ([(q∗,1E,Φ)]∼=, [(q∗,2E, 0)]∼=) .

Finally, from Proposition 9.3.2 and Proposition 9.3.3 we obtain that

Mst(G)d ∼= T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ × {pt}.
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We denote by Ex0

(n,d) the underlying vector bundle of the Higgs bundle that maps to
(x0, 0) under ξx0

n,d defined in (4.9) and call the induced GL(n,C)/Zk-bundle Ex0

(n,d)/k. Note
that

detEx0

(n,d)
∼= O(x0)⊗d

and then
detEx0

(n,d)/k
∼= O(x0)⊗d.

We denote by PEn,d̃ the unique (up to isomorphism) stable PGL(n,C)-bundle of degree

d̃.
Take a connected complex reductive Lie group of the form (9.6) then we can define the

following G-bundle

Ex0
G,d =O(x0)⊗d1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ O(x0)⊗ds ⊕ PEn′1,d̃1

⊕ . . . PEn′t,d̃t⊕ (9.8)

⊕ Ex0

(n′′1 ,d
′′
1 )/k1

⊕ · · · ⊕ Ex0

(n′′r ,d
′′
r )/kr

.

Let us consider the universal family of Higgs bundles of rank 1 and degree 0

Ex0

(1,0) = (Fx0

(1,0), Φ
x0

(1,0))→ X × T ∗X.

Let Z0 be a connected complex reductive abelian Lie group and take ΛZ0 ⊂ z as defined
in (9.4). Let B(ΛZ0) = {γ1, . . . , γ`} be a basis of the lattice ΛZ0 . Let χγ : C∗ → Z0 be
the cocharacter constructed with γ ∈ ΛZ0 and dχγ : C → z its differential. We define
Ex0
Z0,0

= (Fx0
Z0,0

, Φx0
Z0,0

) as the family of Z0-Higgs bundles parametrized byX×T ∗X⊗ZΛZ0

constructed as follows; take t ∈ T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ0 of the form t =
∑

γi∈B(ΛZ0
)(xi, λi)⊗Z γi

Ex0
Z0,0
|X×{t} =

 ⊕
γi∈B(ΛZ0

)

(χγi)∗F
x0

(1,0)|X×{xi},
∑

γi∈B(ΛZ0
)

(dχγi)∗Φ
x0

(1,0)|X×{λi}

 ,

where (χγi)∗ is the extension of structure group associated to χγi and (dχγi)∗ : H0(X,O)→
H0(X,O ⊗ z) is induced by dχγi .

Now, take G and d as in (9.6) and (9.7). The multiplication map µ defined in (9.2) and
i∗ : H0(X,O ⊗ z)→ H0(X,O ⊗ g) induced by i : z→ g allow us to define

Vx0
G,d =

(
µ∗(Fx0

Z0,0
×X Ex0

G,d), i∗(Φ
x0
Z0,0

)
)
.

where Vx0
G,d is a family of G-Higgs bundles parametrized by T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ0 .

We denote by JZ0,F the image of H1(X,F )×{0} under ξx0
Z0,0

and write tJ ∈ JZ0,F for
the image of J ∈ H1(X,F ). Let t ∈ T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ0 and let (L, φ) be a Z0-Higgs bundle
such that t = ξx0

Z0,0
(L, φ). Since T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ0 is a group we have that JZ0,F (and therefore

H1(X,F )) acts on T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ0 in the following way

ξx0
Z0,0

(tJ + t) = (J ⊗ L, φ).

Using the notation defined in (9.3), after Corollary 9.3.7 we have that

Vx0
G,d|X×{t} ∼= (L⊗ Ex0

G,d, φ) ∼= (J ⊗ L⊗ Ex0
G,d, φ) ∼= Vx0

G,d|X×{tJ+t}
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and then Vx0
G,d defines a family parametrized by (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ0)/JZ0,F .

Let us study the quotient (T ∗X⊗ZΛZ0)/JZ0,F . Write Z0/F = Z, and consider ΛZ ⊂ z
as the lattice obtained from π1(Z). We have ΛZ0 ⊂ ΛZ and therefore we have a surjective
map

u : T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ0
// T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ

∑
γi∈B(ΛZ0

)(xi, λi)⊗Z γi � //
∑

γi∈B(ΛZ0
)(xi, λi)⊗Z γi,

where we consider γi ∈ ΛZ0 in the left and γi ∈ ΛZ in the right. If {γ1, . . . , γ`} is a set of
generators of ΛZ0 , we can choose a basis B(ΛZ) = {δ1, . . . , δ`} of ΛZ such that γi = miδi
with mi ∈ Z+. The kernel of u is generated by {yi ⊗Z γi : i = 1, . . . , `} where yi is
a generator of the torsion group X[mi]. On the other hand we see that the elements of
H1(X,F ) are generated by (χγi)∗Ji where Ji is a generator of Pic0(X)[mi]. This shows
that JZ0,F is generated byX[mi]⊗Zγi and therefore JZ0,F is equal to keru. Then u induces
an isomorphism

u : (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ0)/JZ0,F

∼=−→ T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ .

Taking the pull-back by idX ×(u)−1 of the family induced by the quotient of Vx0
G,d by

H1(X,F ) we can define
Ex0
G,d −→ X × (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ). (9.9)

For the moment, the family Ex0
G,d is defined only for G and d of the form given in (9.6) and

(9.7).

Remark 9.3.10. By construction, Ex0
G,d parametrizes stable G-Higgs bundles of topological

class d. One can see that the map T ∗X ⊗Z ΛZ → Mst(G)d induced by the family Ex0
G,d is

equal to (ξx0
G,d)

−1 which is an isomorphism. Then Ex0
G,d is a universal family.

9.4 Moduli spaces of G-Higgs bundles
Let G be a connected complex reductive Lie group. Let d be an element of π1(G). Suppose
that d is given by (u, c) ∈ π1(Z) × π1(D) with the notation of (8.3) and take ωc to be the
element of the Weyl group defined in (8.4).

We recall the definition of Sc and Lc given in (8.5) and (8.7). The following result
describes the Jordan-Hölder reduction of a polystable Higgs bundle.

Proposition 9.4.1. Every polystable G-Higgs bundle of topological type d admits a reduc-
tion of structure group to Lc giving a stable Lc-Higgs bundle of topological class d.

Proof. Let H be the Cartan subgroup of G and h its Lie algebra. Suppose (E,Φ) is a
polystable G-Higgs bundle of type d associated to the pair (ρ, z). We have that im ρ is con-
tained inZG(hωc) since hωc is contained in zg(h

ωc). Also, since z ∈ hωc , it is straightforward
that z ∈ zg(h

ωc). Then the polystable G-Higgs bundle (E,Φ) reduces to a polystable Lc-
Higgs bundle (EL,ΦL). This Lc-Higgs bundle is associated to the pair (ρL, zL), where ρL
is the restriction of ρ to Lc and zL is simply z.
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By Proposition 9.1.2 (EL,ΦL) is stable if aut(E,Φ) is contained in H0(X,EL(hωc))
where hωc is the centre of lc. We have that aut(E,Φ) is zlc(ρ, z) by Proposition 9.2.5 and
since z lies in the centre of lc, aut(E,Φ) is isomorphic to zlc(ρ). Then, (EL,ΦL) is stable
if zlc(ρ) is contained in hωc .

We note that zlc(ρ) is zg(ρ) ∩ zg(h
ωc). Since hωc is a maximal abelian subalgebra of

zg(ρ), we have that zg(ρ) ∩ zg(h
ωc) is hωc itself.

Finally, the topological class of (EL,ΦL) is, by Lemma 8.1.7, the unique preimage of d
under the homomorphism π1(Lc)→ π1(G) given by the inclusion Lc ↪→ G. For simplicity,
we denote this preimage also by d.

Remark 9.4.2. The existence of stable Lc-Higgs bundles and Corollary 9.3.5 imply that

Lc ∼= (C∗)×s × PGL(n′1,C)× · · · × PGL(n′t,C)×
×GL(n′′1,C)/Zk1 × · · · ×GL(n′′r ,C)/Zkr .

Recall the definition of Sc given in (8.10). We set ΛSc
to be the lattice in LieSc = hωc

given by (9.4).
Denote by i the injection Lc ↪→ G and by i∗ the extension of structure group associated

to it. Since Lc and d have the form of (9.6) and (9.7) we have defined in (9.9) the family
Ex0
Lc,d

. We set
Ex0
G,d = i∗Ex0

Lc,d
. (9.10)

By construction, it is a family of polystableG-Higgs bundles parametrized by T ∗X⊗ZΛSc
.

Remark 9.4.3. By Proposition 9.4.1 every polystable G-Higgs bundle is isomorphic to
Ex0
G,d|X×{t} for some t ∈ T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc

.

Proposition 9.4.4. The family Ex0
G,d has the local universal property among locally graded

families of semistable G-Higgs bundles.

Proof. If the family E → X×T is locally graded, for every point t ∈ T there exists U con-
taining f , a subgroup i : L ↪→ G and a family F of stable L-Higgs bundles parametrized
by U such that

E|X×U ∼S i∗(F).

By Proposition 9.4.1 we have that L = Lc and since, by Remark 9.3.10, Ex0
Lc,d

is a universal
family, there exists f : U → T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc

such that F ∼S f ∗Ex0
Lc,d

and therefore

E ∼S f ∗Ex0
G,d.

Let us denote by Kc the maximal compact subgroup of Lc; we note that it is a product
of factors of the form of U(1), PSU(n′i) and U(n′′j )/Zkj . We recall the stable G-bundle
Ex0
Lc,d

defined in (9.8) and denote the unitary representation associated to Ex0
Lc,d

by

ρ0 : ΓR −→ Kc.

As in Remark 8.2.1 we denote the triple that determines ρ0 by (a0, b0, u). Note that a0, b0 ∈
[Kc, Kc] since the factors of Ex0

Lc,d
have determinant equal to O(x0)⊗di for some di.
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Since Sc is abelian, every representation ΓR factors through a representation of U(1)×
π1(X). A representation ρ : ΓR → Sc is determined by a triple (s1, s2, u) with [s1, s2] = id
and expu = id. If ρ is a representation with trivial topological invariant, i.e. it is associated
to (s1, s2, 0), then it lifts to a representation ρ′ : ΓR → Sd associated to (s1, s2, 0), where
si projects to si. If u and u are 0, the representations ρ and ρ factors through π1(X). We
recall that Lie(Sc) = hωc .

Remark 9.4.5. Let t ∈ T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
and let (L, φ) be the Sc-Higgs bundle of topological

class 0 such that t = ξx0

Sc,0
(L, φ). Let us take (L, φ) to be one Sc-Higgs bundle that projects

to (L, φ). Using the notation of (9.3) we have that

Ex0
G,d|X×{t} ∼= i∗

(
L⊗ Ex0

Lc,d
, φ
)
.

Let ρ′ : π1(X)→ Sc∩Kc be the unitary representation associated toL and suppose that φ ∈
H0(X,L(hωc) is given by the element z ∈ hωc . We have that Ex0

G,d|X×{t} is the polystable
G-Higgs bundle associated to (ρ′ρ0, z), where we consider ρ′ρ0 as a representation of ΓR
into G.

RecallWc defined in (8.6). Note thatWc acts on Sc and therefore it acts on T ∗X⊗ZΛSc
.

Proposition 9.4.6. Let (E1,Φ1) and (E2,Φ2) be two polystable G-Higgs bundles of topo-
logical class d parametrized by Ex0

G,d at the points t1 and t2 ∈ T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
. We have that

(E1,Φ1) and (E2,Φ2) are isomorphic G-Higgs bundles if and only if there exists ν ∈ Wc

such that t2 = ν · t1.

Proof. Let H be a Cartan subgroup of G and h its Cartan subalgebra. Let (Li, φi) be the
Sc-Higgs bundle that maps under ξx0

Sc,0
to ti and suppose that (Li, φi) is associated with the

pair (ρi, zi) where zi ∈ LieSc = hωc and ρi is a representation of π1(X) in Sc. Let us
denote by ρ′i : π1(X)→ Sc the lift to Sc of ρi.

By Remark 9.4.5 (ρ′1ρ0, z1) and (ρ′2ρ0, z2) are the associated pairs of (E1,Φ1) and
(E2,Φ2). Let (a0, b0, u) and (a′i, b

′
i, 0) be the triples associated to ρ0 and ρ′i as described in

Remark 8.2.1. Take also (ai, bi) to be the projection of (a′i, b
′
i) to Sc; we see that (ai, bi, 0) is

the triple associated to ρ. Recall that a0 and b0 belong to [Lc, Lc]; we note that (a′1a0, b
′
1b0)

and (a′2a0, b
′
2b0) are c-pairs with c = expu. By Proposition 9.2.5, (E1,Φ1) and (E2,Φ) are

isomorphic G-Higgs bundles if and only if there exists g ∈ G such that

(a′2a0, b
′
2b0) = g(a′1a0, b

′
1b0)g−1 (9.11)

and
z2 = adg z1. (9.12)

By (8.14) of Theorem 8.2.9 the existence of g ∈ G satisfying (9.11) implies the existence
of g′ ∈ NG(Sc) such that

(a′2, b
′
2) = g′(a′1, b

′
1)(g′)−1

From the proof of Theorem 8.2.9 we know that g′ = h′h′′g with h′ and h′′ in ZG(Sc), so
adg′ z1 = adg z1 and then g′ also satifies z2 = adg′ z1.
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Equivalently, if we have g′ ∈ NG(Sc) satisfying

(caa
′
2, cbb

′
2) = g′(a′1, b

′
1)(g′)−1 (9.13)

for some ca and cb in Cc and
z2 = adg′ z1, (9.14)

then (a′0, b
′
0) = (g′)−1(c−1

a a0, c
−1
b b0)g′ is a c-pair in [Lc, Lc] and, since all the c-pairs in

[Lc, Lc] are conjugate we know thet there exists h ∈ Lc such that (a′0, b
′
0) is equal to

h(a0, b0)h−1. This implies that (a0, b0) = (g′)h(caa0, cbb0)h−1(g′)−1. Then g = g′h is
such that (g′a′1(g′)−1a0, g

′b′1(g′)−1b0) is equal to g(a′1a0, b
′
1b0)g−1 and so

(a′2a0, b
′
2b0) = g(a′1a0, b

′
1b0)g−1.

Finally since g = g′h with h ∈ ZG(Sc) we have that (9.14) implies z2 = adg z1.
We have seen that the existence of g ∈ G satisfying conditions (9.11) and (9.12) is

equivalent to the existence of g′ ∈ NG(Sc) satisfying (9.13) and (9.12).
We denote by ν ∈ Wc the projection of g′ ∈ NG(Sc) to the quotient NG(Sc)/ZG(Sc).

We note that ν induces the isomorphisms fν : Sc
∼=−→ Sc and dfν : hωc

∼=−→ hωc where we
recall that hωc = Lie(Sc). We denote by (fν)∗ the extension of structure group associated
to fν (note that (fν)∗ sends an Sc-bundle to an Sc-bundle) and we write (dfν)∗ : H0(X,O⊗
hωc)→ H0(X,O ⊗ hωc) induced by dfν .

Recalling that (ρi, zi) is the pair associated to the Sc-Higgs bundle (Li, φi), we see
that (9.13) and (9.14) is equivalent to the existence of the following isomorphism of Higgs
bundles

(L2, φ2) ∼= ((fν)∗L1, (dfν)∗φ1), (9.15)

for some ν ∈ Wc.
Let B(ΛSc

) = {γ1, . . . , γ`} be a basis of the lattice ΛSc
. If ti =

∑
γj∈B(ΛSc )(xi,j, λi,j)⊗Z

γj we have by Proposition 9.3.2 that

(Li, φi)
∼=

 ⊗
γj∈B(ΛSc )

(χγj)∗L
′
i,j,

∑
γj∈B(ΛSc )

(dχγj)∗λi,j


where (L′i,j, λi,j) is the rank 1 Higgs bundle such that (xi,j, λi,j) = ξx0

1,0(L′i,j, λi,j). If we
apply (fν)∗ and (dfν)∗ we obtain

((fν)∗Li, (dfν)∗φi)
∼=

 ⊗
γj∈B(ΛSc )

(χν·γj)∗L
′
i,j,

∑
γj∈B(ΛSc )

(dχν·γj)∗λi,j


 ⊗
γj∈B(ΛSc )

(χγj)∗L
′
2,j,

∑
γj∈B(ΛSc )

(dχγj)∗λ2,j

 ∼=
 ⊗
γj∈B(ΛSc )

(χν·γj)∗L
′
1,j,

∑
γj∈B(ΛSc )

(dχν·γj)∗λ1,j


and therefore ∑

γj∈B(ΛSc )

(x2,j, λ2,j)⊗Z γj =
∑

γj∈B(ΛSc )

(x1,j, λ1,j)⊗Z (ν · γj).
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We have proved that (E2,Φ2) ∼= (E1,Φ1) if and only if t2 = ν · t1.
We state the main theorem of this chapter.

Theorem 9.4.7. LetG be a connected complex reductive Lie group. Take d ∈ π1(G), where
d is determined by (u, c) ∈ π1(Z) × π1(D) with the notation of Remark 8.1.1 and let Sc,
Lc, Sc, Wc and ΛSc

be as in (8.5), (8.7), (8.10), (8.6) and (9.4). Take the natural injection
i : Lc ↪→ G and the stable Lc-bundle Ex0

Lc,d
defined in (9.8).

There exists a coarse moduli space M(G)d for the moduli problem associated to the
functor Mod(AG, QG, S). We have the isomorphism

ξx0
G,d :M(G)d

∼= // (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc

[i∗(L⊗ Ex0
Lc,d

, φ)]S
� // ξx0

Sc,0
(L, φ),

where (L, φ) is a Sc-Higgs bundle that projects to the Sc-Higgs bundle (L, φ).

Proof. From Proposition 3.2.1, Proposition 9.4.4 and Proposition 9.4.6 it follows that

ηx0
G,d : (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc

) //M(G)d

t
� // [(Ex0

G,d)t]S,

induces an isomorphism

ηx0
G,d : (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc

) / Wc

∼=−→M(G)d.

We define ξx0
G,d as the inverse of this isomorphism.

Remark 9.4.8. Let us denote by d = 0 the trivial element of π1(G). By (8.3) d is given by
the trivial elements of π1(Z) × π1(D) and then it induces the trivial element of the Weyl
group, ω0 = id. This implies that Hω0 = H and then L0 = H . We write ΛH ⊂ h for
the lattice obtained from π1(H) and then the component ofM(G) of topologically trivial
G-Higgs bundles is

M(G)0
∼= (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛH) / W .

Since we have a natural injection of (X ⊗Z ΛSc
) in (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc

), the restriction of
the family Ex0

G,d to this subvariety gives a family of polystable G-Higgs bundles with zero
Higgs field parametrized by (X ⊗Z ΛSc

). If we denote by (E0)x0
G,d the underling family of

G-bundles observe that this family give us the following morphism

ν(E0)
x0
G,d

: (X ⊗Z ΛSc
) −→M(G)d.

By Proposition 9.4.6 this morphism induces the following bijective morphism

ν ′
(E0)

x0
G,d

: (X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc −→M(G)d.
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Remark 9.4.9. Since M(G)d is a normal algebraic variety, the bijective morphism ν ′
(E0)

x0
G,d

is an isomorphism. Its inverse is again an isomorphism

M(G)d ∼= (X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc . (9.16)

This is the description of M(G)d of [La] and [FM1] which is stated in Theorem 8.3.10.

Combining Theorem 9.4.7 with Theorem 8.1.8 we obtain the following result which is
analogous to Theorem 8.3.12.

Corollary 9.4.10. Let G̃ be a simple complex reductive and simply connected Lie group and
let c ∈ ZG̃(G̃); set G = G̃/〈c〉. We have that π1(G) ∼= 〈c〉; let d be the element of π1(G)
corresponding to c under this isomorphism. The moduli space M(G)d of S-equivalence
classes of semistable G-Higgs bundles of topological class d is isomorphic to the moduli
spaceM(H̃G,c) of S-equivalence classes of semistable H̃G,c-Higgs bundles, where H̃G,c is
the simple complex reductive and simply connected Lie group given by the correspondence
of Theorem 8.1.8.

We finish the section studying M(G)d, the moduli space associated to the moduli func-
tor Mod(AG, PG, S).

Proposition 9.4.11. We have a bijective morphismM(G)d → M(G)d, henceM(G)d is
the normalization of M(G)d.

Proof. The family Ex0
G,d induces a morphism

νEx0
G,d

: (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
) −→M(G)d,

and by Proposition 9.4.6 it factors through

ν ′Ex0
G,d

: (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc −→M(G)d.

Let us denote by M(G)d the normalization of M(G)d. Since (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc is

normal, by the universal property of the normalization, ν ′Ex0
G,d

factors through

ν ′′Ex0
G,d

: (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc −→M(G)d.

This map is an isomorphism since it is a bijection and M(G)d is normal. ThenM(G)d is
the normalization of M(G)d.

Remark 9.4.12. Both moduli spaces would be isomorphic if M(G)d were normal, but
normality in this case is an open question.
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9.5 The Hitchin fibration
We describe the Hitchin map using cameral covers. A good reference for this is [DP].

Let us consider the adjoint action of the group G on the Lie algebra g and take the
quotient map

q : g −→ g //G.

Let E be any holomorphic G-bundle. Since the adjoint action of G on g//G is obviously
trivial, we note that the fibre bundle induced by E is trivial

E(g//G) = O ⊗ (g//G).

The projection q induces a surjective morphism of fibre bundles

qE : E(g) −→ E(g//G),

and qE induces a morphism on the set of holomorphic global sections

(qE)∗ : H0(X,E(g)) // H0(X,O ⊗ (g//G))

Φ
� // Φ//G.

The following result is standard and implies that the map constructed above is constant
along S-equivalence classes.

Lemma 9.5.1. Let (E1,Φ1) and (E2,Φ2) be two S-equivalent semistableG-Higgs bundles.
We have that

(qE1)∗Φ1 = (qE2)∗Φ2.

Proof. We first prove that (E1,Φ1) ∼= (E2,Φ2) implies (qE1)∗Φ1 = (qE2)∗Φ2. If (E1,Φ1) ∼=
(E2,Φ2) is equivalent to the existence of an isomorphism f : E1

∼=−→ E2 inducing another
isomorphism fad : E1(g)

∼=−→ E2(g) such that Φ2 = fad(Φ1). We note that every isomor-
phism between adjoint bundles fad : E1(g) −→ E2(g) induces the trivial automorphism
between the induced fibre bundles

E1(g)
fad //

qE1

��

E2(g)

qE2

��
O ⊗ (g//G)

id
// O ⊗ (g//G),

and then Φ2 = fad(Φ1) implies that (qE1)∗Φ1 = (qE2)∗Φ2.
The construction above can be done for families of G-Higgs bundles. Let E = (F , Φ)

be a family of G-Higgs bundles parametrized by T . We have that F(g//G) is equal to
OX×T ⊗ (g//G) and this gives us the projection

qF : H0(X × T,F(g)) −→ H0(X × T,OX×T ⊗ (g//G)).
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If (E,Φ) is the polystable representative of the S-equivalence class of (E1,Φ1) and (E2,Φ2),
there exists for i = 1, 2 a family of G-Higgs bundles Ei = (Fi, Φi) parametrized by an ir-
reducible variety T such that for some t0 ∈ T we have (E,Φ) ∼= (Ei)t0 and for every
t ∈ T − {t0} we have (Ei,Φi) ∼= (Ei)t. Then

qFi(Φi)|X×{t0} = qEΦ

and for t ∈ T − {t0},
qFi(Φi)|X×{t} = qEiΦi.

Since qF1 and qF2 are a holomorphic projection, the equalities above imply that qE1Φ1 =
qEΦ = qE2Φ2.

The Hitchin map is defined in terms of this morphism

bG :M(G) // H0(X,O ⊗ (g//G))

[(E,Φ)]S
� // (qE)∗Φ;

(9.17)

by Lemma 9.5.1 we see that the Hitchin map is well defined. We know that the topological
class is a discrete invariant of the moduli space of G-Higgs bundlesM(G). When the base
variety is a Riemann surface of genus greater than or equal to 2, we have that the restriction
of bG to every component M(G)d (not necessarily connected) of G-Higgs bundles with
topological class d is surjective. This is not the case for genus g = 1 and, to preserve the
fact that the Hitchin map is a fibration, we set

B(G, d) = bG(M(G)d),

and
bG,d :M(G)d −→ B(G, d),

as in (9.17).
If d is the trivial element of π1(G), we have that B(G, d) is the whole of H0(X,O ⊗

(g//G)) sinceM(G)0 contains every S-equivalence class of the form [(X ×G,Φ)]S where
X × G is the trivial G-Higgs bundle and Φ is any element of H0(X,O ⊗ g). If H is a
Cartan subgroup with Cartan subalgebra h and Weyl group W , Chevalley’s Theorem says
that

g//G ∼= h/W.

As a consequence we have that H0(X,O⊗ (g//G)) ∼= H0(X,O⊗ h/W ) and since X is a
compact holomorphic variety, we have that H0(X,O⊗ h/W ) ∼= h/W . Let ΛH ⊂ h be the
lattice given in (9.4), so h ∼= C⊗ZΛH and furthermore h/W ∼= (C⊗ZΛH)/W . Composing
all these isomorphisms we obtain

βG,0 : B(G, 0)
∼=−→ (C⊗Z ΛH) / W .

Now we take d ∈ π1(G) non-trivial. Recall from Remark 8.1.1 that d is associated to
(u, c) ∈ π1(Z)×π1(D) ⊂ z×ZD(D). By Proposition 9.2.5 we see that every polystableG-
Higgs bundle of topological class d is isomorphic to (Eρ,Φ) where Eρ is constructed from
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the representation ρ : ΓR → K and there exists a covering {Ui}i∈I of X that trivializes
Eρ such that Φ ∈ H0(X,Eρ(g)) expressed in terms of {Ui}i∈I is constant and equal to
z ∈ hωc ⊂ zg(ρ). Let us denote by gc the subset of g of the elements of the form z′ = add(z)
for some g ∈ G and some z ∈ hωc . By the previous description of polystable G-Higgs
bundles of topological class d we have that

B(G, d) = H0(X,O ⊗ (gc//G)) ∼= gc
//
G .

By definition of gc we have that gc//G is isomorphic to hωc/(NG(hωc)/ZG(hωc)). Take Wc,
Sc and ΛSc

as in (8.6), (8.10) and (9.4). Recall that LieSc is hωc and therefore we have that
hωc ∼= C⊗ZΛSc

and furthermore hωc/Wc
∼= (C⊗ZΛSc

)/Wc. Then, the composition of the
previous isomorphisms gives us

βG,d : B(G, d)
∼=−→ (C⊗Z ΛSc

) / Wc .

Let B(ΛSc
) = {γ1, . . . , γ`} be a basis of ΛSc

. Recalling that T ∗X ∼= X × C, we see
that the projection π : T ∗X → C induces

πG,c : (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc

// (C⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc

[∑
γi∈B(ΛSc )(xi, λi)⊗Z γi

]
Wc

� //
[∑

γi∈B(ΛSc ) λi ⊗Z γi
]
Wc

.

(9.18)

We use this morphism to better understand the Hitchin map.

Theorem 9.5.2. The following diagram is commutative

M(G)d
bG,d //

ξ
x0
G,d

∼=
��

B(G, d)

βG,d∼=
��

(T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc

πG,c // (C⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc .

Proof. Let (E,Φ) be the polystable representative of a certain S-equivalence class inM(G)d.
In the notation of Remark 9.4.5 we have that (E,Φ) is isomorphic to i∗(L⊗Ex0

Lc,d
, φ) where

(L, φ) is a Sc-Higgs bundle and (L, φ) the induced Sc-Higgs bundle. Note that φ and φ are
given by an element z of hωc . We write

ξx0

Sc,0
(L, φ) =

∑
γi∈BΛ

Z

(xi, λi)⊗Z γi.

We note that z =
∑

γi∈BΛ
Z

λj · γj . On the other hand we have that ξx0
G,d([(E,Φ)]S) is equal

to ξx0

Sc,0
(L, φ) and then, we see that the diagram commutes.

Once we have an explicit description of the Hitchin fibration, we can describe explicitly
its fibres.
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Proposition 9.5.3. Let s ∈ (C⊗Z ΛSc
), then

πG,c([s]Wc)
∼= (X ⊗Z ΛSc

)
/
ZWc(s) .

Proof. We consider the following commutative diagram

T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc

q̃G,c //

π̃G,c
��

T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc / Wc

πG,c

��
C⊗Z ΛSc

qG,c // C⊗Z ΛSc / Wc ,

where πG,c is defined in (9.18) and π̃G,c, qG,c and q̃G,c are the natural projections. We
observe that

π−1
G,c([s]Wc)

∼= q̃G,c
(
π̃−1
G,c

(
q−1
G,c([s]Wc)

))
.

Since π̃−1
G,c(q

−1
G,c([s]Wc)) is Wc-invariant then

π−1
G,c([s]Wc)

∼= π̃−1
G,c

(
q−1
G,c([s]Wc)

)
/ Wc .

Since ZWc(s) ⊂ Wc might not be a normal subgroup, we only know that Wc/ZWc(s) is a
finite set. Denote by oω the orbit of ω ∈ Wc. We have

q−1
G,c([s]Wc) =

⋃
ω∈Wc

ω · s =
⋃

oω∈Wc/ZWc (s)

ω · s,

and therefore
π−1
G,c([s]Wc)

∼=
(⋃

oω∈Wc/ZWc (s) π̃
−1
G,c(ω · s)

)
/ Wc . (9.19)

If oω1 and oω2 are different orbits we have that

π̃−1
G,c(ω1 · s) ∩ π̃−1

G,c(ω2 · s) = ∅,

furthermore, one has
π̃−1
G,c(ω2 · s) = (ω2ω

−1
1 ) · π̃−1

G,c(ω1 · s).
Then we see that (9.19) can be rewritten as follows

π−1
G,c([s]Wc)

∼= π̃−1
G,c(s)

/
ZWc(s) .

Finally we observe that π̃−1
G,c(s)

∼= X ⊗Z ΛSc
and the action on both sides of ZWc(s)

commutes.
Since the only element of Wc that acts trivially on C⊗ZΛSc

is the identity, we have that
the subset

VG,c = {s ∈ C⊗Z ΛSc
: such that there exists a non-trivial ω ∈ Wc with s = ω · s}

is a finite union of codimension at least or equal to 1 closed subsets and then VG,c is a
closed subset of codimension greater than 1. Let us denote by UG,c the complement of VG,c
in C⊗Z ΛSc

,
UG,c = C⊗Z ΛSc

\ VG,c.
The generic Hitchin fibre is the fibre over an element of the dense open subset of

B(G, c) given by the image of UG,c. By construction, for any sa ∈ UG,c we have that
ZWc(sa) = {id} and then Proposition 9.5.3 implies the following.
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Corollary 9.5.4. Let sa ∈ UG,c ⊂ C⊗ZΛSc
; the generic Hitchin fibre is the abelian variety

π−1
G,c([sa]Wc)

∼= X ⊗Z ΛSc
.

Suppose we have a pair of Langlands dual groups G and GL and denote their Lie al-
gebras by g and gL respectively. Let H and HL be Cartan subgroups of G and GL and
denote their Lie algebras by h and hL. Let us write W and WL for the Weyl groups of the
pairs (G,H) and (GL, HL). We denote by ΛH ⊂ h and by ΛHL ⊂ hL the lattices induced
by π1(H) and π1(HL) respectively. Consider a quadratic form 〈·, ·〉 on h that projects to
the Killing form on the semisimple part of h and denote by f : h → h∗ the isomorphism
induced by the quadratic form and Λ∨H the dual lattice i.e. Λ∨H = {f(z) : where z ∈
h is such that 〈z,ΛH〉 ⊂ Z}. The group theoretic Langlands duality says that

WL = W, hL ∼= h∗, and ΛHL = Λ∨H ,

and the action of WL on hL is the action of W on h∗ by f . We note that in general
f(ΛH) 6= Λ∨H(= ΛHL).

It is straightforward that there exists an isomorphism between the Hitchin bases of the
Hitchin fibration for topologically trivial components of the moduli spaces of Higgs bundles
of two Langlands dual groups

B(G, 0) ∼= h / W ∼= h∗ / W ∼= B(GL, 0),

and then we have

M(G)0

bG,0

((QQQQQQQQQQQQQ
M(GL)0

b
GL,0

vvlllllllllllll

B(G, 0) ∼= B(GL, 0).

We define the isomorphism f̃ making use of the following commuting diagram

C⊗Z ΛH

∼=f̃
��

∼= // h

f∼=
��

C⊗Z Λ∨H
∼= // h∗.

Take any s ∈ C⊗Z ΛH and denote by zs its image in h. By the diagram above we have that
f(zs) ∈ h∗ is the image in h∗ of s̃ ∈ C⊗Z Λ∨H . Since the action of W is equivariant under
f we have that ZW (f(sz)) = ZW (sz) and then

ZW (f̃(s)) = ZW (s). (9.20)

Therefore the dense subset of B(G, 0) given by the projection of UG;0 is sent to the dense
subset of B(GL, 0) obtained by projecting UGL,0. As a consequence of Proposition 9.5.3
we have the following relation between Hitchin fibres.
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Corollary 9.5.5. Let us take sa ∈ UG,0 and therefore we have that f̃(sa) ∈ UGL,0. Then

π−1
GL,0

([f̃(sa)]W ) ∼= X ⊗Z Λ∨H

is a self-dual abelian variety isomorphic to

π−1
G,0([sa]W ) ∼= X ⊗Z ΛH .

For an arbitrary s ∈ (C⊗Z ΛH) and f̃(s) ∈ (C⊗Z Λ∨H) we have that

π−1
GL,0

([f̃(s)]W ) ∼= (X ⊗Z Λ∨H)
/
ZW (s)

and
π−1
G,0([s]W ) ∼= (X ⊗Z ΛH)

/
ZW (s)

are quotients of isomorphic self-dual abelian varieties by the action of the same finite group
ZW (s) although the action of ZW (s) is different in each case.

9.6 The fibrationM(G)→M(G)

Thanks to Proposition 9.2.1 and Corollary 9.2.3 we can construct the following morphism
between moduli spaces

aG,d :M(G)d // M(G)d

[(E,Φ)]S
� // [E]S.

We see that this morphism is clearly surjective. Consider pG,d to be the usual projection

pG,d : (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc

// (X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc

[(x1, λ1)⊗ γ1 + · · ·+ (x`, λ`)⊗ γ`]Wc

� // [x1 ⊗ γ1 + · · ·+ x` ⊗ γ`]Wc
.

Proposition 9.6.1. We have the following commutative diagram

aG,d :M(G)d
aG,d //

ξ
x0
G,d

��

M(G)d

ς
x0
G,d

��
(T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc

) / Wc

pG,d // (X ⊗Z ΛSc
) / Wc .

Proof. This follows from the description of M(G)d given in Theorem 9.4.7 and the de-
scription of M(G)d of (9.16)

We can give an interpretation of the projection aG,d in terms of a certain orbifold bundle.

Given a topological space Y , we can define an orbifold chart α as a triple given by
a connected open subset Uα ⊂ Cn, a finite group Γα of holomorphic automorphisms of
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Uα and a Γα-invariant map ϕα : Uα → Uα that induces an isomorphism between Uα/Γα
and Uα ⊂ Y open. As for the case of manifolds, we can define a notion of embedding
of orbifold charts. An orbifold atlas C for Y is a collection of such charts that cover Y
and such that, for every point in the intersection of two charts, there exists a third chart
that covers this point and embeds into the previous two. An effective orbifold Ỹ is the pair
(Y, C) where Y is a Haussdorf topological space and C is an orbifold atlas for Y . Two
atlases on Y are equivalent if we can find a common refinement, an orbifold structure on
the topological space is an equivalence class of orbifold atlases on it.

For any effective orbifold Ỹ = (Y, C) we can construct its cotangent orbifold bundle,
denoted by T ∗Ỹ . Given (Uα,Γα, ϕα) a chart of C, we can consider the cotangent bundle
T ∗Uα and the induced action of Γα on it. The projection map T ∗Uα → Uα is equivariant
and composing with ϕα we obtain a natural projection aα : T ∗Uα/Γα → Uα. It can be
proved (see [ALR] for details) that the bundles aα : T ∗Uα/Γα → Uα can be glued together
giving an orbifold structure to T ∗Ỹ . Morover the natural projection a : T ∗Ỹ → Ỹ defines
a holomorphic map of orbifolds with fibres a−1(y) = T ∗uUα/Γy, where u ∈ Uα maps to
y ∈ Y .

When Y = Z/Γ is the quotient of a holomorphic manifold Z by a finite group Γ which
acts holomorphically and effectively on Z, we can define a natural orbifold structure on
Y . For every point z ∈ Z take Γz to be its stabilizer. Take any open neighbourhood V ′z
of z such that for every γ ∈ Γ\Γz the intersection γ(V ′z ) ∩ V ′z is empty. Write U ′z for the
connected component containing z of the intersection

⋂
γ∈Γz

γ(V ′z ). Taking a holomorphic
chart g : U ′z → Uz ⊂ Cn of the manifold Z, we see that Γz is included in the automorphism
group of Uz. Given the projection p : Z → Z/Γ, we define ϕz = p◦g−1 : Uz → Uz ⊂ Z/Γ;
by construction ϕz is Γz invariant. The triple (Uz,Γz, ϕz) defines an orbifold chart for every
point z of Z and every sufficently small neighbourhood V ′z . It can be proved that the set
of all of these charts gives an orbifold atlas C which determines an orbifold structure on
Y = Z/Γ.

In (9.16) we saw that M(G)d can be described as the quotient of X⊗ZΛSc
by the finite

group Wc. Let us write M̃(G)d for the orbifold induced by this quotient. Analogously, we
define M̃(G)d to be the orbifold induced on the moduli space of Higgs bundles M(G)d
induced by the quotient (T ∗X ⊗Z ΛSc

)/Wc given in Theorem 9.4.7.

Theorem 9.6.2. Let G be a complex reductive Lie group. Let M̃(G)d and M̃(G)d be the
orbifolds defined above. We have that M̃(G)d is the cotangent orbifold bundle of M̃(G)d,
i.e.

M̃(G)d ∼= T ∗M̃(G)d.

Proof. We observe that T ∗(X ⊗Z ΛSc
) is T ∗X ⊗ ΛSc

and the action of Wc on both spaces
commutes.
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